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RÉSUMÉ
Les macromolécules biologiques sont, par essence, des systèmes dynamiques.
Si l’importance de cette flexibilité est maintenant clairement établie, la carac-
térisation précise du désordre conformationnel de ces systèmes reste encore
une question ouverte. La résonance magnétique nucléaire constitue un outil
unique pour sonder ces mouvements au niveau atomique que ce soit par
les études de relaxation de spin ou par l’analyse des couplages dipolaires
résiduels. Ces derniers permettent d’étudier l’ensemble des mouvements
ayant lieu à des échelles de temps plus rapide que la milliseconde, englobant
ainsi les temps caractéristiques de nombreux mouvements physiologique-
ment importants. L’information contenue dans ces couplages résiduels
est ici interprétée principalement grâce à des approches analytiques pour
quantifier la dynamique présente dans des protéines repliées, déterminer
l’orientation de ces mouvements et obtenir de l’information structurale au
sein de ce désordre conformationnel. Ces approches analytiques sont com-
plémentées par des méthodes numériques, permettant ainsi soit d’observer
les phénomènes sous un autre angle, soit d’examiner d’autres systèmes tels
que les protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées. L’ensemble de ces études
laisse transparaître une importante complémentarité entre ordre structural
et désordre conformationnel.
mots-clés Résonance Magnétique Nucléaire, Couplages Dipolaires
Résiduels, Désordre Conformationnel, Protéines, Structure, Dynamique.
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ABSTRACT
Biological macromolecules are, by essence, dynamical systems. While the
importance of this flexibility is nowadays well established, the accurate
characterization of the conformational disorder of these systems remains
an important challenge. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy is a
unique tool to probe these motions at atomic level, through the analysis
of spin relaxation or residual dipolar couplings. The latter allows all mo-
tions occurring at timescales faster than the millisecond to be investigated,
including physiologically important timescales. The information presents
in those couplings is interpreted here using mainly analytical approaches
in order to quantify the amounts of dynamics present in folded protein, to
determine the direction of those motions and to obtain structural informa-
tion within this conformational disorder. These analytical approaches are
complemented by numerical methods, that allowed the observation of phe-
nomena from a different point of view or the investigation of other systems
such as intrinsically disordered proteins. All of these studies demonstrate
an important complementarity between structural order and conformational
disorder.
key words Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, Residual Dipolar Coupling,
Conformational Disorder, Protein, Dynamics, Structure.
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Part I
INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
The understanding of living organisms has occupied an important place in
the development of scientific and philosophic concepts due in part to its
unbelievable complexity but also, and probably most importantly to the
central place it occupies in the ability to humans to define themselves and
to comprehend their existence.
Interestingly Biology evolved separately to Physics, which is kind of a
paradox, considering that they are etymologically the Science of Life and
the Science of Nature. From early Antiquity these two Disciplines were
often separated into two distinct areas, Biology mainly existing as a de-
scriptive representation of all living organism through Botany or Zoology,
while Physics mainly focuses on the rationalization of inert matter based
on Causality and Reproducibility of phenomena [1]. This separation, re-
inforced by philosophical and religious conceptions, led to a vision of the
World, where a fundamental distinction was made between inert and living
matter.
The real possibility to explain fundamental principles of living organism
using a conceptual framework developed by physical and chemical Sciences
in therefore quite recent. Even if early hypotheses had already explored this
direction, such as Leonardo da Vinci drawing a parallel between combustion
and nutrition, the possibility was scientifically investigated relatively re-
cently [2]. The refutation of the so-called Vital Force Theory, that supposed
the necessity of a particular force, belonging exclusively to the Living Realm,
to synthesize organic compounds — organic being used in this original
meaning — starts only in 1828 with the ex vivo synthesis of urea by Friedrich
Wöher. Nevertheless this theory persisted until that the revolutionary ex-
periments of Louis Pasteur demonstrated the nonexistence of spontaneous
generation [3, 4].
Although the possibility to explore living organisms and processes using
chemical and physical concepts has been revealed by numerous break-
throughs, the actual knowledge it provided was far from explaining funda-
mental questions about the existence, the origin and the function of living
systems. The aim of Biophysics is to explore these areas. This could be
seen, in my opinion, as a reductionist approach, in the non-restrictive epis-
temological sense, assuming that physical and chemical concepts remain
valid for biological systems and can be applied to further understand Life’s
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phenomena. Nevertheless it should not be interpreted in terms of rigid
reductionism, reducing living systems to a sum of simple physical and
chemical principles. This was simply summarized by Anderson, discussing
the "hierarchy" of sciences [5]:
"At each stage, entirely new laws, concepts and generalizations are necessary,
requiring inspiration and creativity to just as great a degree as in the previous one.
Psychology is not applied biology nor is biology applied chemistry."
The present work will join these scientific approaches by using Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) to investigate conformational flexibility of
proteins.
Proteins are extremely important classes of molecules in living systems
[2, 4, 6–8]. Their biological roles are extremely broad, from structural
proteins, that are involved in the cell structuring, to enzymes, that catalyze
biological reaction, via signaling or transport proteins, they are involved in
nearly all biological processes.
Therefore the understanding of their biophysical properties is crucial for a
further understanding of the function of an organism.
From a chemical point of view, a protein can be seen as a hetero-polymer
comprising a combination of amino-acids fixed by the primary sequence of
the considered protein. Twenty natural amino-acids, with different physico-
chemical composition are encoded in the genetic code and used in protein
constitution. Their order — the primary sequence — determines the intrinsic
properties of the protein and thereby, its function [2, 4, 6–8].
Nevertheless proteins are biochemically very complex objects and thus their
composition can not currently be used to predict and fully understand
their properties [2, 4, 6–8]. During the development of molecular biology
the importance of the spatial organization of the protein, its so-called fold,
appeared rapidly as an important key to understand its function [9]. Three
levels of organization can be distinguished. The secondary structures are
structural motifs that proteins often adopt. Among them the α-helix [10] and
the β-sheet [11] are the most common, but a large variety exists including
different kinds of helices or turns. A second level of organization appears in
the three-dimensional structure of the protein, called the tertiary structure
and finally the quaternary structure corresponds to the overall organization
of multimeric protein complexes.
The information derived from structural studies of proteins, as for other bio-
logical macromolecules [12], is enormous, and its main impact on molecular
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interactions is formalized in the so-called "lock and key" principle devel-
oped by Emil Fisher, that assumes that interactions between two partners
can be achieved if their interaction interfaces present a geometric shape
complementarity. In general the paradigm of structural biology has relied
very strongly on a narrow link between structure and function.
Nevertheless this static description rapidly exhibits fundamental limits that
have been overcome by invoking conformational dynamics, for example
in enzymatic catalysis. The dynamic behavior of proteins appears to be
essential for biological function and in order to understand the underlying
mechanisms, a precise characterization of the basic physics of protein motion
is necessary. These dynamics can be seen as a conformational disorder, albeit
occurring on a vast range of timescales, as it represents a deviation from the
idealized unique and perfectly rigid description presented through static
structural biology.
The accurate study of protein dynamics is experimentally challenging as
it requires, in order to give a precise picture of possible motions, methods
that are able to site-specifically probe biomolecular dynamics and NMR has
emerged as a very well suited method for studying those motions.
One of the major strength of NMR is that it provides site-specific, even
atomic resolution, information about the conformational behaviour of atoms
in proteins. In fact the nucleus of an atom is characterized among other
properties by its spin. Using NMR, any nucleus with a non zero spin can
be studied, by inducing transition between different nuclear spin states
[13–15]. Proteins are mainly made up of Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen and
Oxygen. The easiest species to investigate by NMR are those possessing
spin-1/2 nuclei. Fortunately 1H, 15N, 13C are spin-1/2 nuclei and therefore
are well adapted for NMR studies. Due to its high gyromagnetic ratio
and its natural abundance 1H remains the most NMR studied nucleus but
using isotopically enriched systems the low natural abundance issue of 15N
and 13C (respectively 0.4% and 1%) can be overcome. Thus NMR studies
can lead in principle to information about any H, N or C atoms present
in a protein. Using appropriate NMR techniques such as high field and
multi-dimensional NMR, the information of the multitude of spins can be
discriminated and identified, allowing in favorable cases the characterization
of each nucleus independently.
The second major interest of NMR is that NMR signals are sensitive to a
very large range of timescales [15], as presented in Figure 1. Obviously all
processes slower than an NMR measurement can be probed in real time,
but NMR is also sensitive to motions occurring on faster timescales.
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Figure 1 – NMR timescales and biological motions. Above the timescales axis: some
biological motions (timescales are just indicative). Under the axis: NMR tech-
niques to probe molecular dynamics, arrows indicate the timescales sensitivity.
ν0 represents the Larmor frequency of a studied nucleus, τc the correlation time
of the molecule bearing this nucleus, ∆ν is the frequency difference between
two exchanging sites at which coalescence occurs. More details can be found in
Chapter 1.
Very fast motions such as librations (ultra-fast bond vibrations and distor-
tions) cannot be directly studied by NMR and they manifest themselves
only as effective parameter modulations. Then all motions occurring on
timescales around the Larmor frequency will appears as active in spin re-
laxation processes and will influence NMR spectral properties [13, 16, 17].
These dynamics can be probed by spin relaxation studies where the up-
per limit of accessible timescales is fixed by the overall correlation time of
the molecule reorientation (5-20ns for a medium size protein, in aqueous
solution at room temperature).
Another time barrier exists in the form of chemical shift coalescence. Con-
sidering a nucleus in exchange between two chemically different sites, if the
frequency of exchange is faster than this coalescence, the two resonances will
merge into a single signal and for timescales not too short, this motion can
be probed by relaxation-dispersion [18]. If now the exchange frequency is
slower than this coalescence limit, two signals will appear and the exchange
can be studied by analyzing their lineshapes.
Finally Residual Dipolar Couplings (RDCs), scalar couplings and chemical
shifts are sensitive to all dynamics occurring on timescales faster than the co-
alescence limit [19]. They are therefore very powerful probes of biologically
important motions that are thought to occur on these timescales, for exam-
ple complex formation, domain reorientation, collectives motions. . . Even if
these three interactions are sensitive to similar timescale, RDCs have been
revealed to be exquisite probes of structural and dynamic information as
they provide information about the orientation of internuclear vector orien-
tations relative to the NMR static magnetic field B0, and therefore relative
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to other bonds in the same molecule. They also present the great advantage
of being measurable under different conditions, allowing the multiplication
of the accessible information. For those reasons they will be at the centre of
most of the analysis presented here.
The present Thesis will be organized as the following:
• A first part will focus on the theoretical concepts underlying the subse-
quently presented studies. A first chapter will present the main aspects
of NMR Relaxation and its importance for probing biomolecular mo-
tions. The following chapter will provide a more extensive description
of RDCs, which will be the main source of information in the studies
presented in this work.
• The second part will focus on the development of methods to character-
ize protein dynamics at timescales up to the milli-second using RDCs.
The first chapter will review the existing methods for studying protein
dynamics using mainly RDCs and will present some approaches that
will be used in the subsequent studies. The second chapter will present
an analytical method for the determination of the nature and magni-
tude of these dynamics at atomic resolution, applied to the protein
Ubiquitin. The third chapter will reinvestigate the same dynamic pro-
cesses using a very complementary technique based on an accelerated
molecular dynamics approach. The results obtained by the two ap-
proaches will be extensively compared. The fourth chapter will focus
on the protein GB3. The analytical methods developed during the
analysis of Ubiquitin will be applied to this system and the obtained
dynamics, characterized by a completely local description will be re-
visited in order to determine the extent to which it becomes possible
to reinterpret the data using a model that allows for both local and
collective motions. The fifth chapter will focus on the fast and slow
dynamics of an SH3 domain, for which extensive RDCs measurements
have been made. The last chapter will characterize the fast dynamics of
a weak complex between Ubiquitin and the same SH3 domain, using
NMR relaxation.
• The last part will deal with the characterization of the unfolded states.
The first chapter will briefly present unfolded proteins as highly flexible
systems where some weak conformational order remains. The second
chapter will focus of the extraction of local order information whereas
the third will deal with the characterization of long-range order. Those
studies are all based on an ensemble description of the unfolded state.
Firstly, the local conformational sampling will be characterized on two
systems once using RDCs and once using Chemical Shifts. Finally, the
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last chapter will deal with the effect of transient long-range contacts
on Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancement and RDCs.
• Finally the Thesis will be summarized with a general concluding
chapter.
Part II
THEORET ICAL CONCEPTS

1
NMR RELAXATION
abstract
This chapter describes the basis of NMR relaxation that is necessary for the
understanding of the work presented later in the Thesis. After a very brief
introduction on NMR, the principal results of the semi-classical Redfield-
Abragam theory are presented and the auto-correlation and spectral density
functions are introduced. Different relaxation mechanisms that are im-
portant for 15N relaxation in proteins are presented. Then emphasis is
placed on the link between molecular motions and relaxation rates and
finally the so-called model-free description of the spectral density function
is introduced.
1.1 introduction
NMR spectroscopy characterizes energy transitions between nuclear mag-
netic energy levels [13, 15–17]. As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the
quantities that describes a given nucleus is the nuclear spin. This intrinsic
property of the nucleus [14] is defined by a quantum number of spin s.
A spin operator Sˆ and an angular momentum  hSˆ are associated with the
quantum number and can be characterized using two operators:
• Sˆ2, that describes the norm of the spin angular momentum and is
quantified by s(s+ 1).
• Sˆz, which represent the component or projection of this angular mo-
mentum along an arbitrary z-axis. The corresponding quantification
is obtained using m, the magnetic quantum number of spin, that can
vary between −s and +s, in steps of 1.
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The magnetic moment µˆs associated with the angular momentum is given
by:
µˆs = γ hSˆ (1.1)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus in question.
In the presence of a static magnetic field B0, the Hamiltonian of the in-
teraction between the field and the magnetic moment, called the Zeeman
interaction [14, 15], can be expressed as1:
 hHZ = −µˆs.B0 = −γ hSˆB0 (1.2)
In the simple case, of an isolated spin-1/2, the Hamiltonian has two eigen-
states, denoted α and β, corresponding to m = +1/2 and m = −1/2
respectively and whose energies are given by:
Eα = −
1
2
 hγB0 and Eβ = +
1
2
 hγB0 (1.3)
The magnetic moment is not static but rotates around the B0 field with
the so-called Larmor frequency [14, 15] that can be expressed in Hertz as
ν0 = −γB0/2π or in rad.s−1 as ω0 = −γB0. Transitions between the α and
β states are observable at this frequency and constitute the basis of NMR
spectroscopy.
More generally, as a spin system is immersed in a static magnetic field B0,
an equilibrium occurs between the different accessible energy levels, with
populations dictated by the Boltzmann distribution. Each NMR experiment
consists of a perturbation of this equilibrium through the application of
rf-pulses which modify the population or coherences (see below) of the spin
system. The ensemble of mechanisms that will bring back the system to
its initial thermal equilibrium is called relaxation. Phenomenologically two
different processes are distinguished in an ensemble of isolated spins-1/2
[15]:
• the spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation which describes the inter-
action of the spin system with the surrounding medium called the
lattice2 and brings back the magnetization to its equilibrium value i.e.
back to the Boltzmann distribution. This process is described by a time
constant, called T1 or the associated rate R1 = T−11 .
• the spin-spin or transverse relaxation that corresponds to the decay of
coherences or a loss of magnetization in the plane orthogonal to B0.
1 In NMR the Hamiltonians are usually expressed in units of  h.
2 This lattice correspond to a thermal bath with which the system can exchange energy
without modifying the temperature of the bath.
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The time constant and rate associated with this decay are named T2
and R2 respectively.
Relaxation is of a great importance for NMR in the sense that it determines
the characteristic time scale of the experiment: the delays in a given pulse
sequence have to be shorter than T2 otherwise coherences will be lost at
the beginning of the acquisition, and the delay between scans has to be
significantly longer than T1 as magnetization has to return to the equilibrium
value before starting a new scan.
The physical origin of relaxation can be found in the thermal motion of
the considered system [13, 20]. As spin interactions are dependent on the
geometry of the studied system e.g. internuclear distances, orientation
towards the B0 field. . . they will be affected by any spatial modification.
Thermal agitation provides a source of stochastic motion that modulates
the spin interactions and therefore allows an exchange of energy between
the spin system and its surroundings. The type and amount of the different
motions influence the relaxation rates and relaxation can be therefore used
as a probe of molecular motion.
1.2 relaxation theory
The aim of this section is to introduce the main concepts of NMR relaxation
theory that will be useful for the analysis found later in this Thesis. After
introducing the density matrix, the relaxation theory will be described
within the framework of the semi-classical Redfield-Abragam theory before
focusing on the meaning of the correlation and spectral density functions.
For a more complete description of the NMR relaxation theory, the reader
is referred to the references [13, 16, 17].
1.2.1 The Density Matrix Operator
The evolution of a spin system can be described by an operator σ called the
density matrix. It is defined as the average of the operator |ψ〉 〈ψ| over all
the accessible spin states [14, 17]:
σ =
∫
P (ψ) |ψ〉 〈ψ|dτ (1.4)
where P (ψ) is the density of probability of a given state |ψ〉.
Translated into a matrix description, a diagonal element of the density matrix
corresponds to the population of a given eigenstate and the off-diagonal
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elements correspond to the coherences between different eigenstates3 [14,
15].
A main property of the density matrix operator is that for any experimental
observable Q, the expected average value is given by:
〈Q〉 = Tr (σQ) (1.5)
and therefore the description of the evolution of the density matrix provides
a means to characterize the evolution of the whole spin system.
The time evolution of the density matrix is governed by the Liouville-von
Neumann equation for a system described by a Hamiltonian H expressed
in units of  h:
dσ(t)
dt
= −i
[
H(t), σ(t)
]
(1.6)
1.2.2 The Redfield-Abragam Theory
The Redfield-Abragam theory is the most used in NMR and is a semi-
classical description, where the spin system is treated using a quantum
mechanical approach whereas the lattice is described in a classical manner.
This description leads to a satisfactory characterization of relaxation pro-
cesses if an ad hoc modification is performed in order to bring back the spin
system to thermal equilibrium4 [13, 17].
For studying relaxation processes, it is convenient to decompose the Hamil-
tonian in a time independent contribution H0 and a stochastic contribution
H1(t), corresponding to random fluctuation whose time average
〈
H1(t)
〉
is
zero.
By switching to the interaction frame, which is equivalent to the classical
rotating frame, and indicated here using ˜ , it is possible to remove the time
dependence due to H0 in equation 1.6 and gives after integration:
σ˜(t) − σ˜(0) = −i
∫ t
0
[
H˜1(t
′), σ˜(t ′)
]
dt ′ (1.7)
and after a second-order expansion and considering that the first-order
term vanishes as H˜1(t) and σ˜(t) are assumed to be uncorrelated, and after
3 The existence of a non zero off-diagonal element means that the phases of the two involved
states do not evolve completely at random but in a coherent way on average.
4 The thermal equilibrium corresponds to a situation where all coherences are lost and where
populations are Boltzman weighted.
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substituting σ˜(0) with σ˜(0) − σ˜eq to allow return to equilibrium, we obtain:
σ˜(t) − σ˜(0) = −i
∫ t
0
∫ t ′
0
[
H˜1(t
′),
[
H˜1(t
′′), σ˜(0) − σ˜eq
]]
dt ′′dt ′ (1.8)
As relaxation relies on the action of spin operators modulated by random
spatial fluctuations it is convenient to decomposeH1(t) firstly, in a sum over
all the different mechanisms acting on the evolution of the spin state and
then in a sum of products of static spin operators Vα,n and time dependent
spatial operators Fα,n(t), which describe the random fluctuations. In the
following study all relaxation active operators are of second order so that
they can be decomposed in the same spatial basis [21] (the second rank
spherical harmonics) and therefore for Fα,n(t) the subscript n can be omitted,
leading to:
H1(t) =
∑
n
H1,n(t) =
∑
α,n
Vα,nFα(t) =
∑
α,n
V†α,nF
∗
α(t) (1.9)
where † and ∗ denote respectively hermitian5 and complex conjugate.
The average of the fluctuation function vanishes and those functions are
assumed to be stationary, allowing the correlation function to be defined as:
Cαβ(|t− t
′|) =
〈
Fα(t)F
∗
β(t
′)
〉
(1.10)
In the interaction representation, spin operators behave as [17]:
V˜α,n(t) = e
ωαt Vα,n and V˜α,n(t) = e−ωαt V†α,n (1.11)
where ωα is the characteristic frequency of rotation of Vα,n in the interaction
frame.
It then becomes possible to rewrite equation 1.8 as:
σ˜(t) − σ˜(0) = −i
∑
α,β,n,m
[
Vα,n,
[
V
†
β,m, σ˜(0) − σ˜eq
]]
∫ t
0
∫ t ′
0
Cαβ(|t− t
′|)ei(ωαt
′−ωβt
′′)dt ′′dt ′
(1.12)
In this equation two different contributions can be distinguished and evalu-
ated using the spectral density function Jαβ defined as:
Jαβ(ω) =
∫∞
0
Cαβ(τ)e
iωτdτ (1.13)
5 Using bra-ket notation two operators A and A† are hermitian conjugate one of each other
if and only if for any 〈φ| and |ψ〉: |φ〉 = A |ψ〉 ⇔ 〈φ| = 〈ψ|A† [14, 17].
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• firstly the one corresponding to α = β. Introducing τ = t ′ − t ′′ and
assuming that the evolution of the density matrix is much slower than
the characteristic time scale of the auto-correlation function decay, the
right hand side integral of equation 1.12 can be rewritten as:∫ t
0
∫ t ′
0
Cαα(|t
′ − t ′′|)ei(ωαt
′−ωαt
′′)dt ′′dt ′ = tJαα(ωα) (1.14)
• then the one with α 6= β for which the double integral of equation 1.12
can be expressed as:∫ t
0
∫ t ′
0
Cαβ(|t
′ − t ′′|)ei(ωαt
′−ωβt
′′)dt ′′dt ′
=
1
i(ωα −ωβ)
[
ei(ωα−ωβ)t Jαβ(ωβ) − Jβα(ωα)
] (1.15)
By comparing expressions 1.14 and 1.15, for any evolution time t larger
than (ωα −ωβ)−1 all non secular terms (α 6= β) can be neglected. This
approximation, valid in the case of two unlike spin6, leads for a short
time t compared to the density matrix evolution to the master equation of
relaxation:
dσ˜(t)
dt
= −
∑
α,n,m
[
Vα,n,
[
V†α,m, σ˜(t) − σ˜eq
]]
Jαα(ωα) (1.16)
All terms involving n = m corresponds to auto-correlated processes and
the others to cross-correlated phenomena, which represents interferences
between two different relaxation pathways. Eventually according to equa-
tion 1.5 and using the trace property Tr{A[B,C]} = Tr{[A,B]C}, the master
equation give for the average value of a given observable Q:
d 〈Q〉
dt
= Tr
(
Q
dσ˜(t)
dt
)
= −
∑
α,n,m
{〈[
[Q,Vα,n] , V
†
α,m
]〉
−
〈[
[Q,Vα,n] , V
†
α,m
]〉
eq
}
Jαα(ωα)
(1.17)
1.2.3 The Auto-Correlation and Spectral Density Functions
The auto-correlation function, introduced in the previous section, is a station-
ary function that characterizes the loss of memory of a randomly evolving
6 Only this case will be treated in this work, therefore this assumption will be retained.
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system. It is a decreasing function whose characteristic decay time is fixed
by the rate of randomly fluctuating processes.
In NMR spectroscopy, system properties are more often expressed in terms
of frequency than of time evolution. This is why spectral density functions,
as introduced in equation 1.13 are commonly used to describe those random
processes. Following this definition the spectral density function contains
a real and an imaginary part, which is often, and it will be the case in the
following study, neglected. This imaginary part is responsible for the so
called dynamic frequency shifts which brings a contribution to the chemical
shift without leading to significant relaxation processes [13, 22, 23]. It is also
convenient to normalize the spectral density function by the mean square
spatial fluctuation leading to the following expressions [17]:
J(ω) =
∫∞
0
C(τ) cos (ωτ)dτ with C(τ) =
Cαα(τ)〈
FααF∗αα
〉 (1.18)
where J is the normalized spectral density function and C the corresponding
normalized auto-correlation function. For the sake of consistency with NMR
literature, these functions will simply be called the spectral density function
and the correlation function.
For second-rank tensor operators the correlation function can be decom-
posed in the spherical harmonics basis as [24]:
C(t) =
4π
5
+2∑
m=−2
〈
Y2m(ϑ(t), ϕ(t))Y2m(ϑ(0), ϕ(0))
〉
(1.19)
where ϑ and ϕ are the polar coordinates of the vector involved in the
interaction in the laboratory frame.
1.3 relaxation mechanisms
The previous section described how it is possible to derive the relaxation
behavior of a given system in the presence of relaxation active interactions
modulated by spatial random fluctuation. The aim of this section is to
present the different kinds of interactions relevant for the description of the
15N spin relaxation in biomolecular systems.
All the following interactions act as rank two tensors and can therefore be
decomposed as in equation 1.9. Using this decomposition and applying
the master equation for an average value (equation 1.17) to the appropriate
operator (e.g. Iˆz for R1 and Iˆ+ for R2 in an isolated spin system) it becomes
possible to express the relaxtion rates of NMR observables as a linear
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combination of spectral density functions probed at different frequencies.
Calculation details will not be developed in the following as they can be
found in the literature [13, 16, 17, 24] and results will focus on the amide
Ni-HNi spin system, which is the only experimentally studied system in this
work.
1.3.1 The Dipolar Interaction
Each magnetic moment, such as the one induced by the spin of the nucleus,
generates a magnetic field in its surroundings [13, 15, 17, 24]. Therefore, a
second spin in the neighborhood of the first will experience a field depen-
dency on their relative position. Analytical expression of this interaction
can be found in Section 2.3, but it can be intuitively understood that any
kind of motion that will modify the relative position of the two spins will
modulate this interaction. This will represent the most important source of
relaxation in amide Ni-HNi spin system, through the following contribution
for R1 and R2 [24–26]:
RD1 =
1
4
d2nh
(
3J(ωn) + J(ωh −ωn) + 6J(ωh +ωn)
)
(1.20)
RD2 =
1
8
d2nh
(
4J(0) + 3J(ωn) + J(ωh −ωn) + 6J(ωh) + 6J(ωh +ωn)
)
(1.21)
with d2nh =
(
γhγnµ0 h
4πr3nh
)2
(1.22)
where rnh is the internuclear distance.
Moreover the dipolar interaction is responsible for a cross-relaxation process,
the nuclear Overhauser effect (nOe) [13, 15, 16]. This effect corresponds to a
transfer of magnetization between two spins through space via the dipolar
interaction. Therefore, if the population of a given spin is out of equilibrium,
it can transfer part of its magnetization to a neighboring spin7. This process
is often quantified by ηnh the ratio of intensities of an observed resonance,
in presence and absence of this effect, where [24–26]:
ηnh = 1+
γh
γn
d2nh
(
12J(ωh +ωn) − 2J(ωh −ωn)
)
R1
(1.23)
7 This space limitation is due to the fast decrease of the interaction with the internuclear
distance.
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1.3.2 The Chemical Shift Anisotropy Interaction
Even if the isotropic chemical shifts measured in liquid state NMR do not
reveal any orientational dependence, the chemical shift is an anisotropic
interaction. The chemical shift translates the effect of the local electronic
environment on the local magnetic field experienced by a given spin. As
this distribution is a priori anisotropic, this will be reflected in the property
of the corresponding interaction.
It has be shown experimentally that the 15N amide spin chemical shift tensor
σ is to a very good approximation symmetric in its principle axes frame
(σzz = σ‖ and σxx = σyy = σ⊥) and it is commonly assumed that the z-axis
of this frame is collinear with the Ni-HNi internuclear vector [17, 24]. This
leads to the following contribution to the relaxation rates [17, 24–26]:
RCSA1 = a
2
n 6 J(ωn) (1.24)
RCSA2 = a
2
n
(
4J(0) + 3J(ωn)
)
(1.25)
with a2n =
(
γnB0(σ‖ − σ⊥)
)2
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1.3.3 Chemical Exchange
Chemical exchange occurs when a given spin experiences different chemical
environments [15, 16]. For example if a nucleus switches between different
conformations or if a compound is involved in a chemical reaction that
allows a given spin to exist in non-equivalent electronic surroundings, it
will affect the NMR spectrum even if the process is at thermodynamical
equilibrium as this equilibrium can be seen as a kinetic dynamic equilib-
rium.
Analytical descriptions for different kinds of chemical exchange can be
found in the literature [16, 18, 27]. One of the simplest case [28] is, the two
site exchange process where a given spin experiences only two different
conformations A and B, with Larmor frequencies ωA and ωB, respec-
tively. The exchange process is characterized by the following kinetic and
thermodynamic parameters:
A
k1−−⇀↽−
k−1
B with K =
k1
k−1
=
pB
pA
and pA + pB = 1 (1.27)
where K is the thermodynamical constant of the equilibrium, k1 and k−1 are
the reaction rates and pA and pB are the molar fractions of the two states
A and B.
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The exchange rate [16] is defined as kex = k1 + k−1 and by comparing
this rate with the difference in Larmor frequencies between the two sites
∆ω = |ωA −ωB|, it is possible to define different regimes8 [15, 29]:
• Slow exchange if kex ≪ ∆ω. The rate of interconversion between the
two states is slow enough to reveal two resonances at frequencies ωA
and ωB (if one of the states is weakly populated its signal might be
undetectable).
• Slow intermediate exchange when kex < ∆ω. As kex increases the
number of interconversions increases leading to a broadening of both
signals (the interconversion accelerates the loss of coherence in the
transverse plane) and the two peaks have intermediate frequencies
between ωA and ωB.
• Intermediate exchange occurs at kex ≃ ∆ω. Here the two signals merge
at a point called coalescence. In this regime the line broadening is often
dramatic and can lead to a complete disappearance of any observable
signal.
• Fast intermediate exchange if kex > ∆ω. In this case the number of
interconversions starts to be significant: as kex increases the observed
frequency gets even better averaged and the transverse relaxation gets
more homogeneous resulting in resonance narrowing.
• Fast exchange when kex ≫ ∆ω. Here the rate of interconversion
between the two states is so fast that only an average signal can be
observed. This signal is present at the frequencyωab = pAωA +pBωB
and is not significantly broadened by the exchange process.
The effect of exchange in a spectrum is illustrated in Figure 2. Chemical
exchange can lead to a significant increase of transverse relaxation, and this
contribution is often called Rex, whereas it usually results in only a small
impact on the longitudinal relaxation as it is less sensitive to chemical shift
changes.
1.4 motion analysis
One of the major interests of spin relaxation is the link between measured
relaxation rates and molecular motions that include both reorientation of
the entire molecule and the internal motion. Here the description of the
molecular reorientation in term of tensorial behavior will be presented.
8 Often only fast, intermediate and slow exchange are defined with broaden borders.
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Figure 2 – Representation of chemical exchange on a spectrum. Expected spectra
for two sites in exchange with equal population: exchange rates increase from
blue to red.
Then two main approaches will be mentioned for describing the effect of
the motions on relaxation rates, one based on a physical model of motion,
the other by a generic description of the correlation function.
1.4.1 Molecular Reorientation
Due to the thermal agitation in liquids any molecule is subjected to constant
motion. If the NMR field is homogeneous, the relaxation rates are insensitive
to translational motions [15] as the spin operators active for relaxation
processes have only orientational dependancies. Thus the part of the motion
that has to be considered here concerns only molecular reorientations.
For a given molecule the reorientation properties are directly linked to its
three-dimensional shape. If the system is not experiencing very different
conformations, the description of reorientation can be done assuming a rigid
structure. If the considered system presents a roughly spheric shape, the
reorientation can be considered as isotropic and characterized by a single
rotational diffusion coefficient. Nevertheless molecules often exhibits more
complex shapes and tensorial descriptions are required. Depending on the
system, an axially symmetric tensor or a fully asymmetric tensor has to be
used.
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The diffusion tensors can be divided into three groups: the isotropic, the
axial symmetric and the fully anisotropic ones. Considering the diffu-
sion tensor in its Principle Axis System, it can be described in terms of
three eigenvalues Dxx, Dyy and Dzz. For the different types of tensors, the
relationships between the eigenvalues are different:
• Isotropic system: D = Dxx = Dyy = Dzz.
• Axial symmetric tensor: D‖ = Dzz and D⊥ = Dxx = Dyy. D‖ > D⊥
corresponds to an oblate tensor, D‖ < D⊥ to a prolate tensor.
• Fully asymmetric tensor: the three eigenvalues are different.
If the overall motion is assumed to be isotropic, the overall correlation
function can be expressed as a mono-exponentially decaying process of time
constant τc, using:
Co(t) = e
−t/τc with τc =
1
6D
(1.28)
In the case of anisotropic rotational diffusion, the correlation function can be
decomposed into a multi-exponential process leading to the two following
expressions [21, 24, 26, 30]:
Co(t) =
5∑
r=0
Are
−t/τc,r (1.29)
where the coefficients Ar depend on the orientation of the considered vector
(e.g. Ni-HNi ) in the diffusion tensor principal axis frame [31]. Ar and τr are
given by:
A1 = 3y
2z2 A2 = 3x
2z2 A3 = 3x
2y2
A4,5 =
1
4
(
3(x4 + y4 + z4) − 1
)
± 1
12
×(
dx(3x
4 + 6y2z2 − 1) + dy(3y
4 + 6x2z2 − 1) + dz(3z
4 + 6y2x2 − 1)
)
τc,1 =
1
4Dxx +Dyy +Dzz
τc,2 =
1
Dxx + 4Dyy +Dzz
τc,3 =
1
Dxx +Dyy + 4Dzz
τc,4,5 =
1
6Diso ± 6
√
D2iso − L
2
L2 =
DxxDyy +DxxDzz +DyyDzz
3
Diso =
Dxx +Dyy +Dzz
3
dx =
Dxx −Diso√
D2iso − L
2
dy =
Dyy −Diso√
D2iso − L
2
dz =
Dzz −Diso√
D2iso − L
2
(1.30)
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where (x, y, z) are the normalized coordinates of the considered internuclear
vector.
The corresponding spectral density function, obtained by Fourier transform,
is for the isotropic and anisotropic case given by:
J(ω) =
2
5
τc
1+ (ωτc)2
(1.31)
J(ω) =
2
5
5∑
r=0
Ar
τc,r
1+ (ωτc,r)2
(1.32)
In principle reorientation tensor can be derived from hydrodynamic calcu-
lations [21, 32, 33], but it is often more convenient to derive them directly
from relaxation rate analysis [34–36]. In practical, the determination of
the diffusion tensor properties is made using the ratio R2/R1 that is not
very sensitive to fast dynamics (ps-ns). This ratio can be expressed using
equations 1.20, 1.21, 1.24 and 1.25 as:
R2
R1
=
1
8d
2
nh
(
4J(0) + 3J(ωn) + J(ωh −ωn) + 6J(ωh) + 6J(ωh +ωn)
)
1
4d
2
nh
(
3J(ωn) + J(ωh −ωn) + 6J(ωh +ωn)
)
+ a2n 6 J(ωn)
+
a2n
(
4J(0) + 3J(ωn)
)
1
4d
2
nh
(
3J(ωn) + J(ωh −ωn) + 6J(ωh +ωn)
)
+ a2n 6 J(ωn)
(1.33)
which makes the link between the experimentally measured rates and the
spectral density function obtained by the diffusion tensor properties and
the orientation of the studied vector within this tensor.
1.4.2 Models of Local Motion
A large number of biophysical models have been developed in order to
interpret relaxation data [26, 37]. As soon as it becomes possible to derive an
analytical expression of the correlation function for a vector of interest within
a model, it becomes possible to establish direct connections, optimized by
fitting procedures, between experimental observables and the physical
properties of motion.
Proposed models include [26, 37]: rotation around an axis [38], diffusion
within a cone [39], discrete jumps [40], Gaussian axial fluctuations [41,
42]. . . or a combination of two of them such as two-sites jumps combined
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with a diffusion within a cone centered on the two sites [40, 43]. One of the
main problems with those models is that it is often possible to analyze a set
of experimental data with different models equally well and therefore the
type of motion cannot be deduced from the experimental data, but must be
chosen.
1.4.3 Model-Free Analysis
As a standard set of NMR relaxation experiments leads only to a small
number of independent measurements, it is therefore often unrealistic
to develop a complicated physical model, as this would require more
parameters than those that can be fitted using the amount of information
experimentally available. The analysis from Lipari and Szabo resolves this
problem in analyzing relaxation data in a model-free way [18, 21, 24, 26, 44–
46].
In this approach two main hypotheses are considered [44, 45]: the local
and global motion are considered as statistically independent9 and the
local motion is characterized by only two physical parameters: S2 the so-
called generalized order parameter and τi an effective correlation time
that measures the rate of decorrelation of the time dependent correlation
function.
The generalized order parameter that characterizes the spatial restriction
of the motion is equal to unity if the system does not have any dynamics
and falls to zero if the internal motion spreads isotropically in all spatial
directions. If the system presents a dynamical behavior in between those
two limiting cases, the corresponding S2 describes the asymptotic value of
the correlation function and thereby how close to the initial position the
system remains. This generalized order parameter can be then reinterpreted
in term of different physical models.
The effective correlation time describes how fast the motion occurs and
characterizes the time decay of the corresponding correlation function. The
simplest model that can be assumed is a single exponential which lead for
the internal correlation function to:
Ci(t) = S
2 + (1− S2)e−t/τi (1.34)
9 Two motions on different timescales are sufficient to achieve the statistical independency
[46].
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Considering the correlation functions defined in equations 1.28 and 1.29,
the resulting total correlation function is given by:
C(t) = Co(t)Ci(t) (1.35)
which corresponds (by real Fourier transform) to in the isotropic case:
J(ω) =
2
5
[
S2τc
1+ (ωτc)2
+
(1− S2)τ ′i
1+ (ωτ ′i)2
]
with
1
τ ′i
=
1
τc
+
1
τi
(1.36)
and in the anisotropic case to:
J(ω) =
2
5
5∑
r=0
Ar
[
S2τc,r
1+ (ωτ ′c,r)2
+
(1− S2)τ ′i,r
1+ (ωτ ′i,r)2
]
with
1
τ ′i,r
=
1
τc,r
+
1
τi
(1.37)
These equations have been shown to give a good agreement with experi-
mental data if the characteristic time of the internal motion remains faster
than the fastest time constant of the overall motion and if ωτi ≪ 1.
On the one hand if τi is very fast and if the motion falls in the extreme
narrowing limit (ωτi)2 ≪ 1 the previous equations can be simplified in the
isotropic case as:
J(ω) =
2
5
S2τc
1+ (ωτc)2
(1.38)
and in the anisotropic case as:
J(ω) =
2
5
5∑
r=0
Ar
[
S2τc,r
1+ (ωτc,r)2
]
(1.39)
On the other hand if a motion occurs without verifying the condition
ωτi ≪ 1, an extension of the model was proposed [43] by decomposing the
internal motion in two different processes, one occurring on a fast time scale
(corresponding to F subscripts) and one occurring at a time scale slower
than the first motion but still faster than the correlation time (denoted with
S subscripts), leading to the following correlation function:
Ci(t) = S
2
fS
2
s +S
2
f(1−S
2
s)e
−t/τs +(1−S2f)e
−t/τf and S2 = S2fS
2
s (1.40)
In the case of isotropic overall global motion:
J(ω) =
2
5
[
S2fS
2
sτc
1+ (ωτc)2
+
S2f(1− S
2
s)τ
′
s
1+ (ωτ ′s)2
+
(1− S2f)τ
′
f
1+ (ωτ ′f)2
]
(1.41)
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with
1
τ ′s
=
1
τc
+
1
τs
and
1
τ ′f
=
1
τc
+
1
τf
(1.42)
This model characterizes the internal motion with four parameters S2s , τs, S2f
and τf and therefore requires more information than the one provided by
the standard set of experimental data. Therefore, it is usually assumed that
the fast internal motion is extremely fast which removes the τf dependency
as the previous expression simplifies to:
J(ω) =
2
5
[
S2fS
2
sτc
1+ (ωτc)2
+
S2f(1− S
2
s)τ
′
s
1+ (ωτ ′s)2
]
(1.43)
which for an anisotropically diffusing system gives:
J(ω) =
2
5
5∑
r=0
Ar
[
S2fS
2
sτc,r
1+ (ωτc,r)2
+
S2f(1− S
2
s)τs,r
1+ (ωτs,r)2
]
(1.44)
1.5 conclusion
NMR spin relaxation has early appeared as a very powerful probe of molec-
ular dynamics. It was historically the main source of dynamic information
for NMR spectroscopy and is nowadays still widely used. Relevance of
spin relaxation to probe molecular motion come from the link between
geometrical modulations — motions — and measurable relaxations rates.
Relaxation rates are sensitives to both molecule global reorientation and
local motion. Both aspects are often considered as uncorrelated and it
then becomes possible to express properties of reorientation in terms of a
reorientation tensor. Then the local dynamics has to be described. Due to
the limited number of data, the selection of a particular physical model
can be difficult and thus the so-called model-free description has imposed
itself as a relevant way of analyzing experimental data. This model allows
to simply parameterize the spectral density function without invoking a
particular model with often two parameters: one characterizing the spatial
extension of the motion and one estimating the rate of decorrelation. The
spectral density function then directly governs the different relaxation rates
as it represents the distribution of frequencies or energies present in the
lattice that are available to induce relaxation active spin transitions.
Nevertheless relaxation data analysis are sensitive only to fast dynamics.
The limitation is particularly important for biological system for which most
of the relevant motions are expected to be on slower timescales. Part of this
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problem can be partially solved by using relaxation-dispersion experiments
[18, 28, 29]. Those experiments allow to characterize exchanging system
dynamics by interpreting the modulation of R2 rates, Rex, due to chemical ex-
change for a nucleus that experiences different chemical environments with
interconversion rates on the micro to millisecond timescale. Nonetheless, a
large timescale gap remains that can be conveniently probed by RDCs.

2
RES IDUAL DIPOLAR COUPL INGS
abstract
The dipolar interaction, that is partially averaged in anisotropic liquids,
is an important source of structural and dynamic information for biologi-
cal macromolecules. This chapter presents some experimental aspects of
anisotropic liquid state NMR and derives from the expression of the dipolar
interaction the analytical expressions of dynamically averaged RDCs. The
structural dependency of RDCs is discussed and the averaging effect of
some frequently used models of motion for RDCs analysis are derived.
2.1 introduction
The dipolar, or dipole-dipole interaction results from the coupling of a given
magnetic moment with any other magnetic moment in its surroundings
[13, 15–17]. The presence of this interaction is a potentially powerful source
of information for the study of the structure and dynamics of molecular
systems. However as a spin, or more precisely the magnetic moment
induced by this spin, can interact with all neighbouring magnetic dipoles
this information can be encoded in a complex way.
Two extreme cases can be considered [13, 15]: the isotropic case where the
interaction is averaged to zero and the information contents lost. This is
the case in free solution and can be contrasted with the solid state case,
where, in absence of macroscopic motion of the sample, the entire dipolar
interaction is present. The idea of using a state of matter with an order in
between the solid and the liquid state, that is to say a mesomorphic phase or
liquid crystal [47], is to keep the information content of the dipolar coupling
and the simplicity of liquid state NMR. The resulting partially averaged
dipolar interaction will lead to the so called Residual Dipolar Couplings that
retains a fraction of the full interaction strength but critically also retains
the geometric dependence.
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The dipolar interaction is a relatively strong interaction on the NMR scale
(kHz range) [13, 15] and this strength has a direct impact on the sensi-
tivity of the measured coupling to motions occurring on a large range of
timescales. In fact any interaction is modulated by any motion occurring
on timescales faster than the interaction magnitude expressed in frequency
units. It can be physically understood in the following way: if a motion
induce transitions between energy levels much closer in energy than the
characteristic amplitude of the studied interaction (e.g. dipolar interaction),
the probability and therefore the rate of transition between those energy
levels will be much higher than those characterizing the larger interaction.
As a consequence any measurement of energy transition between two en-
ergy levels of this large interaction will correspond to transitions between
motionally averaged states.
Typical ranges of RDCs [19, 48], are dozens of Hertz which correspond to
timescales of a few tens of millisecond. As the chemical shift coalescence
limit often occurs on similar timescales around the millisecond1, a RDC will
be sensitive to all timescales up to the coalescence limit. This property will
confer to RDCs an important role as motional probes.
Historically the NMR of solute dissolved in anisotropic media began in the
1960’s with the measurement of RDCs for benzene and other small molecules
in organic nematic phases [49], but the use of organic solvent and the rapid
increase of spectra complexity in such highly ordered liquid crystals were
suitable only for the study of small molecules. Then other small compounds
were aligned in the magnetic field through their own anisotropic para-
or dia-magnetic susceptibility [50]. As this kind of alignment is much
weaker than the one induced by liquid crystals and does not require organic
solvents, it opened the way to the first application to biologically relevant
compounds [51] and then to proteins [52]. Eventually the use of dilute liquid
crystals [53] where the degree of order is small enough to keep spectral
resolution and large enough to give precise RDCs opened new horizons for
the use of anisotropic interactions in liquid state NMR.
This chapter will first deal with experimental considerations about anisotropic
liquid state NMR, before presenting the origin of RDCs, and addressing the
way by which motion modulates these phenomena. The structural content
of RDCs will be briefly explained. Finally some model will be presented
to describe how the dynamic information is encoded, and extracted, from
RDCs.
1 Considering protons, observed at 14.1T, in exchange between two sites different by 1ppm
the corresponding timescale in roughly one millisecond.
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2.2 experimental aspects of residual dipolar coupling
measurements
2.2.1 Partial Orientational Order Effects in NMR Spectra
The existence of orientational order in the sample will modify the appear-
ance of the spectrum as the different anisotropic interactions will no longer
be averaged to their isotropic values. Chemical shifts, dipolar and quadrupo-
lar couplings are thus modulated by this incomplete averaging integral.
chemical shift. The anisotropy of the chemical shift tensor moves the
frequency to the orientationally averaged value [15]. The information con-
tent of chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) is in principle similar to that of
RDCs as it is modulated by the averaged orientation of the CSA tensor and
is sensitive to a similar timescale window. Nevertheless, for proteins, shifts
induced by CSA are often very small, less than 0.1 ppm, and can be biased
by the fact that changing the medium, by adding an alignment reactant, can
bias chemical shift positions. Characterization of structural information of
CSA has been proposed by many authors [54–56] but fewer applications
have exploited residual CSA to understand slow dynamic averaging [57].
CSA is of course of great importance concerning fast dynamics as it consi-
tutes a relaxation active interaction (see more detailed characterization in
Chapter 1).
dipolar coupling . The dipolar interaction in solution state NMR results
in a splitting, or an additional modulation of the splitting observed between
two scalar coupled spins. Therefore the dipolar splitting between two scalar
coupled spins will be the sum of the J coupling and the RDC2. The absolute
value of the splitting can both increase or decrease depending on the sign of
the coupling. Typical values of RDC between Ni-HNi amide bounds (
1DNH)
lie in the range of ±20 Hz and are obtained by measuring the difference
between the observed splitting in the aligned sample compared to the
splitting measured in the non-aligned sample.
Increasing the alignment will increase the range of the coupling, which
intrinsically increases the accuracy of the measurement. However, this
will also increase the influence of the so-called stray-couplings, especially
long-range couplings between protons, and therefore dramatically increase
spectral complexity in large spin systems such as proteins. Moreover, an
excessive increase of order will bring the system to a more complex situation
2 The J coupling can exhibit anisotropic contribution too, but this effect is often indistinguish-
able from the RDC contribution and much smaller, it is therefore completely neglected
[15].
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where spins are strongly coupled [15]. This will lead to a clear degradation
of spectral qualities.
quadrupolar coupling . In some cases the quadrupolar interaction can
appear in partially ordered samples [15]. This interaction occurs only for
nuclei of spin greater than 1/2 and corresponds to the interaction of the
electric quadrupole moment of the nucleus with the surrounding electric
gradient. It will usually not have any effect on protein spectra due to their
nucleide composition, but will impact deuterium (S = 1) spectra. This effect
will split the single HOD resonance observed in an isotropic system in
partially deuterated water into a doublet where the spacing can be used, for
a given alignment medium, as a rough estimation of the level of alignment
of the sample.
2.2.2 The Different Kinds of Alignment Media
As previously mentioned the alignment of a molecule will be possible only if
orientational order is present in the system. The way by which the medium
transfers its orientational order to the solute may not be obvious, but it has
to be mediated through weak interactions. A key question concerns whether
the structural and dynamic properties of the solute remain unchanged in the
presence of the alignment medium [48]. This can be qualitatively verified
through the observation of localised shifts in the resonance frequency of
certain peaks, although these effects might actually be expected to be very
small if the alignment is weak. In terms of physical interactions, four
different sources of alignment are known through magnetic, positive and
negative electrostatic or steric interactions.
Different properties are required to obtain a useful alignment medium:
it must be chemically inert, stable over time and under a large range of
chemical environments, easy to manipulate, not too expensive and capable
of inducing a sufficiently small level of alignment (on the order of one in a
thousand). In response to these requirements a large range of media have
been developed in the last two decades [19, 48].
magnetic alignment. This kind of alignment occurs for any compounds
with an anisotropic magnetic susceptibility [58]. Biomolecular systems that
spontaneously align to a sufficient degree to obtain measurable RDCs are
mainly metallo-proteins containing a paramagnetic ion [52] or nucleic acids
[59, 60] where the anisotropic susceptibility of the bases can constructively
interact. If the system does not exhibit large enough anisotropic magnetic
susceptibly, it has been proposed to attach a tag containing paramagnetic
metals, which would provide the source of alignment [61, 62].
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This kind of alignment, if due to a paramagnetic center with an anisotropic
magnetic susceptibility tensor, will also lead to the appearance of pseudo
contact shifts that are the manifestation of the dipolar interaction between
the nucleus magnetic moment and the one generated by the differences in
population of the various electron spin states [58].
liquid crystals . The diversity of dilute liquid crystals proposed to align
biological samples is nowadays quite vast and the proposed alignment
systems behave principally as nematic or smectic phases. Schematically,
nematic phases, named from the greek word for thread, are rod shaped and
usually exhibit ordered behavior in a single direction and smectic phase,
from the greek word soap, are more ordered than the nematic as they
present layered structures [47] (see Figure 3). Most are lyotrophic which
means that their phase diagram is mainly dependent on two parameters,
the temperature (as for thermotrophic ones) and the concentration of the
chemicals that will build the structure into the solvent.
Figure 3 – Schematic representation of nematic and smectic phases. Often nematic
liquid crystal (A) exhibit order in a single direction, whereas smectic phases (B)
present in addition a layered structure.
The first dilute liquid crystal used for aligning proteins was made of
a mixture of two phospholipid [53]: one long the DMPC (dimyristoyl-
phosphatidylcholine) and one short the DHPC (dihexanoyl- phosphatidyl-
choline) which form disks with a diameter around 400Å. They are called
bicelles and their surface is constituted mainly of the long alkyl chain phos-
pholipid and the border mainly of the short chains [63, 64]. Charged groups
point into the water whereas the aliphatic chains constitute the bulk of the
bicelle. The alignment, that occurs at temperature around 35 °C or above, is
induced by the diamagnetic susceptibility of the bicelles and their director is
orthogonal to the magnetic field [64, 65]. They mainly interact with solutes
through steric interactions. Different compositions [66] have now been
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proposed to extend the use of bicelles over a wider range of pH [67, 68],
temperature [67, 69, 70] or to increase their time stability [68, 71].
Bicelles can also be electrostatically charged [68, 71, 72] using CTAB (hexa-
decyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide) or SDS (sodium dodecyl-sulfate) in
order to switch to positive or negative electrostatic interactions with the
solute or doped with lanthanides [69, 73] that will flip the director parallel
to the magnetic field.
Other common alignment media can be found in filamentous bacteriophage
such as fd and tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) [74] or more often the Pf1 [75, 76]
that presents an elongated rod shape of ∼20 000Å long and a diameter
of ∼60Å. They are made of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) encapsulated
by negatively charged α-helical proteins and align through their intrinsic
magnetic susceptibility apparently due to a repetitive distribution of planar
peptide bonds in the protein shell [77]. The interaction with a solute
will mainly be due to negatively charged electrostatic interactions. The
electrostatic interaction can be reduced by increasing the ionic strength of
the solution [78] thereby avoiding attractive interaction, and binding, with
positively charged solutes.
The mixture of n-alkyl-poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and n-hexanol provides
an other source of alignment [79] forming lyotropic lamellar phases. Layers
are organized with hydrophobic parts inside, and PEG polar head-group in
contact with water. They align parallel to the magnetic field and the spacing
between layers can be tuned from several hundred to a few nanometers
by increasing the concentration. Variations using different alkyl chains or
by substituting the PEG with cetylpyridinium chloride or bromide have
been proposed [79–81]. PEG-hexanol mixtures are cheap, while the large
accessible range of pH and temperature makes them particularly attractive
for studying a broad range of proteins.
Other liquid crystal based alignment media have been proposed, such as neg-
atively charged purple membrane fragments containing bacteriorhodopsin
[82, 83], cellulose micro-crystallites [84–86] that form rods of approximately
2000Å long and 100Å wide, that align orthogonally to the magnetic field,
stacked columns of d(GpG) (2’-deoxyguanylyl-(3’,5’)-2’-deoxyguanosine)
[87] which are compatible with detergents or collagen [88].
geometrically strained systems . A common form of alignment that
is used for biomolecular systems results from mechanically straining poly-
acrylamide gels [89, 90]. They can be obtained for example by compressing
a gel in a Shigemi tube by pressure of the plunger (compressed gels) or by
re-swelling a dried gel in an NMR tube whose diameter is smaller than the
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one where the gel was polymerized (stretched gels). This mechanical strain
creates anisotropic cavities in the gel. The alignment is transfered to the
solute through orientational restriction: if the molecule has for example an
ellipsoidal shape, the main axis will have a higher probability to stand in
the longest direction of the cavity than in the shortest one.
Gels can be charged during polymerization by including positively or
negatively charged or zwitterionic monomers instead of neutral ones [91, 92].
This will modify the alignment properties of the medium by introducing
electrostatic interactions. Gels can also be polymerized in the presence
of phages [93, 94] or purple membranes [90] for example in order to give
composite alignment media.
This section explained experimental manifestations induced by using aniso-
tropic media, the following parts will focus on the dipolar interaction, the
source of those observed phenomena.
2.3 the dipolar interaction
2.3.1 Origin of the Dipolar Interaction
Each magnetic moment µi, such as the one induced by the spin of a nucleus,
generates a local magnetic field Bi. Therefore two moments µi, µs will
interact through this field leading to the following interaction energy [17, 95]:
Eis = −µi ·Bs = −µs ·Bi (2.1)
with
Bi
(
ris
)
=
µ0
4π
1
r3is
[
3
(
µi · eis
)
eis − µi
]
(2.2)
where ris is the vector connecting the two particles carrying the magnetic
moments and eis = r/ris the associated unitary vector, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.
Considering two nuclear spins I and S, their associated magnetic moments
operators are:
µˆi = γi hIˆ and µˆs = γs hSˆ (2.3)
and using the correspondence principle [14], we obtain the following Hamil-
tonian for the dipolar interaction:
HDis = dis
[
3
(
Iˆ · eis
)(
Sˆ · eis
)
− Iˆ · Sˆ
]
(2.4)
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Figure 4 – Magnetic fields generated by the two magnetic moments of spin I and S,
source of the dipolar interaction and representation of θis the angle between the
internuclear vector and the B0 field.
where, if the Hamiltonian is expressed in frequency units:
dis = −
γiγsµ0h
16π3r3is
(2.5)
2.3.2 High Field Approximation and Weak Coupling Limit
In solution NMR, the preponderant interaction that gives the overall feature
of the NMR spectrum is the Zeeman interaction. The magnitude of this
interaction is proportional to the magnetic field strength and the field
direction will, define the z-axis direction of the laboratory frame used in
this study.
The high field approximation consists of considering the dipolar interaction
as a perturbation of the Zeeman Hamiltonian HZ. Using first order per-
turbation development [95] only the part of the interaction that commute
with HZ, which are called secular terms, will remain. Thus for an energy
transition only phenomena occurring at similar frequencies will generate
non-negligible probabilities of transition and the Zeeman energy levels will
be modified according to the simplified Hamiltonian [15–17, 95]:
HDis(θis) = dis
3 cos2 θis − 1
2
(
3IˆzSˆz − Iˆ · Sˆ
)
(2.6)
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where θis is the angle between the internuclear vector and the B0 field
(illustrated in Figure 4).
This expression can be further simplified in the case of weak coupling
[15, 16, 95] where the energy difference between each Zeeman energy
level is much bigger than the dipolar coupling interaction. Here all non
diagonal terms of the dipolar interaction are neglected whereas within the
secular approximation a block-diagonal form can remain. The Hamiltonian
expression becomes:
HDis(θis) = dis
3 cos2 θis − 1
2
2IˆzSˆz (2.7)
The approximation is valid if the sum of the couplings (scalar Jis and dipolar
Dis) between the two spins I and S is much smaller than the chemical shift
difference ∆ωis [15], that is to say:
|∆ωis|≫ 1
2
|Dis + Jis| (2.8)
Due to the large differences in gyromagnetic ratio between nuclei, and
therefore between their Larmor frequencies, this approximation is always
valid for heteronuclear spin systems [16]. Concerning homonuclear systems,
this hypothesis will be considered as valid in the following study and can be
qualitatively justified: as mentioned in Section 2.2 RDCs are often less than
10Hz which roughly corresponds to a chemical shift difference of 0.02ppm
for proton or 0.1ppm for carbon at 14.1T B0 field and J-couplings are
often less than 20Hz for proton couplings and less than 100Hz for carbons,
leading to total couplings smaller than 0.05ppm for protons and 1ppm for
carbon, which considering standard |∆ωis| usually verify expression 2.8.
In the weak coupling interaction limit the magnitude of the Hamiltonian
governing the dipolar interaction in the IS spin system (see equation 2.7)
which has a similar form to the scalar coupling Hamiltonian [15, 16]. There-
fore the measurable manifestation of the dipolar interaction, will appear
through an additional contribution to the apparent J coupling.
From now this approximation will be considered, but its validity will of
course depend on the amount of orientational order present in the system.
The following section will present how this degree of order modulates the
averaging of dipolar couplings in solution in order to derive analytical
expressions for RDCs.
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2.4 the dipolar interaction averaging in liquid state
nmr
2.4.1 Motional Averaging
In the weak coupling approximation the expression of the dipolar Hamilto-
nian is modulated by disP2(cos θis) where P2 is the second order Legendre
polynomial and therefore depends on the orientation of the internuclear
vector of interest with respect to the B0 field.
During a measurement, in liquid state NMR, this vector will be modified
as soon as some dynamic phenomenon occurs. This evolution is both
time and ensemble averaged but supposing an ergodic behavior for this
system it will be assumed that the two kinds of averaging lead to identical
results. All dynamics with characteristic time scales faster than the chemical
shift coalescence limit can influence this averaging process e.g. molecular
reorientation, domain motion, local dynamics. . . Experimentally obtained
RDCs can be theoretically calculated by averaging the term disP2(cos θis)
[15].
Considering covalently bound nuclei, the magnitude dependence present
in dis through 1/r3is is the easiest to treat in the sense that it occurs on very
fast timescales [15, 96], picoseconds or faster, which is much faster than
other molecular motions. This confers a statistical independence [46] and
this motion, sometimes called libration, can be taken into account in the dis
expression just by replacing the instantaneous internuclear distance by an
effective distance [97]. To avoid over-complicating the notation this average
will not be explicitly shown in all formulae but will be from now always
implicitly assumed.
For the angular dependence one can assume that local dynamics and global
reorientation occurs in an uncorrelated manner and subsequent averages
can therefore be applied successively.
Starting with the global reorientation two cases can be distinguished:
• the isotropic case, where the probability to find the internuclear vector
oriented with an angle θ towards the B0 field is given by:
p(θ) =
sin θ∫π
0 sin θdθ
=
sin θ
2
(2.9)
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which leads to a null average for P2(cos θ) as:
〈
P2(cos θ)
〉
iso
=
1
2
∫π
0
3 cos2 θ− 1
2
sin θdθ
= −
3
4
∫π
0
cos2 θd(cos θ) +
1
4
∫π
0
sin θdθ
= 0
(2.10)
• and the anisotropic case, where all orientations are no longer equiprob-
able and therefore a non zero-coupling can be expected.
As a consequence, dipolar couplings will be directly unobservable in
isotropic liquids, whereas in anisotropic systems some residual dipolar
couplings will remain. If 〈.〉 represents the average over all different kinds
of motion, the RDC can be expressed as follows:
Dis =
〈
disP2 cos(θis)
〉
(2.11)
which as previously explained simplifies for covalently bound vectors, if an
effective internuclear distance is introduced, as [19]:
Dis = dis
〈
P2 cos(θis)
〉
(2.12)
2.4.2 Incomplete Averaging of the Dipolar Interaction in Anisotropic Liquids
In order to study the orientational distribution of a given vector it is con-
venient to introduce a frame bound to the protein structure called the
molecular frame. In this way it becomes possible to express the global prop-
erties of alignment of the system by characterizing the orientation of the B0
field in this frame and to study the local motion, in a more intuitive way, in
this local frame. Using director cosine formalism, as shown in Figure 5, the
cos θis term can be developed in:
cos θis = eis · eB0 =


cosαx
cosαy
cosαz

 ·


cosβx
cosβy
cosβz


= cosαx cosβx + cosαy cosβy + cosαz cosβz
(2.13)
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Figure 5 – Orientation of the B0 field and the internuclear vector in the molec-
ular frame bound to the protein structure (ex,ey,ez) are described using
(βx, βy, βz) and (αx, αy, αz) respectively.
which give for the corresponding second order dynamically averaged Leg-
endre polynomial of the dipolar interaction:
〈
3 cos2 θ− 1
2
〉
=
3
2
〈(
cosαx cosβx+ cosαy cosβy+ cosαz cosβz
)2〉
−
1
2
(2.14)
Assuming that overall reorientation and local motion are statistically inde-
pendent, it become possible to average the two motions independently and
the previous expression becomes:〈
3 cos2 θ− 1
2
〉
=
3
2
∑
k,l∈{x,y,z}
〈
cosβk cosβl
〉
o
〈
cosαk cosαl
〉
i
−
1
2
(2.15)
where 〈.〉o and 〈.〉i represent dynamical averages through overall and inter-
nal motion respectively.
To describe the properties of overall orientational averaging or alignment of
the molecule we can introduce a unit-less symmetric order matrix Aˆ, called
the Saupe matrix that characterizes alignment in the form of a traceless
second rank tensor, defined as [98]:
Akl =
1
2
(
3
〈
cosβk cosβl
〉
o
− δkl
)
k, l ∈ {x, y, z} (2.16)
where δkl the Kronecker symbol. This allows to rewrite equation 2.12 as:
Dis = dis
∑
k,l
Akl
〈
cosαk cosαl
〉
i
(2.17)
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It is worth noting that the Saupe matrix is by construction traceless, real
and symmetric. The two last properties ensure that this matrix can be
diagonalised and the associated eigenbasis, whose eigenvectors are ordered
by convention according to |Axx| 6 |Ayy| 6 |Azz| and normalized for conve-
nience, will be called the Principal Axis System (PAS). Switching from the
molecular frame to the PAS can be achieved through the three dimensional
Euler rotations, where three successive rotations of angle α, β, γ are used to
build the matrix R(α,β, γ) describing the rotation between the two frames.
In the PAS frame the previous equation becomes:
Dis = dis
(
Axx
〈
cos2 αx
〉
i
+Ayy
〈
cos2 αy
〉
i
+Azz
〈
cos2 αz
〉
i
)
(2.18)
which gives, using spherical coordinates (θ,φ):
Dis(θ,φ) = dis
(
Axx
〈
sin2 θ cos2φ
〉
i
+Ayy
〈
sin2 θ sin2φ
〉
i
+Azz
〈
cos2 θ
〉
i
)
(2.19)
If axial Aa and rhombic Ar components are introduced as:
Aa =
Azz
2
and Ar =
Axx −Ayy
3
(2.20)
the expression 2.19 can be rewritten as:
Dis(θ,φ) = dis
[
Aa
〈
3 cos2 θ− 1
〉
i
+
3
2
Ar
〈
sin2 θ cos 2φ
〉
i
]
(2.21)
Or using an equivalent formalism where the rhombicity, R = Ar/Aa is used,
in order to quantify the "shape" of the alignment tensor in a magnitude
independent way:
Dis(θ,φ) = disAa
[〈
3 cos2 θ− 1
〉
i
+
3
2
R
〈
sin2 θ cos 2φ
〉
i
]
(2.22)
This description of the tensor will be often preferred to the Saupe matrix de-
scription. The approaches are perfectly equivalent (one is the diagonal form
of the other) and both require five parameters to be completely described:
the three upper or lower off diagonal elements and two diagonal terms
for the Saupe matrix and three Euler angles, a magnitude and a rhombic
component for the molecular alignment tensor description.
By introducing the Saupe matrix it has been implicitly assumed that local
dynamics does not affect the properties of alignment of the molecule, that
is to say that the system can be described with a single order matrix. This
approximation may be inappropriate if the system undergoes large confor-
mational changes at a timescale faster than the millisecond for example.
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In this case it is possible to use such a description by introducing a set
of molecular conformations that are representative of this large configura-
tional modification and which are all described by their own order matrix,
and then estimate the expected RDC by taking the averaged over all these
conformers (for more details see Section 2.6).
The use of the Euler formalism is especially practical for transforming
spherical harmonics Yl,m(θ,φ) from one frame to another. Thus it is useful
to rewrite equation 2.21 in terms of the spherical harmonics:
Dis = dis
√
16π
5
[
Aa
〈
Y2,0(θ,φ)
〉
i
+
√
3
8
Ar
(〈
Y2,−2(θ,φ)
〉
i
+
〈
Y2,2(θ,φ)
〉
i
)]
(2.23)
where the rank 2 spherical harmonics are defined as [14]:
Y2,0(θ,φ) =
√
5
16π
(3 cos2 θ− 1)
Y2,±1(θ,φ) = ∓
√
15
8π
sin θ cos θ e±iφ
Y2,±2(θ,φ) =
√
15
32π
sin2 θ e±2iφ
(2.24)
If we now consider two frames R and R ′ where the orientation of the vector
of interest is given respectively by (θ,φ) and (θ ′, φ ′) and if the passage from
R to R ′ is defined by the three Euler angles (α,β, γ), it becomes possible
to express any spherical harmonics in R as a linear combination of the
spherical harmonics of the same order in R ′. Considering rank 2 spherical
harmonics (the only ones necessary for RDCs) this linear combination can
be expressed as:
Y2,p(θ,φ) =
2∑
q=−2
D
(2)
q,p(α,β, γ)Y2,q(θ
′, φ ′) (2.25)
where D(2)q,p are rank two Wigner matrices, which can be expressed using
reduced Wigner matrices d(2)q,p as:
D
(2)
q,p(α,β, γ) = e
−iqαd
(2)
q,p(β)e
−ipγ (2.26)
where reduced Wagner matrices can be obtained using the following expres-
sions [99]:
d
(2)
2,±2(β) =
(
1± cosβ
2
)2
d
(2)
1,±1(β) =
1± cosβ
2
(2 cosβ∓ 1)
d
(2)
2,±1(β) = −
1± cosβ
2
sinβ d(2)1,0(β) = −
√
3
2
sinβ cosβ
d
(2)
2,0(β) =
√
6
4
sin2 β d(2)0,0(β) =
3 cos2 β− 1
2
(2.27)
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Using this formalism, a given RDC can be expressed in any frame. As
expression 2.23 is valid in the PAS, here R, it is possible to express it in an
arbitrary molecular frame R ′ by the following expression:
Dis(θ,φ) =dis
√
16π
5

Aa 2∑
q=−2
e−iqαd
(2)
q,0(β)
〈
Y2,q(θ
′, φ ′)
〉
i
+
√
3
8
Ar
(
2∑
q=−2
e−iqαd
(2)
q,−2(β)e
2iγ
〈
Y2,q(θ
′, φ ′)
〉
i
+
2∑
q=−2
e−iqαd
(2)
q,2(β)e
−2iγ
〈
Y2,q(θ
′, φ ′)
〉
i
)
(2.28)
where (α,β, γ) are the Euler angles defining the rotation from the PAS to the
local frame and where (θ ′, φ ′) reflect the vector orientation in this arbitrary
molecular frame R ′.
Using spherical harmonics, it becomes possible to introduce an order pa-
rameter:
S2 =
4π
5
2∑
p=−2
〈
Y∗2,p(θ
′, φ ′)
〉 〈
Y2,p(θ
′, φ ′)
〉
(2.29)
This can be compared to the order parameter commonly used to model
the reorientational auto-correlation function of dipolar interactions in the
analysis of spin relaxation data, where it corresponds to the plateau value
of the internal correlation function.
2.5 structural information from residual dipolar
couplings
2.5.1 The Static Approximation
In the case of folded, stable structures, showing small amplitude dynamic
fluctuations in terms of bond vector position and orientation, RDCs are first
and foremost exquisitely sensitive probes of molecular conformation. His-
torically RDCs have therefore been exploited to refine and even determine
three dimensional protein structures without explicitly accounting for local
motion.
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Under the assumption that the internuclear orientations and positions are
fixed relative to the molecular frame the analytical expression of RDCs,
given by equation 2.21 reduces to:
Dstatis (θ,φ) = dis
[
Aa
(
3 cos2 θ− 1
)
+
3
2
Ar sin
2 θ cos 2φ
]
(2.30)
which can be expressed in cartesian coordinates as:
Dstatis (x, y, z) = dis
[
Aa
(
3z2 − 1
)
+
3
2
Ar(x
2 − y2)
]
(2.31)
where x, y, z are the normalized cartesian coordinates of the internuclear
vector. This expression combined with the normalization restraint:
x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 (2.32)
gives the ensemble of analytically acceptable solutions for an experimentally
measured RDC. The expected value of an RDCs as a function of this orienta-
tion in the PAS is illustrated in Figure 6. Considering a single measurement
Figure 6 – Angular dependence of a static RDC in the PAS. Upper part: orientation
of a internuclear vector in the PAS. Lower part: angular dependence of a static
RDC. The value is encoded with a color scale. From dark red (higher value
Dmaxis = 2disAa) to red, yellow, green, light blue and dark blue (lowest value
Dminis = −dis(1+ 3R/2)Aa). From left to right the used tensor is not rhombic
(left), or present increasing rhombicity (middle, right).
for a unique internuclear vector this exhibits more than one solution and the
consequences of the orientational degeneracy will be now investigated.
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2.5.2 Orientational Degeneracy
The orientational degeneracy will clearly depend on the studied system and
the amount of experimental data available. Here the ensemble of solutions
will be described for data measured in one alignment medium, for a single
vector, a planar object or a chiral system.
single internuclear vector. The ensemble of solutions for the sys-
tem obeying equations 2.31 and 2.32 can be geometrically seen as the
intersection of a quadric with the elementary sphere. The lowest degenerate
solution presents a 2-fold symmetry which is obtained for the particular
case where z = 1 or y = 1 and R > 0.
In the general case, the ensemble of solution is infinitely degenerate as it
corresponds to two symmetrical unidimensional closed curve as shown in
Figure 7.
Figure 7 – Ensemble of possible orientations for an internuclear vector for which
a single RDC is measured. Angular dependence of a static RDC in the PAS
presented as a colored sphere. The black line indicate the ensemble of possible
orientations, i.e. orientations that all give the value of a static RDC.
planar system. In order to decrease the large degeneracy of RDCs, it is
possible to consider more complex systems of fixed geometry. For example,
if a peptide plane is assumed to have a fixed planar topology in a protein it
is possible to measure different RDCs in this system and therefore increase
the amount of information available to orient this object. Switching to a two
dimensional system, the ensemble of solutions has to respect 2.31 and 2.32
for any in-plane vector.
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Figure 8 – Graphical representation of the 16-fold degeneracy for a peptide plane. Black frame represents the PAS. (A) Representation of a
solution and its transform through the in plane transformation (B) and (C) 8-fold symmetry of those two solutions separately (D) all the
16 orientations. Atoms are not represented for clarity but are from the PAS origin and outwards: αCi, Ni and Hi, Ci−1 and Oi−1 and
αCi−1.
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It as been shown that the ensemble of solutions consists of at least 16
solutions [100]. Eight of the mathematical transformations that define
the different solutions are clearly visible from equation 2.31, where the
inversion around the three PAS axes (x→ −x, y→ −y, z→ −z) and their
different combinations will leave the expected RDC unchanged. The eight
others can be deduced from a symmetry action around an in-plane axis
of the previously found solutions. The mathematical characterization of
these solutions can be found in [100] and are graphically presented here in
Figure 8.
chiral object Different kinds of chiral systems can be found in proteins,
from very small ones such as Cα tetrahedral junctions (for non-glycine
natural amino-acid) to very large motifs such as a whole protein domain
that is considered to be rigid. Chirality3 will induce a decrease of the
number of acceptable solutions compared to a planar system as it is a three
dimensional object and therefore an even number of inversions will lead to
an inversion of the chirality that is not physically acceptable. Consequently
only a four fold degeneracy will remain, where all the solutions are related
by two successive inversions around the PAS axis [19, 101], as illustrated in
Figure 9.
2.5.3 Multiple Alignment Media Information
Considering any kind of structural motif, it is possible (in principle) to mea-
sure RDCs in different alignment media. If the alignment tensor changes,
the degeneracy of any vector will be reduced as equation 2.31 has to be
respected for all datasets. Of course the different alignment media have to
be sufficiently independent in order to provide complementary information.
For example changing the magnitude of the alignment or the direction of the
director of the alignment system will not be enough to provide independent
information [19].
single internuclear vector. Switching from one to two alignment
media drastically reduces the degeneracy of the solution ensemble. It will
be reduced to eight orientations, however it often falls in practice to only
four solutions. An example is shown in Figure 10, where the ensemble of
solutions is presented as the intersection of the two independently deter-
mined ensembles of solutions of two different alignment media. If a third
or even more media are added, the degeneracy will fall to two and the two
solutions are related by complete inversion of their coordinates.
3 A chiral object is by definition non superposable to its mirror-image.
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Figure 9 – Ensemble of acceptable solutions for a chiral object, for which RDCs are
measured in a single alignment medium. The geometry of the chiral object is
known and measured RDCs span at least three non collinear and non coplanar
internuclear vector. A four fold degeneracy remains.
planar system . Adding a second (or even more) alignment medium will
decrease the allowed solutions to two where the two solutions correspond
to the intersection of the two ensembles of sixteen orientations acceptable
by considering a unique alignment medium. The two solutions are mirror
images of each other through a central symmetry and this degeneracy of
two, intrinsic to the inherent information content of RDCs, cannot be raised
by multiplying the number of alignment media.
chiral object. Chirality is the only property that can completely over-
come the orientational degeneracy. A single solution can be found as the
intersection of the two ensembles satisfying RDCs for a single alignment
medium (see Figure 11), but it can be easily deduced from the less restricted
planar case where only two solutions exist, related by three consecutive
planar inversions (x→ −x, y→ −y, z→ −z). For a chiral motif, it will lead
to different chirality and therefore the solution as to be unique.
In conclusion, RDCs can be considered as an exquisitely sensitive source of
structural information. Even if this information can be highly degenerate,
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Figure 10 – Ensemble of solutions for an internuclear vector for which RDCs
were measured in two alignment media. Left part: the ensemble of solutions
(black line) for each medium considered independently. Right part: ensemble
of solution arising from the intersection of the two single medium solution
ensemble. In this particular case four solutions are possible. Two in the front
part (back) and two on the back (grey part).
reasonable choice of structural motif, and — or — the use of several align-
ment media can drastically reduce this orientational ambiguity. Note that in
the case of covalently bound nuclei this information is only orientational: it
characterizes the orientation of a given vector in the PAS or in any molecular
frame.
This information is highly complementary to that arising from 1H-1H nu-
clear Overhauser effect (nOe) which provides a network of distances between
atoms used as restraints for structure calculation. This information is very
efficient in providing the correct overall fold of a protein as only few long-
range nOe can be sufficient to obtain a satisfying structure. Nevertheless
the accuracy of these measurements results often in loose restraints and
consequently to poor local structure definition [100]. RDCs can accurately
and unambiguously define this local structure. It should also be mentioned
that the resolution of orientational degeneracy for planar motifs connected
at tetrahedral junctions has led to the determination of ultra-high resolution
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Figure 11 – Ensemble of acceptable solutions for a chiral object, for which RDCs
are measured in two alignment media, presented as the intersection of the two
four solution ensembles resulting from considering a single medium.
structures using only RDCs measured in two different alignment media
[102].
2.6 dynamical models for interpreting rdcs
As underlined previously in this section, RDCs are clearly influenced by
any kind of motion occurring at timescales up to the millisecond. Here, the
effects of different models of local motion are discussed in the context of
the extraction of dynamical information from experimental RDCs.
2.6.1 Ensemble Averaging
Although the static structural approach described above can in many cases
define the structural characteristics of the protein with sufficient accuracy,
dynamical characterization may require an ensemble average description:
Densis =
〈
Dis,n
〉
ens
=
∑
n
pnDis,n (2.33)
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where the sum is taken over n different conformers of the ensemble, each of
them characterized by a statistical weight pn4. This statistical weighting is
for simplicity often approximated as a equiprobable distribution, but more
sophisticated analysis can be carried out using Boltzmann weighting.
In order to simplify equation 2.33 different approximations can be made.
Firstly if we consider covalently bound nuclei, the effective distance present
in dis can be considered as identical for all conformers, which gives:
Densis = dis
∑
n
pn
[
Aa,n
(
3 cos2 θn − 1
)
+
3
2
Ar,n sin
2 θn cos 2φn
]
(2.34)
where Aa,n and Ar,n describe the alignment tensor of the n-th conformer
and (θn, φn) the normalized spherical coordinates of the vector relative to
this tensor.
It is worth noting that this expression allows to have a different alignment
tensor for each of the conformers. It is thus possible to apply this description
to very dynamic systems, such as unfolded proteins, where the internal
flexibility is so large that local dynamics will clearly impact the properties
of alignment [103].
If now one assumes that conformational fluctuation does not influence
significantly the properties of alignment of the studied system, equation
2.34 further simplifies to:
Densis (θ,φ) = dis
∑
n
pn
[
Aa
(
3 cos2 θn − 1
)
+
3
2
Ar sin
2 θn cos 2φn
]
(2.35)
or if 〈.〉n represents the ensemble average we obtain:
Densis = dis
[
Aa
〈
3 cos2 θ − 1
〉
n
+
3
2
Ar
〈
sin2 θ cos 2φ
〉
n
]
(2.36)
which exactly corresponds to equation 2.21, where the internal dynamics
has been expressed as an ensemble average.
If a structural ensemble is known and a single alignment tensor postulate,
a convenient way to obtain relevant alignment tensors is to use Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) as explained in Annexe A.
This model is the basis of most of the numerical approaches to describe
dynamics from experimental RDCs. Nevertheless analytical descriptions
can also be useful to understand the details of physical phenomena and we
will now focus on such models.
4 For this particular expression (2.33) the use of an effective distance is not necessary: the
point it especially interesting for characterizing long-range RDCs.
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2.6.2 Axially Symmetric Motion
An axially symmetric motion commonly used in NMR is the diffusion in
a cone model. This model describe the dynamics of a vector through a
circular cone of opening angle 2Θ about the average orientation of the vector
(θav, φav). The vector is allowed to freely diffuse within this volume. The
study of this motion (illustrated in Figure 12) will be described in a local
frame whose z ′-axis is along the height of the cone.
Figure 12 – Representation of the diffusion in a cone motion for a peptide plane.
As the diffusion occurs in an uncorrelated manner between the zenith and
azimuth angle, they can be independently averaged. Due to the symmetry
of the motion, the azimuthal dependent part of the spherical harmonics (see
equation 2.24) averages to zero:〈
e±iφ
′
〉
axial
=
〈
e±2iφ
′
〉
axial
= 0 (2.37)
and therefore only Y2,0(θ
′, φ ′) remains. This simplifies equation 2.28 to:
Daxialis (θ
′, φ ′) =dis
√
16π
5
〈
Y2,0(θ
′, φ ′)
〉
axial
×[
Aad
(2)
0,0(β) +
√
3
8
Ar
(
d
(2)
0,−2(β)e
2iγ + d
(2)
0,2(β)e
−2iγ
)] (2.38)
By construction of a local frame with z ′-axis parallel to the average vector
orientation, we can identify α and β as [104]:
β = −θav and γ = −φav (2.39)
and using Wigner matrices and spherical harmonics definitions (equations
2.24 and 2.27) equation 2.38 can be rewritten as:
Daxialis (θ
′, φ ′) = dis
√
16π
5
〈
3 cos2 θ ′ − 1
2
〉
axial
×
[
Aa
(
3 cos2 θav − 1
)
+
3
2
Ar sin
2 θav cos 2φav
]
(2.40)
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Introducing an order parameter S2axial as in equation 2.29, we obtain:
S2axial =
4π
5
〈
Y2,0(θ
′, φ ′)
〉2
axial
=
〈
3 cos2 θ ′ − 1
2
〉2
axial
(2.41)
and
Daxialis = SaxialD
static
is (θav, φav) (2.42)
This expression shows that the dynamic averaging effect of an axially
symmetric motion depends only on the amplitude Θ, through the averaged
value 〈.〉axial of the motion and not on the average orientation of the vector
of interest in the PAS. For this reason this motion will be regarded as
isotropic in the following work.
2.6.3 Gaussian Axial Fluctuation Model
basis of the model. The Gaussian Axial Fluctuation (GAF) model was
introduced by Bremi and Brüschweiler [41] to interpret protein backbone 15N
NMR relaxation data. Two different versions of this model exist; one with
unidimensional reorientation, called 1D-GAF, and one allowing for a three-
dimensional reorientation process which is called 3D-GAF. The assumptions
of the model are the following:
• the peptide plane is considered as a planar object with a defined
topology
• motion can be describe through diffusive reorientations around three
orthogonal axes, defined using the average position of the peptide
plane:
1. the Aγ axis, defined by the two Cα atoms that flank the peptide
plane
2. the Aβ axis, orthogonal to the peptide plane
3. the Aα axis, orthogonal to the two previous axes
• the three diffusive reorientations are assumed to be independent
• the diffusive reorientation follows a Gaussian distribution, centered
on the average peptide plane position and whose standard deviation
characterizes the amplitude of the motion. These amplitudes are
named σα, σβ and σγ for the three axes Aα,Aβ and Aγ and describe
the width of the Gaussian distributions at half height.
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A peptide plane with associated GAF axes is shown in Figure 13. This
representation of motion is probabilistic, in the sense that the motion is rep-
resented by the distribution of orientations and therefore no time-dependent
trajectory can be extracted from the amplitudes alone.
Figure 13 – Axes of peptide plane reorientation used in the GAF model. Aα,Aβ and
Aγ axes correspond to the indicated α-, β- and γ-motions.
The physical origin of the GAFmotion can be found in the so-called Langevin
oscillator, which corresponds to a system submitted to Brownian diffusion in
a harmonic potential [105]. According to the Langevin formalism [106, 107]
this can be described as a system submitted to three forces: the presence of
the potential that restricts the diffusion process, a friction force and random
thermal fluctuations. This gives rise to a stationnary solution, where the
distribution of positions is a Gaussian centered at the equilibrium position
[107].
1d-gaf averaging . In this model the three reorientations are treated in a
perfectly equivalent way and they will be therefore treated simultaneously
in the following derivation by using a ι subscript which can represent α,β
or γ.
The probability distribution p1D-GAF of finding a vector in a given orientation,
for a unidimensional reorientation 1D-GAF, can be conveniently written in a
local frame Rι whose z-axis is the axis of reorientation as:
p1D-GAF,ι(θι, φι) =
1√
2πσ2ι
exp

−
(
φι −φι,0
)2
2σ2ι

δ(θι − θι,0) (2.43)
where (θι, φι) and (θι,0, φι,0) describe the orientation and the mean orienta-
tion of the studied vector respectively, and where δ is the Dirac function.
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As previously shown (see equation 2.23) an RDC can be expressed as a
linear combination of second rank spherical harmonics, thus its average can
be obtained by averaging the spherical harmonics.
As visible in equation 2.24, each of the five spherical harmonics can be
expressed as:
Y2,p(θ,φ) = P2,p(θ) exp (ipφ) (2.44)
where P2,p(θ) are the so-called associated Legendre polynomials of order 2
and degree p.
Using this decomposition it become possible to express the average spherical
harmonics as:〈
Y2,p(θι, φι)
〉
1D-GAF,ι
=
∫π
0
∫2π
0
Y2,p(θι, φι)p1D-GAF,ι(θι, φι)dφιdθι
=
∫π
0
P2,p(θι)δ(θι − θι,0)dθι×∫2π
0
exp (ipφι)
1√
2πσ2ι
exp

−
(
φι −φι,0
)2
2σ2ι

dφι
(2.45)
The second integral can be solved using [108]:
∫
R
1√
2πσ2
exp
[
−
x2
2σ2
]
exp (iax) dx = exp
(
−a2σ2
2
)
(2.46)
where a and σ are real numbers. Here, the integration is only made for
φ ∈ [0, 2π], but if a motion of an amplitude σι smaller than π/3 (60°) is
assumed, due to the Gaussian modulation, the integration interval can be
extend to R as the integrant will already have a negligible value in the upper
and lower limits. This approximation physically correspond to neglecting
the possibility for a peptide plane to make a complete reorientation about
an axis. We thus obtain:
〈
Y2,p(θι, φι)
〉
1D-GAF,ι
= P2,p(θι,0) exp
(
ipφι,0
)
exp
(
−q2σ2ι
2
)
(2.47)
which eventually gives:
〈
Y2,p(θι, φι)
〉
1D-GAF,ι
= Y2,p(θι,0, φι,0) exp
(
−q2σ2ι
2
)
(2.48)
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Figure 14 – Euler rotations used during 3D-GAF dynamical averaging. The first
rotation corresponds to switching from the PAS to the Rγ frame. This rotation
is used for γ-1D-GAF or 3D-GAF motion (a similar rotation allows the characteri-
zation of other 1D-GAF motions). Two supplementary rotations are necessary to
achieve 3D-GAF averaging, by switching to the Rβ and Rα frames.
This equation has been expressed in the local Rι frame and can be expressed
in an alternative frame R using equations 2.25:
〈
Y2,p(θ,φ)
〉
1D-GAF,ι
=
2∑
q=−2
D
(2)
q,p(αι, βι, γι) exp
(
−q2σ2ι
2
)
Y2,q(θι, φι) (2.49)
If we consider that R is the PAS, and (αι, βι, γι) are the three Euler angles
that describe the rotation between R and the local frame Rι, this expression
corresponds to the averaging of the spherical harmonics in the PAS, with the
motion described in the local frame Rι (see Figure 14). This can be directly
used for estimating the motional averaging through 1D-GAF motion as:
D1D-GAF,ιis = dis
√
16π
5
[
Aa
〈
Y2,0
〉
1D-GAF,ι
+
√
3
8
Ar
(〈
Y2,−2
〉
1D-GAF,ι
+
〈
Y2,2
〉
1D-GAF,ι
)]
(2.50)
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with
〈
Y2,p(θ,φ)
〉
1D-GAF,ι
=
2∑
q=−2
eipαιd
(2)
q,p(βι)e
ipγι exp
(
−q2σ2ι
2
)
Y2,q(θι,0, φι,0)
(2.51)
3d-gaf averaging . The 3D-GAFmotional averaging can easily be deduced
from the previous calculation. As the three reorientations are independent
their averaging effects can be successively applied, for a given spherical
harmonic, we obtain:
〈
Y2,p(θ,φ)
〉
3D-GAF
=
〈〈〈
Y2,p(θ,φ)
〉
1D-GAF,α
〉
1D-GAF,β
〉
1D-GAF,γ
(2.52)
This can be developed by iteratively applying equation 2.51. The Euler
angles for the two rotations from Rγ to Rβ and Rβ to Rα are (0, π/2, π/2)
as switching from one frame to another corresponds to an appropriate
permutation of the three axes. The three successive frame changes are
illustrated in Figure 14.
〈
Y2,p(θ,φ)
〉
3D-GAF
=
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q=−2
[
e−iqα d
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−ipγ e−
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2 e−
1
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2σ2β
×
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s=−2
[
d
(2)
s,r
(
π
2
)
e−ir
π
2 e−
1
2s
2σ2α
× Y2,s(θα,0, φα,0)
]]]
(2.53)
and the corresponding RDC is obtained through:
D3D-GAFis = dis
√
16π
5
[
Aa
〈
Y2,0
〉
3D-GAF
+
√
3
8
Ar
(〈
Y2,−2
〉
3D-GAF
+
〈
Y2,2
〉
3D-GAF
)]
(2.54)
2.7 conclusion
This chapter aimed at presenting some experimental aspects, the origin and
the relevance of RDCs for studying biomolecular systems. Under favorable
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conditions, it is often possible to measure different sets of RDCs for a given
system. The information content of these datasets is significant, in the sense
that they simultaneously provide an accurate source of both structural and
dynamic information.
The structural information is mainly an orientational information that can
be highly degenerate but that measures the relative orientation of each
probed vector towards a common alignment tensor.
In this chapter, RDCs were also presented as a source of motional informa-
tion. This information is highly complementary to that extracted from spin
relaxation data (see Chapter 1).
Both give rise to tensorial phenomena, the relaxation through the tensor
of diffusion that can be derived from the rotational diffusion properties
of the system and the RDCs through the alignment tensor. One major
difference between RDCs and spin relaxation rates is that relaxation forces
the system to evolve through random fluctuation of the spatial organization
of the system, inducing random transitions between spin states at rates
that are dependent on the frequency of the motion. This makes relaxation
data sensitive to the different frequencies induced by the motion. This
characteristic allows to extract characteristic timescales from relaxation
measurements which is not possible with RDCs. Nevertheless this also
prevents the extraction of information about motional timescales slower
than the correlation time of the molecule as the overall rotational motion
will already have scaled down the correlation function to zero.
Comparing those two sources of information can be achieved by comparing
order parameters. For relaxation data this order parameter is the plateau
value of the internal correlation function, whereas for RDCs which are
"time-insensitive" it correspond to the degree of order that remains when
considering the existence of internal dynamics. RDC order parameters
are sensitive to longer timescales and thus comparing relaxation and RDC
order parameters allows the characterization of both fast (faster than the
correlation time) and slow (slower than the correlation time) dynamics.
Part III
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OVERVIEW OF DYNAMIC DESCR IPT IONS OF RDCS
abstract
RDCs are powerful probes of protein dynamics occurring on timescales up
to the millisecond. Various techniques have been developed in recent years
in order to extract this information and this chapter aims at reviewing these
approaches in the scope of the work presented later in the Thesis. Emphasis
is placed on descriptions that allow the characterization of site specific
dynamics using numerical or analytical models such as ensemble averaging
approaches, model-free descriptions and GAF modeling. The use of the GAF
description of the peptide plane reorientation is extensively presented as
it constitutes the basis of much of the analytical work presented in this
Thesis.
3.1 introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, RDCs are excellent probes of biomolecular
motions. They provide site specific information and their measurement in
different alignment media leads to different perspectives of the same motion
taken from different points of view.
It is worth emphasizing that the dynamics discussed here corresponds to
motions with characteristic timescales faster than the millisecond. They are
therefore not observable through real time NMR, even if recent develop-
ments reduced the lower limit of timescales accessible through fast NMR
approaches to timescales of the order of the second [109, 110]. Motions
occurring on real-time NMR accessible timescales are often straightforward
to analyze and can be seen as a time-dependent sequence, like a movie, in
the sense that the experimental dataset corresponds to successive states of
the system.
With RDCs, the dynamics can be interpreted only via measurements that av-
erage over the entire system dynamics. It is therefore impossible to develop
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a time-dependent trajectory based description of the system uniquely from
the experimental data. In the previous chapter we briefly presented some
tools that can be used to extract dynamical parameters from experimental
RDCs. This chapter will first briefly discuss some prerequisites to a dynamic
analysis of RDCs, before turning to the description of different kinds of
approaches, based on domain tensor comparison, multi-structures ensemble
descriptions and analytical motional models. The emphasis will be put on
folded protein dynamics, even if some applications in other biomolecular
systems will be mentioned.
The forthcoming discussion concerns results published by different authors.
For the consistency of notation some liberty has been taken to modify
existing notations presented in the original publications.
3.2 from structure to dynamics
Historically the majority of publications treating RDCs measured in bio-
molecules assume a so-called static description that supposes the absence of
differential dynamics within the framework of the molecular or alignment
frame. This is obviously an approximation in the sense that a general
physical description such as the energy equipartition principle [107], implies
that thermal energy is distributed in the large number of different motional
modes available, inducing interconversions between the numerous substates
that one would expect to exist in a complex macromolecule such as a protein.
However following a number of initial studies on model proteins for which
a high resolution structure was already known, it was clear that a very good
reproduction of experimental data was often obtained by invoking only a
static structure. This suggested that the amount of dynamics present was
either minimal, or averaged in such a way as to remain in agreement with
a static description. Nevertheless, as understood by one of the very first
applications of RDCs to the study of proteins [111], important dynamic
information can be extracted from these quantities.
3.2.1 Structure or Dynamics?
One of the most detailed applications of RDCs to the understanding of
molecular structure was presented by Bax and co-workers in 2003, when
they published the analysis of a large RDC dataset (multiple couplings from
each peptide plane) measured in five different alignment media in protein
GB3 [112]. These data were used to analyze the structure and dynamics
of individual peptide planes. The planarity of the peptide plane has been
shown to be on average a reasonable approximation, but high resolution
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X-ray crystallography often shows significant deviations from this ideal
geometry [113]. In this case several RDCs were measured within each
peptide plane although agreement with a refined structure was good using
optimal geometry for the peptide plane, the authors nevertheless tried, in a
first step, to reduce this discrepancy by optimizing local geometry.
The study showed that real improvement in data reproduction could be
achieved using only structural refinement and that the Ni-HNi bond vector
differed slightly from the idealized geometry where the Ni-HNi vector is
assumed to be in plane and along the line bisecting the Cαi -Ni-C
′
i−1 angle.
Nevertheless, RDCs for some residues could not be explained using only
structural optimization which in terms of the degenerate orientations dis-
cussed in the previous chapter, corresponds to the observation that the
different orientational solutions for the measured RDCs could not intersect
within the experimental error. The presence of dynamics was therefore
investigated and for Ni-HNi vectors it was suggested that dynamics may
occur out of the peptide plane.
The study underlined the fact that distinction between structural and dy-
namic features is not always obvious when analyzing RDCs and that dy-
namic descriptions, which require more parameters to define their physical
properties, need to be investigated statistically in order to test for signifi-
cance.
The insufficiency of a single structural model to adequately describe experi-
mental data from multiple alignment media may also stem from the changes
in the molecular environment associated with the different liquid crystal
media. It is therefore important, for both structural and dynamic analyses,
to be able to check that the data are not being affected by the alignment
medium and thereby biasing the interpretation of conformational behaviour.
Below an approach that addresses this consistency will be presented.
3.2.2 Seconda Analysis
The Self-Consistency of Dipolar Couplings Analysis (Seconda) is an ap-
proach that can estimate the level of self-consistency of a set of RDCs
measured in multiple alignment media [114, 115]. This is based on the
analysis of the weighted covariance matrix C, defined as:
Cij =
1
M− 1
M∑
k=1
1
σ2k
(
D
(k)
i −
〈
Di
〉)(
D
(k)
j −
〈
Dj
〉)
(3.1)
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where i and j run over the N different RDCs experimentally measured in
all of the M alignment media and where:
〈
Di
〉
=
1
M
M∑
k=1
D
(k)
i (3.2)
σk =
1
N− 1
N∑
i=1
(
D
(k)
i −
〈
Di
〉)2
(3.3)
which corresponds respectively to the average of the i-th coupling in all
the alignment media and the variance of the RDCs measured in the k-th
alignment medium.
A principal component analysis of this matrix would, in the absence of
noise, reveal only five non zero eigenvalues if all RDCs derive from a single
structure or an ensemble of structures, that are identical in all media [114].
This is equivalent to saying that the data can be expressed as a combination
of RDCs measured in five linearly independent media. Therefore, the
appearance of more than five non zero eigenvalues can be only be due to
experimental noise or inconsistency in the experimental datasets. Equivalent
information can be obtained through a SVD decomposition of a matrix
constructed with all RDCs measured in the different alignment media [116]
(see Annexe A).
This approach can be used to check the consistency of a dataset or to select
within a large dataset a sub ensemble with higher self-consistency [115] and
can be used as an initial check in order to avoid interpreting inconsistencies
as physical properties.
3.3 fragment tensor analysis
It is possible to characterize a single rigid structure using a single alignment
tensor (see Section 2.5). However, the analysis of the alignment tensor can
be independently done for different fragments of the system, as long as
enough RDCs (5 in theory) are available for each fragment and the structure
of the fragment is sufficiently well known. If the system is a rigid object
and if the assumed relative orientations of the fragments are correct all the
alignment tensors should converge within the experimental accuracy.
Nevertheless if one of those two assumptions are incorrect, discrepancies
between the alignment tensors can be found. For example variations in the
relative orientations of the tensors — that is to say (α,β, γ) Euler angles
— can be rationalized by modifying the relative orientation of one domain
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compared to the others [19, 48]. Changes in magnitude and rhombicity of
the tensors can then be interpreted in terms of dynamics. This is the basis
of fragment tensor analysis where studied fragments can be for example a
complete domain of a biomolecule or a smaller fragment.
3.3.1 Domain Motions
The now established importance of RDCs as motional probes was originally
revealed during the analysis of magnetically aligned cyanometmyoglobin
[111]. In this study, RDCs were measured at three different fields (and
therefore three degrees of alignment as it was magnetically induced) and
the accuracy of the measurements was good enough to ensure that the
discrepancy between measured and estimated data (using a X-ray structure)
was systematic and meaningful. This discrepancy was reduced by invoking
the presence of motions for α-helices of fixed geometry, through a model of
diffusion in a cone or diffusion around a single axis.
Following this pioneering study, a large number of systems have been
shown to exhibit domain-like dynamic behavior using similar approaches,
for example, the analysis of Barley Lectin domain [117] required the use of a
diffusion in a cone model with a semi-angle of ∼40 ° in order to explain the
large variations in the Aa and Ar components of the two studied domains.
Other studies have followed concerning various kinds of systems such as
proteins [118–120], RNA [121, 122] or oligosaccarides [123].
It is not always obvious to attribute such discrepancies to dynamic av-
eraging [124]. Under certain conditions the dynamic modulation of the
alignment tensor can be invisible due to a correlation between alignment
tensor changes and local dynamics [125] and in some cases complementary
sources of information have to be used in order to confirm the validity of
the dynamic description [126–128].
3.3.2 Local Alignment Tensor
The idea of this analysis is to push the fragment analysis to its natural limit
by using the smallest fragment possible [129]. Nevertheless this approach
requires at least five RDCs per fragment to determine an alignment ten-
sor and more are required to ensure the robustness of the approach. As
previously shown the peptide plane is the natural rigid fragment that can
be found in the protein backbone but due to its planarity and the limited
number of measurable couplings, larger fragments have to be used. Tolman
et al. proposed to use the peptide plane and the subsequent tetrahedral
junction as structural motif in order to attain up to eight RDCs per unit.
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Clearly as the orientation of the tetrahedral junction has to be determined
site specifically (it depends on the backbone φ-angle) a structural input,
such as X-ray or NMR structure, or experimentally determined scalar cou-
plings, is needed to fix each fragment topology. Here, a generalized degree
of order (GDO) which can be seen as a norm of the alignment tensor, was
introduced in order to characterize the fragment dynamics, as:
ϑ =
√√√√2
3
∑
ij
A2ij (3.4)
The GDO, which can be a convenient measure of dynamics in the case of
isotropic motions can be more difficult to interpret for anisotropic motions,
in the sense that it will depend on both the amplitude of the motion and the
fragment orientation. Nevertheless the approach was successfully applied
to different systems, including sugar moieties [123].
3.4 ensemble averaged approaches
Ensemble averaging can be applied in various applications, as all approaches
that describe dynamics using an ensemble of conformers make use of this de-
scription. Nevertheless, different applications can be very different in terms
of philosophy. Three different classes of methods can be distinguished:
• those using on an ensemble average where the conformer ensemble is
actively refined against experimental data and force fields
• those based purely on molecular dynamics: using an ergodic hypothe-
sis an ensemble description can be obtained from a molecular dynamics
trajectory
• those where large conformational sampling is defined before selecting
a sub-ensemble on the basis of the experimental data
One of the major interests in those approaches is the breath of their appli-
cation range: they can be used to describe systems where different kinds
of experimental data are available (RDCs, PREs, nOes. . . ) and applied to a
very broad range of systems from folded to unfolded proteins.
3.4.1 Ensemble Restrained Molecular Dynamics
This approach was pioneered for the use of NMR in the late 1980’s [130–134]
and first applied to RDCs by Clore and Schwieters. Ensemble averaged
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restrained molecular dynamics is a direct extension of classical NMR struc-
ture refinement. The philosophy of this approach is to consider that instead
of refining a single structure, it might be more relevant to refine simulta-
neously different structures and apply experimental restraints, not to each
of the conformers but to the complete ensemble. Therefore experimental
restraints have to be in agreement on average, which give less restrictive
definition of the accessible conformational landscape. Nevertheless each
conformer cannot be considered meaningful by itself, and thus the only way
to correctly interpret the results is through a statistical interpretation of the
obtained ensemble. The use of few structures can be problematic for such a
statistical analysis and therefore calculations are sometimes repeated and
averaged over a large number of calculations.
Initial applications include protein GB3 [135] and Ubiquitin [136] using
RDCs and nOe experimental restraints. In both cases, the number of
statistically relevant conformers were at most two implying a two-site
jump where differences in conformations were required. The statistical
significance of introducing this second conformer was not always easy to
demonstrate. Further applications were proposed for nucleic acids [137].
Concerning Ubiquitin, other ensembles were proposed, for example the one
where 15N relaxation order parameters and nOes were used as restraints
[138] or the EROS ensemble of 116 structures, determined using an original
ensemble average of 8 structures on the basis of a large set of RDCs and
nOes [139].
This kind of approach has been applied to urea-denatured Ubiquitin, where
eight conformers were found to be enough to reproduce PRE and RDC
data [140]. This approach was also applied to RNA (ribonucleic acid) and
the obtained conformers were used to a further interpretation in terms of
motion trajectories [141].
3.4.2 Molecular Dynamics Approach
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are by nature a methodology adapted
to studying molecular motions, relying on the prediction of the time evolu-
tion of a molecular system via Newton’s dynamics [142, 143].
Therefore, if force fields are well parametrized [144] and the sampling large
enough to correspond to the timescale of the studied data [142], a MD
trajectory should in principle reproduce both the structural and dynamic
feature of the system of interest.
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Concerning experimental data such as 15N relaxation which is sensitive to
timescales shorter than the correlation time of the molecule (∼5 -20ns) the
sampling issue can be easily overcome using currently available computa-
tional power. As a testimony to the fact that state of the art force fields have
made considerable progress in recent decades, relaxation data can often be
accurately reproduced using computationally accessible trajectories.
For RDCs, the sampling issue is much more problematic, as RDCs are
sensitive to motions occurring on timescales up to the millisecond. In order
to properly sample such a time window, a trajectory of tens of milliseconds
would have to be used, which is not currently computationally possible
[142]. This sampling issue gives rise to a further force field parameterization
issue in the sense that pushing sampling limits further than the currently
accessible hundreds of nanosecond to microseconds range has to be achieved
using force fields that would need to be optimized to reproduce longer
timescales.
Currently, two options are available to study RDC dynamics with MD. The
first one is to make MD as long as possible and this will give a satisfying
description of the system if negligible motions occur on timescales longer
than the MD trajectory. The second is to enhance artificially the sampling
by using one of the numerous ways that have been proposed to accelerate
the events occurring in molecular dynamics trajectories [145–147].
An ensemble of structures resulting from a long MD simulation can be
used to directly interpret experimental data for example by estimating
RDC reproduction using a SVD based analysis [148] (see Annexe A) or
can be analyzed analytically to extract parameters that can be compared to
analytical approaches such as the 3D-GAF model [149].
3.4.3 Sample and Select
The sample and select approach was proposed by Chen et al. [150] and is
based scheme is:
1. the conformational landscape accessible to the system is extensively
sampled in order to obtain a large ensemble of conformers that is
supposed to reproduce all the imaginable conformations of the system.
2. from this conformer database a sub-ensemble is selected to reproduce
experimental data.
The definition of the database is a crucial issue for this approach as it will
define the available conformational space of the system. In other words any
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relevant conformation missing in this starting database will be definitively
lost for the analysis.
This database can be built using any approach that allows a broad sam-
pling of conformational space, such as molecular dynamics or Monte-Carlo
approaches.
In the second step structures are selected from the database in order to
reproduce experimental data, but no optimization or refinement of the
selected structures is applied. This is a major difference compared to
restrained ensemble averaged molecular dynamics, which is also responsible
for the discrepancy in the number of conformers necessary to reproduce
data. Sample and select methods normally require more structures but
the relevance of each structure is ensured by the absence of optimization
against experimental data. It is worth emphasizing that, as with other
ensemble averaged method, this approach does not confer physical meaning
to a single conformer and thus needs to be analyzed within a statistical
description. Nevertheless, the need for larger ensembles provides a more
intuitive basis for statistical interpretations.
This approach has been applied to a large set of systems, including folded
proteins [150], unfolded proteins [151] or nucleic acids [152].
3.5 model-free analysis
As for relaxation data analysis, the idea of a model free analysis is to describe
motional averaging without invoking any kind of motional model. This
avoids bias due to an inevitably imperfect model, but limits the possible
interpretation of the results as most of the obtained parameters are purely
mathematical and therefore sometimes difficult to interpret physically.
Two different model free approaches have been developed in order to
extract dynamic information content from RDCs. Both are based on matrix
descriptions of RDCs measured in different alignment media and lead
to similar information about structure and dynamics, however the used
formalism differ significantly.
3.5.1 Self-Consistant RDC-based Model-Free Approach
As shown in equation 2.28, it is possible to express a given RDC in an
arbitrary molecular frame, as a function of dynamically averaged spherical
harmonics. If RDCs are measured in different alignment media, it becomes
possible to rewrite this equation as a system of linear equations. Knowledge
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of tensor properties and averages of the spherical harmonics is enough to
fully characterize the structural and dynamical properties of the system
(orientational envelope of the sampling for the vector of interest). This is
the basis of this model-free approach [104].
As applied, this approach has been shown to determine the relative ampli-
tude and nature of dynamics throughout the protein, without estimating
the absolute level of alignment (and therefore dynamics) [104], that is to
say the main component of the alignment tensor Azz. Changing the value
of the principal component will scale the determined spherical harmonics
average values and an overall scaling factor Soverall has to be applied during
the analysis to obtain meaningful parameters (for example by comparing to
order parameters determined from spin relaxation). This is equivalent to
considering the 1DNH couplings in arbitrary units, corresponding to Azz = 1
and noted Di,m, where i is the residue number and m run over the different
alignment media.
Thus, the method mainly consists of solving the following system of equa-
tions:
Di,m =
2∑
l=−2
Fl(Rm, αm, βm, γm)
〈
Yl,q(θ
′
i, φ
′
i)
〉
i
(3.5)
where Fl(Rm, αm, βm, γm) is a coefficient depending on the rhombicity Rm,
the orientations (αm, βm, γm) of the considered tensor and (θ′i, φ
′
i) the ori-
entation of the Ni-HNi vector in a common molecular frame.
In order to obtain information about tensor properties, which will define
the values of the Fl coefficients a structural model is used. The dependence
on this first structural input can be reduced by using an iterative process
where the resolution of the previous step is used at each subsequent step
and where the obtained averaged orientation is used to establish a new
tensor [153].
By construction of this system of equations, five independent equations and
therefore five independent alignment media are needed in order to obtain a
unique solution.
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the results, the averaged spherical
harmonics are re-expressed in a frame R ′′ where
〈
Y2,0(θ
′′
i , φ
′′
i )
〉
i
is maximal,
which corresponds to the local frame in which z ′′-axis is collinear to the
center of the distribution of orientations of the studied Ni-HNi vector. The
orientation of the axis provides structural information as it corresponds to
the mean orientation (θ ′eff, φ
′
eff) of the studied vector [104]. Order parame-
ters can be estimated using 2.29 and the anisotropy of the motion can be
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obtained from two parameters, η that characterizes the amplitude of the
anisotropy and ǫ that defines the orientation of this anisotropy:
η =
√√√√√
∑
p={−2,2}
〈
Y2,p(θ
′′
i , φ
′′
i )
〉
i
〈
Y2,−p(θ
′′
i , φ
′′
i )
〉
i∑
p={−2,−1,0,1,2}
〈
Y2,p(θ
′′
i , φ
′′
i )
〉
i
〈
Y2,−p(θ
′′
i , φ
′′
i )
〉
i
(3.6)
ǫ =
1
2
arctan
〈
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′′
i , φ
′′
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〉
i
−
〈
Y2,−2(θ
′′
i , φ
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〉
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Y2,+2(θ
′′
i , φ
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〉
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+
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Y2,−2(θ
′′
i , φ
′′
i )
〉
i
) (3.7)
These approaches were initially developed by Griesinger, Brüshweiler and
co-workers using simulated data form molecular dynamics simulations
[104] and then applied to experimental data from the protein Ubiquitin with
an increasing number of RDC datasets [154–157]. The latest version of this
analysis called SCRM for Self-Consistent RDC-based Model-Free approach
[153], included a Seconda analysis [115] in order to select a highly coherent
sub-ensemble of 23 of the over 36 different RDC datasets.
3.5.2 Direct Interpretation of Dipolar Couplings
This approach developed by Tolman [158] is based on the description of
local dynamics with a local matrix order, similar to the Saupe matrix for the
alignment.
In order to simplify equation 2.15 an order matrix, the Saupe matrix, was
introduced to characterize global reorientation of the B0 field in a molecular
frame. Nevertheless, this expression is perfectly symmetric for global and
local motion and therefore the reorientation of the studied internuclear
vector in this molecular frame can be studied in an entirely equivalent way.
Similarly to equation 2.16, a local order matrix Bˆ is introduced as:
Bkl =
1
2
(
3
〈
cosαk cosαl
〉
i
− δkl
)
k, l ∈ {x, y, z} (3.8)
If now the five independent elements of the Saupe matrix for the alignment
mediumm Aˆm are placed in a column vector Am and the local order matrix
for the vector i Bˆi as a line vector Bi, the expected value of the RDC i in the
medium m is given by:
Di,m = 2 disBiAm (3.9)
The generalization for N RDCs measured in M alignment media is straight-
forward, by introducing B a N×5 matrix whose i-th line is Bi and A a 5×N
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matrix whose n-th column is Am and D a N×M matrix containing all
RDCs. All RDCs can be estimated through the following matrix product:
D = 2 disBA (3.10)
In this approach, the author attempts to circumvent the determination of A.
This can be achieved by using at least five independent alignment media,
which means that A is a rank 5 matrix. In this case D and B matrices have
the same rank, which here means that their image can be generated using
two orthonormal bases related by a unitary transform T . Thus, the singular
value decomposition of B can be written as (see Annexe A):
B = UBWBV
T
B = UDTW
T
BVB = UDΛ (3.11)
UB and UD are built with the range-spanning basis of B and D. The 5×5 Λ
matrix describes how to produce the image of B from the range-spanning
basis of D. This matrix cannot be deduced only from RDCs (D) alone. To
face this underdetermination the author proposed to use the solution that
minimizes the variation in generalized order parameters as the solution has
to describe the local structural and dynamic properties of the structured
molecule.
This allowed the characterization of the B matrix and therefore the local
structural and dynamic information. This information can be seen as
equivalent to the one from the SCRM approach, as it becomes possible to
extract the direction of the mean vector, amplitude of the motion and the
direction and magnitude of the asymmetric component of the motion.
This method was again applied to the protein Ubiquitin using two different
RDC datasets comprising 9 and 11 different alignment media. In the first
case a structural input was used to stabilize the analysis [158] , and in
the latter analysis [159] no structural input was used. This resulted in the
accurate determination of the structural properties and the determination
of order parameters, which appear to be more robustly determined than the
anisotropic properties of the motion, and that again needs to be scaled using
a uniform factor, in this case in order to be lower than order parameters
extracted from 15N relaxation. This approach was applied in a very similar
form to the study of protein GB3 [160].
3.6 geometric description of motion using the gaf
model
In addition to the described model-free approaches, the use of a geometric
model based on biophysical principles can be a useful, and a complementary,
way to characterize protein backbone dynamics. No biophysical model can
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perfectly describe protein backbone motion, which is surely a complex and
multi-faceted phenomenon, but use of a general, and hopefully appropriate
model can lead to a relevant and informative interpretation of the dynamic
averaging experienced by RDCs.
There are various advantages and drawbacks of using a specific biophysical
model:
• Model-free approaches require at least five linearly independent align-
ment media in order to extract dynamic information. The use of a
model with a low number of adjustable parameters can a priori circum-
vent this issue. However, the model must be flexible enough to allow
an accurate characterization of possibly complex motions.
• Parameters extracted from such a model have a well-defined physical
meaning and can be more easily interpreted than those derived from
model-free approaches. Equally the use of an inappropriate model
can lead to a misinterpretation of the data that will be less severe with
model free approaches.
• The use of a local structural motif whose conformation is known allows
the measurement of several RDCs in a given alignment medium. This
combination of the dynamic information of multiple vectors leads
to an increase of the possibility of accurately defining the dynamics.
Conversely the incorporation of a structural motif in the model has to
be consistent with the dynamic model that the motif can be expected
to experience.
All the work presented in this section is based on the GAF model (see
Section 2.6). The model was originally developed for the interpretation of
spin relaxation data, on the basis of molecular dynamics simulations. This
combination was used to demonstrate the capacity of the model to describe
backbone motion in peptides and model proteins. Its development for the
interpretation of RDC data was performed by Blackledge and co-workers,
and the following results represent a large part of the basis on which the
research work developed in this manuscript is based.
3.6.1 Pioneering Work
Following spin relaxation studies, where the unidimensional version of
the GAF model was shown to capture most of the fast motional dynamics
present in the protein backbone, a model called ortho-GAF was developed
where the single axis of reorientation was set to be orthogonal to the NH
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Figure 15 – Effect of GAF motion for dynamic averaging. Here two planes with the
same reorientation amplitude but different orientations are presented (left part).
The orientations sampled during the GAF motion are depicted with dots on the
colored sphere (central part). Corresponding distributions of the RDCs 1DNH
are shown (right part): the dotted line indicates the static RDCs corresponding
to the mean position of the Ni-HNi internuclear vector, the arrow indicates the
motionally averaged RDC.
internuclear vector [161]. Using simulated data the authors showed that
even using a common amplitude for all the peptide planes, the motion
characterized by its mean orientation and its direction will exhibit very
different averaging properties due to this anisotropic behavior. This is in
stark contrast to isotropic local motion — diffusion in an isotropic cone —
where all RDCs would be scaled by the same factor, and therefore would
reproduce the experimental data identically irrespective of the direction of
this motion. For example rare cases were identified whereby the motional
averaging can lead to a higher value for the dynamically averaged value of
an RDC than the value predicted in the absence of motion. This situation is
of course impossible for an isotropic motion such as an isotropic diffusion
within a cone. This anisotropic averaging behavior is illustrated in Figure 15.
Applied to experimental data, for diverse proteins, it was shown that a com-
mon amplitude of GAF motion in secondary structural elements of σo ∼15 °
led to a statistically significant improvement of the data reproduction. Anal-
ysis was made using a single RDC dataset combined with a high resolution
protein structure. This was the first demonstration that anisotropic motions
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could be detected with statistical certainty and provided an important indi-
cation that this model was relevant to the averaging properties of backbone
RDCs in proteins. In addition, comparing Ni-HNi and C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 averaging
behavior, a rationalization of the previously proposed use of a longer Ni-HNi
bond than generally accepted (1.04Å instead of 1.02Å) was identified. The
longer distance had indeed been proposed in order to account for the 1D-GAF
motion using a static approach. Here, the anisotropy of the motion sug-
gested a value around 1.02Å closer to the one commonly used for other
studies such as 15N relaxation.
This approach was then used to study local dynamics of protein GB3 and
lysozyme, where at least two different alignment media RDC dataset were
available [162].
The approach was then extensively tested in order to determine the sensi-
tivity of this model against structural noise, and an important robustness
of the GAF model compared to other descriptions such as the axially sym-
metric description [163] was identified. This study further underlined the
importance of an accurate alignment tensor determination.
3.6.2 3D-GAF Analysis
The first complete 3D-GAF analysis was achieved during the analysis of
RDCs from protein GB3 [164]. In this case the analysis was made using
a high resolution X-ray structure and the tensors were determined using
the less dynamic RDCs. This study allowed the determination of the three
reorientation amplitudes σα, σβ and σγ.
The results revealed an alternating pattern for the amplitude of the γ- and β-
motions in the β-sheet, where less dynamic residues were the hydrophobic
ones. The amplitudes of motion increased from one edge of the sheet to the
other, leading to maximal dynamic sampling in the interaction site. Correla-
tion of the parameterized motions across the β-sheet were revealed using
3JC′N trans-hydrogen-bond scalar couplings. The analysis was supported by
extensive cross validation.
3.6.3 Simultaneous Determination of Structure and Dynamics
This analysis was carried out on a similar dataset to the first 3D-GAF analysis,
but with an optimized tensor determination protocol. This analysis did
not make use of a previously known structure, thereby removing structural
bias. The only structural input was the idealized peptide plane topology,
obtained as an average of the peptide planes of ultra-high resolution X-
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ray and neutron structure1 for the heavy atoms. Amide protons were
placed in-plane according to an idealized direction determined from neutron
structures — where deutrons can be observed) — at a distance of 1.02Å from
the nitrogen (this distance was shown to lead to optimal data reproduction
after adjusting the internuclear distance along the same vector).
Here, in a first step, the tensor determination was improved by allowing a
1D-GAF motion during the tensor parameter determination, during which
step the orientation of all planes were simultaneously optimized. Then
a backbone structure was determined using a new approach: Dynamic-
Meccano. This approach is based on the Meccano (Molecular Engineering
Calculations using Coherent Association of Nonaveraged Orientations)
method that was developed to sequentially determine protein structure
using only RDCs [165]. The principle of this approach is to orient one after
each other all the protein peptide planes according to experimental RDCs.
Here this approach was reused but a dynamic averaging using 1D-GAF
motion was added to the description of the RDCs during the sequential
structure determination. In order to remove the intrinsic two-fold RDC
degeneracy of peptide planes, a harmonic potential was introduced to force
the tetrahedral junction to an ideal geometry. Eventually a complete 3D-GAF
analysis was applied leading to very similar results to the previous analysis
determined using the high resolution crystal structure. The backbone coor-
dinates determined using this approach were remarkably similar (backbone
RMSD of 0.5Å) to the high resolution crystal structure. These approaches
were tested through cross-validation of RDCs that were not used in the
analysis (for example 1DNH couplings), demonstrating for the first time
that a dynamic description better reproduced independent data than an
optimally applied static approach.
Extensive simulations were eventually carried out, by comparing 3D-GAF
analysis and molecular dynamics trajectories, [166] in order to validate and
estimate the accuracy of the approach. This resulted in the observation that
the approach is robust when four sufficiently different alignment tensors are
available, demonstrating one of the potential advantages of using a model
that combines the orientational averaging properties of multiple RDCs in
the same structural unit.
3.7 conclusion
Dynamic studies of slow timescale motions have excited a great deal of
interest over recent decades. Currently, a large range of approaches are
1 PDB codes and resolution (Å) of diverse structures: 1ejg (0.54), 1fy5 (0.81), 1gci (0.78), 1hje
(0.75), 1m40 (0.85) 1pq7 (0.80), 1ssx (0.83), 1ucs (0,62) 3pyp (0.85), 1cq2 (2.00).
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available, some numerical, such as the ones derived from MD simulations,
some analytical such as model free approaches or the GAF model.
Even if some approaches such as the one based on the GDO, can be achieved
with RDCs measured in a single alignment medium, most of the methods
and especially the analytical methods require a good deal of experimental
measurement. This issue can be crucial in the case of complex systems and
this is why most of the presented studies are currently applied to model
systems.
The structural information content of RDCs is often very high and therefore,
omitting to incorporate dynamic averaging can give rise to a reasonable
description of the experimental data. As models of dynamics are generally
more complex than the static description, their validity needs to be tested
and often statistical tests are essential to ensure their relevance.
A great deal of effort has been dedicated to the characterization of dynamics
at slow timescales and the possibility to study internuclear vector dynamics
on a site specific basis has been demonstrated. Nevertheless some points
remain unresolved, such as the determination of the absolute level of dy-
namics in macromolecular systems. Most of the studies presented here
require the scaling of the extracted order parameters against some reference.
Usually the reference that is selected is the level of order determined from a
model-free analysis of 15N relaxation. This is a reasonable way to proceed
but considering the dynamic information content of RDCs we were inter-
ested in determining the extent to which one could quantitatively determine
protein dynamics from RDCs, and whether it is possible to avoid the use
of other experimental techniques to determine the amounts of observable
dynamics. This would be especially important as using sets of data sensitive
to a clearly defined times window, e.g. only RDCs, will give further insight
into the repartition of the dynamics over timescales in biological systems.
In many cases a structural input is required, for example to determine
starting estimates for tensors properties. This can potentially introduce
a bias in the determination of dynamics. The possibility of determining
dynamics without prior structural information will allow an estimation of
the dynamics present in the system and then, at least for folded systems,
the ability to construct a structural model which incorporate this dynamic
information.

4
QUANTITAT IVE AND ABSOLUTE DETERMINATION OF
BACKBONE MOTION IN UBIQUIT IN
abstract
The determination of the absolute level of dynamics present in folded
proteins on timescales up to the millisecond remains a challenging but
important issue for the understanding of protein stability and function. A
method, called SF-GAF, based only on the interpretation of RDCs, is devel-
oped to achieve this goal for protein backbone dynamics, in the absence of
structural input or reference to external experimentally measured quantities.
This analytical method, based on the GAF model and applied to Ubiquitin,
allows the quantification of both direction and amplitudes of peptide plane
motions. The relevance and robustness of the protocol is extensively tested
and results are compared to complementary experimental and numerical
approaches.
4.1 introduction
As discussed in Chapter 3, characterization of motion on timescales that are
longer than the rotational correlation time of the molecule remains a chal-
lenging obstacle that must be overcome before establishing the relationship
between intrinsic protein dynamics and biological function. Remarkable
progress has been made in recent years concerning the depiction of motional
modes in proteins from extensive RDCs measurements, leading to the accu-
rate characterization of the relative distribution of Ni-HNi order parameters
along the protein backbone. The quantitative determination of dynamics
remains challenging however, and as described, has often been resolved by
referencing or scaling observed motional parameters, such as order parame-
ters, to external references such as those derived from spin relaxation. This
issue is particularly important, firstly because very little is known about
the absolute level of dynamic fluctuations present in proteins, and secondly
because RDCs are especially prone to errors of absolute amplitude of the
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dynamics, due to the potential for a component of the dynamic averaging
of RDCs to be absorbed into the estimated magnitudes of the alignment
tensors. This is always a critical point for the relevance of order parameters
derived from RDCs, as, considering equation 2.23 the similar dependence
of the properties of the tensor and the true local dynamics defined by the
second order averaged spherical harmonics, underlines the impossibility
of accurately characterizing one aspect while disregarding the other. For
these reasons the quantification of the amount of dynamics present at slow
timescales remains an open question.
Compared to previous approaches describing 3D-GAF averaging of spherical
harmonics to analyze RDCs, the methods presented here (see Sections 2.53
and 2.54) are computationally much more efficient, reducing the calcula-
tion time by a factor of ∼50, and thereby providing access to previously
inaccessible computational studies. The aim of this chapter, that focus on
Ubiquitin (see Annexe B), is to use this increased efficiency to address the
simple question: how precisely can we estimate the true level of dynamics
present at timescales up to the millisecond in folded proteins?
4.2 materials and methods
4.2.1 Experimental Data
Experimental RDCs emanating from a large RDC datasets have been pre-
viously compiled [68, 93, 153, 157, 159]. These data are summarized in
a published SCRM analysis [153]. These RDC datasets are derived from
24 different alignment media, all containing 1DNH couplings, five of them
1DC ′HN and
1DC ′N and two including 1DC ′Cα . The data were selected from
a larger ensemble using a Seconda analysis [153] (see Section 3.2.2). The
type of alignment and the kind of couplings are summarized in Table 1.
4.2.2 Simulated Data
Simulated RDCs for protein GB3 were obtained by averaging static RDCs
over 1000 snapshots of a molecular dynamics simulation [166]. 1DNH,
1DC ′Cα and 1DC ′N were simulated for each peptide plane and noise was
added using a Gaussian random distribution with standard deviation of
0.26 Hz for 1DNH and 0.10 Hz for 1DC ′Cα and 1DC ′N.
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Table 1 – Alignment media used for the SF-GAF Ubiquitin analysis. All RDC
datasets and their precise experimental characteristics can be found in the
indicated references. The number of RDCs included in each dataset are indicated.
Abbreviations are explicated above the table.
Nb Medium 1DNH 1DC ′N 1DC ′HN 1DC ′Cα
0 DMPC:DHPC [68] 57 61 61 58
1 DMPC:DHPC:CTAB [68] 57 63 63 53
2 PM 40 mM NaCl [159] 57
3 PM 80 mM NaCl [159] 57
4 PM 250 mM NaCl [159] 57
5 PM 20 mM NaCl [159] 57
6 Helfrich phase [159] 56
7 Pf-1 phages [159] 57
8 PEG/hexanol [159] 57
9 PEG/hexanol [157] 57
10 Pf1 phages [157] 54
11 polyacrylamide gel [157] 54 63 60
12 Helfrich phase [157] 55 64 64
13 PEG/hexanol [153] 55 63 64
14 Pf-1 phages 100 mM NaCl [153] 65
15 positively charged gel [153] 61
16 Pf1 phages/gels [93] 51
17 Pf1 phages/gels [93] 54
18 Pf1 phages/gels [93] 53
19 Pf1 phages/gels [93] 59
20 Pf1 phages 64
21 DLPC:DHPC:SDS [153] 59
22 DMPC:DHPC:C14PC [153] 64
23 DMPC:DHPC:CTAB [153] 62
DMPC: dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine
DHPC: dihexanoyl-phosphatidylcholine
C14PC: tetradecylphosphatidylcholine
CTAB: N-cetyl-N,N,N-trimethylammonium bromide
PM: Purple Membrane
PEG: n-alkyl-poly(ethylene glycol)
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4.2.3 Peptide Plane Geometry
The definition of peptide plane geometry can be found in previous GAF
analyses [167], see Section 3.6.3. Coordinates can be found in Table 2. The
precise position of the amide proton was investigated by using diverse
Ni-HNi bond lengths along the Ni-H
N
i vectorial direction. All analyses were
carried out using 1.020Å, in agreement with previous GAF analyses [167]
and 1.024Å as more recently proposed [97]. The analysis presented here
uses 1.020Å, the key results using 1.024Å are summarized in Annexe C.3.
Table 2 – Two dimensional cartesian coordinates of all atoms constituting the
idealized peptide plane used from GAF studies. This geometry corresponds to a
Ni-HNi bond length of 1.020Å.
Atoms x y
αCi-1 0.000 0.000
C ′i-1 1.430 −0.529
Oi-1 1.669 −1.746
Ni 2.404 0.382
HNi 2.161 1.373
αCi 3.806 −0.006
4.2.4 Target Function and Minimization Algorithm
The target function used during the optimization procedure is a standard
χ2 function, expressed as:
χ2 =
∑
r,i,m
(
Dcalcr,i,m −D
exp
r,i,m
δi,m
)2
(4.1)
where r runs over the different peptide planes, i over the type of RDCs (e.g.
1DNH), and m over the alignment media.
It is worth emphasizing that this target function depends on the mean
orientation (θ,φ)r,i of each studied internuclear vector, on their dynamics
(if invoked) — (σα, σβ, σγ)r for GAF motions, Sr for isotropic diffusion in a
cone — and on the alignment tensor characteristics (Aa, Ar, α, β, γ)m. Here
the orientation (θ,φ)r,i is characterized with a subscript i as the different
vectors of each peptide plane react differently to the different motional
modes. Due to the use of a perfectly rigid peptide plane, knowing the
orientation of the plane is enough to deduce all in-plane vector orientations.
Therefore the different orientations of all in-plane vectors can be deduced
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from three angles that define the plane orientation and the idealized peptide
plane topology (see above).
An alternative target function [168] was also used, which behaves as a
standard χ2 for deviations smaller than a few standard deviations and
which reaches a plateau value for larger deviations, and whose analytical
expression is:
ξ2 = c2
∑
r,i,m

1− exp

−
(
Dcalcr,i,m −D
exp
r,i,m
c δi,m
)2

 (4.2)
with c an adjustable parameter that will determine the behavior of the target
function against outliers. Here a classical value of c = 2.9846 was used. The
whole analysis was carried out with this function, results were found to be
similar to the standard χ2 approach, but the combination of the removal
of outliers (see below) and the standard χ2 target function were found to
be slightly more efficient and robust, compared to the ξ2 function. Thus
results presented here use the χ2 protocol.
All minimizations, presented here or in later chapters, were performed
using in-house software. Extensive calculations involving a large number of
degrees of freedom and lengthy minimization protocols can easily become
time consuming. The minimization procedures are commonly performed
using a two step protocol:
1. The first minimization is performed using the Particle Swarm Opti-
misation (PSO) algorithm [169]. This is a stochastic algorithm, which
presents some similarities to better known genetic algorithms (see Sec-
tion 10.2.4), was developed by Eberhart and Kennedy and is inspired
by the social behavior of bird flocking. Minimization can be described
by considering the motion of a population in the solution space. The
evolution is performed iteratively, but differently to genetic algorithms,
the evolution is not achieved by an evolution operator such as repro-
duction, but by modifying the position and velocity of the different
members of the population. Each member of the population is di-
rected towards its personal minimum and the global minimum already
found, using random acceleration towards these two points. Starting
parameters are selected at random. PSO optimizers were selected for
this application because of their high efficiency in high-dimensional
solution space [170].
2. In a second step a deterministic algorithm such as Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) protocol (which is a quasi Newton method)
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[171] is used to accurately determine the function minimum from the
end point of the previous step.
The first step minimization is based on a stochastic algorithm. In order to
avoid inappropriate convergence due to a particular ensemble of randomly
generated numbers, the minimization is repeated until clear reproducibility
is achieved. Using this minimization approach the computation time neces-
sary to optimize the orientation and motional amplitude for a peptide plane
undergoing 3D-GAF motion, with known alignment tensors, is on the order
of one minute.
4.2.5 Static and Dynamic Models
In this analysis four different models are used to analyze the RDCs:
• Static model: only structural features (θ,φ)r,i are determined, no
dynamics are invoked.
• S model: the model optimizes the orientation (θ,φ)r,i and an order
parameter Sr for each peptide plane. This motional description corre-
sponds to the diffusion in a cone model described in Section 2.6.2.
• 1D-GAF/S model: the model optimizes the orientation (θ,φ)r,i and a
single dynamic amplitude parameter for each peptide plane. To deter-
mine the dynamic parameter the analysis is repeated four times, once
using a diffusion in a cone model and optimizing an order parameter
Sr, three times with a 1D-GAF model in order to sample successively
the three possible reorientational models by optimizing σα,r, σβ,r or
σγ,r. The model that gives the best reproduction of the data is retained.
• 3D-GAF model: the model simultaneously optimizes for each peptide
plane the vector orientations (θ,φ)r,i and the three amplitudes of
reorientation (σα, σβ, σγ)r.
4.2.6 Alignment Tensors, Weight Determination and Outliers Detection
1. In all studied alignment media, the relative weight of each RDC type
is initially set at 10% of the range of the experimental values.
2. The alignment tensors are determined using a completely structure
free approach. First of all, a rough estimation of all static tensors is
obtained using a static description. Here only peptide planes having
extensive RDC datasets (more than 35 RDCs) are considered. The
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approach simultaneously optimizes the five tensor components (mag-
nitude, rhombicity and relative orientations) and the orientation of
each peptide plane. In order to deal with the large solution space
(many degrees of freedom), the optimization starts with an arbitrary
fragment of the sequence whose length is increased until all of the
protein is included in the minimization process. The starting window
was set in different positions of the protein and with different fragment
lengths in order to test for local bias: good convergence was found,
and after dynamic optimization (see subsequent steps) the potential
influence of the starting fragment was found to be entirely negligible.
3. Based on statistical analysis of the dispersion of the reproduction of
experimental data, the weights δi,m of the different RDCs are fixed in
order to avoid over-fitting of a particular data type. A different weight
is used for each kind of RDCs in each different alignment medium.
Median or median absolute deviation are commonly used to estimate
this kind of dispersion. Nevertheless scale estimators such as Sn and
Qn were shown to be slightly more robust [172]. Here weights are
fixed according to the Qn scale estimator. During this step, potential
outliers can be detected and removed to improve harmonic fitting
of the data, if deviation between experimental and calculated RDCs
remains higher than 6 Qn values. An alternative to removal of outliers
is to use a modified target function (see above).
4. The properties of the dynamic tensors are determined during a second
fitting procedure. Starting from static tensors and re-weighted RDC
datasets, peptide planes containing a sufficiently high number of RDCs
(still more than 35) are oriented and dynamically characterized in a
sequential manner, according to a 1D-GAF/S analysis. Then the five
components of the tensors are optimized. This protocol is applied
iteratively in order to obtain a stable solution.
5. A new weighting step, similar to step 3 was carried out, according to
1D-GAF/S data reproduction.
6. In order to systematically estimate the absolute alignment amplitude,
an overall scaling factor KA is applied to all tensors (Aa and Ar).
According to S, 1D-GAF/S and 3D-GAF motional models, a complete
analysis is performed for each value of KA, varying in the range of
0.900 to 1.100 in steps of 0.002 (where the value KA = 1 corresponds
to the optimal tensors found during the previous optimization, with
1D-GAF/S model of motion). Two kinds of datasets were used: the
complete dataset with all RDCs, and ten different sub-ensembles where
two 1DNH RDCs are randomly removed per peptide plane containing
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more than 20 1DNH couplings. Data reproductions obtained for the
ten different calculations, with the reduced datasets, were averaged in
order to decrease the impact of selecting a particular sub-ensemble of
RDCs. The optimal KA value, corresponding to the best reproduction,
according to 3D-GAF model for unused couplings, is applied to all
tensors.
4.2.7 Local Dynamic Study
This analysis, which uses all tensors and weighting determined in the
previous step, is made using the following steps:
1. Using the 3D-GAF approach, the orientation (θ,φ)r,i and dynamic pa-
rameters (σα, σβ, σγ)r are determined sequentially for each peptide
plane. This model is called M-III, as the three amplitudes of reorienta-
tion are optimized.
2. An averaged value of (σα)r diffusion angles over all peptide plane
σα,av is estimated in a 3D-GAF analysis where all peptide planes share
the same reorientation amplitude σα,av. Here (σβ, σγ)r for all peptide
planes and σα,av are simultaneously optimized (orientations are fixed
to the one obtained during the previous step).
3. A similar analysis is applied using the two averaged angles, the previ-
ously determined σα,av and σβ,av, the only locally optimized motional
amplitude being (σγ)r.
4. A 3D-GAF analysis is applied, plane by plane, using σα,av and σβ,av av-
eraged values. During this minimization the peptide plane orientation
and σγ,r are optimized. This model of motion is called M-I.
5. The same analysis is applied using only σα,av. In this model, named
M-II, the peptide plane orientation and (σβ, σγ)r are optimized.
6. According to AIC or F-test analysis for each peptide plane the most
appropriate model between M-I, M-II and M-III is selected. This
procedure avoids over-fitting.
As models are nested, i.e. increasing the complexity of a model corresponds
to using the previous model with supplementary terms, both AIC or F-tests
are suitable.
The AIC (standing for Akaike’s information criterion) [173] is a way to
compare models using this AIC value that indicates which model is more
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likely to be correct. For models where the quality of the fit is estimated
through a maximum of likelihood function (e.g. standard χ2), a modified
AIC, the AICχ2 can be used to estimate the quality of the model
1. If the
model fits exactly the same number of points the AICχ2 can be expressed
as [174]:
AICχ2 = χ
2 + 2k (4.3)
where k is the number of parameters of the model. This represents a way
to select models through Occam’s razor principle as it balances the quality
of data reproduction and the complexity of the model. Comparing two
models, the one with lowest AIC or modified AIC will be more likely to be
correct.
The F-test [173] will compare two models 1 and 2. If model 1 is nested in
model 2, the increase of the number of parameters from 1 to 2 should be
followed by a decrease in χ2 (χ22 < χ
2
1). The F-test will estimate whether
improvement in data reproduction is just obtained by chance. The F value
to compare two models is obtained by:
F =
χ21 − χ
2
2
χ22
k2
k1 − k2
(4.4)
This value can be compared to tabular, analytically calculated or Monte-
Carlo simulated values, to determine whether the obtained value is inferior
to the P value corresponding to the level of desired confidence often 5%
(or 10%). If the obtained F is smaller than the P value of 5%, it means that,
considering the simplest model as correct, the probability to observe the
improvement obtained by using the more complex model by chance is less
than 5%.
4.2.8 Accuracy Estimation
The accuracy of the method was probed using Monte-Carlo simulations.
Noise-based Monte-Carlo simulation was also used to test for statistical
significance. For each of the RDCs, noise was added using a Gaussian noise
distribution of standard deviation δi,m, the weight estimated during the
analysis, in order to obtain a new simulated RDC dataset. 1000 different
datasets were produced in this way. For each, a complete local dynamic
analysis was applied, resulting in a distribution of calculated values. The
distribution of models of motion (M-I, M-II and M-III) corresponds to
the distribution obtained during local dynamic analysis. The standard
1 Other modified AICs exist such as AICc. The most appropriate criterion depends on the
considered problem.
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deviation of these distributions was interpreted as an estimation of the
absolute accuracy of the method. For models M-I and M-II the some
amplitudes of reorientation are fixed to an averaged value. Their accuracy
was thus estimated using Monte-Carlo simulations realized according to a
standard 3D-GAF model.
4.2.9 Cross-Validations
The local dynamic analysis was also tested through cross-validations. In
such an analysis a set of RDCs is removed from the active dataset and are
called passive data. Using active data, a complete local dynamic analysis
is applied. The resulting dynamic and orientational information are used
to back-calculate passive RDCs which are then compared to experimental
data.
Cross-validation using a static model was applied in a parallel analysis. In
this analysis, the same passive set of RDCs was used. The tensors used were
those optimized for a static analysis.
4.3 results and discussion
4.3.1 Absolute and Quantitative Determination of the Alignment Tensors
The tensor determination protocol was applied to the Ubiquitin experimen-
tal dataset. The results are shown in Table 3. In tensor determinations
carried out in previous analyses, the accuracy of relative magnitude, rhom-
bicity and orientation was shown to be accurate [104], and previous GAF
studies applied to simulated data [166] demonstrated that similar a 1D-GAF
tensor determination correctly reproduced these quantities. Nevertheless,
some underestimation of the absolute alignment amplitude was always de-
tected. Thus steps 1 to 4 above should give a relative good tensor properties
definition, but the significance of the precision of the magnitude merits
further investigation.
In order to characterize more precisely the question of absolute amplitude
of the motion, the repetitive protocol involving the overall scaling factor KA
was applied. Results are shown in Figure 16. The same protocol was applied
to simulated data on protein GB3 for comparison. For GB3 the value of
KA = 1 correspond to the amplitudes of the tensors used to simulate the
data, and the results for direct analysis using an S, 1D-GAF/S or 3D-GAF are
shown in Figure 17. The general features of the results are highly similar
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Table 3 – Alignment tensors determined during Ubiquitin analysis. Axial and
rhombic components are those obtained after the complete analysis, i.e. after
application of the experimentally determined 1.02 scaling factor.
Tensor Aa (10−4) Ar (10−4) α (°) β(°) γ(°)
0 9.12 1.25 122.51 88.04 −91.36
1 15.80 8.15 −155.27 85.50 89.71
2 4.20 0.13 79.29 139.42 138.87
3 3.47 0.11 79.28 138.66 138.75
4 2.98 0.13 83.44 138.26 139.42
5 3.44 0.42 68.52 134.88 141.44
6 3.90 0.11 91.90 139.66 139.82
7 −10.16 −2.78 −54.49 27.12 −14.03
8 −3.41 −1.06 4.86 43.65 −33.20
9 8.52 4.14 −163.92 72.69 96.63
10 5.15 2.24 −160.06 74.88 94.98
11 13.42 7.23 −143.66 81.42 88.62
12 6.79 0.51 75.98 139.28 138.83
13 −7.68 −2.53 −51.60 25.86 −13.99
14 11.57 5.46 −164.56 73.93 97.35
15 8.41 3.88 88.98 156.04 179.62
16 −13.02 −3.11 −39.82 47.46 −20.18
17 −10.01 −2.15 −48.30 48.17 −19.86
18 −10.45 −1.77 −52.61 44.31 −18.55
19 6.76 3.57 −138.53 81.03 88.50
20 −3.41 −1.06 4.87 43.66 −33.19
21 20.77 3.39 20.99 100.71 81.06
22 8.58 1.24 −138.86 90.65 89.42
23 18.98 9.63 −156.00 86.14 89.66
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Figure 16 – Ubiquitin experimental data. Effect of the alignment tensor scaling on
direct data reproduction χ2 according to model S (green), 1D-GAF (red), 3D-GAF
(blue). The scaling is applied according to KA. The value KA = 1 corresponds
to the tensors obtained after 1D-GAF optimization. The inset corresponds to
indirect data reproduction according to 3D-GAF. Gray line corresponds to the
optimal tensors.
allowing us to suppose that the behavior of the analysis of simulated data
for GB3 remains valid for the Ubiquitin analysis.
Starting from very low alignment tensor eigenvalues, i.e. small KA, the three
models show a decrease of the overall χ2 as KA increases, moreover the χ2
decreases by changing the model from S to 1D-GAF and finally 3D-GAF. The
first of these observations is due to the fact that too small tensors do not
allow for any dynamics, and therefore, by decreasing the tensor magnitude,
the descriptions converge to a static situation. The second observation
corresponds to a manifestation of the increasing number of degrees of
freedom between the different models.
By increasing KA value, different phenomena can be observed. Concerning
the S model, the χ2 rapidly reaches a plateau value. For the 1D-GAF/S de-
scription, the shape of the χ2 curve is quite different, exhibiting a minimum,
which corresponds to a data reproduction significantly better than the one
obtained using the S model. Eventually the 3D-GAF model, which always
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Figure 17 – GB3 simulated data. Effect of the alignment tensor scaling on direct
data reproduction χ2 according to model S (green), 1D-GAF (red), 3D-GAF (blue).
The scaling is applied according to KA. The value KA = 1 corresponds to the
tensors used for simulation. The inset corresponds to indirect data reproduction
according to 3D-GAF. Gray line corresponds to the optimal tensors.
gives the best data reproduction, exhibits a decreasing χ2 curve, whose
curvature decreases with increasing KA.
Data reproduction according to the S description indicates that isotropic mo-
tions are not able to properly determine the tensor magnitude, as changing
of the overall scaling KA leaves the quality of data reproduction unchanged.
A comparison of data reproduction between the S and 1D-GAF/S models un-
derlines the fact that anisotropy is required in order to correctly describe the
peptide plane motion, as the only difference between the two models is that
in the 1D-GAF model isotropic motion can be exchanged for an anisotropic
model if the data are better reproduced by this anisotropic description. The
minimum, which corresponds to the results of the previous analysis (step 4),
demonstrates that this highly anisotropic description of the motion correctly
determines the tensor magnitudes.
3D-GAF χ2 evolution shows that this motional description always best re-
produces the data, which is coherent with the fact that this model has the
most adjustable parameters. Even at high KA values the 3D-GAF model is
able to fit the data. For the 3D-GAF model an increase of the KA, can be seen
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as a situation where the system undergoes its "true" dynamics (i.e. the one
from the MD trajectory) and an additional isotropic motion (which further
scales as the tensor values increase). By simultaneously increasing the three
amplitudes of reorientation, this excess of dynamics can be accommodated
by the 3D-GAF motion. This situation can lead to an improvement of the data
reproduction which does not have any physical meaning. This is clearly the
case for GB3, where the data were simulated: a decrease in the χ2 when
KA exceeds 1 corresponds to detection of more motion than was actually
present in the MD trajectory.
In order to overcome the issue of incorrectly estimating tensor amplitudes
during the analysis, an indirect analysis was applied. Concerning S and
1D-GAF/S, the results are essentially the same as in the direct analysis and
therefore data are not shown. For the 3D-GAF, a minimum can be found
using indirect data reproduction as shown in the insets of Figures 16 and
17. The presence of this minimum can be rationalized as follows:
• Firstly, increasing the three reorientation amplitudes does not exactly
correspond to an isotropic motion. This has been verified by simulating
RDCs dynamically averaged through a perfect 3D-GAF motion: the
same analysis, with artificial tensor scaling, gives rise to a shallow
minimum at the KA value corresponding to the tensor used for data
simulation using a direct analysis. Nevertheless, the shallowness of
this minimum suggests that it can be easily missed in the presence of
noise. An indirect approach can however reveal its presence.
• Secondly, the indirect approach is sensitive to over-fitting. In fact, if
the model starts to fit the noise content of a dataset, it will make the
direct χ2 of the analysis decrease but not the indirect χ2.
In the case of GB3 the indirect analysis using the 3D-GAF model allows
the estimation of the tensor magnitudes with an accuracy close to 1%. By
analogy the corresponding minimum found in the Ubiquitin dataset analysis
is then assumed to give a quantitative estimation of the alignment tensors.
4.3.2 Local Dynamics
For the local dynamic study of Ubiquitin, the two averaged orientation
angles were optimized to σα,av = 4.26 ° and σβ,av = 9.24 °. Optimization
was applied for each peptide plane, but results were considered to be robust
enough when more than 10 RDCs per peptide plane were available. Thus
complete characterization was applied to 63 peptide planes. Four planes
(22, 31, 72 and 74) were probed with fewer than 20 couplings: their analysis
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is expected to be less robust. The optimized parameters ( corresponding
order parameters and amplitudes of motions) can be found in Tables 17 and
18, in Annexe C. Ni-HNi order parameters, σγ and σβ results are shown in
Figure 18.
The model selected for the dynamics was M-I for 22 peptides planes, M-II
for 30 planes and M-III for the 11 others. The different models are more
or less distributed homogeneously along the sequence. The only notable
point is that residues in α-helix very rarely exhibit M-III (a single residue
presents this configuration).
After model selection and amplitude optimization, an averaged value of the
three reorientation angles can be calculated, leading to:
〈σα〉 = 7.01 °,
〈
σβ
〉
= 8.49 ° and
〈
σγ
〉
= 12.50 ° (4.5)
These values were found to be in a similar range to that found in experi-
mental 3D-GAF of GB3 studies, with slightly higher values for 〈σα〉 and
〈
σβ
〉
[164, 167].
The occurrence of a reorientation amplitude of zero was observed for some
residues. This phenomenon was also observed in previous GAF studies [164,
166, 167]. Considering the three reorientations (σα, σβ, σγ), the percentage
of zero reorientation angles is (0%, 16%, 13%), whereas in previous GB3
studies it was (49%, 26%, 15%). Zero γ-motions seem unrealistic, especially
for planes flanked by neighbours with σγ ∼ 15 °. In addition, the distribution
of zero σβ or σγ does not match with any specific amino-acid or with some
residue involved in interaction such as hydrogen bonding. The results seem
to be mainly due to the lack of accuracy of the GAF model to determine
small reorientation angles (smaller than around ∼ 5 °) [163], but can also be
due to small inconsistencies in the dataset (such as experimental noise. . . ),
lack of data (for planes 22 and 31) or to the inability of the model to fit a
particular motion. Results are shown for these peptides planes, but caution
has to be taken for their precise interpretation.
Results in term of order parameters S2nh can be visualized on the Ubiquitin
structure (PDB code 1d3z [175]) in Figure 19.
4.3.3 Comparison with 15N Relaxation
15N relaxation order parameters were provided by Brüschweiler and co-
workers [149]. A comparison of order parameters between 15N relaxation
S2nh,rel and those derived from SF-GAF analysis S2nh,gaf is shown in Figure 18.
Globally, order parameters S2nh,rel and S2nh,gaf show similar profiles in the
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Figure 18 – Local Ubiquitin dynamics obtained through SF-GAF analysis. Ni-HNi
order parameters (upper panel) and amplitudes of reorientations for γ-motion
(central panel) and β-motion (lower panel) derived from SF-GAF analysis (blue),
400ns MD simulation (red) or 15N relaxation (orange). Secondary structures
are indicated on the top of the figure. Grey boxes indicate α-helix and darker
arrows indicate β-sheet.
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Figure 19 – SF-GAF Ni-HNi order parameter (S
2
nh,gaf) of Ubiquitin represented
on 1d3z structure. Color scale from dark blue (S2nh,gaf = 1.0 ) to dark red
(S2nh,gaf = 0.5 ) via green, yellow, orange. Grey: not determined. Insert: Turn
region 62-65 showing high γ- and α-motions amplitude and the thermolabile
hydrogen bond across this turn.
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secondary structured regions, while the SF-GAF description leads to more
dynamics in loop regions. Assuming uncertainties of 0.03 for S2nh,rel, for
three peptide planes (16, 27 and 32) the S2nh,gaf was found to be higher
than the corresponding S2nh,rel. RDCs derived order parameters should not
exhibit less dynamics than order parameters derived from spin relaxation
as they are sensitive to longer timescales (see Chapter 2). Nevertheless the
following points could lead to such a situation:
• The relaxation data are also prone to analytical errors. The constant
value used for the 15N CSA can be one of the potential source of error.
• Some of the problematic residues exhibit zero γ-motion (σγ = 0).
As previously discussed this is potentially a non physical situation.
A more accurate determination of the angle of reorientation could
overcome this problem.
• The dynamics characterized by the SF-GAF approach concern the entire
peptide plane, whereas 15N relaxation focuses only on Ni-HNi inter-
nuclear vector. Therefore, if some supplementary motions occur for
the Ni-HNi vector, which are not shared with the rest of the plane, an
averaged dynamics will be determined in the GAF analysis, leading to
the theoretical possibility of observing S2nh,gaf higher than the S2nh,rel.
In other words, the S2nh compared in the two approaches does not refer
to identical dynamics: S2nh,rel characterizes the Ni-HNi vector alone,
whereas the S2nh,gaf corresponds to the dynamics of the peptide plane,
in the Ni-HNi direction. It is worth nothing that part of this possible
differential dynamics can be absorbed in an effective Ni-HNi bond
length. The results presented here with two different lengths neverthe-
less give highly similar results (see Annexe C). The existence of such
motions does not seem to be general, considering the accuracy with
which the GAF model can reproduce experimental and simulated data.
Nevertheless, the site-specific situation may have to be considered.
A previous 3D-GAF analysis of seven relaxation rates measured in Ubiquitin
has been published [149]. Due to the small amount of experimental data
and the need to determine local and global correlation times associated to
the movement, as well as the use of common descriptions for the carbonyl
CSA tensors, (see Figure 20) only qualitative comparisons can be made. This
study exhibits higher mobility for the γ-motion and a flatter distribution of
amplitudes of motion which is coherent with the more narrow distribution
of S2nh observed for 15N relaxation.
The comparison of the distributions of S2nh,gaf and S2nh,rel is consistent with
an overall motional picture where secondary structures undergo mainly
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Figure 20 – Amplitudes of local reorientations in Ubiquitin through SF-GAF analysis.
Amplitudes of reorientations for γ-motion (upper panel), β-motion (central
panel) and α-motion (lower panel) derived from SF-GAF analysis (blue), 400ns
MD simulation (red) or GAF analysis of 15N relaxation rates (orange). Secondary
structures are indicated on the top of the figure. Grey boxes indicate α-helix
and darker arrows indicate β-sheet.
fast dynamics, probed by both 15N relaxation and RDCs measurements,
whereas slower motions appear in less structured regions.
4.3.4 Comparison with Molecular Dynamics Simulations
The comparison with MD simulations potentially provides atomic detail
of the nature of slower motions. The 400ns MD trajectory used here was
performed and analyzed by Brüschweiler and co-workers [148]. In order
to extract amplitudes of motion, the trajectories were analyzed by diago-
nalizing a matrix formed by averaging over the trajectory orientations of
the three vectors generating a GAF frame (e.g. the three orthonormal vectors
of the Rγ)[41]. This provides three reorientational amplitudes around the
three orthogonal axes for each peptide plane. In this analysis, the reori-
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entational amplitudes are sorted by decreasing value, corresponding to
defining γ-motion as the largest motion. These three axes do not have to
match with the three SF-GAF axes Aα,Aβ and Aγ, but there is an observed
correspondence between the two sets of axes because the γ-motion is the
dominant motion in the molecular dynamics simulation as it is the least
constrained motion.
The amplitudes of motion and the S2nh of the two approaches can be seen
in Figure 18. Comparison of motional amplitudes revealed some similarity
between the SF-GAF and MD (σα, σβ, σγ) distributions. Specifically, the
distribution of σα was almost identically flat at the same ∼ 4 ° value for
both approaches, the SF-GAF exhibiting more dynamics only when the
model M-III was selected. For (σβ, σγ), the distribution exhibits a larger
range. Excluding the apparently ill-behaved residues with zero γ-motion,
the profiles of amplitudes of reorientation are similar. On average, SF-GAF
analysis shows a slightly higher amount of dynamics, and we note that,
if the γ-motion exhibits less dynamics than the MD trajectory, a higher
β-motion is observed. This may be due to the way by which amplitudes
of motions are extracted from the two approaches: β- and γ-motions are
along fixed axes in the SF-GAF, whereas they correspond to the two main
reorientation directions in the MD approach. The major discrepancy came
from residues 62 and 65 where a significantly higher γ-motion was found
using the SF-GAF approach. Interestingly, residues 64 and 65 exhibit the two
highest α-motions, see Figures 19 and 20.
This reorientation amplitude profile therefore results in slightly lower order
parameters for the SF-GAF compared to the MD approach in both loops and
secondary structures. It is worth noting that the S2nh,md are sometimes a bit
higher than the S2nh,rel. The major discrepancy remains in the 62-65 loop
region.
The generally good agreement between the two approaches further supports
the SF-GAF approach, and suggests that much of the motion present in
Ubiquitin occurs on timescales within the range of this MD trajectory. The
discrepancy in the loop 62-65 could be explained by a slower motion.
4.3.5 Comparison with the SCRM Approach
The SCRM approach (see Section 3.5.1) was used to study a similar dataset
of RDCs for Ubiquitin but which contained only the 1DNH couplings [153].
This analysis is model-free and thus does not contain the potential bias
arising from the use of a physical model, but as applied by the authors, it
requires an overall scaling in order to give results that can be compared with
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S2nh,rel, as the alignment tensors are determined using a static approach
[153]. Here, to facilitate comparison, S2nh,scrm were scaled in order to verify,
for each 1DNH internuclear vector, S2nh,scrm 6 S2nh,rel. Different S2nh,rel are
available in the literature for Ubiquitin. In the original SCRM publication
[153] the authors used the ones obtained by Chang and Tjandra [176].
Those order parameters are smaller than the one presented here [149].
The choice of S2nh,rel is of a great importance for the absolute amount of
dynamics revealed by the SCRM approach. During a relaxation based study
of Ubiquitin in interaction with an SH3 domain (see Chapter 8), we had the
occasion to remeasure Ubiquitin 15N relaxation. Our analysis gives good
convergence with the one coming from Brüschweiler and co-workers (see
Figure 91 in Annexe C), thus these S2nh will be used for scaling the SCRM.
Comparison of S2nh,scrm and S2nh,gaf are shown in Figure 21, original values
of SCRM are also presented.
Figure 21 – Comparison between SF-GAF and SCRM derived Ni-HNi order parame-
ters in Ubiquitin. SF-GAF results are in blue, the SCRM in green. SCRM order
parameters were scaled to be equal to or lower than the relaxation derived order
parameters [149]. Original SCRM values are presented in light green. Grey
boxes indicate α-helix and darker arrows indicate β-sheet.
The obtained comparison shows very good convergence of the two ap-
proaches. No direct information can be obtained from the comparison of the
amplitudes, due to the scaling of S2nh,scrm. Nevertheless, scaling the order
parameters from the SCRM approach as presented here results in a conver-
gent level of slow dynamics for SCRM and SF-GAF. The agreement between
the two methods in terms of site specific distribution of S2nh is very good,
leading to essentially similar patterns. A few differences remain that may
be due to the different hypotheses underlying the two methods or to the
different information content of the two methods, as unlike SF-GAF, SCRM
approach only takes into account 1DNH. This very good agreement in S2nh
relative distribution can be seen as an a posteriori validation of the hypothesis
underlying GAF description of peptide plane motion: such a convergence
between a model-based and a model-free approach cannot be expected if
the hypotheses underlying the biophysical model were inappropriate.
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4.3.6 Robustness of the Approach
One advantage of the GAF approach is that, requiring less data, by coupling
vectors in the same structural unit, frees data for the purposes of cross-
validation. The robustness of the approach was therefore tested with 34
independent cross-validation analyses, using SF-GAF and static models. The
first 24 of these, corresponding to the successive removal of each of the
different alignment media, the last 10 to the random withdrawal of 2 1DNH
per peptide plane.
In the first series of cross-validation analyses, all of the different cross-
validations led to lower χ2gaf compared to χ2stat (see Table 4). The averaged
reduced χ2 over the 24 alignment media is 4.2 for the static approach and
1.1 for the 3D-GAF one. The second series led to similar results, as shown in
Figure 22, with average reduced χ2 (χ2 = χ2/N, where N is the number of
considered RDCs) over the 10 randomly generated datasets of 3.7 for the
static approach and 1.0 for the 3D-GAF method.
Table 4 – Ubiquitin SF-GAF cross-validations. Data reproduction quality expressed
through reduced χ2 for both SF-GAF (χ2gaf) and static (χ
2
stat) approaches.
Tensor χ2gaf χ
2
stat Tensor χ
2
gaf χ
2
stat
0 1.71 6.37 12 1.21 2.15
1 2.25 3.07 13 1.24 1.64
2 0.68 6.63 14 0.75 3.43
3 0.74 5.61 15 0.78 3.17
4 0.86 4.82 16 0.74 3.25
5 1.06 4.45 17 0.66 2.83
6 0.68 3.03 18 0.70 2.30
7 0.87 7.34 19 0.73 1.63
8 1.45 3.85 20 4.98 15.02
9 0.77 7.43 21 0.83 2.97
10 0.53 1.70 22 0.75 3.29
11 1.05 1.52 23 0.77 2.27
This decrease by a factor of four between indirect χ2stat and χ2gaf demon-
strates the necessity of using a dynamic description such as the SF-GAF to
correctly reproduce experimental data. The value of the reduced indirect
χ2 gives important support to the weighting procedure developed in this
method.
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Figure 22 – Cross validation of the SF-GAF analysis of local motions in Ubiquitin,
with randomly removed pairs of 1DNH coupling. Passive data reproduction
assuming a static description (left) or using the SF-GAF analysis (right).
Statistical tests were made on direct χ2 analysis. Direct χ2 using static, S
and SF-GAF model are summarized in Table 5, with the corresponding AICc.
The improvement from a static to a S description and then to a SF-GAF
description is highly significant: the improvement in AICc corresponds to
have the SF-GAF description more than one million times more likely than
the S. A similar conclusion can be obtained through F-tests.
Table 5 – Ubiquitin static, S and SF-GAF statistical analysis.
Model χ2 AICc
Static 4364.62 2026.00
S 1967.01 799.30
SF-GAF 1316.00 244.60
4.3.7 Structural Information Content
In addition to parameterizing the dynamic behaviour of each peptide, the
mean orientations of the each in-plane internuclear vector can be extracted
from the SF-GAF analysis. This has been done for Ni-HNi , C
′
i-1-H
N
i , C
′
i-1-Ni
and Cαi-1-C
′
i-1 vectors, and results are compared to the mean orientations
extracted from the high resolution NMR structure 1d3z of Ubiquitin [175].
In order to simply overcome the intrinsic degeneracy of the RDCs, all vectors
were folded into a sixteenth of the orientational space. Results are shown in
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Figure 23. The correlation between the orientations underlines the ability of
the SF-GAF approach to accurately determine peptide plane orientation. Of
course, one can expect differences between the two sets of orientations. The
1d3z structure is a static description of the data and therefore the structure
already reproduces all experimental data. The orientations obtained through
SF-GAF correspond to the mean orientation of a continuous distribution of
orientations that aim to represent conformational flexibility of the system
at timescales up to the millisecond. We note that the Monte-Carlo analysis
applied here provides a noise-based assessment of the orientational precision
of the dynamically averaged mean conformation, allowing the determination
of dynamically averaged orientations with their associated uncertainty.
Figure 23 – Comparison between the mean orientation of in plane vectors extracted
from SF-GAF analysis and the orientation determined from 1d3z Ubiquitin high
resolution structure. Color coding correspond to the following vectors: Ni-HNi
(blue), C ′i-1-H
N
i (red), C
′
i-1-Ni (green) and C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 (yellow).
4.4 conclusion
Different conclusions can be drawn from the analysis, concerning the meth-
ods and the results. First for the methods:
• This approach allows the characterization of all of the alignment tensor
properties including the amplitude. By comparing to simulated data,
this characterization was shown to be quantitative (on the order of 1%)
and absolute in the sense that no reference to any other experimental
techniques such as 15N relaxation is needed (this comparison of course
assumes that the MD simulation used to test the approach has some
validity).
• Following this analysis of the tensors, an accurate and quantitative
characterization of local dynamics should be possible. Results were
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coherent with 15N relaxation, molecular dynamics and SCRM analysis,
and extensively cross-validate, all of these elements giving cumulative
support to the model.
• In an entirely noise free system, the only dynamic modes that would
be missed by this approach are equal amplitude isotropic contributions
common to the motion of all internuclear vectors. This may account
for the 1% difference between known and estimated tensors observed
in the bench mark simulations. In the real case this contribution cannot
be known, as it is invisible to all — at least present — RDC-based
approaches. MD simulations, and to an extent common sense, indicate
that if present this motion does not represent a major contribution to
the dynamics (maybe 1 or 2%). In the absence of experimental evidence
for such motion, no justification was found for artificially introducing
such a component.
On the SF-GAF results and their comparison to other techniques:
• Ubiquitin does not seem to present significant pervasive motion on
timescales longer than the global rotational correlation time of the pro-
tein (∼ 5ns). Rather slower motions are heterogeneously present, and
mainly situated in non-secondary structural elements on the surface of
the molecule.
• In particular the N-terminal β-hairpin (residues 8 to 12) shows slower
dynamics. Motion is also sampled by the MD simulation, which
suggests that this motion mainly occurs within the tens of nanosecond
time window. Nevertheless using three techniques sensitive to different
timescales, more dynamics is systematically found in this region, as
a function of increasing time-window. This suggests the presence of
a motion occurring on a large continuous range of timescales, rather
than, for example, the combination of a fast local motion occurring in
different slowly exchanging local minima.
• The motion in the region of the turn 62-65 is more intriguing. Nei-
ther 15N relaxation nor MD simulations are able to reveal enhanced
dynamics in this regions, whereas the two SF-GAF and SCRM analyses
clearly detect this. The distribution of α- and γ-motions in this region
contrasts with the rest of the molecule, maybe indicating a collective
motion that requires more sophisticated models than the one pre-
sented here. This region contains a very thermolabile hydrogen bond,
which leads to one of the weakest detected 3JC′N trans-hydrogen bond
scalar couplings [177] (see Figure 19). Therefore, two possible types
of explanation can be invoked, which are not exclusive. Firstly, MD
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simulations were done at 25 °C, which correspond to the temperature
of 15N relaxation measurements. RDCs measurements were mainly
realized at 35 °C. Thus a motion can occur at high temperature that is
quenched in the presence of the weak hydrogen bond. Secondly, the
motion may occur at timescales slower than the timescales probed by
the MD simulations.
Further improvement to our understanding of these slower motions is of
course possible. The molecular dynamics simulation presented here does
not cover the complete timescale probed by the RDCs, and further enhanced
sampling may improve agreement. Investigation of other systems using this
approach should also give further insights into the general nature of protein
dynamics at slow timescales. Finally, one of the strengths of the GAF model
lies in its ability to describe all dynamic information in terms of local and
independent amplitudes of motion for each peptide plane. Nevertheless,
this leads to the possible loss of information concerning the collective nature
of the motion. The possibility to characterize this kind of motion should
also be investigated.
5
ACCELERATED MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDY OF
UB IQUIT IN
abstract
Classical molecular dynamics simulations are currently unable to probe
slow timescale motions in proteins. In order to overcome this limitation a
method is developed to artificially enhance the conformational sampling
by biasing the conformational energy potential. This bias induces a loss
of the timescale information, which is retrieved by comparing the ensem-
bles obtained through this restraint-free approach to experimental RDCs
and J-couplings. Using this method a conformational ensemble represent-
ing Ubiquitin dynamics occurring on timescales up to the millisecond is
obtained. The results converge very well with those of the SF-GAF analysis.
5.1 introduction
As presented in Chapter 3 , MD simulations that can statistically sample
the conformational landscape explored by a protein at timescales up to
the millisecond are not currently available. One of the promising ways
to explore such potentially complex landscapes resides in the so-called
Accelerated Molecular Dynamics (AMD) [178]. This approach pioneered by
Hamelberg et al., has been already successfully applied for various system
[179–181]. The philosophy of this approach is to bias the energy landscape in
order to increase the rates of interconversion between local energy minima.
It is thus natural to try this approach to give a complementary view to the
SF-GAF RDCs interpretation.
The aim of this chapter is not to further develop AMD methodology but
rather to use it as a tool to generate conformational ensemble representative
of Ubiquitin dynamics present in the RDCs probed time window. Adap-
tation of AMD protocol to Ubiquitin and generation of all the trajectories
presented in this chapter, from which ensembles of structures are extracted,
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were performed by Phineus RL Markwick. Even if the methods is pre-
sented in order to give the necessary basis for further interpretation, the
emphasis will be set on the interpretation of these results in the context of
RDC based studies and especially the SF-GAF presented in the Chapter 4.
5.2 principle and methods
5.2.1 Accelerated Molecular Dynamics Principle
The AMD approach accelerates the exploration of the conformational land-
scape [178, 181]. In order to increase the rates of transition between two low
energy conformational sub-states, a continuous non-negative bias potential
is added to the potential surface energy. This modification is achieved
according to two parameters: Eb a the so-called boost energy and α the
acceleration parameter. The boost energy represent the upper limit for
biasing energy landscape: the part of the energy landscape above this value
will remain unchanged whereas all the area under this limit will be biased
by adding a supplementary term to the potential. The obtained potential
energy, for any position r, in the conformational landscape is thus defined
as:
Vamd(r) =

 V(r) if V(r) > EbV(r) +∆V(r) otherwise (5.1)
using:
∆V(r) =
(
Eb − V(r)
)2
α+ Eb − V(r)
(5.2)
The result of such a bias is illustrated in Figure 24:
One major issue is to properly adjust the level of acceleration, i.e. calibrat-
ing Eb and α. Conformational sampling is enhanced by increasing Eb or
decreasing α. Clearly this will decrease energy barrier heights as soon as
the energy minimum of the considered transition remains below the boost
energy. Oversampling resulting in a too flat energy landscape has to be
avoided: this undesired situation will lead to a random walk through phase
space, global decrease in the order parameters and possibly unfolding. One
of the interesting characteristics of AMD is that thermodynamic and various
equilibrium properties of the system can be accurately determined yielding
a canonical average of an observable. The canonical ensemble is a statistical
ensemble [107, 182] where the system is able to exchange energy with a
thermal bath (the surroundings).
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Figure 24 – AMD biased one dimensional energy landscape. This schematic
representation show the effect of modifying the acceleration parameter α value.
Boost energy is indicated with the horizontal dashed line.
The canonical variables of such an ensemble are N the number of particles,
V the volume of the system and T the temperature. This weighing of any
particular configuration in a canonical ensemble, e.g. the probability of a
micro-state i is given by:
pi =
1
Z
e−Ei/kBT (5.3)
with Ei the energy of the micro-state, kB the Boltzmann constant and Z the
partition function of the system defined as:
Z =
N∑
i=1
e−Ei/kBT (5.4)
Correcting the AMD canonical ensemble average to retrieve the unbiased
one is obtained by re-weighting each micro-state with a exp(V(r)/kBT)
factor.
This statistical weighting is then used to cluster solutions and the obtained
low energy conformational sub-states are used as a starting point for stan-
dard short molecular dynamics simulations. This final ensemble of struc-
tures does not present local distortion due to modified potential but does
present the conformationally enhanced properties derived from the biased
potential acceleration.
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5.2.2 Simulation Details
Simulation temperature was set to 300K and the system was placed in
a periodically repeating box with 6500 water molecules with a Langevin
thermostat [142] and a Berendsen weak-coupling pressure-stat [183]. Elec-
trostatic interactions were treated using the Particle Mesh Ewald [142, 184].
The force field used is AMBER ff99SB. All simulations were performed
using the AMBER8 code [185].
The simulation is started from X-ray crystal structure of Ubiquitin (PDB
code 1UBQ). After equilibration, ten different 5ns MD simulations were
started. Resulting structures are used as a starting point for the potential-
biased simulation. Those trajectories are used as control trajectories and
referred as null boost energy case.
Accelerated molecular dynamics were run at 8 levels of acceleration. The
acceleration parameter were fixed at the standard value of 60kcal·mol−1
[181] and the boost energy was set at 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400 and
450kcal·mol−1 above the dihedral angle energy (estimated from the average
dihedral angle energy from the unbiased 5ns MD simulations). For each
level of acceleration the complete procedure was repeated 20 times.
After re-weighting to the correct canonical Boltzmann distribution, a clus-
tering analysis was performed on each AMD trajectory, using principal
components analysis. A series of short 3ns classical MD simulations were
seeded from the resulting cluster (the initial 0.5ns were discarded). From
those trajectories a large free energy weighted structural ensemble, was
extracted. This ensemble, which contains 20 450 structures, will be referred
in the following as the AMD ensemble.
5.2.3 Selection of the Level of Acceleration
Accelerating conformation sampling is a useful tool for studying slow-
dynamics via sensitive measurements, e.g. RDCs, but a crucial issue re-
mains the estimation of the timescales probed with such an approach. In
fact decreasing energy barrier height via AMD results in a non-trivial modi-
fication of transition rates. Instead of trying to characterize this effect from
potential modification, the approach proposed here relies on experimental
data to determine the optimal level of acceleration. The idea is to probe
motions at timescales up to the millisecond and therefore comparison to
RDCs, J-couplings and chemical shifts, all sensitive to this time window,
can be made. Given a set of applied accelerations, the resulting ensembles
will not similarly reproduce experimental data. The one that best fits a
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given set of homogeneously time sensitive data should present the best
agreement in terms of probed timescales. In fact, if the only difference
between different AMD ensembles is the level of acceleration the ensembles
should all represent the dynamics of the same system but sampled at times
windows increasing with the level of acceleration.
As alignment media were not explicitly incorporated in the simulation,
AMD generated-ensembles are directly compared to the experimental data
using an SVD based approach in order to extract the optimal tensor for
each molecular ensemble. SVD principle is presented in Annexe A. A
similar approach was used when treating J-couplings. A Karplus equation
to parametrize those couplings as a function of backbone φ-angle can be
used:
3Jab = AK cos2(φ+ θab) +BK cos(φ+ θab) +CK (5.5)
with AK, BK and CK the Karplus parameters and θab an offset angle which
is typically around 180 ° for 3JHNC ′ , −60 ° for
3JHNHα and 60 ° for
3JHNCβ .
Using a matricial form of this equation, for a set of N for 3J-couplings, the
AMD ensemble best fitting Karplus coefficient can be obtain though SVD of
the following system:


〈
cos2(φ1 + θab)
〉 〈
cos(φ1 + θab)
〉
1〈
cos2(φ2 + θab)
〉 〈
cos(φ2 + θab)
〉
1
...
...
...〈
cos2(φN + θab)
〉 〈
cos(φN + θab)
〉
1




AK
BK
CK

 =


3Jab,1
3Jab,2
...
3Jab,N

 (5.6)
The θab are then optimized by repeating the analysis by changing θab by 1°
steps.
The dataset used for the level of acceleration selection comprises 23 1DNH
couplings datasets. They all come from the literature (see Section 4.2.1) only
RDC datasets with more than 40 1DNH were used and the two alignment
media used to optimize 1d3z structure [68] were not used (in the interest of
comparison to a static model). All analyses excluded residue 5 for which
particularly poor results where constantly found and resulting S2nh much
higher than the one extracted from 15N relaxation. This unexpected behavior
was assumed to be a force-field issue.
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5.2.4 Qf and Rf Factors
Qf and Rf factors are two similar measures of the quality of data repro-
duction. Contrarily to χ2 estimation they are defined to be independent of
experimental error, as the data reproduction is estimated through:
Qf =
√∑
i(X
calc
i −X
exp
i )
2∑
i(X
exp
i )
2
=
√
2 Rf (5.7)
where i runs over all considered experimental data.
5.3 results and discussion
5.3.1 Data Reproduction and Level of Acceleration
The S2nh obtained from the AMD ensemble corresponding to different levels
of acceleration and the corresponding data reproduction can be found in
Figure 25.
The most appropriate level of acceleration is obtained for a boost energy
of 250kcal·mol−1, at which the data reproduction of both RDCs and J-
couplings is at its best. Using less acceleration samples too narrow confor-
mational space, whereas further increasing the boost energy will spread
obtained structures over a too broad conformation space.
At this level of acceleration the RDCs cumulative Rf, Rcum(RDC) over all
the 23 alignment media is 2.496 which correspond to an averaged Rf(RDC)〈
Rf(RDC)
〉
= 0.109 and varying quite homogeneously from media to me-
dia between 0.090 and 0.129. Typical data reproduction is illustrated in
Figure 26.
Comparison of data reproduction using the AMD ensemble compared to
that obtained through a control MD is presented in Figure 27. Except for
residue 54 the data reproduction is improved in the AMD ensemble. This
improvement spreads all along the sequence: in both dynamic regions,
such as loop 8-12 (see Section 4.3) or more structured ones e.g. residues
15, 17, 34, 42 and 67. For the former this improvement mainly came from
the more appropriate conformational sampling, whereas for the latter it
arises from the more adapted tensor representation with this improved
ensemble-average.
At the same optimal level of acceleration, J-couplings data reproduction
is also improved, although compared to 1DNH couplings the J-coupling
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Figure 25 – Effect of increasing the acceleration level in Ubiquitin AMD. From
top to bottom, the boost energy is set at 0 (standard 5ns MD control set), 100,
150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, and 450kcal·mol−1. The acceleration parameter,
α, was fixed at a value of 60kcal·mol−1. (A) S2nh order parameters obtained
for increasing boost energy. Change in the trajectory-averaged cumulative Rf
value for RDCs Rcum(RDC) (B) and J-couplings Rcum(J) (C) as a function of
the acceleration level.
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Figure 26 – Typical RDCs data reproduction using AMD ensemble. Experimental vs
AMD calculated 1DNH couplings for four representative alignment media . The
trajectory averaged Rf(RDC) for the shown alignment media are respectively
0.096, 0.098, 0.100, and 0.111.
Figure 27 – Residue specific trajectory averaged RDC cumulative R-factors
Rcum(RDC) obtained using a standard MD approach (black), compared to
the AMD approach (grey)
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data reproduction appears to be less sensitive to the level of dynamics (see
Figure 25). Data reproduction and extracted Karplus parameters for 3JHNHα
are shown in Figure 28. These Karplus parameters are compared to those
extracted from a single structure (1d3z) analysis, from a standard 5ns MD
and from sum-overstates density functional theory (SOS-DFT) calculated
for model peptides. There is a clear tendency to converge towards the DFT
curve with increasing dynamics: the AMD curve being almost identical
to the DFT one. This is in agreement with previously described tendency
where fitting Karplus parameters absorbed part of the motion.
Figure 28 – J-coupling data reproduction using AMD ensemble. A: Experimental vs
AMD calculated scalar J-couplings: 3JHNHα (black circles), 3JHNCβ (red circles),
and 3JHNC ′ (blue circles). (B) HNHα Karplus Curves. Red: optimal Karplus
curve for a static description (1d3z). Black: optimal Karplus curve for standard
5ns MD simulation. Blue: optimal Karplus curve for optimal AMD result. Cyan:
DFT Karplus curve for model peptide.
5.3.2 Order Parameters
Even if the AMD ensemble represent dynamics at timescales up to the
millisecond it is possible to extract from it order parameter corresponding
to faster timescales. In fact the acceleration procedure results in a large
ensemble of structures distributed in a set of energy minima. All this
sub-ensemble correspond to conformational region that are in exchange
on timescales that are fast on the chemical shift timescale and slower than
the molecular correlation time. Each of those minima can contribute to fast
relaxation processes with a weight fixed by this relative probability.
Therefore a description of fast dynamics (ps-ns) was obtained by aver-
aging order parameters extracted from each of the separate energy sub-
states. Order parameters extracted from AMD to represent fast timescales
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or timescales up to the millisecond are shown in Figure 29. As previously
described for protein GB3 [181], the obtained fast timescales S2nh order
parameters are in good agreement with 15N relaxation data, and better than
results obtain using a standard MD approach (data not shown). Never-
theless a small bias towards too high order parameters can be observed.
Concerning slow dynamics the S2nh profile gives a good convergence be-
tween S2nh,rel and S2nh,amd, suggesting the absence of slow dynamics in
secondary structures. A small excess of dynamics is found in the N terminal
β-hairpin (residues 8 to 12), which indicates the presence of additional
dynamics at slower timescales.
Figure 29 – Ni-HNi Order parameter S
2
nh corresponding to fast timescales or
timescales up to the millisecond according AMD ensemble: S2nh from 15N
relaxation experimental data (blue line), fast time-scale (ps-ns) S2nh from AMD
(black circles) and the slow time-scale S2nh (red line). The error bars correspond
to the standard deviation of the S2nh extracted from the 20 AMD trajectories.
5.3.3 Conformationally Sampled Space and Comparison with Others
Approaches
Comparison of the AMD ensemble to static structures (NNR 1d3z [175] and
X-rays 1ubq [186]) indicates that the AMD ensemble results in an average
structure closer to the 1d3z static model and that the dispersion of the
conformational sampling about this mean increases compared to a standard
MD. A representative ensemble of structures taken from the AMD ensemble
is shown in Figure 30.
More interestingly AMD description can be compared to other NMR RDC-
derived structure ensembles, such as the EROS ensemble [139]. This ensem-
ble, which consist of 116 structures obtained with an averaged restrained
molecular dynamics approach, was restrained using extensive nOe restraints
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Figure 30 – Twenty-four representative structures taken from the AMD ensemble.
Residues are color-coded according to the 1DNH order parameters S2nh,amd from
S2nh,amd = 1.0 (blue) to S2nh,amd = 0.0 (red).
and 1DNH RDCs. Principle component analysis of the two ensembles ex-
hibits similar sampling of the conformational landscape even though the
comparison is made more complex by the quite different number of struc-
tures used, and by the fact that the EROS ensemble is not free energy
weighted.
Data reproduction between the different approaches can be checked but
difficulties arise from the fact that the AMD approach is restraint free
and that both static or ensemble averaged actively use experimental NMR
data (except the X-ray structure). Without entering into details the AMD
approach gives better data reproduction that 1ubq, similar to 1d3z and a
bit worse than EROS, a very promising result as the active use of a given
dataset will obviously improve drastically its reproduction.
Concerning order parameters, S2nh, AMD and EROS ensemble can be com-
pared. In the case of EROS ensemble, the authors estimate that the use
of 116 structures was not enough to properly describe libration of Ni-HNi
internuclear vector and therefore applied an overall scaling factor of 0.93 in
order to correct this defect. The two approaches nevertheless present good
agreement in terms of the relative S2nh order parameter distribution, and
prior to applying this scaling, are quantitatively similar.
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5.4 comparison with structure-free gaf analysis
5.4.1 Complementarity of the two approaches
Before starting to compare the to approach presented here, the AMD and
the SF-GAF (see chapter 4), it is maybe better to reexamine the fundamentals
of the two approaches.
The SF-GAF is based on a biophysical model that allows an analytical expres-
sion of dynamically averaged RDCs. Extraction of the dynamic parameters
is achieved by fitting adjustable parameters to the experiment available
RDCs. Only RDCs are used in this study, providing coherent time window
sensitivity. No force-field is used, even if one may see the fixed topology of
the peptide plane as a force-field, as the geometry is absolutely unmodifiable
it should be more considered as a hypothesis of the model. All residues
are treated independently, avoiding error propagation between planes but
allowing any level of fluctuation from one site to its neighbour.
The AMD approach relies on a purely molecular dynamics based protocol.
Therefore it is sensitive to force field defects but the presence of essentially
well calibrated potential terms will hopefully ensure the coherence of the
obtained ensemble. In fact force fields are parametrized to reproduce
experimental data and all the knowledge coming from this parameterization
is implicitly present in the MD protocols. Moreover Ubiquitin is treated as
an entire molecule and therefore neighbour-dependent interactions will be
completely different to that present in SF-GAF: generally smoother evolution
of parameters should be expected in the AMD. Is worth emphasizing that
the AMD approach is restraint-free and experimental data are only used to
select the correct level of acceleration, that is to say the timescales probed
by the ensembles.
5.4.2 Order Parameters
Order parameters for Ni-HNi , C
′
i-1-Ni and C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 vectors (S
2
nh, S2cn and
S2cc) are presented in Figure 31. Concerning Ni-HNi order parameters the
agreement in both shape and amplitude is very good, leading to almost
indistinguishable values within the experimental error. Concerning loop
region 8-12 which exhibits the most slow dynamics order parameters are
almost identical. In secondary structured regions an alternation of a slightly
more and slightly less dynamics is observed for one approach compared to
the other with similar averaged values. A bit more dynamics is obtained
through SF-GAF analysis in residues 51-53. The only major discrepancy is
present in the 62-65 loop region.
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Concerning Cαi-1-C
′
i-1 vectors which are almost perfectly orthogonal to the
Ni-HNi vector differences are bigger. In the N-terminal β-hairpin the residue
11 is found to be more dynamics in SF-GAF analysis. Slower S2cc,gaf can be
detected for residues 5, 25, 35-36, 42, 52 and 64-65. For all those residues,
except 35, SF-GAF selected model was M-III (all the three reorientation
diffusion angles are optimized). Otherwise very good agreement appears.
For C ′i-1-Ni vector the situation is intermediate between the two previously
described Ni-HNi and C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 vectors, which is normal as the C
′
i-1-Ni vector
can be expressed as a linear combination of the two nearly orthogonal
Ni-HNi and C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 vectors.
Figure 31 – Order parameters comparison of the SF-GAF and the AMD approaches.
From top to bottom: Ni-HNi , C
′
i-1-Ni and C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 order parameters. SF-GAF
results are shown in blue, AMD ones in red. Grey boxes indicate α-helix and
darker arrows indicate β-sheet.
First of all considering the differences between the two methods the agree-
ment is remarkably good, giving further support to the two approaches.
Nevertheless some differences are revealed. In general better convergence
is found for the two approaches for S2nh than for S2cc. This seems to be
completely coherent with the following points:
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• Firstly AMD and especially SF-GAF have poorer precision to determine
those order parameters S2cc as this direction of the peptide plane
exhibits less dynamics than the Ni-HNi vector, the C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 vector being
completely insensitive to γ-motion.
• Most importantly the used dataset contains an overwhelming major-
ity of 1DNH couplings. The amounts of RDCs that exactly probed
this direction is tiny as only two alignment media contained 1DC ′Cα
and even 1DC ′HN and
1DC ′N that are partially informative. Moreover
1DC ′Cα , 1DC ′HN and
1DC ′N present an experimentally smaller range
and therefore experimental precision is often reduced.
Resulting effects can be clearly seen in the accuracy estimation through
Monte-Carlo calculations for SF-GAF analysis, where S2cc order parameters
are definitely less accurately defined than the S2nh ones.
Nevertheless, extended motion in the SF-GAF model can have a physical
meaning too. For example residue 5 recurrently exhibits too small dynamics
in the AMD approach, which is not observed in SF-GAF model. Concerning
C-terminal loop 62-65 the difference is present for all in plane vectors. As
discussed in Section 4.4 different reasons can explain this discrepancy. In the
light of AMD calculations this seems not to be due to slow motion occurring
25 °C. Considering the fact that fast dynamics does not exhibit differences in
this loop over a range of temperature up to 40 °C [176] and that AMD is not
able to detect this motion this discrepancy can be explained, if not due to a
defect of one approach, by a slow motion occurring at higher temperature
(above the range of stability of the thermolabile hydrogen-bound [177]).
5.5 conclusion
In this chapter the Accelerated Molecular Dynamics was presented as a
tool to generate ensemble representative of timescales up to the millisecond.
This is a completely restraint free approach that enhances conformational
sampling by biasing the potential in order to get easier transition over
high energy transition barriers. The bias induces the loss of timescales
information as the modification of the potential perturbs any transition
rate. This lost time information can be reintroduced by estimating the level
of acceleration that best reproduces a experimental homogeneously time
sensitive set of data. Here the use of RDCs and J-couplings leads to a
ensemble representative of timescales up to the millisecond.
This ensemble, considering data reproduction and by comparison with
other approaches has been shown to give realistic description of dynamical
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behavior of Ubiquitin. This is especially important in comparison to the
SF-GAF approach. Due to their intrinsic differences any convergence of
the two approaches can be seen as a good support for both methods. In
fact the SF-GAF, an analytical model fitted to experimental data and the
AMD ensemble generated by a purely computational method, are two
diametrically opposed ways to characterize Ubiquitin dynamics. Even
if some small rationalizable differences remain the convergence of the
two methods, considering for example order parameters is clear. The
similar site specific distribution confirms the accuracy of both approaches
to site specifically estimate dynamics and the convergence to the same
absolute level of dynamics gives a robust determination of the amount of
conformational flexibility present in folded proteins.

6
PROTE IN GB3 DYNAMIC ANALYS I S : TOWARDS A
DESCR IPT ION OF COMMON MOTIONS
abstract
NMR measurable parameters are often site specific. Thus, models of dynam-
ics, including GAF models, generally treat motions using an entirely local
description. In this study, new analytical models are developed and applied
to the identification of collective motional modes in protein GB3. In a first
step the SF-GAF method is used to determine the amount of dynamics in
the system, then more complex models of motion are used to investigate
the presence of common motions. The possibility of using a description
that explicitly discriminates between collective and local motions appears
to be possible in the β-sheet of protein GB3 despite the simplicity of the
model used for the common motion. This example can be seen as a proof of
principle and these descriptions are expected to be possibly more relevant
for investigating systems where complex dynamic occurs.
6.1 introduction
As presented in Chapter 4, GAF methods can be used to accurately charac-
terize local motion in folded proteins. This description is applied plane
by plane, in a site specific way, with all the dynamics occurring at a given
peptide plane being interpreted in terms of three local amplitudes of reori-
entation.
This interpretation is a useful tool for characterizing the level of dynamics
present at each peptide unit and to determine the directionality of this
motion. Nevertheless, the possible presence of motions shared by different
planes is not explicitly taken into account. If both a collective and an
individual motion occur, they will both be integrated into the local GAF
description.
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Biologically important slow dynamic modes may however be expected to
be collective, requiring larger activation energies that may be responsible
for the slower timescale of the motion. Collective motions are thought to be
responsible for information transport and allosteric regulation, controlled
by large-scale conformational changes and domain motions. Normal Mode
Analyses [187–189] and Coupled Oscillators Models [190] derived from
static structural models also support the physically intuitive presence of
common components of motional modes. It would therefore appear to
be important to be able to include a component of collective motional
reorientation in the GAF analysis.
Indeed, a previously published analysis of protein GB3 (see Annexe B) using
the GAF models already identified correlated motions within the β-sheet,
on the basis of repetitive alternating γ- and β-motions and 3JC′N trans-
hydrogen-bond scalar coupling data [164, 167]. Recent solid state NMR
relaxation rate R1 measurements in protein GB3 also suggest the presence
of such a motion in the solid state [191]. The solution state observations
therefore already revealed a key drawback of all site-specific interpretations
of protein backbone dynamics, namely that local characterization of motion
assuming independent motional modes — the simplest assumption — can
only indicate the possible presence of collective modes, and in some cases
may even mask their presence. In order to take this approach further,
we have therefore investigated the use of the GAF model to characterize
commonly shared motions in the β-sheet of this protein. In this chapter,
three novel models will be described, the 3-0D-GAF, 3-1D-GAF and 3-3D-GAF
models, which allow the explicit expression of individual and collective
motions in the GAF formalism. They will be applied and tested using
existing extensive RDC datasets. The model that combines local and shared
dynamics will be called LS-GAF.
6.2 gaf models for both local and shared motions
3-0D-GAF, 3-1D-GAF and 3-3D-GAF models are analytical extensions of the
3D-GAF model. Instead of using a set of three amplitudes that characterize
the total amount of dynamics present in a plane, the two models 3-1D-GAF
and 3-3D-GAF propose to explicitly integrate two types of motions: a global
shared motion and a local individual motion.
6.2.1 Model Description
The philosophy of these LS-GAF models is to describe a collective motion
using a 3D-GAF description and a local motion through a γ-1D-GAF for the
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3-1D-GAF description or a 3D-GAF for the 3-3D-GAF description. 3-0D-GAF
model assumes only the presence of a global motion. For a given structural
motif of the system, e.g. a β-sheet, an α-helix or a loop, a common motion
is assumed and described using an extension of the 3D-GAF model.
In those models, a set of three orthogonal axes Aδ, Aǫ and Aζ is defined. As
they have to describe the directionality of the anisotropic collective motion,
their orientations can not be defined a priori and they are therefore present as
adjustable parameters of the model. Corresponding reorientational diffusion
dynamics about three orthogonal axes are defined by σδ, σǫ and σζ, each of
those parameters determining the GAF amplitude of reorientation about the
considered axis. As in the standard 3D-GAF description, the three diffusive
reorientations are considered as independent and described by a Gaussian
distribution centered on the average position of the structural motif. The
Rδ, Rǫ and Rζ are the frame formed by the three Aδ, Aǫ and Aζ axes, with
respectively the z-axis along Aδ, Aǫ and Aζ.
The local dynamics is then defined using a γ-1D-GAF or 3D-GAF model,
defined exactly as previously (see Section 2.6.3).
Global and local reorientations are supposed statistically independent, and
the obtained peptide plane orientation corresponds to position averaged
through all 3, 4 or 6 GAF motions.
The physical interpretation of these collective GAF motions may depend on
the considered system. Here, only common direction and shared amplitudes
are imposed. Considering a two domain system and using each domain
as structural motif for those LS-GAF can be simply interpreted in terms of
domain reorientation. Here, the structural motif is, for example, a β-sheet
and the shared GAF motions are expected to describe global fluctuations
that can be induced by a collective motion within the motif. Importantly,
using the β-sheet as a motif does not assume that it reorientates as a rigid
object: the fact that two planes share the same motion does not impose
their relative motion, as neither translational information nor information
concerning possible correlations are available.
6.2.2 Analytical Derivations
The 3-0D-GAF, 3-1D-GAF and 3-3D-GAF RDCs averaging effect can be de-
scribed using averaged rank two spherical harmonics. Following the princi-
ples presented in Section 2.6.3, the independence of all GAF reorientations
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allows successively averaging over all motions. We therefore obtain, omit-
ting the 1D-GAF subscript for clarity:
〈
Y2,p(θ,φ)
〉
3-3D-GAF
=
〈〈〈〈〈〈
Y2,p(θ,φ)
〉
α
〉
β
〉
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δ
〉
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〉
ζ
(6.1)
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δ
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(6.2)
〈
Y2,p(θ,φ)
〉
3-0D-GAF
=
〈〈〈
Y2,p(θ,φ)
〉
δ
〉
ǫ
〉
ζ
(6.3)
Considering the three global reorientation averaging modes first, according
to ζ-, ǫ- and δ-motion in this order, we obtain:
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〈
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where the orientation (θδ, φδ) of the vector of interest is expressed in the Rδ
frame and (αζ, βζ, γζ) the three Euler angles defining the rotation from the
PAS frame to the Rζ. For 3-0D-GAF motion no more dynamics is assumed
and thus (θ0δ, φ
0
δ) corresponds to the orientation of the averaged internuclear
vector in the Rδ frame. Introducing the (αγ, βγ, γγ) angles which describe
the rotation from Rζ to Rγ the following expressions can be obtained, by
averaging for the 3-3D-GAF in this order γ-, β- and α-motions:
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and more simply for the 3-1D-GAF model with local γ-motion:
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The expression of an in-plane RDC can be eventually obtained according
to:
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6.3 materials and methods
6.3.1 Experimental Data
All experimental data used here came from the literature [112]. This ensem-
ble of RDCs is the one that was use from previous GB3 GAF studies [167].
RDCs used in this study are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6 – Data used for GB3 analysis. Detailed experimental conditions can be
found in the reference [112].
Number Media 1DNH 1DC ′N 1DC ′Cα
0 PEG/hexanol 49 52 55
1 Bicelles 49 52 51
2 Negatively charged gel 48 51 54
3 Positively charged gel 48 53 54
4 Phages 100mM NaCl 50 53 54
6.3.2 SF-GAF Analysis
A complete SF-GAF analysis was applied using a protocol similar to the one
presented in Section 4.2. The protocol was slightly modified for this study:
• Tensors previously obtained using 1D-GAF analysis [167] were used
as a starting point. Therefore steps 1-3 were skipped. The peptide
planes were actively included in the tensor refinement if the dataset
contained at least 20 couplings. For the tensors scaling using the "KA"
protocol, not only 1DNH, but also other couplings (1DC ′Cα and 1DC ′N)
were used for indirect analysis.
• Optimization of σα,av and σβ,av was achieved using a grid search. Start-
ing from zero values, σα,av and σβ,av were incrementally increased
until reaching a global χ2 minimum. The first search was made with
1 ° steps. Results were refined using 0.1 ° steps. This protocol al-
lows easier σα,av and σβ,av estimation and simultaneous optimization
of orientations and dynamic amplitudes, leading to a more precise
determination of these values.
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6.3.3 Simulated Data
Some simulated data were produced to test the LS-GAF models. Data were
simulated using the β-sheet structure of GB3. Tensors used are the five
tensors optimized in the SF-GAF procedure (see above). Noise is added
using a Gaussian noise generator and standard deviations were fixed by the
weight optimized in the SF-GAF analysis (typically between 0.3 and 1Hz for
1DNH). The following datasets were simulated:
1. A completely static description. Noise was added using Guassian
widths of one (dataset S1) and two standard deviations (S2).
2. 3D-GAF motion. The orientations of the reorientation axes were fixed
using the GB3 β-sheet structure. Amplitudes of reorientation were set
using a random distribution and restricted to the following domains:
σα ∈ [0; 3], σβ ∈ [0; 8] and σγ ∈ [0; 20]
Data were simulated in the absence of noise (LR0) and with a Gaussian
widths of one standard deviation (LR1).
3. Same procedure as 2, but 3D-GAF motion assumed to be identical for
all the planes with σα = 6.26, σβ = 7.36 and σγ = 11.34. No noise was
added in (LF0) and noise was added in (LF1).
4. A 3-0D-GAF is assumed. The orientation of the motion is arbitrar-
ily fixed. Amplitudes of common reorientations are fixed to σδ =
6.26, σǫ = 7.36 and σζ = 11.34. Data were simulated without (GF0)
and with noise (GF1).
5. A 3-3D-GAF is assumed. The global reorientation is described using
common reorientation amplitudes of σδ = 6.26, σǫ = 7.36 and σζ =
11.34 with arbitrary fixed orientations. Local motion is simulated with
directions fixed by the β-sheet structure and random amplitudes of
reorientation uniformly distribute within:
σα ∈ [0; 3], σβ ∈ [0; 5] and σγ ∈ [0; 8]
Data were simulated in the absence (LG0) and presence of noise (LG1)
6.3.4 GAF Collective Motions
Collective motion was investigated using the 3-0D-GAF model. Here, a frag-
ment of the GB3 protein is supposed to share common motional behavior.
This approach was applied to the β-sheet (residues 9-13, 18-23, 47-51 and
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56-60) and the α-helix (residues 27-42). Orientations of the reorientation
axes and associated amplitudes of motion were determined using orienta-
tions optimized in the SF-GAF analysis. Obtained results will be noted for
orientation axis A0δ, A
0
ǫ and A0ζ and for amplitudes of reorientations σ
0
δ, σ
0
ǫ
and σ0ζ.
This approach was first of all made with the entire RDC dataset. Then two
RDCs per peptide plane were randomly removed from the dataset. The
analysis was redone with this new dataset and the indirect χ2 (χ2 of the
unused data) were estimated on the basis of the obtained results. This
procedure was repeated ten times and χ2ind is obtained by averaging the
indirect χ2 over these repetitions.
In order to compare results with other reasonable descriptions, a model S-G
where the whole fragment undergoes an identical reorientation in a cone
motion S is used.
6.3.5 Global and Local Motion Determination
As simultaneous determination of all the three amplitudes of shared motion
(σδ, σǫ and σζ) and the appropriate number (one or three) of individual
amplitude of reorientations are computationally very time consuming, a
sequential determination was used.
1. Local orientational properties (Aα, Aβ and Aγ) are determined using
the orientations obtained in the SF-GAF analysis.
2. Global axes of reorientation (Aδ, Aǫ and Aζ) are fixed to that deter-
mined in the 3-0D-GAF protocol (A0δ, A
0
ǫ and A0ζ).
3. Global angles of reorientation (σδ, σǫ and σζ) are determined using the
3-0D-GAF results. The three values are simultaneously scaled by AS in
order to sweep between (0, 0, 0) and (1.5 σ0δ, 1.5 σ
0
ǫ, 1.5 σ0ζ). Therefore,
amplitudes of the motion are changed without modifying the relative
distribution of the motion.
4. Local amplitudes of reorientation according to 1D-GAF or 3D-GAFmodel
are determined.
Similarly to the previous step, this approach was first made with the entire
dataset and then complemented with ten indirect analyses (the same data
are removed as in the previous analysis) and indirect χ2ind is averaged over
those ten repetitions. For 3-1D-GAF model, a comparison is made with
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a model where the whole β-sheet is submitted to an isotropic S motion
and each peptide plane experiences its own local motion, i.e. a γ-motion
(S-1D-GAF).
6.4 results and discussion
6.4.1 Tensor Determination
The relative properties of tensors were accurately defined by the previous
GAF studies of GB3. Therefore, the relative tensor orientation and rhombicity
remain globally unchanged during this new optimization. However, the use
of the KA scaling protocol reveals the impact of tensor magnitude and the
absorption of the dynamic component of the tensor eigenvalues (Figure 32).
The similarity between these results and those obtained from simulated
data from GB3 (Figure 17) and experimental data from Ubiquitin (Figure 16)
is striking, indicating a possible general nature of the SF-GAF approach. The
minimum found according to the 3D-GAF indirect analysis will be considered
as a quantitative determination of the magnitude of the studied tensors.
Final tensors can be found in Table 7.
Table 7 – Alignment tensors determined during GB3 analysis.
Tensor Aa (10−4) Ar (10−4) α (°) β(°) γ(°)
0 −8.55 −1.68 93.15 79.24 173.03
1 −15.63 −3.52 −80.27 124.30 −7.99
2 11.15 4.78 109.82 99.25 122.67
3 9.85 6.71 −51.37 70.53 54.01
4 13.46 1.14 −75.38 90.81 −35.16
6.4.2 Local Dynamics Analysis
Averaged angles of reorientation σα,av and σβ,av were determined to be
equal to respectively 4.6 and 10.0 °. 28 peptides planes are modeled using
M-I, 19 with M-II and 7 with M-I. No evident correlation between the
repartition of the models and the secondary structure were found. Average
values of reorientation amplitudes eventually obtained are:
〈σα〉 = 5.03 °,
〈
σβ
〉
= 8.39 ° and
〈
σγ
〉
= 11.70 ° (6.12)
Averaged amplitudes of reorientation are on the same order as those ob-
tained in previous 3D-GAF studies [167].
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Figure 32 – GB3 experimental data. Effect of the alignment tensor scaling on direct
data reproduction χ2 according to model S (green), 1D-GAF (red), 3D-GAF (blue).
The scaling is applied according to KA. The value KA = 1 corresponds to the
tensors obtained after 1D-GAF optimization. The inset corresponds to indirect
data reproduction according to 3D-GAF. Grey line corresponds to the optimal
tensors.
Local dynamic amplitudes and their comparison to previous results of the
GB3 3D-GAF analysis and accelerated molecular dynamics of GB3 [181] are
shown in Figure 33. The corresponding numerical values can be found in
Tables 19 and 20 in Annexe C. Comparing the SF-GAF and 3D-GAF approaches
leads to essentially identical results in terms of the S2nh order parameter
distribution. The main difference resides in the level of dynamic amplitudes:
the SF-GAF approach leads to slightly higher level of dynamics, except
for a few exceptions. This shift can be explained by the slightly higher
alignment tensor eigenvalues for the SF-GAF analysis, which thus allows for
the presence of a little more dynamics. Comparison with the absolute order
parameters derived from this AMD is less robust than for Ubiquitin, as the
AMD was applied in a more primitive way, with an ad hoc adjustment of the
level of acceleration in order to match the lowest S2nh,amd with the lowest
S2nh,gaf of a 3D-GAF analysis. Moreover the final step using standard MD
was not applied [167].
Figure 34 presents Ni-HNi order parameters and γ-motion obtained from
the SF-GAF analysis and the previous 3D-GAF analysis. The general pattern
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Figure 33 – Local GB3 dynamics obtained through SF-GAF analysis. Ni-HNi order
parameters (upper panel) and amplitudes of reorientation for γ-motion (central
panel) and β-motion (lower panel) derived from SF-GAF analysis (blue), previous
3D-GAF analysis (orange) and Accelerated Molecular Dynamics simulation (red).
AMD slower order parameter was set to be equal to the lowest 3D-GAFNi-HNi
order parameter.
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is similar with some local differences, as shown from Figure 33. It is
worth noting that the main motion revealed by Normal Mode Analysis
[189] corresponds to a "breathing" motion leading to maximal amplitudes
of motion in the first N-terminal loop (the one on the upper left part of
Figure 34). The SF-GAF analysis seems to confirm the presence of such a
motion as the dynamics in this region increases as compared to the 3D-GAF
analysis.
6.4.3 Simulated Data: Identification of Collective Motion
A 3-0D-GAF analysis was performed using all the simulated datasets. The
three amplitudes of global reorientation (σδ, σǫ and σζ) and the three
corresponding (Aδ, Aǫ and Aζ) axes were determined simultaneously. No
local dynamics were assumed. Motional amplitudes are shown in Table 8.
Table 8 – Testing 3-0D-GAF model on GB3 simulated data. Values of the global re-
orientation angle fitted using 3-0D-GAF models with various simulated datasets.
Details of each simulated data can be found in the Materials and Methods
section. Briefly the number in the dataset name indicates the level of noise, the
F or R letter indicates whether the three local amplitudes of reorientation are
fixed (F) or randomly distributed between zero and the indicate value (R). For
clarity the three global amplitudes of reorientation were permuted in order to
be sorted by decreasing value.
Fitted values Values used to simulate data
Data σδ σǫ σζ σδ σǫ σζ σα σβ σγ
S1 2.6 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 F 0.0 0.0 0.0
S2 3.5 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 F 0.0 0.0 0.0
LR0 2.0 1.7 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 R 3.0 8.0 20.0
LR1 3.5 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 R 3.0 8.0 20.0
LF0 10.4 9.2 7.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 F 11.3 7.4 6.3
LF1 10.5 9.5 6.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 F 11.3 7.4 6.3
GF0 11.3 7.4 6.3 11.3 7.4 6.3 F 0.0 0.0 0.0
GF1 11.9 7.9 7.2 11.3 7.4 6.3 F 0.0 0.0 0.0
LG0 13.3 9.4 6.9 11.3 7.4 6.3 R 2.0 5.0 8.0
LG1 12.5 10.0 5.3 11.3 7.4 6.3 R 2.0 5.0 8.0
Concerning the static descriptions (S1 and S2), no significant dynamics are
fitted using the 3-0D-GAF model. Small reorientation angles are fitted in
order to best accommodate the random noise. This gives an initial estimation
of the 3-0D-GAF model noise sensitivity.
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Figure 34 – Local GB3 dynamics obtained through SF-GAF and previous 3D-GAF
analysis. Ni-HNi order parameters (A and B) and amplitudes of reorientation
for γ-motions (C and D). SF-GAF results are on the left (A and C) and previous
3D-GAF ones on the right (B and D). Color scale for γ-motions from dark red
(σγ > 20 °) to dark blue (σγ < 6 °) via green, yellow, orange. Color scale Ni-HNi
order parameters from dark blue (S2nh,gaf = 1.0 ) to dark red (S2nh,gaf = 0.5 ) via
green, yellow, orange. Grey: not determined. The presented structure was
determined using Dynamic-Meccano [167].
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If randomly distributed 3D-GAF (LR0 and LR1) are used, no collective mo-
tion is detected within a few degrees of accuracy. If a 3D-GAF model with
constant motional amplitude is used, significant amplitudes can be fitted.
Compared to the three introduced angles, the range of the three fitted values
is narrower. Considering a local amplitude distribution with similar ampli-
tudes of reorientation, the effect of the 3D-GAF can be crudely represented
as essentially isotropic. The effect is therefore to scale down corresponding
simulated RDCs1, even if this global reorientation is not able to correctly
reproduce the detail of the simulated RDCs, it does reproduce the correct
range for the calculated RDCs. If a broad distribution of local motion am-
plitudes is present no overall scaling effect can be found and no collective
motion is extracted. If a constant local motional model is present, analyzing
them with only collective motions will lead to a factor that simply scales
down RDCs with a loss of information about local anisotropy.
In the case where only global motion is introduced in the simulation of the
data (GF0 and GF1), the global reorientation is perfectly determined in the
absence of noise and within an accuracy smaller than 1 ° in the presence of
reasonable levels of noise.
If a global motion is introduced in the presence of randomly distributed
local motion, the global motion can be estimated within an accuracy of 2 °.
These simulations indicate that the 3-0D-GAF model is able to extract correct
amplitudes of collective motion in the presence of experimental noise and in
the presence of randomly distribute local dynamics. 3-0D-GAF does not over-
interpret the random fluctuation due to local dynamics or Gaussian noise as
global motion. Nevertheless, the presence of identically distributed motion
along the sequence can be partially interpreted as global motion. Analysis
of experimental data with 3-0D-GAF model is expected to reveal a collective
motion if this corresponds to the "reality" of the motion experienced by
the different planes but with a slight overestimation of the amplitudes of
reorientation in the presence of local motion.
6.4.4 Anisotropic Collective Motion Analysis
3-0D-GAF analysis was made on two different fragments of GB3 protein, the
β-sheet and the α-helix. Amplitudes of collective reorientation are shown
in Table 9.
1 This rudimentary analysis neglects all anisotropic aspects of GAF models (e.g. GAF motion
can increase some RDC values of specifically oriented vectors [161]) and is just used to
underline how the 3-0D-GAF model can absorb part of the local motion.
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Table 9 – Amplitudes of reorientation obtained from 3-0D-GAF analysis of GB3
α-helix and β-sheet. The three amplitudes of reorientation were sorted by
decreasing values.
Fragment σδ σǫ σζ
β-sheet 11.24 8.40 5.70
α-helix 10.43 9.66 3.83
The data reproduction for the whole fragments with direct and indirect
analysis are presented in Table 10.
Table 10 – Data reproduction using 3-0D-GAF or S-G analysis of GB3 for α-helix
and β-sheet fragments. Direct χ2 correspond to the data reproduction of all the
data within the considered fragment. Indirect χ2 are calculated only for the
removed data and averaged over ten different calculations.
Fragment χ2(3-0D-GAF) χ2(S-G) χ2ind(3-0D-GAF) χ
2
ind(S-G)
β-sheet 593.03 651.31 34.96 36.14
α-helix 416.71 436.71 21.75 21.69
Direct analysis with the 3-0D-GAF model improves data reproduction com-
pared to that obtained with the S-G description. Statistical tests on direct
χ2 indicate a relevance of the use of the 3-0D-GAF model for the β-sheet.
Concerning the α-helix, the improvement is statistically valid (e.g. it passes
a 5% F-test) but less important than for the β-sheet. Indirect data reproduc-
tion validates the 3-0D-GAF improvement compared to a S-G analysis for
the β-sheet, whereas improvement is less obvious for the α-helix. Thus the
following study will focus only on the β-sheet.
The axes of reorientation of the β-sheet fragments are presented in Figure 35.
Clearly, the two main axes of reorientation lie in the "plane" defined by
the β-sheet. The accuracy of their determination was investigated with
100 Monte-Carlo simulations. The results, presented in Figure 36, clearly
indicate a rather poor determination of those directions. Concerning the
main axis, it mainly remains in the β-sheet "plane", whereas the second axis
can clearly move out of the plane. Those Monte-Carlo simulations allowed
the estimation of the accuracy of the three amplitudes of reorientation,
leading to:
σδ = 11.24± 2.09, σǫ = 8.40± 2.4 and σζ = 5.70± 2.72.
(6.13)
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Figure 35 – Axis of reorientation obtained from 3-0D-GAF analysis of GB3 β-
sheet. The frame origin is set arbitrarily at the center of gravity of the protein.
Lengths of the three axes are proportional to their corresponding amplitude of
reorientation. Color scale, representing SF-GAF order parameter: from dark blue
(S2nh,gaf = 1.0 ) to dark red (S2nh,gaf = 0.5 ) via green, yellow, orange. Grey: not
determined. The presented structure was determined using Dynamic-Meccano
[167].
6.4.5 Simultaneous Characterization of Anisotropic Collective and Individual
Dynamics
The simultaneous determination of local and collective dynamics using
LS-GAF models is applied by progressively scaling the collective motion.
Data reproduction according to the 3-0D-GAF, 3-1D-GAF and the 3-3D-GAF
models are presented in Figure 37. The arbitrary factor AS is set to 1, at the
reorientation angles obtained in the 3-0D-GAF analysis. For AS values above
1, the three approaches rapidly converged to identical data reproductions.
For AS values smaller than 1, the behavior of the three studies differs. For
the 3-0D-GAF analysis, the χ2 quickly decreases from high values for small
AS to reach a minimum at the reorientation angles found in the previous
step. The 3-3D-GAF starts at a plateau value, with a small increase of the χ2
as a function of AS. The curvature increases until it is indistinguishable from
the other two curves. Concerning 3-1D-GAF χ2 variation, the corresponding
curve remains in between the two others, but reaches a minimum for
AS = 0.85 , corresponding to reorientation angles of:
σδ = 9.55, σǫ = 7.14 and σζ = 4.84. (6.14)
The variation of AS corresponds to the influence of the amount of collective
motion in the GB3 β-sheet. The ordinate axis of Figure 37 corresponds to the
absence collective dynamics. At this value, the three obtained χ2 correspond
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Figure 36 – Accuracy of the 3-0D-GAF analysis of GB3 β-sheet. Axis of reorientation
obtained from 3-0D-GAF analysis of GB3 β-sheet through 100 Monte-Carlo
simulations. Lengths of the three axes are proportional to their corresponding
amplitude of reorientation. Red, orange and blue axis correspond the main, the
intermediate and the smaller axis of reorientation. Black axes correspond to
those experimentally determined.
in decreasing order to static, γ-1D-GAF and 3D-GAF, all measured with the
same dynamically optimized tensors. For the highest values of AS, a very
large collective motion is imposed. The perfect convergence of the three
curves indicates that this too-high common dynamics does not leave any
room for a local motion, as both locally static and dynamic models converge
to the same description.
For the 3-0D-GAFmodel, the evolution of the data reproduction as a function
of AS is simple: the χ2 value decreases until it reaches an optimal value.
Further increase of collective motion makes the data reproduction worse.
Concerning 3-3D-GAF motion, the interpretation is quite clear: the best
data reproduction is obtained in the absence of collective motion. The
presence of small amplitude collective motion does not significantly affect
the data reproduction, but with an increase of amplitude, the quality of
the data reproduction starts to decrease. This was confirmed by indirect
analysis (data not shown). This indicates that the data does not justify
more GAF reorientations than the three of the 3D-GAF model. In other words,
it underlines the fact that the 3D-GAF motion is able to describe all the
RDC-detectable dynamics present in the system.
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Figure 37 – Data reproduction of GB3 β-sheet RDCs according to the different
LS-GAF models. Upper panel direct analysis: 3-0D-GAF (green), 3-1D-GAF (red)
and 3-3D-GAF (blue) as a function of AS a scaling factor common to the three
axis of reorientation find in the 3-0D-GAF analysis. Lower panel direct analysis
(red) and indirect analysis (orange) using 3-1D-GAF model. For clarity the
indirect χ2 as been multiplied by a factor of 5. AS = 1 corresponds to the angles
determined by 3-0D-GAF analysis.
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The data reproduction according to the 1D-GAF model optimally reproduces
the data at the value of AS = 0.85 . The relevance of this minimum was
checked and confirmed using indirect analysis (see Figure 37). This model
allows only γ-like local dynamics. Therefore all the dynamics present in
the β-sheet cannot be interpreted with this single motion. By progressively
introducing collective dynamics, the residual dynamics can be interpreted
using this common motion. The optimal combination of the two motions
is found for a shared motion smaller than the one obtained using only
global motion (3-0D-GAF model) as both local and global dynamics have to
be expressed to give a proper description of the dynamics of the β-sheet.
This minimum does not correspond to a better model than a direct 3D-GAF
analysis in terms of data reproduction. This is normal as the 3D-GAF has
more degrees of freedom, but it differently interprets the dynamics present
in the system. Here α- and β-motions that independently "break" tetrahedric
junctions are removed and replaced by a common motion.
The statistical relevance of this description was tested by comparing data
reproduction with the 3-1D-GAF analysis and a model where the entire
β-sheet feels an isotropic S motion and each peptide plane undergoes
a γ-motion (S-1D-GAF). The comparison to this model should determine
whether the 3-1D-GAFmodel has any relevance concerning the global motion
of the β-sheet, as using an overall isotropic reorientation corresponds to
scaling down the alignment tensor. AIC or F-test analysis concludes that
the 3-1D-GAF motion is more relevant than the S-1D-GAF description. The
present results shows that a better alternative can be found by invoking a
general GAF motion of the β-sheet.
Nevertheless, statistical comparison with 3D-GAF, where all peptide planes
are allowed to undergo three local reorientations, indicates that the 3D-GAF
remains much more likely than the 3-1D-GAF. Therefore the 3-1D-GAF cannot
be considered as an alternative to better reproduce data, it just proposes a
different way to interpret part of the dynamics.
6.4.6 Order Parameters Obtained Using Simultaneous Local and Collective
Descriptions
Order parameters derived from local and collective motions are summa-
rized in Table 21 (Annexe C.4) and Figure 38. Order parameters obtained
by comparing 3-1D-GAF and 3D-GAF results are extremely similar. Ni-HNi
order parameters S2nh are indistinguishable within experimental error. The
Cαi-1-C
′
i-1 S
2
cc order parameters are also in good agreement, with some small
differences at some particular sites. S2cn and S2ch order parameter exhibit
intermediate behavior due to their relative orientation in the plane.
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Figure 38 – Order parameters obtained through 3-1D-GAF analysis for GB3 β-sheet:
order parameters derived from the shared dynamics only (red points), from both
local and shared dynamics (orange points) and compare to the order parameters
derived from the 3D-GAF analysis (blue). From top to bottom: Ni-HNi , C
′
i-1-Ni,
Cαi-1-C
′
i-1 and C
′
i-1-H
N
i order parameters
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γ-motion obtained in the β-sheet using SF-GAF and 3-1D-GAF model are
presented on the GB3 structure in Figure 39. Clearly the amplitudes of
γ-motion obtained for the 3-1D-GAF analysis are smaller, but the relative
distribution is globally similar, and a bit more homogeneous. The reduction
of the range of γ-motion in the 3-1D-GAF analysis is coherent with the
fact that this model interprets part of the dynamics in terms of collective
motion. The similar distribution of motion is interesting because previous
GB3 studies [164] revealed the presence of correlated γ-motion within the β-
sheet. The presence of a similar pattern indicates that the 3-1D-GAF motion
still allows for the existence of such a correlated motion. This motion
therefore appears more as a real γ-correlated motion than a GAF global
β-sheet correlated motion that appears through γ-motion correlation.
Figure 39 – γ-motions σγ obtained using SF-GAF (left) and 3-1D-GAF (right) analysis
for GB3 β-sheet. Color scale from dark red (σγ > 20 °) to dark blue (σγ < 6 °)
via green, yellow, orange. Grey: not determined. The presented structure was
determined using Dynamic-Meccano [167].
6.5 conclusion
In this chapter, the dynamics of GB3 was re-investigated using the SF-GAF
description. Alignment tensor optimization led to very similar features to
those described in the SF-GAF analysis of Ubiquitin in Chapter 4, suggesting
that the approaches are generalizable.
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Following this, a series of more or less complex models were developed
based on the GAF description, allowing the simultaneous characterization
of local and collective dynamics, and then applied to protein GB3. In the
β-sheet, the results suggest the possibility to interpret part of the observed
dynamics in terms of shared motion.
Here, this collective motion does not correspond to an additional motion
on top of a 3D-GAF motion, but to a possible reinterpretation of the α- and
β-motion dynamics, which, if applied independently, could lead to a non
physical distortion of the backbone. The obtained results do not reveal major
GAF collective motion in the β-sheet. This does not mean that no collectivity
or correlation are present in the motion of peptide plane in the β-sheet,
but that if present, they cannot be included in a simple shared GAF motion.
The basic model applied here to describe motion collectivity may not be
well suited to detect collective motion in the β-sheet. For example, local
amplitude determination reveals increasing dynamics when the peptide
plane is close to the first N-terminal loop. A better way to characterize
collectivity of such a motion may be to use common reorientation axes as
presented here, but with a gradient of amplitudes allowing an increase
of dynamics in the interaction site. Thus the "quenching" of the shared
dynamics by the less dynamic residues may be avoided or limited. The
absence of data reproduction improvement using a 3-3D-GAF model also
confirms the ability of local 3D-GAF motions to describe the integrality of
the dynamics present in small folded proteins.
The physical nature and the corresponding picture of this motion cannot be
unequivocally obtained from such a simple approach. Here, the collective
motion is expressed through common axes and amplitudes of reorientation.
Whether planes move with this motion in a correlated or non-correlated
manner is not described by such a model. The use of complementary data
(for example 3JC′N trans-hydrogen bond scalar couplings) could validate or
invalidate different hypotheses.
The aim of this chapter was to determine whether non-local descriptions
of the dynamics would be possible using GAF model. Here the completely
local description of protein GB3 dynamics was revisited, but the range of
applications of this model could be clearly very broad. Systems with more
dynamic behavior could reveal the relevance of using the LS-GAF motional
model. In fact multi-domain proteins or nucleic acids, with anisotropic
reorientation of the different domains, or weak complexes with nonspecific
interaction, could possibly require this kind of description in order to more
completely reveal their dynamic behavior.

7
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abstract
The site specific analysis of slow dynamics in proteins has mainly been
applied for two model systems for which extensive data have been very
accurately measured, namely Ubiquitin and protein GB3. The aim of the
chapter is to investigate a new system: an SH3 domain. This system is
studied both in order to increase the level of understanding of intrinsic
protein dynamics, and as a first step towards eventually characterizing and
comparing the slow dynamics occurring in a protein-protein complex. For
this system 15N relaxation and RDCs in 15 alignment media are measured.
The analysis of RDCs is achieved using three different approaches: one
determining an accurate averaged structure, one based on GAF models deter-
mining simultaneously structure and dynamics of the system and one based
on an ensemble selection approach, where the selection procedure combines
the efficiency of a genetic algorithm and model-free tensor determination
using SVD. Good convergence of the different methods is observed.
7.1 introduction
Previous chapters focused on the characterization of conformational dis-
order of two proteins, Ubiquitin and protein GB3, for which data were
available in the literature. Nevertheless the understanding of slow timescale
motions in biological system requires the investigation of as many systems
as possible, to determine to which extent conclusions drawn from those
studies can be generalized. In particular Ubiquitin and protein GB3 have
similar folds, and it will be of interest to extend the study to differently
assembled proteins.
Here the investigated system is an SH3 domain, the CD2AP SH3-C (see
Annexe B). One of the interests of this system come from its interaction, in
a weak complex, with Ubiquitin. Thus the study of this SH3-C presents
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a double interest: characterizing the dynamics of this new system and
constituting the first step towards a study of the dynamics of both compo-
nents of a weak complex. This last characterization is extremely important
as the functioning of a living system requires an extremely complex net-
work of molecular interactions, between receptors and signaling molecules,
between nucleic acids and proteins, between substrates and enzymes. . . [4, 6–
8, 192, 193]. Therefore characterizing the impact of a complex formation on
the protein dynamics is essential. It also carries considerable importance for
the determination of the importance of so-called recognition dynamics that
have been postulated to be present in both Ubiquitin and protein GB3 as
the flexibility of those domains in the complex remains an essential part of
the thermodynamic basis of the protein interactome.
Nevertheless studying both partners separately constitutes a prerequisite
for any complex dynamics study. As Ubiquitin has already been extensively
studied in Chapter 4, this chapter will deal with the characterization of the
structural and dynamic behavior of the second partner the CD2AP SH3-C.
Results presented here and in the following chapter are not yet definitive,
in the sense that these projects are still works in progress. Nevertheless
interpretation of experimentally obtained data already give some reasonable
results that will be presented.
7.2 materials and methods
7.2.1 NMR Spectroscopy
All measurements were performed at 308K on a Varian NMR Direct-Drive
Systems spectrometer 600MHz (or 800MHz, in this case it will be men-
tioned) 1H Larmor frequency (14.1T or 18.8T) equipped with tripe reso-
nance cryo-probes. NMR spectra were processed in NMRPipe [194] and
analyzed using the program Sparky [195]. Assignment was available in the
literature [196].
Relaxation measurements were performed using 1H-15N-HSQC, 15N-T1 and
T2 relaxation measurements, {1H }-15N nOe experiments and CPMG (Carr,
Purcell, Meiboom, Gill) relaxation dispersion were measured. Sequences
details can be found in the indicated reference [197].
For 13C-15N-labeled protein samples RDCs measurements (1DNH, 1DC ′Cα
and 1DC ′HN) were realized using 3D BEST-type HNCO experiments [198,
199]. For 15N-labeled samples 1DNH couplings were measured from 2D
SOFAST-type experiments [110].
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7.2.2 RDCs Measurements
RDCs were measured in different alignment media (see below). All samples
were prepared in 92% H2O / 8% D2O, buffered at pH 6.0 with 50mM
sodium phosphate (NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4) with 1mM DTT ((2S,3S)-1,4-bis-
sulfanylbutane-2,3-diol) , if slightly different conditions are used the corre-
sponding modifications will be explicitly mentioned. SH3-C protein was
provided by José Luis Ortéga Roldan. All measurements were done in
Shigami tubes with 250 µL samples.
Complete sets of 1DNH, 1DC ′Cα and 1DC ′HN couplings were measured in
the following alignment media:
1. Bicelles. A 5% mixture (w/w) of ditetradecyl-PC (1,2-di-O-tetradecyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) and dihexyl-PC (1,2-di-O-hexyl-sn- glycero-
3-phosphocholine) in a 3:1 ratio was used. The two chemicals corre-
spond to a long (ditetradecyl-PC) and a short (dihexyl-PC) amphiphile
molecules [68]. The obtained bicelles present physico-chemical prop-
erties similar as DMPC/DHPC mixtures (see Section 2.2.2), but are
resistant to hydrolysis allowing much better stability of the medium.
2. Bicelles CTAB 1. Similar measurements were performed with bicelles
doped with CTAB (hexadecyl-trimethyl-ammonium bromide) in a ratio
ditetradecyl-PC:dihexyl-PC:CTAB 30:10:1. [68, 71, 72] and measured at
800MHz.
3. Bicelles CTAB 2. The same protocol was used using a ratio ditetradecyl-
PC:dihexyl-PC:CTAB 30:10:0.5.
4. Bicelles SDS. Similarly bicelles can be charged with SDS (sodium
dodecyl-sulfate) [71, 72]. The ratio used here was ditetradecyl-PC:dihexyl-
PC:SDS 30:10:1.
5. PEG/Hexanol. Measurements were made in a 5% penta-ethyleneglycol
monododecyl ether (C12E5) hexanol mixture [79].
6. Phages. Measurements were done at pH = 6.5 , with 9mg·mL−1
phages Pf1 and measured at 800MHz [75, 76].
7. Phages Salt 1. Similar measurements were done with 15mg·mL−1
phages Pf1 and 150mM NaCl, pH = 6.5 .
8. Phages Salt 2. Similar protocol with 13.1mg·mL−1 phages Pf1 and
260mM NaCl, pH = 6.5 and measured at 800MHz.
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9. Polyacrylamide Gel. Sample were prepared using a 7% polyacry-
lamide gel [89, 90]. Mechanical compression was realized using direct
pressure of the Shigemi plunger.
1DNH couplings were also measured in:
1. Bicelles CTAB 3. Bicelles doped with CTAB in a ratio ditetradecyl-PC:
dihexyl-PC:CTAB 30:10:0.1 and measured at 800MHz.
2. Bicelles CTAB 4. Bicelles doped with CTAB in a ratio ditetradecyl-PC:
dihexyl-PC:CTAB 30:10:0.2 and measured at 800MHz.
3. Bicelles CTAB 5. Bicelles doped with CTAB in a ratio ditetradecyl-PC:
dihexyl-PC:CTAB 30:10:1.5 and measured at 800MHz.
4. Bicelles SDS 2. Bicelles doped with SDS in a ratio ditetradecyl-PC:
dihexyl-PC:SDS 30:10:0.5 and measured at 800MHz.
5. Bicelles SDS 3. Bicelles doped with SDS in a ratio ditetradecyl-PC:
dihexyl-PC:SDS 30:10:1 and measured at 800MHz.
6. Purple Membranes. Purple membrane (PM) fragments were used
with 150mM NaCl. PM were added until a reasonable range of cou-
plings were reached (±8Hz).
7.2.3 15N Relaxation Analysis
The analysis of the 15N relaxation data was made using the software Tensor.
The principle of the analysis is the following.
In a first step the diffusion tensor is estimated using R1 and R2 rates. In the
most rigid regions the the molecule, experiencing only librational motions,
ratio of R2/R1 is weakly sensitive to fast dynamics, and thus the estimation
of the diffusion tensor can be made within a good accuracy by using the least
flexible residues. These can be identified on the basis of a known structure
as residues in secondary structures are expected to be more rigid or on
the basis of experimentally measured nOe as measured ηnh is a sensitive
probe of fast motions. Residues exhibiting chemical exchange should also
be removed from this analysis.
The diffusion tensors can be described using three analytical models of a
diffusive rotor: the isotropic, the axial symmetric and the fully anisotropic
ones (see Section 1.4). Those three descriptions correspond to different
levels of complexity and using a more sophisticate model has to improve
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data reproduction. In order to select the most suitable model two statistical
tests are successively applied:
1. χ2-test. This test is based on Monte-Carlo simulations. Using deter-
mined parameters of the model and adding Gaussian noise, propor-
tional to the experimental uncertainty, it is possible to generate a set of
experimental data, typically few hundreds. Using those data the deter-
mination of the parameters of the model are repeated, using the same
procedure as for the experimental data analysis. This will provide a
distribution of data reproduction, i.e. a χ2 distribution. At typically
the 95 centile of this distribution a limiting value often called χ20.05
is fixed. This correspond to a limit of confidence: if the χ2 obtained
for the experimental data analysis is bigger than this value the model
can be rejected with a confidence of 95%. This test estimates whether,
considering the experimental errors and the number of parameters
used, the data reproduction is bad enough be statistically rejected. It is
worth noting that the Monte-Carlo simulations used for this statistical
test allow the estimation of the accuracy of the obtained parameters.
2. F-test. Here more than one model may not be rejected by the χ2-test,
the selection of the most suited model among them is obtained using
F-statistics, as presented in Section 4.2.7.
When the properties of the diffusion tensor are determined, the local motion
analysis is realized using a model-free formalism, by using R1, R2 and
heteronuclear nOes. As shown in Section 1.4.3, the model-free approach
can be expressed in different ways depending on the nature of the internal
motion [21, 24, 26]. Starting from an experimental data set it is impossible
to know a priori which description is the most appropriate. Therefore a
systematic model selection is required.
For each residue, the different models, corresponding to different spectral
density functions, are applied successively:
1. the very fast internal dynamics model where S2 is the only remaining
parameter as τi tends to zero (see equations 1.38 and 1.39), in practice
it corresponds to τi < 20ps.
2. the standard two parameters Lipari-Szabo model (equations 1.36 and
1.37)
3. the model 1 with an exchange contribution
4. the model 2 with an exchange contribution
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5. the extended model-free description with a fast internal motion in the
infinitely fast limit τf → 0 (see equations 1.43 and 1.44)
The different models are applied and tested using χ2-test. If model 1 passes
the χ2-test it is accepted. For model 2 and 3 they have to pass in addition
an F-test: in case of failure, the model 1, even if not accepted in the first
step is used, otherwise the considered model is accepted. Often models
4 or 5 are able to correctly reproduce data as they use three parameters
and, using a dataset measured at a single field, only three experimental
measurements are available (R1, R2 and nOe). The fit for these models is
therefore necessarily essentially perfect, otherwise it is rejected. If all the
model fail the model that best reproduced the data is used and the failure
is indicated.
7.2.4 GAF Analysis
The tensor determination was performed using the same protocol as pre-
sented in the Section 4.2.6 until the weight optimization and outlier detection
using the 1D-GAF model.
Then a simultaneous determination of structure and dynamics was per-
formed using the Dynamic-Meccano approach. This method allows a
sequential determination of peptide plane orientation and dynamic behav-
ior according to the 1D-GAF model (see Section 3.6.3).
For each plane the determination of the mean orientation and the dynamic
parameter is performed sequentially. The determination is always repeated
four times in order to test the three different 1D-GAF motions and the S
isotropic reorientation. The best fitting model is retained. In order to select
the correct orientation of the studied plane compared to the previous one a
weak harmonic potential centered on a idealized tetrahedral junction (111 °
for the C ′CαN angle1) is introduced to overcome the two fold degeneracy
remaining for the orientation of a plane according to RDCs (see Section 2.5).
The potential is fixed to a low value in order to not influence the orientation
of the correct solution. To minimize the possibility of getting a wrong
orientation, if necessary, the optimization can be done each time for example
for three peptide planes simultaneously, the first optimized as previously
described and the two others with a S motion, their "real" dynamics being
optimized in the two following steps. This is mainly useful if Prolines or
residues with few or no experimental RDCs are present. The use of several
1 The used value does not correspond to ideal expected angle of 109.47 ° but was optimized
using the set of structures used to determined peptide plane idealized geometry (see
Section 3.6.3).
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residues avoids a random orientation that breaks the fold of the protein. The
structure calculation starts for the N-terminal but exactly similar procedure
can be applied starting from the C-terminal and progressing in the reverse
way or even staring at any plane and applying the procedure on the two
opposite directions.
7.2.5 Sculptor Structure Determination
Sculptor (Structure Calculation Using Long-range, Paramagnetic, Tensorial
and Orientational Restraints) [200] is an in-house module written in the
Blackledge laboratory and now incorporated into CNS (Crystallography and
NMR System) [201, 202] that allows for efficient structure calculations using
tensorial restraints with floating tensors. The software allows the combina-
tion of standard force fields implemented for NMR structure calculation and
experimental restraints via a pseudo potential. The obtained static structural
ensemble is determined in this case from the RDC refinement, using all
of the measured RDCs including 10 alignment media, of an existing NMR
structure (2jte) determined using nOe restraints [203].
7.2.6 Asteroids-svd
A version of the Asteroids algorithm was implemented that is adapted to
the selection of structural ensembles from a larger pool. The principles of
evolution and selection are identical to those presented in Section 10.2.42.
The difference comes from the method used to calculate RDCs from the
considered ensemble. Concerning unfolded systems RDCs were calculated
using Pales and then introduced in the selection algorithm, whereas here the
RDC calculations are performed on the fly from the ensemble of structures
using an SVD based approach (see Annexe A) similar to the one used for
the AMD study applied to Ubiquitin. This procedure efficiently estimates
tensors and data reproduction for different type of RDCs. If necessary
successive applications allow the treatment of data from different alignment
media. The approach presents the advantage of not requiring further scaling
factors to match experimental RDCs range as determined tensors are optimal
from the SVD analysis and obtained without requiring any hypothesis. A
major difference is present compared to the original Asteroids: for studies
of unfolded states a different tensor is used for each conformer, whereas
here an optimal average tensor is determined for the whole ensemble (this
is again the same logic as was applied to the accelerated MD ensembles).
2 The original version of Asteroids was developed for unfolded protein analyses, therefore
the detailed description of the algorithm can be found in the corresponding chapters.
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Here the population of solution P was still set at 100 and the number of
iterations used to achieve good convergence was set to 8000 .
The starting pool of structures was made up of 10 000 structures extracted
every 100ps of a 1µs molecular dynamics realized by Luca Mollica (un-
published data) using the GROMACS 4.0.4 package [204] and the AMBER
ff99SB force field. The protein has been simulated in isobaric-isocoric con-
ditions (NPT), at a temperature of 300K and a isotropic pressure of 1 bar
(Berendsen barostat [183]) in a periodically repeating box with 9500 explicit
water molecules. Periodic boundary conditions have been applied and
electrostatics has been treated buy means of Particle Mesh Ewald method
[142, 184]. The system has been equilibrated for 5ns and then simulated
without restraints for 1µs.
7.3 results and discussion
7.3.1 15N Relaxation
Measured rates can be seen in Figure 40. No dispersion were observed
from the CPMG experiment (data not shown). 15N relaxation rates analysis
allowed, first of all to characterize the rotational diffusion tensor of SH3-C.
The complete tensor characterization is given in Table 11. The obtained
tensor does not exhibit important anisotropy, which is not surprising con-
sidering the near spherical shape of the molecule (see below) and presents
high similarity with the inertia tensor (data not shown). The corresponding
correlation time of 3.273ns is in good agreement with a protein of this size
at 35 °C. From the obtained diffusion tensor an analysis of local mobility
Table 11 – Rotational diffusion tensor for SH3-C. Tensors eigenvalues are given in
10−8s−1, angles in degree.
Dxx Dyy Dzz α β γ
0.459±0.09 0.501±0.10 0.589±0.14 69.86±14.78 83.51±4.25 -83.33±5.65
was performed using a model-free approach (see Section 7.2.3). Obtained
order parameters can be found in Figure 45 (see bellow) were they are com-
pared to RDCs derived dynamics. An appropriate model of dynamics was
found for every site except residue 12. Most of the residues were correctly
described using model 1 or 2, i.e. standard model-free models, in the fast
motion limit for model 1. The presence of exchange was invoked for the
N-terminal part (3-6), for clusters of residues (13, 16, 18) , (33, 35) , 50 and
(57, 59). Those region mainly correspond to a priori flexible parts, i.e. loops
or peptide chain extremity.
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Figure 40 – 15N R1 (top), R2 (middle) relaxation rates and {1H }-15N nOe (bottom)
for SH3-C at 600MHz 1H Larmor frequency.
7.3.2 Seconda Analysis and High Resolution Structure Determination
A Seconda analysis (see Section 3.2.2) was performed on the set of 15 1DNH
datasets. By repeating the analysis for all possible combinations of 14, 13,
12, 11, 10, 9 or 8 dataset sub-ensembles, a good compromise between the
consistency and the number of remaining datasets was found by selecting
the 10 datasets summarized in Table 12. For this selected sub-ensemble
the ratio between the fifth and the sixth eigenvalues, that characterize the
self-consistency of the dataset (see Section 3.2.2), was found to be 7.9.
Structure calculations were performed using Sculptor. Very good conver-
gence was achieved in the structure calculations leading to almost identical
structures with an RMSD for Cα of 0.27Å for the 10 best structures selected
on the total energy: potential energies due to the force-field and the pseudo-
potential of RDCs experimental restraints. The data reproduction obtained
through this static description is illustrated in Figure 41. The comparison
with similar structures and the fact that the planarity of the peptide plane
remains well defined indicates a priori that the structures are reasonable
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Table 12 – Alignment media selected using Seconda analysis for SH3-C and their
corresponding RDCs numbers. Details of alignment media preparation can be
found in the Materials and Methods section.
Number Media 1DNH 1DC ′HN 1DC ′Cα
0 Bicelles 56 57 56
1 Bicelles CTAB 5 60
2 Bicelles CTAB 2 53 56 55
3 Bicelles SDS 60 60 60
4 Polyacrylamide gel 60 60 60
5 PEG/hexanol 55 55 55
6 Phages 60 60 60
7 Phages salt 58 56 60
8 Phages salt 2 55 55 55
9 Purple membrane 58
and that the very large number of RDC restraints (around 1500) do not
induce undue orientational strain or local structural deformation (94% of
residues are found in most favoured regions of Ramachandran space and
4% in additionally allowed regions).
Figure 41 – Data Reproduction using a Static description. Reproduction of all (A)
1DNH, (B) 1DC ′HN and (C) 1DC ′Cα couplings according to the best Sculptor
structure.
The ten best structures of SH3-C are presented in Figure 42A. Figure 42B
shows five different high resolution X-ray structures of different SH3 do-
mains, obtained from crystal structures, in interaction with a peptide or
a protein: 1ucka (1.5Å) [205], 1u06 (1.5Å) [206], 2ak5 (1.85Å) [207], 2bz8
(2.0Å) [207] and 2j6o (2.22Å) [208].
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Figure 42 – Divers Representations of SH3-C. (A) 10 bests structures obtained using Sculptor. (B) Five different hight resolution X-ray
crystal structures of various SH3 domains. (C) 20 structures from the Asteroids-svd selected ensemble.
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The different SH3-C domains presented in Figure 42B does not present
perfect sequence homology thus some details of the comparison may be
biased by this issue. Nevertheless the comparison of the overall fold is
highly similar (typical RMSD ∼0.6Å), almost identical in the β-sheet region.
The main discrepancy can be found in the so-called nSrc region (loop in
the bottom left part of Figure 42). In this region, which is the interaction
region for the crystal structures, a high variability appears across SH3
domains. This may be due to variation in the primary sequence of the
considered SH3-C or interaction with the partner with which SH3-C is
co-crystalized. Considering molecular recognition mechanisms it may be
interesting to determine the conformational sampling of the free SH3-C in
this region to investigate the extent to which the SH3-C protein samples this
conformational variability when not interacting with any partner.
7.3.3 GAF Analysis of SH3-C Dynamics
The protocol for tensor determination was applied on the ensemble of RDC
datasets determined using the Seconda approach. The resulting tensors,
optimized using the 1D-GAF model are presented in Table 13.
Table 13 – Alignment tensors determined during SH3-C analysis with a 1D-GAF
model.
Tensor Aa (10−4) Ar (10−4) α (°) β(°) γ(°)
0 −5.13 −3.44 44.97 186.80 117.78
1 9.79 5.40 −187.56 99.31 −138.69
2 10.39 5.66 −185.78 98.51 −137.94
3 4.04 2.53 152.02 71.25 109.26
4 −4.17 −1.01 −178.18 107.95 −119.02
5 −13.92 −3.41 −81.60 134.79 −19.26
6 −5.31 −1.51 31.65 51.61 −116.24
7 4.68 2.61 156.75 61.09 103.13
8 4.73 2.62 157.45 60.78 102.97
9 4.04 1.01 37.01 53.47 −116.84
From these tensors, two different analyses were applied, one using Dynamic-
Meccano in order to obtain a simultaneous determination of structure and
dynamics, according to a 1D-GAF motion. The second analysis used a
3D-GAF analysis as described in previous chapters. It is worth noting that
results presented here are not completely definitive especially for the 3D-GAF
analysis as these experimental data have been relatively recently measured.
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Nevertheless the analysis appears to be consistent and therefore provides
an initial estimation of the long-timescale dynamics present in the system.
The structure obtained with the Dynamic-Meccano approach is presented
in Figure 43, where it is compared to the previously obtained Sculptor
static structure. The agreement between the two structures is very good
(RMSD 0.52Å). The ability of Dynamic-Meccano to determine a correct
Figure 43 – Comparison of SH3-C structures obtained with Sculptor and Dynamic-
Meccano approaches: (blue) Sculptor structure, (red) Dynamic-Meccano
structure.
fold without the use of long-range information (nOe restraints, hydrogen-
bonding, long-range RDCs. . . ) underlines the accuracy with which RDCs
can define orientational properties: each plane is oriented successively —
using only in-plane couplings — and every error in a plane orientation
can potentially propagates with dramatic effects on the protein fold. Some
of the differences between the two models can be explained by the fact
that one of method explicitly take into account dynamic properties, while
the other (Sculptor refinement) ignores this component completely, and
allows it to be absorbed into a floating alignment tensor. Even if the
obtained structures are very similar the improvement in data reproduction
clearly improve when incorporating dynamics in the description as it can
be seen from Figure 44. This result indicates that the true orientational
average structure determined using the Dynamic-Meccano approach is
very similar to the structure determined from orientationally averaged
restraints, a result that is not necessarily obvious, but which is in line with
results from Ubiquitin and GB3. The conformational dynamics extracted
from both 1D-GAF and SF-GAF description are summarized in Figure 45 and
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Figure 44 – Data Reproduction using a 1D-GAF description in the Dynamic-
Meccano simultaneous structure and dynamic determination. Reproduction
of all (A) 1DNH, (B) 1DC ′HN and (C) 1DC ′Cα couplings according to a 1D-GAF
description.
represented on the Dynamic-Meccano SH3-C structure in Figure 46. The
order parameters obtained with the two different GAF analyses are found
to be very similar. The 3D-GAF exhibits slightly more dynamics due to the
possibility of using three different reorientations. Comparison of GAF order
parameters S2nh,gaf and those determined from 15N relaxation S2nh,rel again
leads to similar profiles, and to similar observations as previously described
for Ubiquitin and GB3. In structured regions the two analysis revealed
similar level of dynamics whereas in loop regions 15-20, 35-40 and 49-53
the GAF models tended to exhibit more dynamics. In the region 10-15 the
S2nh,rel appeared slightly lower than those of the GAF analysis but this may
be due to non-optimal refinement of the alignment tensors (by analogy to
the Ubiquitin and protein GB3 analysis the 3D-GAF optimized tensors are
expected to be slightly higher). Moreover Monte-Carlo based estimation of
the uncertainties of the GAF obtained parameters has still to be performed to
determine whether the differences are significant. Interestingly the 35-40
region, which exhibit slow dynamics, corresponds to the nSrc region, where
interaction with biological partners occurs.
7.3.4 Ensemble Description of SH3-C Dynamics
As shown in previous chapters, an ensemble based description of the
dynamics can be highly complementary to the GAF analysis. In this case
an ensemble selection approach was used using Asteroids-svd to obtain a
sub-ensemble representative of the experimentally measured RDCs from a
very long MD simulation.
These approach has already been partially tested on simulated data (data
not shown) and further testing procedures are in progress. Using simulated
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Figure 45 – Ni-HNi order parameters S
2
nh obtained for SH3-C from 15N relaxation
(orange), 1D-GAF (green), 3D-GAF analysis (blue) and using Asteroids-svd en-
semble description (red). From top to bottom: 15N relaxation and 3D-GAF,
1D-GAF and 3D-GAF, 15N relaxation and Asteroids-svd ensemble, 3D-GAF and
Asteroids-svd ensemble. S2nh corresponding to null γ-motion in the 3D-GAF
analysis are not presented. Dark grey arrows indicate β-sheet.
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Figure 46 – Ni-HNi order parameters obtained for SH3-C analysis using 3D-GAF
description on its Dynamic-Meccano structure. Color scale Ni-HNi order
parameters from dark blue (S2nh,gaf = 1.0 ) to dark red (S2nh,gaf = 0.5 ) via green,
yellow, orange. Grey: not determined.
data, the protocol is able to correctly recognize the conformational sampling
of target ensembles on the basis of measured RDCs. Further investigation
is necessary to determine the accuracy and the robustness of the approach
and in particular to determine the minimal requirement of experimental
data. In the current case the large volume of data measured in ten different
aligment media is almost certainly sufficient. Further investigation of the
influence of the initial MD sampling on the obtained results will also clarify
the precision of the approach.
The analysis was made using increasing sizes of the selected sub-ensemble
in order to estimate the appropriate number of structures that need to be
selected. As no improvement of the data reproduction were found for
ensemble size higher than 40, this size was retained for the selected en-
semble. The selection procedure was repeated ten times, leading to a good
convergence in terms of both data reproduction and obtained order param-
eters. Data reproduction obtained through this approach are presented in
Figure 47.
The best ensemble of structures — the one that best reproduces the experi-
mental data — is presented in Figure 42C and compared to the Dynamic-
Meccano structure in Figure 48.
Considering the comparison with the Dynamic-Meccano structure the
agreement is very good. Both descriptions explicitly incorporate dynamics
and thus the average structure of the Asteroids-svd selected ensemble
and the Dynamic-Meccano structure would be expected to be in good
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Figure 47 – Data Reproduction using Asteroids-svd description. Reproduction
of all (A) 1DNH, (B) 1DC ′HN and (C) 1DC ′Cα couplings according to the best
Asteroids-svd selected ensemble.
agreement if the methods are appropriately applied. Here small excursions
exist deriving mainly from translational differences, with the orientation of
each plane being generally in good agreement in the two approaches. It is
worth nothing that only 20 randomly selected structures of the ensemble
are shown in the figure comparing between the Asteroids-svd ensemble
and the Dynamic-Meccano structure. This clearly decreases the envelope
defined by the ensemble. The use of the 40-strong conformer ensemble
led to a better inclusion of the Dynamic-Meccano structure but also to
a situation where the Dynamic-Meccano structure is masked for several
amino-acid, complicating the visual comparison.
The comparison of S2nh order parameters obtained from the 3D-GAF approach
and the Asteroids-svd protocol is presented in Figure 45. The overall
agreement between the two RDCs based approach is qualitatively good:
similar levels of dynamics are present in the two descriptions and S2nh
profiles, if not identical, reveal similar patterns. The two main regions
where discrepancies appear are 29-32 and 40-43. In the former the GAF
analysis reveals slightly more dynamics. The origin of those divergences are
still under investigation, but the increased dynamic for the Asteroids-svd
ensemble may be due to the inability of the MD simulation to characterize
the motion in this loop.
7.4 conclusion
The aim of this chapter was to characterize the structural and dynamical
properties of an SH3 domain. Two kinds of experiments were used to inves-
tigate this system, namely 15N relaxation rates and RDC measurements.
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Figure 48 – Comparison for SH3-C of the ensemble of structures (blue) of the
Asteroids-svd analysis and the Dynamic-Meccano structure (red). For the
shake of clarity only 20 conformers of the ensemble are shown.
The relaxation measurements have led to the determination of the rotational
diffusion tensor and the characterization of fast dynamics of this SH3-C.
The analysis mainly identifies the N-terminal part of the peptide chain as
highly flexible and to detect slightly increased dynamics in the 36-44 loop
region.
Concerning RDCs an extensive dataset was measured, made up 15 different
alignment media and three different kind of coupling for ten of them. The
self-consistency of the dataset was ensured by a Seconda selection of a
sub-ensemble of RDC datasets. The RDC analysis provided an important
source of both structural and dynamic information. Even if the analysis is
still in progress, some initial conclusions can already be drawn. The data
were analyzed in three complementary ways: a static analysis through the
Sculptor structure refinement using only RDCs as experimental restraints,
a dynamic analysis using an ensemble selection approach based on an
SVD analysis of the orientational vectors and their ability to reproduce
the experimental data, and a simultaneous determination of structure and
dynamics using a GAF formalism.
Concerning the structural aspect the obtained results converged to an ap-
parently high resolution averaged structure. The Sculptor structure was
compared to various crystal structures of SH3 domains in complex with
peptides or protein. Clearly the overall fold of all those structures are nearly
identical with a clear conformational variability existing for the crystal
structures in the nSrc loop involved in complex formation.
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Concerning the dynamic behavior of this SH3-C domain two different
approaches were used and — even if not definitive — they already relatively
well converged in terms of order parameters. The GAF protocol, which
were developed for others studies, gave one more example of the utility
of this description. The ensemble selection using Asteroids-svd appeared
as an attractive alternative for the characterization of dynamics. While
similar approaches already exist in the literature, this combination of a
genetic algorithm and the tensor determination using SVD based method
seems to provide efficient selection process. Based on completely different
principles these two approaches may provide complementary information
on the dynamic behavior of the studied experimental system, and allow the
determination of a minimal data set that can be used for the study of future
systems.
The analysis of RDCs from the GB3 and GB1 homologs and those measured
in Ubiquitin have, over the last decade, stimulated extraordinary efforts to
determine the true nature of dynamics occurring on timescales up to the
microsecond in solution. We hope that the addition of a differently folded
system, with a much lower percentage of canonical secondary structure than
the previously studied systems, will provide valuable additional experimen-
tal information with which to characterize dynamics on these functionally
important timescales.
The two approaches underline the presence of significant slower dynamics
in the nSrc loop region, which corresponds to the interface with biologi-
cal partners, and which is relatively rigid on sub-nanosecond timescales.
Direct comparison with crystal structure is possibly hazardous as primary
sequence of the considered SH3-C slightly differ in the region. Neverthe-
less concerning the question of molecular recognition it may be useful to
determine whether the "conformational sampling" implied by the different
crystal structures in interaction with different partners is already present
in solution. In order to investigate this question the "real" conformational
sampling in the complex has to be determined to allow a direct comparison
between the conformational sampling of the free and the bound form of
this SH3-C in interaction with Ubiquitin.
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SH3 -C UB IQUIT IN WEAK COMPLEX STUDIED BY NMR
RELAXATION
abstract
The study of weak protein-protein complexes is a biologically important
problem, that are notoriously difficult to characterize experimentally, de-
fying co-crystallization and presenting experimental parameters that are
often confused with contributions from the free forms of the proteins. Here
approaches are developed to measure 15N relaxation rates for a SH3-C-
Ubiquitin complex. These studies allow the estimation of the kinetics of
complex formation and the derivation of accurate information about the
reorientation diffusion tensor of the complex. Finally the fast dynamics in
the complex can be determined and compared with dynamics in the free
forms of the proteins.
8.1 introduction
NMR is one of the most powerful tools for the study of biomolecular com-
plexes, due to its sensitivity to protein-protein interactions with equilibrium
dissociation constants varying over many orders of magnitude, from the
very tightly bound, to ultra-weak complexes that can barely be detected
using other biophysical techniques [209, 210]. In addition to the mapping
of chemical shift changes induced by the proximity of the partner protein,
and cross-relaxation derived intermolecular distance restraints, RDCs and
15N spin relaxation rates [211–213] provide highly complementary orien-
tational information defining the relative position of the partners in the
complex. Although very weak protein-protein interactions (dissociation
constant Kd above 10−4 M) are known to be important for a vast range
of cellular events, such as transcription and replication, signal transduc-
tion, transient formation of encounter complexes and assembly of protein
complexes, they remain the least well characterized, due to the increased
difficulties encountered in isolating conformationally dependent parameters
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reporting on the bound form of the proteins. Due to the weakness of the
involved interactions the direct observation of the complex entity may be at
best difficult and most of the time thermodynamically impossible to observe
under biologically relevant conditions (see Annexe D for more detailed
discussion about weak complex saturation).
The aims of this chapter is to describe a method based on standard spin
relaxation measurements (15N R1, R2 and {1H }-15N nOe) in order to quanti-
tatively derive directly unmeasurable relaxation rates in the complex and to
derive from them accurate determination of reorientation diffusion tensors.
The approach consists of the measurement of relaxation rates at different
molar fractions of the protein in the complex and to use this information to
extrapolate the measured rates in the complex bound form. The study is
applicable to pseudo two site exchange where each partner is in equilibrium
between the free and the bound forms. The approach allows the estimate
the kinetic constants of the equilibrium.
8.2 materials and methods
8.2.1 Protein Expression, Purification and Samples Preparation
Protein expression and purification of both 15N SH3-C and 15N Ubiquitin
were performed by José Luis Ortéga Roldan and Antoine Licinio. Details
of expression and purification can be found in the literature [203]. The
obtained Ubiquitin presents a His-tag (6 successive Histidines) on its C-
terminal. Concentrations were measured by absorption measurements at
280nm. Absorption coefficients were estimated using ProtParam algorithm
at 13 980L·cm−1·mol−1 for SH3-C and 1450L·cm−1·mol−1 for Ubiquitin.
All samples were prepared in 92%H2O / 8%D2O, 50mM sodium phosphate
(NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4), 1mM DTT at pH 6.0.
8.2.2 NMR Spectroscopy
All measurements were performed using similar procedures as explained in
Section 7.2.1.
Two Chemical Shifts titration were performed: one for SH3-C, one for
Ubiquitin. In both cases the titration started with a 0.1mM sample of the
first protein, the second being added in successive steps. Chemical Shifts
perturbations were monitored using 1H-15N-HSQC (Heteronuclear Single
Quantum Correlation) experiments.
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Relaxation measurements were performed for the two proteins alone and
for three mixtures of the two partners. For each point, 1H-15N-HSQC,
15N-T1 and T2 relaxation measurements, {1H }-15N nOe experiments and
CPMG relaxation dispersion were measured at 308K at 600MHz 1H Larmor
frequency. 1H-15N-HSQC, 15N-T1 and T2 relaxation measurements were in
addition performed at 298K at 1GHz 1H Larmor frequency (23.5T).
8.2.3 Complex Kinetic and Thermodynamics
The corresponding chemical equilibrium will be described using the for-
malism proposed in Annexe D. The complex formation being written as:
A + B
kon−−⇀↽ −
koff
C with Kd =
[A][B]
[C]
=
koff
kon
(8.1)
A being the protein of interest (either Ubiquitin or SH3-C) this equilibrium
can be expressed in terms of pseudo two site exchange as:
A
kon[B]−−−−⇀↽ −
koff
C with kex = kon[B] + koff (8.2)
Considering this kinetic pathway most of the measurable quantities evolve
linearly as a function of the fraction in the complex, e.g. chemical shifts, R1
rates. . . but explicit contribution of exchange in the R2 rates are also present
when the site is involved in chemical shift exchange between the free and
bound species. The expression of the fraction as a function of the introduced
concentrations can be derived similarly to Annexe D as:
PA =
Kd + [A]0 + [B]0 −
√
(Kd + [A]0 + [B]0)2 − 4[A]0[B]0
2[A]0
(8.3)
8.2.4 Chemical Shifts Titrations Analysis
The two sets of CSs obtained with the two inverse titrations are analyzed
simultaneously. As the two proteins are 15N labeled and the spectrum is
sufficiently well resolved, the evolution of the CSs from the two proteins
can be followed in both titrations. All CS variations between the free and
the bound forms are supposed to be linear as a function of the fraction of
the protein present in the complex. Thus the CSs δ can be expressed as:
δA,n,i(PA) = δ
free
A,n,i + (δ
bound
A,n,i − δ
free
A,n,i)PA (8.4)
n corresponding to the nucleus studied (1H or 15N) and i to the amino-acid
number.
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This analysis is performed in two steps. Firstly Kd is determined during the
optimization of CS changes for all residues presenting large CS variation.
Then the extrapolation is made for all other residues using the previously
determined value of Kd. The accuracy of the Kd estimation was made using
1000 Monte-Carlo based simulations.
8.2.5 Relaxation Data Analysis
Extrapolations of the R1 rates in the complex, can be made by a similar man-
ner as for the CS, as their variation is also expected to be linear combination
of the free and bound values, thus:
R1,A,i(PA) = R
free
1,A,i + (R
bound
1,A,i − R
free
1,A,i)PA (8.5)
For R2 extrapolations the possibility of an exchange contribution has to
be explicitly taken into account. Here the considered source of exchange
is the complex formation equilibrium. Note that in one case (residue 9
of Ubiquitin) there is a clear case of conformational exchange only in the
complex. For each protein, e.g. A, the equilibrium between free and bound
forms can be described as a two site exchange process (see equation 8.2), by
introducing an exchange constant depending on the concentration of the
second protein, e.g. B. As Kd, koff, kon and kex are in this case linked the
determination of Kd and koff are enough to completely define this kinetic
equilibrium. For a two site exchange, the analytical contribution to the
transverse relaxation can be found with various expressions in the literature
[29, 214, 215], leading to the following evolution of the R2:
R2,A,i(PA) = R
free
2,A,i + (R
bound
2,A,i − R
free
2,A,i)PA + Rex (8.6)
with:
Rex =
1
2
[
kex −
1
τcp
argch
(
D+ cosh(η+) −D− cos(η−)
)]
η± = τcp
√√
ψ2 + ξ2 ±ψ
2
and D± =
1
2
(
ψ+ 2∆ω2N√
ψ2 + ξ2
± 1
)
ξ = 2∆ωN
(
kon[B] − koff
)
and ψ = k2ex −∆ω
2
N
(8.7)
and ∆ωN the difference in 15N chemical shifts between the free and the
bound forms.
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8.3 results and discussion
8.3.1 Chemical Shifts Titrations
The effects of titration on chemical shifts are shown in Figure 49. Those two
titrations were used to estimate the dissociation constant of the interaction.
The obtained constant is Kd = 0.190±0.074mM. The corresponding CS
variations obtained for the two proteins can be seen in Figures 51 and 50.
Figure 49 – Chemical Shifts Titrations of SH3-C Ubiquitin complex. Titration
of SH3-C with Ubiquitin (A) and inverse titration (B). Color scale from blue
to green, yellow, orange and red corresponds to an increase of the partner
concentration, blue correspond to the free-form. Peaks are labeled with a letter,
S for SH3-C, U for Ubiquitin and their corresponding amino-acid number.
Figure 50 – Extrapolation of CSs in the SH3-C Ubiquitin complex: (blue points)
experimental data and (red line) linear extrapolation. Panels are labeled with a
letter, S for SH3-C, U for Ubiquitin and their corresponding amino-acid number.
The amplitudes of changes are quite small but variations are localized in
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Figure 51 – Chemical Shifts variations in the SH3-C Ubiquitin complex compared
to the free form: (A) SH3-C, (B) Ubiquitin. Top panel 15N and bottom panel 1H
chemical shifts changes, both are given in absolute value.
particular regions. For SH3-C those regions are approximatively 18-23 (the
RT loop), 37-39 (the nSrc loop), 42-44 (beginning of a β-strand) and 54-58.
For Ubiquitin weak changes can be detected in the N-terminal part but
they are mainly concentrated in the 40-50 region and the C-terminal. This
distribution of CS variations is in good agreement with previous studies
of the complex [196]. Moreover the formation-dissociation kinetics of the
complex appears as a process in a fast exchange regime as no significant
line broadening was observed during the titration.
8.3.2 Relaxation Measurements
The obtained 15N R1 and R2 relaxations rates are presented in Figures 52
and 53.
By direct observation of the data some points can be immediately noticed.
Clear evolution can be seen for the R1 and R2 rates. The overall pattern of the
rates are conserved from one mixture to another, except for a few residues
for which an exchange contribution clearly appears through significantly
higher values of R2 rates (e.g. residues 20 or 57 for SH3-C or residues 9 or 73
for Ubiquitin). Those contributions can be seen even more clearly from R2
rates measured at 23.5T (1GHz) in Figure 54. {1H }-15N nOe measurements
reveal a very similar pattern for the different mixtures (data not shown).
A dynamic tail can be observed (N-terminal for SH3-C and C-terminal for
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Figure 52 – 15N R1, R2 relaxation rates (600MHz) for Ubiquitin for samples with
different protein ratios: (A) 15N R1 and (B) 15N R2. Color coding: from blue
(free form) to green, yellow and red for increasing fraction in the complex.
Ubiquitin) leading to a fall in ηnh values, the rest of the residues exhibiting
a flat profile at ηnh = 0.6 -0.7 . CMPG relaxation dispersion curves do not
exhibit any significative variation for the both free forms and mixtures, thus
results are not shown.
Those data may indicate that no major change in internal dynamic occurs
as it would be visible from some distortion of the relaxation rates pattern.
Moreover the evolution of the R1 rates (and R2 if no exchange is a priori
visible) appears as qualitatively compatible with a two site exchange kinetics,
i.e. evolve linearly.
8.3.3 R1 Rates Extrapolation
Extrapolation of R1 rates are straightforward as they are expected to evolve
linearly as a function of the fraction in the complex. This simple evolution
law allows simultaneous optimization of the fraction of the protein in the
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Figure 53 – 15N R1, R2 relaxation rates (600MHz) for SH3-C for samples with
different protein ratios: (A) 15N R1, (B) 15N R2 and. Color coding: from blue
(free form) to green, yellow and red for increasing fraction in the complex.
complex of both proteins. To ensure higher robustness of the fraction opti-
mization the CSs were used too, with CSs in the free and bound form fixed
to those obtained from the titration. Considering the three experimentally
measured mixtures Mj (j indicating j-th experimentally realized mixture)
the fractions of the two proteins evolved in an opposite way. For clarity,
the fraction will be described with Pi where an increase of i corresponds
to an increase of the fraction in the complex: Pi and Mj corresponds for
SH3-C, but for Ubiquitin P1 correspond to M3 and vice versa. P0 will serve
to denote the free forms. The obtained fractions and typical R1 rate extrapo-
lations can be seen in Table 14 and Figure 55. The obtained fractions are all
shifted in the same direction: smaller fraction for SH3-C and higher fraction
for Ubiquitin. This revealed an initial over-estimation of the introduced
Ubiquitin, and underlines the importance of the correct estimation of the
concentrations of the individual proteins. Similar problems were found in
previous studies of this complex [196].
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Figure 54 – 15N R1, R2 relaxation rates (1GHz) for Ubiquitin (A) and SH3-C (B)
for samples with different protein ratios. Color coding: from blue (free form) to
green, yellow and red for increasing fraction in the complex.
8.3.4 R2 Rates Extrapolation: First Attempts and Simulations
Considering equations 8.6 and 8.7 and knowing expected 15N chemical
shifts, and differences between the free and bound forms, extrapolation of
R2 rates are in theory possible: this corresponds to the similar situation as
the R1 extrapolation with an additional common parameter koff (knowing
koff and Kd is enough to determine kon and kex, see equation 8.2), that
characterize the exchange, i.e. the deviation from linearity of the R2 rate
evolutions.
Using this protocol, the extrapolation was tried, but no satisfying stability
could be reached, with an apparently incompatible effects between 15N
chemical shifts and R2 variations for a given kinetic constants.
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Table 14 – Fraction of the protein in the complex for the mixtures of SH3-C
Ubiquitin: optimized and (expected) values
P1 P2 P3
SH3-C 0.217 (0.242) 0.360 (0.480) 0.593 (0.689)
Ubiquitin 0.284 (0.242) 0.538 (0.480) 0.695 (0.689)
Figure 55 – Extrapolation of R1: (blue points ) experimental data and (red line)
linear extrapolation. Panels are labeled with a letter, S for SH3-C, U for Ubiquitin
and their corresponding amino-acid number.
In order to investigate more carefully this issue, simulations were performed
on the effect of exchange on R2 as a function of koff and 15N CS variations.
Some of those simulations are shown in Figure 56.
The evolution of koff for a given difference of 15N CS between the free and
the bound forms (∆ωN), leads to very different Rex contributions. If the koff
is small the Rex contribution appears globally linear until fraction PA up
to ∼ 0.8 and an abrupt decrease occurs to reach zero for a PA of 1. If koff
increases the maximal exchange contribution shifts to smaller PA values.
The maximum lies around PA ∼ 0.5 for koff ∼ 1000 s−1. At this value of koff
the exchange contribution is maximal. Here two effects participate in this
evolution: firstly the fraction of the protein in the complex and secondly the
concentration of the second protein, that influences the value of kex. If kex
were constant when PA increases, the maximum of exchange would always
occurs at PA = 0.5 . Here the kex increases with the concentration of B (see
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Figure 56 – Evolution of the effect of the exchange contribution Rex in the R2
measurements as a function of the fraction in the complex. Curves were
simulated using equations 8.6 and 8.7. Concentrations were obtained by fixing
[A] = 0.2mM and by increasing [B], Kd = 0.190mM. The effect of the variation
of 15N CS between the free and the bound forms is color coded (∆ωN), from
0 (black) to 1.25ppm (red) by steps of 0.25ppm via blue, green, yellow and
orange. The R2 rates in the free from and in the complex were set to 5 and 8 s−1.
(A)-(D) the total R2 is represented. (E)-(H) only the exchange contribution Rex is
represented. (A) and (E) koff = 200 s−1, (B) and (F) koff = 600 s−1, (C) and (G)
koff = 1000 s−1 and (D) and (H) koff = 4000 s−1.
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equation 8.2) and thus potentially shifts the PA value at which the maximal
Rex is observed.
If now we consider the R2, the contribution due to the change in intrinsic
R2 between the free and the bound form has to be considered. If a small
∆ωN is considered, the R2 will easily appear as linear at relatively high
fraction for koff smaller than ∼ 1000 s−1. In this situation the possibility
of discriminating for a given site the contribution due to exchange or the
one due to the changes in intrinsic R2 can be compromised. For higher
values of koff a clearer curvature appears allowing easier identification of
the exchange contribution. We should always remember that mixtures
where the bound fraction is above 0.7 are more or less impossible to attain
experimentally for dissociation constants of this order or weaker, so that
curvature that is defined only by a drop in the last third of the population
range will not reveal useful information from this dependence.
Concerning the effect of CS, the evolution is simpler as the exchange con-
tribution always increases if ∆ωN goes up, nevertheless the magnitude of
this increase is modulated by the koff value. Considering the range of CS
variation in the titration (maximal values around 1.2ppm) and the maxi-
mal R2 measured in a mixture (around 10Hz), the koff as to be very big
(above ∼ 5000 s−1) or very small (below ∼ 200 s−1) in order to fit the range
of exchange contribution. Qualitatively, considering only the shape of the
profile of experimentally obtained R2 rates profiles, koff can be expected
to be roughly in the range of ∼ 600 -1000 s−1. However in order to fit the
experimental range of R2 rates the CS variation appears smaller to those
measured in the titration.
This incompatibility seems to be the source of the previously observed
extrapolation instability. In order to get around this difficulty, and obtained
at least an estimation of koff, the successive analyses of the 15N relaxation
rates in each the different mixture were realized.
8.3.5 Evolution of Rotational Diffusion Tensors
For each mixture and the two free forms, an analysis of the relaxation R1
and R2 is performed in order to estimate the effective rotational diffusion
tensor of each protein in each mixture. In reality this reports on the av-
erage diffusion tensor weighted by the fraction in the complex, that has
no physical meaning, but is described analytically by a real second rank
tensor in the same way as for the isolated and bound diffusion tensors. This
kind of analysis correlates the orientational information of the relaxation
mechanisms relative to the axes of the diffusion tensor (vectors aligned with
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the major axis will be relaxed as if in a larger molecule, and those aligned
on the shorter axes as in a smaller molecule), and therefore requires a struc-
tural model. As no structural model is directly available for a population
weighted mixture of the free and bound forms of the protein. Consider-
ing the fact that this complex is weak and that only small chemical shifts
variations are observed during the titration no large structural changes are
expected between the free forms and the complex. Therefore the diffusion
tensor determination is performed with the structures of the free proteins
(1d3z for Ubiquitin [175] and the Sculptor structure determined in Chap-
ter 7 for SH3-C), but only using residues that do not exhibit significant
CS changes in the titration. The two proteins are here treated completely
independently.
For this tensor determination, in addition to residues exhibiting large chem-
ical shifts changes, residues exhibiting clear exchange contribution — both
are often linked — or important dynamics (e.g. C- or N- termini, flexible
loop identified in the free form. . . ) are not used. The resulting tensors are
shown in Table 15. Comparing the two free forms, the diffusion tensors
Table 15 – Rotational diffusion tensor obtained for the different mixtures of SH3-C
Ubiquitin. Mixture numbering increase corresponds to an higher fraction of
the studied protein in the complex. P0 correspond to the free form. Tensors
eigenvalues are given in (107s−1).
Ubiquitin SH3-C
Mixture Dxx Dyy Dzz Dxx Dyy Dzz
P0 3.370 3.500 5.190 4.590 5.000 5.940
P1 3.020 3.070 4.130 3.870 3.980 4.770
P2 2.680 2.780 3.660 3.250 3.550 4.190
P3 2.540 2.640 3.520 2.720 3.050 3.530
present significant differences. The eigenvalues of Ubiquitin diffusion tensor
are smaller indicating a slower overall reorientation of the protein, which
is coherent with its higher molecular weight compared to SH3-C. With the
increase of the population the tensors eigenvalues tend to converge. As in
the complex the two partners are expected to share the same tensor, if no
differential dynamic occurs between the two proteins, this convergence cor-
rectly correlates with expected tensor evolutions observed with the increase
of the protein fraction in the complex.
The obtained tensors allowed the calculation of the R2/R1 ratio for each
studied site. The obtained results for SH3-C are presented in Figure 57. The
quality of the data reproduction indicates that the structural input used
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for tensor determination is well adapted, as nearly all of the site specific
differences are reproduced by those calculated from the structure. Two
Figure 57 – R2/R1 ratio for SH3-C in the free form, the different mixtures and
the complex. Fraction in the complex increases from bottom to top. (red)
experimental data and (blue) calculated values.
phenomena can be observed from this evolution: the averaged value of
the R2/R1 ratio increase with the complex formation and the variations of
the R2/R1 ratio increase too. The first point is due to the longer rotational
correlation time of the protein in the complex and the second to the higher
anisotropy of the reorientation diffusion tensor of the complex.
8.3.6 Kinetic Constant Estimation using Exchange Contribution Extracted from
a Model-Free Analysis of Each Mixture
The aim of this analysis was to detect the residues that exhibit significant
exchange contributions due to the complex formation and to use these con-
tributions to estimate the kinetic constants of the formation of the complex.
A model-free analysis, incorporating the effective, population weighted
average rotational diffusion tensor, was used to describe the contribution
of overall motion to the experimentally measured relaxation rates. This
allowed the local dynamics for each protein in each mixture to be estimated,
but more importantly, allowed facile identification of those sites exhibiting
an exchange contribution to the transverse relaxation rate. All residues
presenting exchange in all mixtures and no significant exchange in the free
form were identified: residues 15, 18, 20, 21, 35, 46, 57 and 59 of SH3-C and
residues 54 and 73 of Ubiquitin. The result is coherent with the fact that
those residues exhibited large chemical shifts changes during the titration.
As residue 73 of Ubiquitin exhibits high flexibility it was not retained for
this analysis.
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These exchange contributions are then used to estimate the kinetic constants
of the complex formation-dissociation equilibrium. As expected from the
simulation, no suitable parameterization (using equation 8.7) could be found
by using the CSs obtained from the titration, therefore this restraint was
relaxed. Exchange rates extracted from the model-free analysis and the
corresponding parameterization are shown in Figure 58. The obtained
kinetic constants are:
koff = 1564± 38s−1 kon = (8234± 199).103s−1mol−1L (8.8)
The obtained results are not expected to provide accurate determination of
the kinetic constants, but simply to provide a reasonable range of complex
formation-dissociation kinetic. The uncertainties presented here correspond
to the uncertainties associated only to the last fitting step and is therefore
expected to be clearly underestimated.
The discrepancy between obtained CS and those expected from the titration
might be due to a more complex kinetic pathway involving processes on
slow timescales, that remain invisible using relaxation measurements but
that influence chemical shift values. It is worth noting that similar situation
were found for the study of the interaction between another SH3-C domain
and Ubiquitin using relaxation-dispersion experiments [216].
Figure 58 – Modeling of the exchange contribution in the SH3-C Ubiquitin complex
formation. (Points) exchange contribution from the model-free analysis, (lines)
fitted values: residue 20 (red), 57 (orange), (green) 15, (blue) 21 and (black) 18
of SH3-C.
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8.3.7 R2 Rates Analysis using Intrinsic R2 of the Complex Determined using
Model-Free Analysis of the Mixtures
During the model-free analysis the exchange contribution due to the com-
plex formation can be determined. These contributions have been subtracted
from the experimentally measured R2, leading to a reasonably accurate esti-
mation of the intrinsic R2 in the mixtures. Using those values for exchanging
sites and directly measured R2 otherwise, a linear extrapolation of the R2
rates become possible, as intrinsic R2 are expected to evolve linearly. The
obtained results are illustrated in Figure 59.
Figure 59 – Extrapolation of R2 rates using intrinsic R2 determined from the model-
free analysis of the complex: (blue points) experimental data, (red line) linear
extrapolation of intrinsic R2 rates, (vertical red bars) exchange contributions
determined during the model-free analysis and (red points) R2 rates including
the exchange contribution. Panels are labeled with a letter, S for SH3-C, U for
Ubiquitin and their corresponding amino-acid number.
8.3.8 Determination of the Diffusion Tensor of the Complex
Due to the extrapolation procedure, residues presenting exchange contribu-
tion in the different mixtures are expected to have less accurate R2 rate in
the complex. Those residues were not used during the tensor determina-
tion, therefore avoiding any error propagation, if their determination was
eventually less accurate. All residues present in flexible loops or tails are
also removed.
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Two different analyses were then applied: first each protein was analyzed
separately as previously described for the mixtures, then the two proteins
where analyzed simultaneously. In order to simplify the comparison of
the analysis, the two proteins were superimposed to match the relative
orientation determined from the structure of the complex determined using
similarly extrapolated RDCs measured in PEG/hexanol [196]. This align-
ment does not influence the determination of the tensor for the individual
proteins, it is simply used to facilitate the comparison of the obtained angles
and the visual comparison of the tensor orientation with the shape of the
complex. For the simultaneous analysis of the two proteins this orientation
is on the other hand especially important as both proteins will be analyzed
with the same tensor.
Results of the obtained rotational diffusion tensor are shown in Table 16
and the tensors are visually compared in Figure 60. The agreement in terms
of orientations and eigenvalues is very good leading to almost identical
tensors for the two proteins, using this separate determination.
Table 16 – Rotational diffusion tensor for SH3-C-Ubiquitin complex.
D⊥ (10
−7s−1) D‖ (10
−7s−1) φ (°) θ (°)
SH3-C 2.311±0.014 2.961±0.023 85.43±1.48 −43.77±1.26
Ubiquitin 2.289±0.013 3.054±0.024 83.25±1.36 −47.07±1.42
Complex 2.310±0.015 2.989±0.028 84.59±1.32 −44.59±1.42
Figure 60 – Comparison of the reorientation diffusion tensor for the SH3-C-
Ubiquitin complex. Tensor obtained from the analysis of SH3-C alone (A)
and from the analysis of Ubiquitin alone (B) or from their simultaneous anal-
ysis (C). Points correspond to the orientations of the tensors otained using
Monte-Carlo simulations.
The obtained tensors clearly present a prolate shapes. For the three analyses,
the statistical analysis using χ2-test accepted both prolate and fully asym-
metric tensors. Nevertheless, using F-statistic no significant improvement
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can be found using the more complex model. Thus prolate tensors are
presented (see Table 16). The axial symmetry of the obtained tensors can
be seen from the distribution of orientation of the reorientation diffusion
tensor obtained from Monte-Carlo simulations in Figure 60 or even directly
from his ellipsoidal representation. This obtained tensors seems reasonable
considering the geometrical shape of the complex.
The reproductions of R2/R1 ratios are shown in Figure 57 and in Figure 61
as a function of α the angle between the main axis (characterized by D‖) and
the vector of interest. The quality of the data reproduction for both protein is
Figure 61 – R2/R1 data reproduction for the SH3-C-Ubiquitin complex as a function
of α the angle between the main axis and the vector of interest: (A) SH3-C
analyzed alone, (B) Ubiquitin analyzed alone and (C) SH3-C and Ubiquitin
analyzed simultaneously.
very good, even slightly better for SH3-C. Interestingly the data reproduction
obtained by analyzing the two proteins with a unique tensor is almost as
good as the one obtained by the two separate analysis (total χ2 of 136 for the
separated analysis and 149 for the simultaneous one), again indicating that
the relative orientation of the two proteins obtained from the RDC analysis
is in agreement with the 15N relaxation information and that the structure
of the complex — the relative orientation of the two partners — can be
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determined using the extrapolated 15N relaxation rates, by determining
separately the tensors and then aligning them. As the obtained tenors
determined here present a clear axial symmetry, only the main axis can be
easily determined leading to a potential indetermination of the orientation
of the two protein against the rotation of one partner around the main axis.
This degeneracy may be overcome by introducing supplementary restraints,
e.g. ambiguous restraints derived from the chemical shift titrations.
In order to further investigate the orientational information presents in
the R2/R1 ratio, a direct comparison with the available RDCs measured
for the complex in PEG/hexanol mixture is presented in Figure 62. The
Figure 62 – Comparison of RDCs measured in PEG/hexanol (red) and R2/R1 ratios
(blue) determined for the SH3-C-Ubiquitin complex: (A) Ubiquitin and (B)
SH3-C
correspondence between these two completely independent data sets, nei-
ther of which are experimentally available, and both of which have been
derived from multiple mixtures to access the values in the complex, is really
quite striking. The amplitude of the two distributions cannot be compared,
but the distribution profiles are extremely similar, as confirmed by the
correlation plot presented in Figure 63. The information accessible by the
two approaches is clearly of similar nature, but also complementary. The
alignment tensor in a steric alignment media and the reorientation diffusion
tensor has to present similarities, both being mainly determined by the
shape of the considered system. Nevertheless those information are derived
from completely different sources of information, by completely different
experiments and both were extrapolated in the complex. Therefore the con-
vergence of the two analyses bring important support to the two different
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Figure 63 – Correlation of RDCs measured in PEG/hexanol and R2/R1 ratios
determined for the SH3-C-Ubiquitin complex.
approaches. However the information content of the two sources of infor-
mation — 15N relaxation rates and RDCs — is by essence different and thus
differences are expected. One of the most important sources of divergence
between those two quantities is their different sensitivity to slow timescales
dynamics. Nevertheless the structural information that modulates both 15N
relaxation rates and RDCs "dominate" the dynamical information, allowing
this striking comparison. For this reason R2/R1 ratios have often been used
similarly to RDCs in structural refinements of complexes.
8.3.9 Determination of the Internal Dynamic of the Complex
Knowing the properties of reorientation of the complex allows the determi-
nation of the local dynamics in the complex using a model-free approach.
As the treatment of each amino-acid is independent, all residues are in-
cluded: this allows the identification the excessive exchange contribution
induced by the linear extrapolation. The results in terms of Ni-HNi order
parameters S2nh,b are shown in Figure 64 and compared to those of the free
forms S2nh,f (see Chapters 4 and 7).
The comparison of the Ni-HNi order parameters from the free and the bound
forms leads essentially to similar results. A slight shift can be observed
towards less dynamics in the complex, but often the differences are not
large enough to be significant, considering experimental uncertainties. Some
more important variations are localized in few regions of the two proteins,
for Ubiquitin in the N-terminal part, in the 50-55 region and mainly in
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Figure 64 – Comparison of the 15N relaxation derived order parameters of SH3-C
and Ubiquitin in their free (black bars) and bound forms (red line): (A) SH3-C
(B) Ubiquitin.
the C-terminal tail. For SH3-C they are clustered in the 18-25, 38-45 and
55-60 region. Those regions correspond mainly to those identified in the
titration as being influenced by the complex formation. Those shifts may
partially be due to a less accurate evaluation to the R2 rates for those sites
as they are all potentially influenced by the exchange due to the complex
formation. Nevertheless if this bias may not be completely eliminated, it
seems improbable that this effect appears systematically without inducing
clear deviations for the data reproduction or for the comparison with RDCs
and without generating exchange contributions in the model free analysis.
A significant reduction of the dynamics is present in the C-terminal tail
of Ubiquitin, which is known to play an important role in the complex
formation [196]. A reduction of the dynamics at the interface of the complex
is moreover physically reasonable: the appearance of interactions between
the two partners reducing the mobility of the involved interfaces.
8.4 conclusion
Physiologically important weak protein-protein interactions are remarkably
common, for example for the dynamic rearrangement of multi-component
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protein complexes involved in enzyme regulation and signal transduction.
The low stability of weak complexes makes detailed structural study via
X-ray crystallography almost impossible, and NMR spectroscopy is the
technique of choice for studying low affinity interactions, providing atomic
resolution characterization of molecular interfaces even for dissociation
constants above 100 µM. Spin relaxation rates provide powerful constraints
on intermolecular orientation in molecular complexes, but the unavoidable
combination of free and bound contributions to the measured rate have
until now precluded their use in the study of weak complexes.
In this chapter a weak complex between Ubiquitin and the SH3-C do-
main was investigated using 15N relaxation rates. Using titration based
approaches the R1 relaxation rates and the R2 rates for sites that do not
exhibit exchange were accurately extrapolated in the complex. In favorable
cases the exchange contribution due to the complex formation can be ac-
curately determined allowing a precise determination of every R2 rate in
the complex and a precise estimation of the kinetic constants of the equi-
librium. Here due to the properties of the considered complex (weakness
of the interaction, specific rates of the formation-dissociation kinetics. . . )
this determination could not be done with a sufficient accuracy and robust-
ness. Thus alternative approaches were used by exploiting the information
derived from the model-free analyses of the different mixtures and the
complex. This allows a rough estimate of the kinetics of this system. Never-
theless an intriguing discrepancy between the chemical shifts obtained from
the titration and those from the exchange contribution analysis remains and
is still under investigation.
This analysis allows on to very accurately determine the rotational diffusion
tensor of the complex. This analysis can be done using the two proteins
separately and the obtained results are almost identical. The appearance
of the anisotropy of the tensor can be followed from the free forms to
the complex in the different mixtures. The obtained rates in the complex
were compared to RDCs measured in steric alignments. The correlation
observable by comparing the two datasets is striking, underlying the similar
orientational information present in the two datasets, and demonstrating
that the fluctuations measured in the R2/R1 ratios stem almost entirely
from the orientation of the different relaxation mechanisms relative to the
diffusion tensor.
Finally the approaches allowed the fast dynamics of the complex to be
analyzed. TheNi-HNi order parameters are globally similar to those obtained
in the free forms, except in the interacting regions, where a higher rigidity
is observed in the complex. Nevertheless those changes are quite small
and more significant differences might be visible at slower timescales. The
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measurement of several RDC datasets in the complex, if experimentally
challenging, would be of great interest to characterize the dynamics of
this complex and would certainly bring further insights in the molecular
recognition mechanisms.

Part IV
INTR INS ICALLY DISORDERED PROTE INS
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HIGHLY FLEX IBLE SYSTEMS : CHEMICALLY
DENATURED AND INTR INS ICALLY DISORDERED
PROTE INS
abstract
Intrinsically disordered proteins are now recognized as playing important
roles in the functioning of living organisms. Nevertheless these very flex-
ible systems fall outside the classical paradigm of structural biology and
require descriptions that can properly express their intrinsic conformational
flexibility. Here some of the information that can be obtained using NMR
spectroscopy is summarized and an ensemble based description, named
Flexible-Meccano, for describing the conformational behavior of IDPs is
presented.
9.1 introduction
Intrinsically Disordered Proteins (IDPs) are now recognized to represent a
significant fraction of all functional proteins. Even though this fraction is
limited to a few percent in prokaryotic organisms, it is estimated to reach
more than 30% for eukaryotic systems and even 40% of the human proteome
[217]. The biological functions exerted by IDPs are very broad including
cell cycle regulation, signaling, translation and transcription [217–219] and
they play key roles in neurodegenerative diseases and cancer [217].
The inherent plasticity of IDPs allows them to sample more efficiently their
surroundings and thereby increase the probability of interaction with one or
several different biological partners [217], and they often fold upon binding
[220, 221] although high flexibility can remain in the formed complexes
[222]. IDPs have large interaction surfaces, without requiring excessively
high molecular weights, and they are efficiently regulated through high
turnover rates [217]. Due to their highly flexible nature, these proteins
have until now escaped detailed biophysical characterization and it has
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become clear that the very existence of this class of proteins necessitates a
reassessment of the classical structure-function paradigm.
IDPs cannot be represented by a single, three-dimensional structure. There-
fore, their characterization and biophysical properties have to be described
using tools allowing for such flexible behavior. An ensemble description
can be invoked, where the protein is assumed to interconvert between
more or less equiprobable conformations. In general, descriptions based
on probabilistic formalisms are expected to be more suitable for describing
the properties of IDPs compared to standard structural approaches. Experi-
mentally, many different techniques have been used to provide important
insight into IDP biophysics [223] including Infra-Red (IR) Spectroscopy [224],
Ciruclar Dichroïsm [225] and X-ray and neutron scattering [226, 227].
Considering IDPs as completely unfolded systems (i.e. as random-coil
states) is an oversimplification as many IDPs contain significant amounts of
residual structure [219, 225, 228]. This residual structure has been shown to
be essential for controlling early molecular recognition events in IDPs under-
going disorder-to-order transitions upon binding to physiological partners.
Therefore, many recent IDP developments have focused on characterizing
such residual structure at atomic resolution [229, 230].
Thermally or chemically denatured proteins are also highly flexible and
therefore can be expected to share some of the biophysical properties of IDPs.
Some differences between IDPs and denatured proteins do however exist,
e.g. the details of their conformational behaviour and their interactions with
the solvent [223], however, the same techniques can be applied to both types
of systems. The present chapter focuses on the use of NMR spectroscopy
to characterize the dynamical behavior of IDPs and other unfolded states.
Different kinds of information accessible by NMR will be presented and
emphasis will be put on a recently developed ensemble description of the
disordered state, the so-called Flexible-Meccano.
9.2 nmr as a probe of denatured and intrinsically
disordered proteins
NMR has emerged as the technique of choice for studying IDPs as it can
provide both site-specific and long-range information in highly flexible
systems by exploiting different kinds of interactions [229, 230]. This will be
briefly explained in this section.
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9.2.1 Chemical Shifts
The Chemical Shift (CS), which is the easiest measurable quantity in liquid
state NMR, provides information about the local electronic environment of a
studied nucleus [15, 231, 232]. In an unfolded system, a nucleus experiences
different environments and the measured CS corresponds to the average
over all conformations exchanging at timescales up to the millisecond.
The easiest way to extract information from CSs is to define the so-called
random-coil values that correspond to the CSs of the nuclei in a com-
pletely unfolded chain. These random-coil values have to be obtained for
each amino-acid and nucleus type and usually short peptides are used for
this purpose [233]. Deviations from these values, the so-called Secondary
Chemical Shifts (SCSs), can therefore be interpreted in terms of the ex-
istence of secondary structure propensities [233–235]. The use of several
CSs per amino-acid, e.g. 13Cα, 13Cβ. . . allows a more precise estimation of
the secondary structure propensity and limits the potential bias due to CS
referencing errors [236, 237].
9.2.2 J-Couplings
The 3J-coupling depends on the backbone φ-angles through an empirical
Karplus-type relationship (see Chapter 5). As for chemical shifts, it is
possible to estimate random-coil 3J-coupling values and information about
conformational propensities can be obtained through the deviations from
these values [238, 239].
9.2.3 Relaxation Measurements
Spin relaxation measurements (e.g. 15N R1, R2 and heteronuclear nOes)
can be carried out in the unfolded state in order to obtain insight into the
different motions occurring along the chain. Analysis of these relaxation
rates is however complicated by the fact that the model-free approach is not
directly applicable to unfolded systems as the internal and overall correla-
tion functions cannot be clearly separated [230]. As an approximation, the
overall correlation time can be modeled as a distribution of correlation times
[240]. Information about slower motions at the µs-ms time scale has been
obtained using relaxation-dispersion experiments [241] or R2 measurements
[242].
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9.2.4 Residual Dipolar Couplings
As presented in Chapter 2, RDCs are sensitive probes of the structure
and dynamics of a studied system. In principle this information exists
both in folded and unfolded systems as long as RDCs can be measured.
For completely unfolded proteins, the existence of non zero RDCs was
at the beginning not obvious, as the flexibility of the peptide chain could
potentially average the angular dependence of the RDCs to zero. However,
it has become clear that RDCs in unfolded systems adopt bell-shaped curves
with vanishing values at the extremities and non zero mean values in the
center of the chain. This can be rationalized for a steric alignment medium
by considering an internuclear vector, e.g. an Ni-HNi bond, in the center
of the chain and one at the extremity. The alignment can be estimated by
finding all possible bond vector orientations in the presence of the alignment
medium and compare it to those in the absence of the medium1. In the
absence of the medium the internal and external bond vectors have the same
accessible space. Therefore, the vector with the most restricted available
space when the medium is introduced will be more aligned and will exhibit
larger RDCs values. The probability to find a conformation where the
external amide Ni-HNi vector is close to the alignment medium elements
(e.g. a bicelle) is much higher than for the internal vector and thus the
central part of the chain should exhibit larger RDCs.
This qualitative reasoning has been more precisely studied by using a ran-
dom walk model where the peptide chain is modeled as rigid segments
[244–246]. This approach has provided an analytical expression of the bell-
shaped curve that gives reasonable agreement with experimental data. A
major drawback of this approach is that each amino-acid is treated in the
same way and therefore does not allow different conformational propen-
sities for each amino-acid. In order to obtain a quantitative description of
the unfolded state, it is essential to take into account amino-acid specific
conformational propensities.
The deviation from the completely unfolded state can be monitored as
modulations of this bell-shaped curve. For example, studies of the denatured
states of apo-myoglobin [247] and acyl-CoA binding protein [248] reveal
deviations of the 1DNH couplings from their negative bell-shaped profile. In
some cases the 1DNH values even become positive showing that the proteins
contain significant amounts of residual structure in the denatured state.
The observed change in sign can be explained as follows. As shown in
Chapter 2, a RDC can be expressed as
〈
dnhP2(cos θnh)
〉
, where θnh is the
angle between the Ni-HNi vector and the magnetic field B0 and P2 is the
1 This is the principle underlying the Pales approach [243].
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second order Legendre polynomial. For a Ni-HNi internuclear vector, dnh
is positive so the sign of the RDC will be given by
〈
P2(cos θnh)
〉
. If we
consider a steric alignment medium where an elongated molecule aligns in
the B0 field direction, as shown in Figure 65, the Ni-HNi internuclear vector
will mainly be orthogonal to the B0 field (θnh ≃ 90 °) and the corresponding
1DNH will be negative. In the case of an elongated chain with α-helical or
turn-like structure the Ni-HNi internuclear vector will mainly be parallel to
the B0 field (θnh ≃ 0 °) leading to positive RDCs.
Figure 65 – Figurative representation of the effect of the absence (A) or presence
(B) of an α-helical motif in an elongated structure on the orientation of Ni-HNi
amide internuclear vector. The alignment direction is supposed to be parallel to
the B0 field.
It is worth noting that RDCs for unfolded proteins are often measured in
steric alignment media because tensor estimation is relatively simple relying
on the over-all shape of the molecules [243]. Tensor estimation is more
complicated in electrostatic alignment media as the distribution of charges
in the protein has to be taken into account [249]. Furthermore, as IDPs often
exhibit a high proportion of charged residues [217], strong interactions with
electrostatic alignment media may be more difficult to avoid.
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9.2.5 Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancement
A convenient way to extract long-range distance information in the un-
folded state is to use PREs induced by an artificially incorporated unpaired
electron (see Section 1.3). The presence of an unpaired electron enhances
the relaxation rates of nuclei located up to 30Å from the electron. The
relaxation enhancement of nuclei located close to the unpaired electron can
be so significant that the NMR signals become broadened beyond detection.
Thus, PREs are considered to bring relevant distance information in the
range 5-30Å from the unpaired electron [250].
Classical approaches to obtain such information is to attach a paramag-
netic tag on specific places in the poly-peptide chain. A commonly used
paramagnetic probe is the MTSL (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-∆3-pyrroline-3-
methyl)-methanethiosulfonate) spin label that can be attached to Cysteine
sulfur atoms. Native Cysteines or Cysteines that have been introduced
into the protein by site-directed mutagenesis can be used as MTSL anchor
sites [250–252]. Using multiple anchor sites enhances the available distance
information and possibly allows an accurate characterization of the distance
distributions within the protein. Nevertheless the use of mutagenesis and
the introduction of a tag can modify the biophysical properties of the protein
and caution has to be taken to minimize potential perturbations.
In general, PREs are obtained by measuring the peak intensity ratio between
two different spectra, one in presence of the paramagnetic center, one in the
absence of this center [250, 252] or by measuring directly R2 relaxation rates
[250, 253]. For the MTSL spin label, the oxidized form of the nitroxyl group
is paramagnetic, whereas the reduced form is diamagnetic. Thus, the PREs
can be measured using the same protein sample by reducing or oxidizing
the paramagnetic center.
Pioneering work has been achieved by Gillespie and Shortle [254], with
the analysis of denatured staphylococcal nuclease, where the authors iden-
tified deviations from the completely unfolded state by comparing the
electron-nucleus correlation time profile obtained experimentally and the
one predicted for a completely random walk model. The theory underlying
their observation was later further investigated with different analytical
models and molecular simulations [255]. Further work characterizes dis-
tance information in unfolded states by incorporating PREs as distance
restraints in restrained molecular dynamics simulations (see Section 3.4)
[252, 256, 257] or by interpreting them in terms of probability distribution
functions [258]
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9.3 flexible-meccano
9.3.1 Principle
Flexible-Meccano is an ensemble based description of the unfolded state
[103] that consists of generating a large ensemble of structures whose
average properties represent the unfolded state.
This method is derived from the Meccano algorithm [165] (see Section 3.6.3),
that allows the construction of a protein structure by sequentially orienting
one peptide plane after another. In the Meccano approach, applied to
folded proteins, the plane is oriented to be in agreement with measured
RDCs, whereas in the Flexible-Meccano approach no similar restraints are
used. The planes have an ideal geometry and are oriented by following two
rules:
1. The backbone (φ,ψ)-angles are selected in a database that is assumed
to describe the unfolded state. This database is amino-acid specific,
with some additional special cases such as amino-acids preceding
proline are treated as specific amino-acids due to their restricted sam-
pling. This database is an important feature of the model, and the
first database was constructed by including all (φ,ψ)-combinations
adopted by residues in loop regions of 500 high resolution (less than
1.8Å) X-ray structures.
2. A conformation, i.e. a (φ,ψ)-combination, can be selected only if it
does not generate steric clashes. Clashes are estimated by using a
residue specific exclusion volume modeled as a sphere centered on
the Cβ atom (Cα atom for glycines). The radius of the spheres are
amino-acids specific and their values have been fixed according to the
literature [259].
For each conformer the desired quantities, e.g. 1DNH couplings, are calcu-
lated and averaged over all the members of the ensemble.
Concerning RDCs, they are estimated using a static description (see equation
2.30), with the conformational disorder of the unfolded protein represented
by the ensemble of states, and the tensor properties are determined by either
Pales [243], an approach that estimate steric alignment tensors on the basis
of the shape of the protein, or by using the similarity between alignment
and the gyration tensor [260].
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9.3.2 Applications
The Flexible-Meccano approach has been successfully applied to various
systems. The first application was the nucleocapsid-binding domain of
Sendai virus phosphoprotein PX. Its biological partnerNTAIL, the C-terminal
domain of the Sendai virus nucleoprotein, has also been investigated using
Flexible-Meccano based approaches [261, 262].
The protein α-Synuclein, was also investigated [263], where long-range
contacts were necessary to reproduce experimental RDCs and during the
study of the Tau protein [264], the combination of Flexible-Meccano and
molecular dynamics simulations allowed the identification of β-turns in the
vicinity of the functionally important microtubule binding, and aggregation
nucleation sites.
It was also applied to urea-denatured Ubiquitin [265], where multiple RDCs
measured for each peptide unit clearly indicated that the statistical coil
model of the unfolded state needed to be refined to take into account the
more extended nature of backbone conformational sampling in the presence
of urea.
9.4 conclusion
IDPs are challenging biophysical systems as their intrinsic flexibility requires
that biophysical approaches that have been developed to study folded
systems are not longer appropriate and need to be significantly adapted.
Their biological roles can be complex and the associated molecular processes
are often completely unknown. As they fall outside of the classical struc-
tural biology paradigm, a large set of question appears, concerning their
biomolecular behavior or even concerning the adequate way of studying
such systems. Nowadays the understanding of the biophysical properties
of the unfolded state is not sufficiently established. The use of approaches
based only on classical biology hypothesis could miss some still unknown
features of the unfolded state.
Furthermore, the philosophy of IDP studies seems to have some symmetry
with studies of the dynamics of folded proteins. Two extreme situations
exists: the perfectly static description for folded systems and the random-
coil model for unfolded systems. In both case deviations are observed
and are biologically important. For folded systems the introduction of
conformational dynamical disorder is necessary to obtain an accurate picture
of their biophysical properties. For the unfolded state the random-coil has
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appeared as an oversimplified description and precise descriptions are
required to identify the presence of functionally important residual order.
Therefore the two following chapters will deal with the presence of con-
formational order in denatured and unfolded systems, characterized with
a non hypothesis driven approach: the first will focus on local characteri-
zation and the second on long-range manifestation of this conformational
(dis)order.

10
CHARACTER IZAT ION OF LOCAL ORDER IN
UNFOLDED SYSTEMS
abstract
The existence of local conformational propensities in unfolded system may
be extremely important for their biological function. Characterizing this
residual structure form experimental data remains difficult without using
hypothesis driven approaches. Here a novel method is developed to ob-
tain local conformational sampling of unfolded proteins. As the studied
systems present an extremely large number of degree of freedom the ap-
proach is extensively tested in order to determine the extent to which the
reproduction of experimental data ensures a meaningful representation of
the conformational distribution. The approach is first developed for urea-
denatured Ubiquitin by analysing an extensive set of RDCs and then used
to describe NTAIL conformational sampling on the basis of heteronuclear
chemical shifts.
10.1 introduction
The Flexible-Meccano approach presented in the previous chapter (see
Section 9.3) has led to a significant improvement in our understanding
of the unfolded state. Thus, if we assume that the Flexible-Meccano
database is reasonable, the ensemble constructed by Flexible-Meccano
provides a reliable representation of the disordered state and includes all
conformations exchanging at timescales up to the millisecond.
Nevertheless, this approach alone is unable to rationalize deviations from the
random-coil state. Previous studies have mainly used a rational, hypothesis-
based approach to the interpretation of RDCs in unfolded states, calculating
explicit ensembles containing tens of thousands of conformers from different
conformational sampling regimes and comparing the ensemble-averaged
couplings to experimental data [264, 265]. In this study we are interested in
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investigating the possibility of defining the conformational sampling of the
peptide chain directly from the experimental NMR data at amino-acid reso-
lution. In order to do this we develop a novel algorithm, called Asteroids
(A Selection Tool for Ensemble Representations Of Intrinsically Disordered
State), to select from a large pool of possible conformers, created using
the algorithm Flexible-Meccano, the sub-ensemble that best describes the
data.
First, we test this approach to determine how well the fitting of RDCs to
reduced conformational ensembles containing few conformers can correctly
reproduce the peptide backbone conformational behavior of the protein.
Having established approaches that allow accurate mapping of conforma-
tional space, the protocol is applied to the analysis of urea-denatured Ubiq-
uitin using RDCs and with the analysis of the CSs of NTAIL, the C-terminal
domain of Sendai virus nucleoprotein (see Annexe B).
This chapter summarizes two pieces of work in which I was strongly im-
plicated, but for which I was not the only principle author. Major part of
the development of Asteroids approach was made by Gabrielle Nodet
and this application to Chemical Shifts was leaded by Malene Ringkjøbing
Jensen.
10.2 materials and methods for urea-denatured ubiquitin
analysis
10.2.1 Experimental Data
Experimental RDCs of urea-denatured Ubiquitin were all measured by Meier
et al. [265]. The data set is made up of 1DNH, 1DC ′Cα , 1DCαHα , 3DHNHα ,
4DHNi H
α
i−1
, 5DHNi HNi+1 , and
8DHNi H
N
i+2
, where all couplings were measured
by aligning the protein in stretched polyacrylamide gel at pH = 2.5, 8M
urea.
10.2.2 Flexible-Meccano Ensemble Generation and RDCs Calculations
Flexible-Meccano calculations were carried out as explained in Section 9.3.
For RDCs, 12 000 urea-denatured Ubiquitin structures were generated, half
of them using the standard random-coil database, half of them using a more
extended database where the region with 50 ° < φ < 180 ° in Ramachandran
space is more populated (78% instead of 59%). The extended database has
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been shown to be more appropriate for describing urea-denatured proteins
compared to the standard random-coil database [265].
RDCs were calculated using Pales [243]. Two methods were used to sim-
ulate RDCs. One where the tensor of the protein was estimated using
the whole molecule (standard Pales protocol) and one where the tensor
was determined using a Local Alignment Window (LAW) [266]. For each
amino-acid i in the protein, a local alignment tensor was estimated using
short windows of 3, 9, 15 or 25 amino-acids in length centered on i and
RDCs were calculated for this amino-acid i only. This protocol was repeated
for all amino-acids in the peptide chain. Dummy Alanines were added to
the C- and N-terminal ends of the protein in order to be able to use this
procedure for the whole peptide chain. RDCs were then averaged over all
ensemble members. For the LAW based protocol, the obtained RDCs were
multiplied by an appropriate hyperbolic cosine baseline, defined for each
amino-acid i as:
B(i) = 2b cosh(a(i−m0)) − c (10.1)
withm0 corresponds to the middle of the sequence and a, b, c are adjustable
parameters that are optimized for the different types of couplings. Thus,
the i-th coupling between spins I and S can be expressed in the LAW based
protocol as:
Dis(i) = |B(i)|D
law
is (10.2)
10.2.3 Simulated Data
Two synthetic datasets of RDCs were simulated using the structures of
the standard sampling or the structures of the extended sampling gener-
ated using Flexible-Meccano (see Section 10.2.2). 1DNH, 1DCαHα , 1DC ′Cα ,
3DHNHα ,
4DHNi H
α
i−1
, 5DHNi HNi+1 and
8DHNi H
N
i+2
were simulated for all the
structures and the synthetic datasets correspond to the average over 5000
structures.
10.2.4 Asteroids
Asteroids is an approach based on a genetic algorithm that allows selection
of a sub-ensemble from a large pool of structures that on average agrees
with available experimental data for example from NMR.
Genetic algorithms, which are very popular evolutionary algorithms, were
developed by Holland and co-workers [267]. The idea of such an algorithm
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is to mimic biological evolution [268] to select from a large population the
sub-ensemble which is the best adapted to a given problem.
The aim of Asteroids is to select an ensemble of N conformers within a
large pool of structures obtained using Flexible-Meccano.
Initially, a population of P solutions (called individuals) is generated at
random, where each individual is made up of an ensemble of N structures.
The aim of the algorithm is to select the individual that is best suited
for representing the experimental data. Thus, the algorithm generates
a population of solutions that evolve by iteratively repeating a step of
population increase and a step of population decrease.
In order to increase the population of solutions, three evolution operators
are used:
1. Random generation of solutions: as in the first step P individuals are
randomly generated by selecting structures within the large pool of
structures initially obtained by Flexible-Meccano.
2. Reproduction or crossing: the solutions of the previous step are ran-
domly paired and called parents. P child solutions are obtained by
selecting N structures in the pool of structures obtained from the two
parents.
3. Mutation: each individual is mutated by randomly changing 1% of the
structures (or at least one structure). This mutation can be done by
substituting structures with some coming from the pool consisting of
all the structures present in the population of the previous step and is
called an internal mutation. Otherwise mutation can be done by using
structures that are not present in the previous population, and is called
an external mutation. P individuals are obtained by both mutation
protocols.
During the evolution, it is forbidden to obtain two identical individuals and
each individual cannot contain the same structure twice.
After the evolution step, the population contains 5 P individuals. This popu-
lation is then randomly subjected to T tournaments. In each tournament
individuals are sorted according to a fitness function which is a classical χ2:
χ2 =
∑
i
(
Xcalci −X
exp
i
δi
)2
(10.3)
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where i run over all the experimental measurements, e.g. RDCs or CSs.
The number of individuals surviving the selection according to the fitness
function is controlled by the number of tournaments in order to reach in
total P solutions. By varying the number of tournaments the selection
pressure can be adjusted. Therefore, to avoid premature convergence in
a local minimum, the number of tournaments is decreased during the
evolution, with a typical variation from 100 to 50, 25, 20, 10, 2 and finally
1.
The evolution is repeated several times (typically a few thousand) in order
to ensure convergence of the results.
For the RDCs analysis, the weights of the couplings were fixed to 1.0 for
1DNH and 4DHNi Hαi−1 , 2.0 for
1DCαHα , 0.5 for 1DC ′Cα , 3DHNHα and
5DHNi H
N
i+1
and 0.33 for 8DHNi HNi+2 and the number of individuals per generation P to
100. The RDCs were calculated by linear averaging and a scaling factor
was applied to obtain agreement with the experimental RDCs range, i.e.
the level of alignment. Here, two scaling factors were used: K1 for 1DNH,
1DCαHα , 1DC ′Cα couplings and K2 for 3DHNHα ,
4DHNi H
α
i−1
, 5DHNi HNi+1 and
8DHNi H
N
i+2
couplings. Convergence was achieved after 2000 iterations.
10.2.5 Ramachandran Partition
In order to describe the conformational sampling of the different ensem-
bles, the Ramachandran space is divided into four quadrants, as shown in
Figure 66, defined as:
• αL: φ > 0 °
• αR: φ < 0 ° and −120 ° < ψ < 50 °
• βP: −90 ° < φ < 0 ° and ψ < −120 ° or ψ > 50 °
• βS: −180 ° < φ < −90 ° and ψ < −120 ° or ψ > 50 °
For each quadrant q a population pq, for the amino-acid j can be defined.
For estimating the capability of an ensemble to reproduce conformational
sampling of a simulated target, a χ2Ram can be introduced as:
χ2Ram =
∑
j,q
(
pcalcq,j − p
ref
q,j
)2
(10.4)
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Figure 66 – Definition of the four Ramachandran space quadrants. Regions are αL
(red), αR (blue), βP (yellow) and βs (green). Dots represent standard statistical
coil distributions of Valine (red), Lysine (blue) and Leucine (black).
10.2.6 Radius of Gyration Calculation
The radius of gyration Rg of a molecule can be obtained using [269]:
Rg =
√∑
imi(ri − rc)
2
M
(10.5)
where ri is the position and mi is the mass of nuclei i of the molecule,
M =
∑
imi is the total mass of the molecule and rc is the center of mass of
the molecule defined as:
rc =
1
M
∑
i
miri (10.6)
10.3 results and discussion for urea-denatured ubiquitin
rdc analysis
As we have seen in the previous chapter, RDCs can be simulated from
explicit molecular ensembles of disordered proteins using shape-based con-
siderations of the alignment properties of each copy of the molecule, and
the average couplings can be predicted by taking the mean over the entire
ensemble. Comparison of such predictions with experimental data has
revealed the unique sensitivity of RDCs to local and global sampling prop-
erties of highly disordered proteins. A key disadvantage of this approach is
the number of structures that need to be treated, before the average RDC
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value converges to a non-fluctuating value. This number can reach many
tens of thousands in proteins of 100 amino-acids. It has recently been pro-
posed that convergence of RDCs towards experimental data can be achieved
with a smaller number of conformers if the protein is divided into short,
uncoupled segments [265] — LAWs — and the RDCs are calculated using
the alignment tensor of these segments (see Section 10.2.2).
The ability to describe the conformational properties with ensembles contain-
ing fewer structures will of course make any ensemble selection procedure
more tractable, and is therefore an attractive prospect. In general how-
ever RDCs are affected both by the local conformational sampling, and the
chain-like nature of the unfolded protein, that induce an effective baseline.
Long-range information is necessarily absent from an approach that only
employs LAWs to predict the RDCs. If this approach is employed the
simulated data need to be corrected for the effects of the unfolded chain.
10.3.1 Separation of Local and Global Effect on RDCs in Unfolded Proteins
As previously discussed, RDCs in IDPs have a bell shaped profile. We
have simulated ensemble-averaged RDCs for poly-Valine chains of differing
lengths. This profile can for a given unfolded system be relatively well
parametrized by an hyperbolic cosine curve (see equation 10.1). This param-
eterization can be seen in Figure 67 for a poly-Valine chain of 76 amino-acids
in length. We have therefore investigated whether the RDC profile for a
given unfolded protein can be separated into contributions form the local
environment and from the global contribution due to the unfolded chain.
The use of this baseline takes into account the effect of the position of the
amino-acid in the chain i.e. the contribution of the global "order" present at
a given position in the chain. The local contribution can then be described
using the local alignment window (LAW) approach (see Section 10.2.2). This
approach estimates the alignment tensor for small segments of the peptide
chain instead of using the whole molecule. This corresponds to defining a
persistence length beyond which the neighboring residues have no influence
on the conformational sampling.
The advantage of decoupling the two effects (local and global) is that it
allows a description of the system using a smaller number of structures.
This can be seen from Figure 68A, where the convergence of 1DNH couplings
are presented for different LAWs. This acceleration of convergence is mainly
due to the decrease of the RDC range as the LAWs get smaller, because the
alignment tensor eigenvalues decrease with decreasing chain length (see
Figure 68B).
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Figure 67 – Parameterization of the RDC bell-shaped curve in unfolded proteins.
Crosses indicate 1DC ′Cα (positives values) and 1DNH (negatives values) sim-
ulated with 100 000Flexible-Meccano structures of a poly-Valine chain of 76
amino-acids in length. Solid line indicates the parameterization obtained using
a hyperbolic cosine description.
Figure 68 – Convergence of 1DNH couplings for different LAWs of length 3 (purple),
9 (green), 15 (blue), 25 (back) residues or from the full length protein (red) using
a global alignment tensor. (A) Averaged values obtained for increasing number
of structures for ten different simulations of 1DNH for the amino-acid 41 of
Ubiquitin. (B) Distribution of RDCs obtained from the same simulations.
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The length of the LAW has to be set to a reasonable value that allows to
properly take into account neighboring effects. If the LAWs become too
short, the RDC distribution cannot be correctly reproduced (data not shown).
A value for the length of the LAW that offers both efficiency and accuracy
was found to be around 15 amino-acids. Comparison of RDCs obtained
using 15 amino-acid LAWs and obtained using a global alignment tensor
is presented in Figure 69. It is seen that the separation of local and global
effects is reasonable and provides similar accuracy of the predicted RDCs
as the simulation using a global alignment tensor.
Figure 69 – Effect of separating local and long-range effect on RDCs. RDCs
simulated with a full length approach (red) or with the LAW (blue). The LAW
approach is used with (right) or without (left) baseline multiplication.
10.3.2 Testing Asteroids on Simulated Data
In order to test the capability of the Asteroids ensemble selection procedure
to reproduce RDCs and conformational sampling, the approach was tested
on the two simulated datasets. The obtained results are of similar quality
and therefore only the results with the standard sampling (see Section 10.2.2),
will be presented.
The number of structures used in the Asteroids selected ensemble is a
key parameter in the analysis that is difficult to estimate a priori. Thus, the
influence of this parameter was investigated. Results in terms of RDCs
and conformational sampling reproduction can be seen in Figure 70. χ2RDC
relates to the reproduction of the data while χ2Ram reports on the validity of
the resulting sampling, that is how close it is to the conformational sampling
used to predict the data. Both χ2RDC and χ
2
Ram show a rapid decrease for
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small ensemble sizes. However the slope of the drop is clearly less steep for
χ2Ram, indicating that it takes until something in the range of 200 structures
before the conformational sampling is reproduced accurately. We note that
this number is an order of magnitude higher than some ensemble sizes
that have been proposed in similar ensemble selection procedures. More or
less identical results are obtained for the LAWs of 9 and 15 amino-acids in
length, however, the simulation where a global alignment tensor is used the
reproduction of both RDCs and conformational sampling is clearly worse.
The last point indicates that the estimation of the LAWs for full ensemble
description remains valid for Asteroids selection procedure. On the con-
trary selection of tractable size with the full length approach does not lead
to satisfying results.
These result show that averaging regimes exist where the data can be repro-
duced within experimental error, but the conformational sampling regime
is not accurately reproduced. This is a problem of solution uniqueness in
the resolution of ill-posed problems and that indicates the clear necessity
of performing extensive simulation before applying such approaches to the
description of systems with far more degrees of conformational freedom
than available data.
Figure 70 – RDC χ2RDC (upper panel) and conformational sampling χ
2
Ram (lower
panel) reproduction of simulated data using the Asteroids approach as a
function of the number of structures in the ensemble. Two LAWs are presented
9 (green) and 15 (blue) amino-acids and full-length (red).
The size of the ensemble retained was therefore 200 structures and cor-
responding results in terms of RDCs and conformational sampling are
presented in Figure 71 and compared to the results obtained for an ensem-
ble of 20 structures. The accurate data reproduction and conformational
sampling demonstrate the capacity of Asteroids to select representative
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ensembles of unfolded states. Although the fit is significantly poorer in the
case of 20 structures, the overall features are actually quite well reproduced,
and the quality of the fit would probably be considered acceptable in the
presence of commonly encountered levels of experimental noise. However
the conformational sampling is, in this case, very poorly reproduced.
10.3.3 Applying Asteroids on urea-denatured Ubiquitin Data
The Asteroids approach was then applied to the experimental RDC dataset
of urea-denatured Ubiquitin. The pool of structures was made up of the
12,000 Flexible-Meccano structures (see Section 10.2.2) and an ensemble of
200 structures was selected using Asteroids. In order to properly reproduce
the data, two scaling factors were used: K1 = 0.58 for 1DNH, 1DCαHα , 1DC ′Cα
couplings and K2 = 0.96 for 3DHNHα ,
4DHNi H
α
i−1
, 5DHNi HNi+1 and
8DHNi H
N
i+2
couplings. Results are shown in Figure 72.
Good RDC reproduction is obtained when using the two different scaling
factors. The necessity of differentiating covalently bound and inter-protons
RDCs may be due to the presence of dynamics not explicitly taken into
account in the applied model. This dynamics could influence covalently
bound and inter-proton RDCs differently.
Robustness and accuracy of the approach were tested using Monte-Carlo
simulations and cross-validations. The cross-validations (see Figure 73A)
indicate that correct data reproduction can be obtained for unused couplings
(representing 10% of the data) and that no RDC type is more important than
the other to define urea-denatured Ubiquitin conformational sampling (data
not shown). In addition, the cross-validations confirm that 200 structures is
enough to reach a plateau value of the indirect χ2RDC (see Figure 73B). Monte-
Carlo simulations (data not shown) were used to estimate the uncertainty
(around 3%) of the population in each quadrant in the Ramachandran
space.
Concerning conformational sampling, the obtained ensemble exhibits differ-
ences from the random-coil distribution that are larger than the estimated
uncertainty (see Figure 72). A clear tendency to sample more in the βP
and βS regions and less in the αR region is observed. This corresponds
to having more extended conformations. Previous studies [265] already
introduced this hypothesis to explain the same experimental dataset, but
here the results were obtained by a direct analysis of the data.
A site specific description of the conformational sampling is presented
in Figure 74. It is seen that threonine, glutamic acid and arginine often
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Figure 71 – Site specific RDCs (A-B) and conformational sampling (C-D) repro-
duction of simulated data using the Asteroids approach: (A) and (C) 20-fold
(B) and (D) 200-fold ensembles. (A) and (B) 1DNH, 1DCαHα , 1DC ′Cα , 3DHNHα ,
4DHNi H
α
i−1
and 5DHNi HNi+1 couplings : simulated target (blue), Asteroids se-
lected ensemble (red). (B) population of the different quadrants: conformational
sampling obtained with Asteroids selected ensemble (red) compared to the
targeted distribution (blue).
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Figure 72 – (A) 1DNH, 1DCαHα , 1DC ′Cα , 3DHNHα , 4DHNi Hαi−1 and
5DHNi H
N
i+1
RDCs
reproduction of urea-denatured Ubiquitin data using the Asteroids approach
with differential scaling of the covalently bound and inter-protons RDCs (red)
compared to experimental data (blue). (B) obtained conformational sampling
of urea-denatured Ubiquitin (red) compared to the random-coil distribution
(black).
Figure 73 – (A) Cross-validation of the urea-denatured Ubiquitin analysis using
the Asteroids approach. Passive data reproduction compared to experimental
RDCs. 1DNH (green), 1DCαHα (red), 1DC ′Cα (dark blue), 3DHNHα (cyan),
4DHNi H
α
i−1
(yellow) and 5DHNi HNi+1 (magenta). (B) Passive data reproduction
averaged over 10 cross-validation calculations as a function of the ensemble size.
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Figure 74 – Amino-acid specific Ramachandran distributions for urea-denatured
Ubiquitin compared to a random-coil sampling. (A) Conformational sampling
determined from the Asteroids analysis (10 calculations were combined to
reach 2000 conformers to increase resolution). Populations increase from dark
blue, via cyan, green, yellow to red. (B) Difference between the conformational
sampling distributions obtained for urea-denatured Ubiquitin and the random-
coil distribution. Color scale: blue to green corresponds to negative values
(population lower for urea-denatured Ubiquitin), and yellow to red corresponds
to positive values (population higher for urea-denatured Ubiquitin). Green
corresponds to equal populations in both cases.
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adopts more extended conformations compared to the standard random-coil
sampling. This can be due to their capability to interact with urea through
hydrogen-bonds. The fact that at low pH, urea orients preferentially towards
the protein [270] supports the idea that urea interacts preferentially with
hydrogen-bond donor residues. By contrast hydrophobic amino-acids seem
to exhibit only minor differences between the urea denatured state and the
random-coil. A small angle scattering study [271] proposed that around
20 urea molecules per protein are directly involved in the denaturation,
which is qualitatively in agreement with this study as approximatively one
third of the amino-acids exhibit important deviations from the random-coil
distribution.
10.4 conclusion for urea-denatured ubiquitin analysis
This study presented a novel approach that can be used to select conforma-
tional ensembles of disordered states on the basis of extensive experimental
residual dipolar couplings. We find that the particular averaging proper-
ties of dipolar couplings, and their sensitivity to both local conformational
sampling and the chain-like nature of the disordered state, imposes spe-
cific requirements on the development of ensemble descriptions from these
particular data sets. One consequence is that many tens of thousands of
conformers are required to correctly average RDCs calculated over the entire
chain dimensions of a protein of say 100 amino-acids. Another, related con-
sequence, is that, due to the immense number of degrees of conformational
freedom compared to experimental constraints, data can be well reproduced
by ensembles whose conformational properties do not accurately represent
the true behavior of the protein, if applied in the inappropriate averaging
regime.
We provide solutions to these problems, using a local alignment window,
describing the reorientational properties of a 15 amino-acid segment around
the amino-acid of interest, thereby providing amino-acid specific conforma-
tional properties of each amino-acid. We note however that the chain nature
of the protein is thereby ignored, and this has to be corrected by introducing
a contribution due to the polymer chain.
Extensive simulations demonstrate that between 100 and 200 structures
are then necessary to correctly describe the conformational behavior when
using 15 amino-acid alignment segments. This provides accurate amino-acid
sampling along the chain. The use of fewer structures can again reproduce
the data, but provides an incorrect conformational description.
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Having developed the selection algorithm Asteroids, that can in principle
be applied to selection on the basis of any experimental parameter that can
be calculated for each conformer and then averaged over the ensemble, the
most obvious application was to apply the approach to the interpretation
of chemical shifts. In the next Section we describe how we have combined
recent developments in the prediction of chemical shifts from individual
structures to describe the conformational properties of partially folded
chains on the basis of chemical shifts alone.
10.5 introduction for ntail analysis using chemical shifts
Chemical shifts measured in IDPs report on the population weighted av-
erage over an entire ensemble of interchanging conformers, exchanging
on timescales faster than the millisecond range. These readily measured
parameters are nevertheless highly sensitive probes of local protein con-
formation, as has been demonstrated by the recent determination of three-
dimensional structures of entire globular proteins using chemical shifts as
sole experimental constraints. The dependence of 13C backbone chemical
shifts on backbone (φ/ψ) dihedral angles, have been routinely used to iden-
tify secondary structure, and to estimate the level of secondary structural
propensity within folded and unfolded proteins.
In this study we combine ensemble descriptions of unfolded proteins, with
state-of-the-art chemical shift prediction algorithms that have underpinned
the successful determination of folded proteins from chemical shifts. This
combination is used to explore the possibility of using chemical shifts alone
to map local backbone conformational sampling of intrinsically disordered
and partially folded proteins.
10.6 materials and methods for ntail analysis
10.6.1 Experimental Data
NTAIL Chemical Shifts were measured by Jensen et al. [261]. Potential
chemical shift reference offsets were corrected using Ssp [237]. Secondary
Chemical Shifts (SCSs) were calculated as the difference between the ex-
perimental CSs and the random-coil values from RefDB [272], except for
residues preceding prolines where random-coil values were taken from
Wishart et al. [233].
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10.6.2 Flexible-Meccano Ensemble Generation, CSs Calculations and
Asteroids Selection
Similar protocol than for the urea-denatured Ubiquitin study was used (see
Section 10.2.2). The starting database consisted of 10 000 NTAIL structures
obtained using the standard random-coil Flexible-Meccano sampling. For
each conformer the side-chains were added using Sscomp [273] and the CSs
were calculated for each conformer using a modified version of Sparta [274]
that did not include the side-chain χ1 torsion angle in the scoring function
as no information is available about the exact conformations of the side
chains.
For Asteroids selection, the weights of the CSs were 2.0 for 15N and 1.0 for
13C′, 13Cα and 13Cβ. Two kinds of analyses were successively carried out:
one where each amino-acid is treated independently and one with selection
of full structures on the basis of the experimental CSs.
For the treatment of individual amino-acids, the 15N CS was not used.
For each residue, 200 structures are selected and the analysis is repeated
five times in order to reach 1000 (φ,ψ)-combinations. 500 generations
are enough to obtain convergence. The selection is used as a modified
(φ,ψ)-database for Flexible-Meccano in order to generate a pool of 7500
structures. Note that at this point the (φ,ψ)-database is different for each
amino-acid in the protein. The pool of 7500 structures is complemented
with 2500 structures obtained using the standard random-coil distribution.
This procedure ((φ,ψ)-combination selection and new Flexible-Meccano
structure generation) is repeated until no further improvement in experi-
mental data reproduction is achieved.
A last step involves selecting 200 conformers from the last obtained pool of
structures that agree with all experimentally measured CSs of the protein.
In this step the 15N CSs are included and 3,000 generations are necessary to
ensure convergence.
10.7 results and discussion for ntail chemical shifts
analysis
10.7.1 Ability of the Asteroids Protocol to Define Conformational Sampling
The Flexible-Meccano-Asteroids protocol was tested on simulated CS
data in a similar way to the urea-denatured Ubiquitin approach. Three
sets of simulated CS data corresponding to Flexible-Meccano ensembles
created using a standard random-coil database, a more extended database
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and a more helical database were submitted to Asteroids analysis. The
targeted data corresponding to the extended and helical ensembles could
not be closely reproduced by selecting full structures using Asteroids
from a large pool of conformers created using the standard random-coil
database. An explanation for this resides in the inadequacy of the standard
random-coil database to provide a sufficient number of structures with high
proportions of e.g. helical propensity.
A potential solution to this problem is to heavily over-sample i.e. to in-
crease the size of the Flexible-Meccano pool however this process will
be very time consuming. Thus, a modification of the Flexible-Meccano
(φ,ψ)-database was chosen. A new (φ,ψ)-database adapted to the protein
under investigation is obtained by pre-selecting for each amino-acid in the
protein a smaller (φ,ψ)-database through the iterative process presented in
Section 10.6.2. For the individual treatment 15N CSs were not used as they
mainly depend on the conformation of the neighboring residues (mainly
the φ-angle of the previous amino-acid) [274]. After typically three or four
iterations no more improvement in the data reproduction was observed.
Using this site-specific (φ,ψ)-database, 10 000 Flexible-Meccano struc-
tures were generated and Asteroids selection of 200 structures was achieved.
Good data reproduction was obtained and the conformational sampling
used to simulate the data was reproduced within 5% accuracy.
10.7.2 Conformational Sampling of NTAIL from Chemical Shifts
The protocol was applied to NTAIL experimental data. This model system
was chosen, as it was already demonstrated using a RDC based approach
that the central part of the protein adopts fluctuating helical elements. Four
iterations were necessary to obtain a converged residue specific database.
The data reproduction obtained with the final 200 extracted structures is
shown in Figure 75. The overall agreement is very good, validating the
ability of the protocol to reproduce experimental data.
Nevertheless the physical relevance of the obtained ensemble has to be
tested. Therefore, the conformational sampling obtained directly from
the CSs was used to back-calculate independent experimental data on
the same system, namely the 1DNH RDCs measured in a PEG/hexanol
mixture [261]. The RDCs were calculated using 50 000 Flexible-Meccano
conformers generated using the same (φ,ψ)-database as the 200 selected
structures on the basis of the CSs. As the alignment is of sterical origin,
RDCs were calculated using Pales and a scaling factor was applied to
reproduce the absolute level of alignment. Another validation test consisted
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Figure 75 – Reproduction of NTAIL experimental secondary chemical shifts (black)
with the Asteroids selected ensemble (red). (A) 13Cα, (B) 13Cβ, (C) 13C′ and
(D) 15N.
Figure 76 – Reproduction of independent data (black) by the Asteroids obtained
ensemble (red): (A) 1DNH couplings (B) 15N secondary chemical shifts.
of removing all 15N CSs and repeating the complete Asteroids analysis
and subsequently looking at the capability of the selected conformational
sampling to reproduce the 15N CSs. Both results are shown in Figure 76.
The agreement is very good for the 1DNH couplings. Even if some details
are not matched, the major features are accurately reproduced. This result
is a good validation of the approach, as RDCs are very sensitive probes
of conformational sampling and they represent completely independent
data. The data reproduction of the 15N CSs is a bit worse than the 1DNH
couplings, but in this case a quarter of the data was removed from the
analysis and therefore the robustness of the approach is compromised.
Nevertheless the back-calculated 15N CSs from this indirect analysis clearly
better reproduce experimental data than back-calculated shifts from the
standard random-coil distribution (root mean square deviation of 0.77ppm
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Figure 77 – Amino-acid specific Ramachandran distributions for NTAIL. Popula-
tions increase from dark blue, via cyan, green, yellow to red. Conformational
sampling determined from the Asteroids analysis (10 calculations were com-
bined to reach 2,000 conformers to increase resolution).
compared to 1.15ppm for the random-coil model). Both results support the
validity of the protocol.
Propensity to form α-helix in the center of the protein is clearly visible
(see Figure 77) which is in good agreement with the results obtained from
an extensive analysis of the NTAIL RDCs [261]. Outside the helical region,
a tendency to populate more the βP region instead of the βS region was
found. This is in agreement with complementary approaches that suggest
that poly-Proline conformations (βP) are dominant in IDPs [275, 276].
10.8 conclusion
In this study the Asteroids methodology was developed in order to obtain
insight into local conformational sampling in IDPs on the basis of experi-
mental backbone CSs. The Asteroids approach allowed the extraction of
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a representative sub-ensemble that agrees with experimental data from a
large pool of structures without using any hypotheses a priori.
For the NTAIL study it was possible to find the propensity of α-helix for-
mation. The residual order present in this system has been shown to be
particularly important for initiating interaction with its biological partner
[261, 277]. The application of the Asteroids approach in the future to other
unfolded systems would allow detection of such biologically important
features.
In the case of urea-denatured Ubiquitin, a detailed site-specific characteri-
zation of the conformational sampling was obtained. The sampling clearly
deviates from that of the standard random-coil state revealing the effect of
urea on the conformational properties of the unfolded chain.
The information content of the CSs and RDCs is slightly different, where
the latter is sensitive to both local and long-range order. CSs provide an
experimentally easier way to characterize the site specific conformational
sampling, but the obtained information depends mainly on the amino-acid
of interest and the adjacent neighbors. On the contrary, RDCs depend on
both local information (using the LAW tensor determination) and global
information (using the baseline parameterization). In the analyses presented
here it was assumed that no long-range order was present as the applied
RDC baseline was obtained from the poly-Valine created using the standard
random-coil database. The absence of significant long-range order in urea-
denatured Ubiquitin is in agreement with previous studies [265]. However,
a description is necessary of the effect of long-range order on measurable
NMR parameters such as RDCs.

11
CHARACTER IZAT ION OF LONG-RANGE ORDER IN
UNFOLDED SYSTEMS
abstract
Even in unfolded systems long-range order, albeit transient, can be present
in solution. The potential manifestation and effects of this order for different
experimental parameters are investigated. The novel approach presented
in the previous chapter for the description of conformational ensembles
is tested on simulated data to demonstrate the ability of the protocol to
identify ill-defined contacts under the application of experimental PREs of
α-Synuclein. This allows the detection of the spatial proximity between N-
and C-terminal domains of the protein. The influence of long-range order
on RDCs is investigated and parameterized. Using the parameterization
obtained from contacts detected using PREs, the reproduction of α-Synuclein
RDCs is clearly improved compared to a description where no long-range
order is supposed.
11.1 introduction
The study of IDPs has shown that they do not always follow the perfect
random-coil description. Most of the studies focus on a local interpretation
of the data e.g. in terms of the propensities for forming secondary struc-
tures [230, 261, 266]. The characterization of residual structure in unfolded
proteins is particularly important as regions with secondary structures are
often implicated in interactions with partner proteins.
As described in the previous chapter, the description of RDCs can be done
by separating local and long-range order. The chain like behavior of the
IDPs is modeled in terms of an appropriate hyperbolic cosine function
and the local properties of the RDCs are described using Local Alignment
Windows. This mainly corresponds to treating explicitly the influence of
the near neighbors and use an over-all description for the chain-like nature
of the protein.
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In the previous study, the applied baseline was inspired by a completely
unfolded system. Intramolecular interactions can however of course exist in
IDPs between different parts of the protein, for example between comple-
mentarily charged fragments or between hydrophobic regions. It is probable
that the effect of such interactions on RDCs has to be explicitly taken into
account in order to avoid interpreting such long-range order in terms of
local conformational sampling.
PREs are very powerful probes of distance distributions and long-range
order in IDPs. The aim of this chapter is to derive an appropriate description
of long-range order in the unfolded state from PRE, to characterize its
influence on RDCs and thereby to combine the two highly complementary
sources of conformational information in a single analysis. The approach
will be developed using α-Synuclein (see Annexe B) for which PREs have
already been measured for four Cysteine mutants with attached MTSL
spin-labels [252].
11.2 theory and methods
11.2.1 Dynamic Averaging of PREs in Flexible-Meccano Ensemble
Description
The flexibility of the considered system, an IDP with an MTSL spin-label
attached to a cysteine residue, is described here using the combination of two
different dynamical models. The first model takes into account the exchange
between different conformers occurring in highly dynamical systems such as
IDPs, whereas the second model takes into account the mobility of the MTSL
spin label on each conformer. It is assumed that the Flexible-Meccano
ensemble description represents the dynamics of the protein backbone. The
two motions are assumed to occur on different timescales and therefore
to be statistically independent [46]. Even if the precise timescales are not
known, the interconversion between the Flexible-Meccano conformers has
to occur at timescales faster than the milli-second and can be expected to
be on the ns-µs timescales as geometrical reorganization of the backbone
can be significant between different conformers, whereas the dynamics of
the MTSL spin label is expected to occur at the picosecond timescale (ten
to hundreds of picoseconds) as it includes a small number of side chain
reorientations. The MTSL motion is modeled by sampling a rotameric
distribution developed by Sezer et al. [278] and retaining conformations
that do not have steric clashes with the protein backbone. This flexibility
is illustrated in Figure 78. For each Flexible-Meccano conformer k, the
contribution to the transverse relaxation rate at residue i due to the presence
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Figure 78 – Representation of the possible nitroxide spin-label positions (red dots)
for two Flexible-Meccano conformers (blue ribbon) for the four paramagnetic
probes used in the α-Synuclein study (amino-acids 18, 76, 90, and 140).
of the unpaired electron anchored at residue m, Γ2,k,i,m, can be expressed as
[279, 280]:
Γ2,k,i,m =
2
5
(
µ0γhgeµb
4π
)2
Se(Se + 1)
[
4J(0) + 3J(ωh)
]
(11.1)
where ge is the Landé electron g-factor, µb the Bohr magneton and Se the
electron spin.
Using a previously developed expression for homonuclear cross relax-
ation, it has been shown [250, 281, 282] that the spectral density function
J corresponding to the electron-nucleus interaction can be expressed in a
model-free way, where an order parameter is invoked that depends on both
the orientation and length of the electron-nucleus vector:
J(ω) =
〈
r−6h−e
〉 [ S2h−eτr
1+ω2τ2r
+
(1− S2h−e)τe
1+ω2τ2e
]
(11.2)
where S2h−e is the order parameter of the electron-nucleus vector, rh−e is the
instantaneous electron-nucleus distance and the correlation times are given
by [281, 282]:
1
τr
=
1
τc
+
1
τs
and
1
τe
=
1
τc
+
1
τs
+
1
τi
(11.3)
where τc is the correlation time of the molecule, τs is the electron spin relax-
ation time and τi is the correlation time of the electron-nucleus motion.
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The order parameter S2h−e can to a good approximation be decomposed in
an angular and a radial contribution [281]:
S2h−e =
4π
5
〈
r−6h−e
〉−1 2∑
m=−2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈
Y2,m(θ,φ)
r3h−e
〉∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≃ S2angS2rad (11.4)
where
S2rad =
〈
r−3h−e
〉2 〈
r−6h−e
〉−1
and S2ang =
4π
5
2∑
m=−2
∣∣∣〈Y2,m(θ,φ)〉∣∣∣2
(11.5)
in which (θ,φ) represent the orientation of the electron-nucleus vector in
the molecular frame.
These equations allow an estimation of the contribution from the unpaired
electron spin to the transverse relaxation rate for a given conformer. For an
ensemble of N conformers, the effective contribution is:
Γ2,i,m =
1
N
N∑
k=1
Γ2,k,i,m (11.6)
11.2.2 PRE and RDC Calculations from Flexible-Meccano Conformers
For a Flexible-Meccano ensemble of conformers, the PREs are estimated
using the formalism presented in Section 11.2.1. For this study, the values
of τr was fixed to 5ns, as proposed in the literature [140, 263]. The effective
correlation time for the MTSL reorientation τe was set to 500ps. This value
is in broad agreement with Electron Spin Relaxation studies [278], and
changing it by a factor of two in either direction does not lead to noticeable
differences in the obtained results. For the MTSL dynamics, 600 conformers
of the side chain were randomly generated using the MTSL rotameric library
proposed previously, however, only conformers without sterical clashes with
the backbone were retained.
Calculation of RDCs can be done using a global alignment tensor or com-
bination of using an appropriate baseline and the LAW description (see
Section 10.2.2). Briefly, a global alignment tensor corresponds to estimating
the tensor using Pales applied to the full length protein and to average
the results over all conformers. The LAW description uses a 15 amino-acid
window to estimate a local tensor for each residue in the protein. The
influence of the rest of the chain on the RDCs is taken into account by
using a so-called baseline. The baseline is a function of the position of
the amino-acid in the peptide chain, but also depends on the existence of
contacts between distant parts of the chain (see Section 11.2.6).
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11.2.3 Asteroids Ensemble Selection
The Asteroids ensemble selection is carried out as described in Section 10.2.4.
The number of individuals per generation P is fixed to 100 and 2,000 gener-
ations were used. The fitting function can be expressed as follows:
χ2 =
∑
i,m
([
Ipara
Idia
]calc
i,m
−
[
Ipara
Idia
]exp
i,m
)2
(11.7)
where Ipara and Idia are the intensity of a resonance in the paramagnetic
(oxidized nitroxide) and diamagnetic (reduced nitroxide) form of the MTSL.
This expression corresponds to using identical weights for all measurements.
The intensity ratio, at residue iwith MTSL attached at residuem is estimated
using [282]:
[
Ipara
Idia
]calc
i,m
=
R2,i e
−Γ2,i,mτmix
R2,i + Γ2,i,m
(11.8)
where R2,i is the intrinsic relaxation rate of the amide proton of the amino-
acid i, τmix is the mixing time of 10ms where relaxation occurs (corre-
sponding to the INEPT — Insensitive Nuclei Enhanced by Polarization
Transfer — period of an HSQC ) and Γ2,i,m is the contribution to relaxation
due to the presence of the paramagnetic center, estimated as described in
Section 11.2.1.
11.2.4 Contact Definition
Contacts are defined in a broad way. For generating ensembles of structures,
a contact between two regions is considered to occur if at least one Cβ of
the first contiguous strand (e.g. residues 11-20) is located less than 15Å
from any Cβ in the second contiguous strand (e.g. residues 51-60). The
two regions has to be separated by at least 20 amino-acids in order to avoid
over-interpreting sequence proximity in terms of spatial vicinity.
11.2.5 Contact Matrices
Average distances between two residues i and j were represented using a
∆ij metric defined as:
∆ij = log
〈
dij
〉
〈
d0ij
〉 (11.9)
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where
〈
dij
〉
is the average distance in the considered ensemble and
〈
d0ij
〉
is the average distance in the reference ensemble. The reference ensemble
consists of 10,000 Flexible-Meccano conformers from which no specific
selection was made i.e. the ensemble does not contain any favored long-
range interactions. Distances dij are calculated as the distance between the
Cα of residue i and the Cα of residue j.
This metric was used as a probe for the presence of contacts within a given
ensemble. It is worth noting that this representation enhances contacts that
are further apart in the chain and thus the observed contacts tend to be
"smeared" away from the diagonal in contact maps.
The determination of the dominant contact is done by first locating the
maximal discrepancy between the selected ensemble and the reference
ensemble, i.e. ∆maxij . The matrix is then divided in 5× 5 amino-acid regions.
The region with the highest number of pairs of residues fulfilling:
0.9∆maxij < ∆ij < ∆
max
ij (11.10)
is identified as the contacting region and the center coordinates of this
region are retained for use in the baseline expression discussed below.
11.2.6 Baseline Parameterization
The generic baseline taking into account the influence of long-range con-
tacts on RDCs is an extension of the previously proposed hyperbolic cosine
function (see Chapter 10) used in the case where no specific contacts occur.
The effect of the contact is modeled by a Gaussian centered between the two
contacting segments and two smaller Gaussians are added near the interact-
ing regions in order to correct the local curvature. The parameterization of
the Gaussian depends only on the length of the peptide chain L and on the
position of the two interacting regions n1 and n2:
B(i, L, n1, n2) =
[
2 b cosh
(
a(m−m0)
)
− c
]
×
[
1−Ge
−
(m−n
0
)2
2σ2 +H
×
[
(D+ S) e
−
(m−n
1
+S/2))2
2δ2 + (D− S) e
−
(m−n
2
−S/2))2
2δ2
]]
(11.11)
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where m0, a, b and c are functions of the length L of the chain:
m0 =
L+ 1
2
a = 0.33− 0.22
[
1− e−0.015 L
]
b = 1.16 105 L−4 c = 9.80− 6.14
[
1− e−0.021 L
] (11.12)
where n0, D, σ, S, G and H are functions of the two positions of the inter-
acting regions n1 and n2:
n0 =
n1 +n2
2
D =
∣∣n1 −n2∣∣ σ = 0.109D+ 4.6 10−3D2
S = n0 −m0 H = 3.87 10
−5D G = 1− 6.66 10−3D
(11.13)
and δ = 9.0. As a contact is defined between two contiguous strands, the n1
and n2 positions are fixed at the center of the two interacting strands.
This expression depend on the length of the protein L and the position of
the two contacts n1 and n2. The i-th coupling of between spins I and S can
be calculate as:
Dis(i) = |B(i, L, n1, n2)|D
law
is (11.14)
11.2.7 Radius of Gyration Calculations
The radius of gyration is calculated as presented in Section 10.2.6.
11.2.8 Experimental Data
Experimental data were measured by Zweckstetter and co-workers. PREs
were measured on four different mutants where Alanines where substituted
by Cysteines: mutants A18C, A76C, A90C and A140C. RDCs were measured
in PEG/hexanol mixtures. Experimental details can be found in references
[252, 283].
11.2.9 Simulated Data
PREs were simulated for a 100 amino-acid protein of arbitrary sequence by
averaging the PREs over 10,000 Flexible-Meccano conformers. Simulated
data were obtained for four different positions of the MTSL spin label (at
residues 20, 40, 60 and 80) where contacts between the regions 11-20 and
61-70 or between 41-50 and 81-90 were imposed.
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PREs were also simulated for a 200 amino-acid protein of arbitrary sequence
by averaging the PREs over 10,000 Flexible-Meccano conformers. Simu-
lated data were obtained for eight different positions of the MTSL spin label
(at residues 22, 44, 66, 88, 110, 132, 154 and 176) where contacts between the
regions 11-20 and 61-70 or between 141-150 and 181-190 were imposed.
11.3 results and discussion
11.3.1 Testing Asteroids Approach on PRE Simulated Data
The Asteroids approach was tested using the simulated data for the 100
amino-acid model protein (see Section 11.2.9). Figure 79 shows the targeted
simulated data, the reproduction of those data with an ensemble of 80
structures selected using Asteroids and the profile obtained from the
database consisting of 10,000 conformers with no specific contacts from
which the Asteroids ensemble was selected.
Even in absence of specific contacts, the impact of the spin-label presence
is felt in a large vicinity of the residue where the MTSL is grafted. The
data reproduction obtained with the Asteroids ensemble is very good,
even if the targets are quite demanding as 20% of the protein is involved
in weak contacts. These simulations nevertheless represent a reasonable
reproduction of the situation that one may encounter when studying intrin-
sically disordered or partially folded proteins, with long-range interactions
occurring between strands carrying complementary electrostatic charge or
containing hydrophobic side chains.
The biophysical relevance of the obtained Asteroids ensembles is inves-
tigated by comparing the obtained ensembles with the target ensembles
through the distribution of distances (Figure 80) and the distribution of
radii of gyration (Figure 81).
The contact maps of the selected Asteroids ensemble and the target en-
semble are very similar although the contact in the case of the Asteroids
ensemble seems a bit less well-defined compared to the target ensemble.
The exact values of the distances were not reproduced (the distances were
underestimated), but this is not considered as a serious drawback in view
of the ill-defined nature of the contact.
Concerning the radii of gyration Rg, the distribution is qualitatively well
reproduced. For the selected Asteroids ensemble (80 structures) the aver-
age Rg is 21.3Å compared to 22.6Å for the target ensemble. Selection of
an ensemble with 160 conformers lead to an increase of Rg to 21.7Å. The
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Figure 79 – Reproduction of simulated PREs for ensembles containing specific
contacts using Asteroids. Target ensembles with a contact between 41-50 and
81-90 (a) or between 11-20 and 61-70 (b). Blue: data averaged over the target
ensemble. Red: data averaged over an Asteroids selected ensemble. Lines
show the PREs calculated from an ensemble with no specific contacts. Each box
shows the PRE data for a spin-label at position 20 (top left), 40 (top right), 60
(bottom left), and 80 (bottom right).
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Figure 80 – Contact maps obtained with simulated data: (a) contact 11-20 and
61-70, (b) contact 41-50 and 81-90. Asteroids ensembles (above the diagonal)
and target ensembles (below the diagonal). The scale for the data above the
diagonal has been multiplied by 0.50 for ease of contact identification.
Figure 81 – Distribution of radii of gyration (Rg) obtained with simulated data
involving a contact between 11-20 and 61-70. (a) Distribution of Rg in Asteroids
ensembles of size 80 (blue) or 160 (red) (b) Distribution of Rg for a set of 2,000
structures from the target ensembles (all structures have a contact between 11-20
and 61-70).
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Figure 82 – Contact maps obtained with simulated data of two contacts between
11-20 and 61-70 or 41-50 and 81-90. Asteroids ensembles (above the diagonal)
and target ensembles (below the diagonal). The scale for the data above the
diagonal has been multiplied by 0.66 for ease of contact identification.
underestimation of Rg compared to target ensembles and the increase of Rg
with ensemble size have already been observed in several restrained molec-
ular dynamics studies [140, 257, 284]. The Flexible-Meccano-Asteroids
approach seems to suffer from similar features but less pronounced possibly
because the dynamics of the spin label is explicitly taken into account or
due to the inherent nature of the applied protocol. Here a sample and select
approach is used where structures are selected from a pool of conform-
ers, whereas the restrained MD approaches use direct refinement of the
structures.
The capability of the Asteroids approach to detect multiple contacts was
tested on the 200 amino-acid protein simulated data. An identical protocol
was applied and similar quality of data reproduction was obtained (data not
shown). The resulting contact map is presented in Figure 82. The contact
map allows a clear identification of the two contacts with similar level of
accuracy as for a single contact, indicating that more complex systems with
multiple contacts can be treated in a similar way.
11.3.2 Application of the Asteroids Approach to α-Synuclein Experimental
PREs
The approach was applied to α-Synuclein by selecting a sub-ensemble using
Asteroids among a pool of 10,000 Flexible-Meccano conformers with
no specific contacts. In order to determine the appropriate number of
structures in the sub-ensemble and to test the validity of the invoked MTSL
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Figure 83 – Comparison of passive PRE data reproduction using static (a) and
dynamic (b) models for the MTSL spin-label in α-Synuclein: (red) experimental
data and (blue) Asteroids selected ensemble of 200 structures.
side chain dynamics, the analysis was carried out for various ensemble
sizes. The selection was done in a direct way including all four experimental
paramagnetic probe data sets and in an indirect way where only three
datasets corresponding to spin-labels at position 18, 90 and 140 were used.
The data set corresponding to the spin label at position 76 was used for cross
validation. Even if this indirect analysis is very demanding as a quarter
of the data are removed, the quality of the obtained results justified the
use of this protocol to determine optimal ensemble size. Interestingly, the
model where the dynamics of the MTSL side chain is explicitly taken into
account using the rotamer library reproduces the PRE data from the spin
label at position 76 (passive data) better than a static description of the side
chain (Figure 83). The corresponding RMSD is 0.17±0.01 for the dynamic
model and 0.24±0.02 for the static description. The clear difference in data
reproduction validates the use of a flexible side chain for the MTSL and in
the following only this model will be considered.
The evolution of the radius of gyration, the indirect and direct data re-
productions with the ensemble size can be found in Figure 84. All three
parameters rapidly evolve for small numbers of conformers and reach a
plateau between 100 and 200 structures. Therefore, an ensemble of 200 struc-
tures is considered as appropriate and the corresponding results in terms
of direct data reproduction and contact maps are presented in Figure 85.
Similar to previous studies, a clear contact appears between the C- and the
N-terminal domains as well as a weaker interaction between the so-called
NAC domain (residues 65-95) and the C-terminal domain [252, 256, 263].
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Figure 84 – Evolution of the radius of gyration (a), the indirect (b) and direct (c) data
reproduction for α-Synuclein PREs as a function of the number of structures in
the ensemble.
11.3.3 Effect of Long-Range Order on RDCs in Unfolded Systems
In order to determine the effect of long-range order on RDCs measured in
unfolded proteins a set of Flexible-Meccano ensembles were generated.
Each ensemble contained 100 000 members of a 100 amino-acid protein of
arbitrary sequence. One of the ensembles had no specific contacts whereas
the others had contacts between different parts of the peptide chain. 1DNH
and 1DCαHα were calculated for each conformer and subsequently averaged
over the whole ensemble. The alignment tensors were estimated using the
full-length structures. The effects of the presence of contacts are presented in
Figure 86. Looking at the overall shapes of the curves and the local variation
of the RDCs, the presence of long-range order appears as a quenching
of the RDC values of residues located between the interacting regions.
Interestingly, the local conformational sampling of each amino-acid (data
not shown) remains essentially unchanged in the presence of such RDC
profile distortion. Those two points indicate that the possibility of using a
combined LAW-baseline approach may be still valid if adequate baselines
were found and that great care has to be taken when interpreting RDCs
measured in unfolded proteins in terms of local conformational sampling
only.
To further investigate the overall shapes of the RDC baselines in the presence
of long-range order, similar ensembles of Flexible-Meccano conformers
were generated but this time with a homo-polymer (poly-Valine). Results are
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Figure 85 – Reproduction of PRE data measured for α-Synuclein (a-d) and cor-
responding contact map (e). (a-d) experimental data (red) and Asteroids
ensemble PRE reproduction (blue): (a) A18C, (b) A76C, (c) A90C and (d) A140C
mutant data.
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Figure 86 – Simulation of 1DNH and 1DCαHα RDC profiles for a disordered protein
with an arbitrary sequence in the presence of contacts between different regions
of the chain. (a) Profile of couplings in the absence of specific contacts. (b-g)
Profiles of couplings in the presence of contacts between regions i and j: (b) i
= 1-20, j = 41-60; (c) i = 1-20, j = 61-80; (d) i = 1-20, j = 81-100; (e) i = 21-40, j =
61-80; (f) i = 21-40, j = 81-100; (g) i = 41-60, j = 81-100. The continuous red bars
above each plot indicate the positions of the contacting regions.
presented in Figure 87 with their corresponding parameterization according
to the ad hoc equation 11.11.
As observed from the hetero-polymer curves, a clear quenching of the
RDCs values of residues located between the two interacting regions can be
observed.
As visible in Figure 87, the poly-Valine profiles can be well reproduced
using a parameterization which consists of the combination of a hyperbolic
cosine and Gaussian curves that ensure the quenching of RDCs between the
two interacting regions. In order to test whether such a parameterization
allows decorrelation of the local and global influence on RDCs calculations
as in the absence of long-range contact, RDCs predicted using the LAW
approach from a Flexible-Meccano ensemble consisting of 200 conformers
(with no specific contacts) were combined with the baseline containing a
contact between 41-60 and 81-100. The resulting RDCs match closely those
predicted from a 100,000-strong ensemble with global alignment tensor
estimation where a contact was explicitly imposed between 41-60 and 81-
100 (Figure 88). This description of the overall baseline in the presence
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Figure 87 – Simulation of 1DNH and 1DCαHα RDC profiles for a poly-Valine
homo-polymer in the presence of contacts between different regions (black) of
the chain and their parameterization (red curves). (a) Profile of couplings in
the absence of specific contacts. (b-g) Profiles of couplings in the presence of
contacts between regions i and j: (b) i = 1-20, j = 41-60; (c) i = 1-20, j = 61-80; (d)
i = 1-20, j = 81-100; (e) i = 21-40, j = 61-80; (f) i = 21-40, j = 81-100; (g) i = 41-60, j
= 81-100. The continuous red bars above each plot indicate the positions of the
contacting regions.
of long-range contacts can therefore be nicely combined with the local
prediction of RDCs using the LAW approach.
11.3.4 Combined Analysis of Simulated PRE and RDCs
The combined LAW and baseline approach appears feasible even in the
presence of long-range contacts which is particularly promising because
the selection of large intractable ensembles of structures can be avoided.
The approach was tested on the ensembles obtained in Section 11.3.1 on
the basis of simulated PRE data on the 100 amino-acid protein of arbitrary
sequence. The two contact maps were analyzed using the protocol described
in Section 11.2.5 in order to determine the most populated contacts and the
corresponding baselines were obtained using equation 11.11. The two base-
lines were combined with RDCs obtained by applying the LAW approach to
the 200 conformers obtained in the PRE selection. The results and the com-
parison with the RDCs obtained from an average over 100,000 structures of
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Figure 88 – Combination of baseline and RDCs averaged using the LAW approach.
(a) Baseline calculated analytically for contacts between the regions centered
on residues 50 and 90. (b) RDCs calculated using the LAW approach averaged
over 200 structures. (c) Combination of the baseline from (a) and the local RDCs
from (b) (red) compared to the full-length 100,000 conformers approach with
explicit contact between 41-60 and 81-100 (black).
the appropriate target ensemble calculated using a global alignment tensor
are shown in Figure 89.
The good agreement between the two approaches indicates that the separa-
tion of local and long-range order effects can be done accurately and that
both PREs and RDCs can be combined in a meaningful way in ensembles of
reasonable size.
11.3.5 Combined Analysis of α-Synuclein PREs and RDCs
A similar analysis was applied to α-Synuclein experimental PREs. The dom-
inant long-range contact was extracted from the previously obtained contact
map and the corresponding baseline was obtained using equation 11.11.
The obtained ensemble of 200 structures was used to estimate RDCs with
the LAW approach and the obtained results were compared to experimental
RDCs measured in α-Synuclein aligned in PEG/hexanol (Figure 90).
The LAW-baseline approach provides a better data reproduction of exper-
imental 1DNH RDCs (RMSD = 0.52) than a standard Flexible-Meccano
approach (RMSD = 0.72). This further validates the predicted effect of
long-range order in RDCs profiles and shows that experimental PREs and
RDCs can be combined in a meaningful way.
11.4 conclusion
In order to describe the conformational behavior of IDPs, a molecular
representation of the disordered state is required, based on diverse sources
of structural data that often exhibit complex and very different averaging
behavior. In this chapter we propose a combination of PREs and RDCs to
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Figure 89 – Combined analysis of PREs and RDCs for simulated data. PREs
were used to determine long-range contacts. (a) LAW-averaged RDCs (black),
baseline extracted from the analysis of the target ensemble with contact between
11-20 and 61-70 (blue) or with contact between 41-50 and 81-90 (red). (b-c)
comparison of RDCs obtained with explicit ensemble calculation using 100,000
conformers with appropriated contact (black) and RDCs obtained by combining
LAW RDCs and baseline shown in (a) (colored curve). (b) contact between 41-50
and 81-90 (c) contact between regions 11-20 and 61-70.
Figure 90 – Combined analysis of PREs and RDCs in α-Synuclein: comparison
of experimental 1DNH RDCs with values obtained using the combination of
LAW and baseline prediction from PRE analysis. (a) 1DNH RDCs experimental
(blue) and calculated using a standard Flexible-Meccano prediction (red). (b)
LAW-predicted RDCs (red) and baseline derived from PRE analysis (black). (c)
Combination of the curves shown in (b) (red) compared to the experimental
1DNH RDCs (blue).
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study both long-range and local structural features of IDPs in solution. We
demonstrate that Asteroids, an ensemble selection algorithm, faithfully
reproduces intramolecular contacts, even in the presence of highly diffuse,
ill-defined target interactions, and show that explicit modeling of spin label
mobility significantly improves reproduction of experimental PRE data,
even in the case of highly disordered proteins.
Prediction of the effects of transient long-range contacts on RDC profiles
reveals that weak intramolecular interaction can induce severe distortion of
the profiles that compromises description of local conformational sampling
if incorrectly accounted for. We develop an approach, based on PRE data to
determine those long-range contacts and we parameterized their effects on
the RDC profiles. This combined analysis is shown to be essential for the
accurate interpretation of experimental data from α-Synuclein, confirming
the presence of long-range order between distant regions in the protein.
In this study RDCs were described without taking to account the eventual
correlation between long-range and the local properties. Of course this
simple representation may not be sufficient in all experimental cases, e.g.
if transient secondary structures are present in the system. Moreover the
interference of local and global order effects may occur and in this case a
more active refinement of the obtained ensemble against both PREs and
RDCs is necessary.
Nevertheless, this study provides further insight into short-range and long-
range effects in IDPs and takes a significant step towards a description of
IDPs where all available experimental information can be combined to give
an accurate and hopefully realistic description of such extremely flexible
systems.

Part V
CONCLUS ION

CONCLUS ION
Understanding the biophysical principles and the biological function of
protein flexibility remains a key challenge. The different studies presented
in this Thesis aim, in diverse ways, to study this conformational disorder.
The first part of the Thesis focused on the dynamics of folded proteins. For
these studies, RDCs provide powerful probes of molecular motions as they
are sensitive to dynamics occurring on timescales up to the millisecond.
One of their major strengths as conformational parameters resides in the
possibility of deriving a complete analytical interpretation of experimental
values. This possibility of developing, selecting and characterizing different
biophysical models on the basis of RDCs relies on the opportunity to
measure RDCs in different alignment media. As opposed to spin relaxation
studies that are limited by the number of experimentally available data,
RDC-based approaches can afford the luxury of using a model of molecular
motion, assuming that the alignment medium does not interfere with the
intrinsic dynamics.
Here the central model of the analytical RDC studies is the so-called GAF
model. This model presents several advantages and, using diverse applica-
tions of the approach, is found to be well suited to the development of key
insight into the presence of slow dynamics in proteins.
This model, which correspond to a Langevin oscillator, is expected to be able
to accurately characterize peptide plane dynamics. Looking at dynamics as
a stochastic diffusion process in a harmonic potential is a reasonable way to
take into account thermal fluctuations in a structured system, approximating
the potential in which angular diffusion occurs as a harmonic potential.
The successful use of harmonic approximations in nearly all branches of
Physics also justifies its use here — at least in a first approximation — and
the quality of this approximation is tested and validated by comparing the
results with model-free or molecular dynamics approaches.
This GAF model has been adapted here to quantitatively characterize, with-
out recourse to other experimental data, the amount of dynamics presents
in Ubiquitin. This study shows that RDCs alone are sufficient to accurately
characterize proteins dynamics at timescales up to the millisecond, pro-
viding additional insight into the exploration of slow timescales dynamics.
Interestingly this study revealed that slow motions are of small amplitude
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in secondary structures, whereas loops and tails seem to exhibit significant
motions on these timescales. One weakness of RDC-based studies is that no
timescale information is available and therefore the distinction between slow
and fast dynamics relies purely on the comparison with 15N relaxation.
Part of this issue can be resolved using molecular dynamics based ap-
proaches. Slow motions can be expected to occur when a higher energy
barrier in the potential energy landscape has to be overcome, which cor-
respond to larger conformational changes. Various Ubiquitin ensemble
descriptions, including the AMD ensemble presented here, have been now
proposed and none indicate the existence of different low energies, well
separated, solution clusters, which corresponds to the classical case of "very"
slow dynamics. The picture provided by those approaches is more a nearly
continuous ensemble of structures, populating a highly rough low energy
region, with some excursions in more energetic conformations. This de-
scription is more coherent with a dynamic occurring an a broad range of
timescales, than with a situation where fast and slow dynamics are clearly
separated. Thus the distinction between those two — slow and fast —
dynamics can appear as slightly artificial.
The AMD approach applied to Ubiquitin has brought a complementary
view to the SF-GAF analysis. The AMD approach consists of a restraint-free
molecular dynamics approach where conformational sampling is artificially
enhanced in order to allow a characterization of the dynamics at timescales
longer than those accessible through standard molecular dynamics. The
correct level of acceleration is selected by estimating the quality of exper-
imental data reproduction, which are here RDCs and J-couplings, both
sensitive to timescales up to the millisecond. The comparison of the AMD
and the SF-GAF approaches indicate a very good convergence in terms of
order parameters. Even if this does not validate the two approaches from a
purely logic point of view — both can be wrong and converge to the same
results — considering the difference in hypothesis of the two approaches,
their convergence can be seen as a very encouraging result that reinforces
the confidence that can be gained from the two methods.
Nevertheless GAF models presents some drawbacks. One is the fact that all
the motions are treated locally. Nonetheless this represents a significative
advantage of the approach, as it allows the quantification of the amount of
dynamics present in the system. The reinterpretation of these dynamics in
terms of biophysical motions can lead to some undesired effects. For ex-
ample, interpreting α- and β-motions in a structured system is problematic
as it breaks the tetrahedral junctions if applied independently. Moreover
internal motions are clearly not uncorrelated between planes. For example a
previous GAF study of GB3 was able to identify correlations between planes
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in the β-sheet using 3JC′N trans-hydrogen bond scalar couplings, whereas
so-called anti-correlated crankshaft motions have been observed in various
systems. More generally the presence of correlated motions is thought to be
a way of propagating information and to be crucial for the slow dynamic de-
scription. Results obtained with approaches such as normal mode analysis,
that treat motions as collective dynamics support these hypotheses. Large
motions cannot occur simply as the sum of several completely independent
motions, the presence of collectivity and correlation potentially increasing
the rates and the specificity of such motions. From the NMR point of view
the introduction of such collectivity may not be obvious as the measure-
ments are site specific and therefore local analysis is immediately more
intuitive. Nonetheless this site specificity provides a priori an extremely
powerful source of information to characterize those motions.
Here an attempt to reinterpret RDCs dynamics using more elaborated
GAF models has been proposed. The amount of dynamic presents in the
system was estimated using a completely local description, namely the
SF-GAF approach. Then the dynamics were reinvestigated in terms of both
local and shared collective motions. In this context, no global motion can
be detected by assuming in addition a local 3D-GAF model of dynamics.
Nonetheless modeling local dynamics with a γ-motion, which is the largest
and the most physical GAF motion, allows the introduction of a shared
3D-GAF motion to improve data reproduction. This approach, the newly
introduced 3-1D-GAF, led to very similar order parameter profiles compared
to the standard SF-GAF approach, indicating that the motions invoked in
this new approach remain reasonable. This analysis does not claim to give
better data reproduction than the 3D-GAF approach but simply to try to
investigate how much of the dynamics measured in a particular site can
be interpreted as a non-individual motion. Moreover the model developed
here may be well adapted to characterize dynamics in complex systems,
where for example a larger domain reorientations occur simultaneously
with local dynamics within the domain, for example in large nucleic acid
structures.
The approach developed here is a first attempt to characterize more pre-
cisely the nature of the motions occurring in folded proteins. It seems to be
possible to interpret RDCs dynamics using approaches that are different to
the completely uncorrelated local standard 3D-GAF. It is worth noting that
this kind of analysis explicitly requires a motional model and thus all RDC
based model-free approaches are not well suited for such investigations.
Even if the model proposed here can be reasonable for a β-sheet it is clearly
not adapted to all kind of motion. Further investigations of how correlated
and — or — domain motions can be reintroduced needs to be carried out.
The most evident way to do it is to introduce inter-plane experimental
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restraints such as long-range 1H-1H RDCs or 3JC′N trans-hydrogen bond
scalar couplings. Ideally one would retain an analytical description, but the
complexity of the model dramatically increases when considering interac-
tions between nuclei in different planes. Therefore a numerical treatment
may be more appropriate to investigate these questions. By using an SF-GAF
in an initial first step the amount and directionality of local dynamics can
be determined and in a second step the reinterpretation of the dynamics
can be applied using the additional experimental information: for this last
step the use of complementary approaches such as normal mode analysis
or molecular dynamics may be useful.
The two following chapters focus on the characterization of a weak Ubiquitin
SH3-C complex dynamics. The first step of the study aims to determined
the fast and slow dynamics of the SH3-C, the Ubiquitin dynamics having
already been investigated.
In the SH3-C study large RDC datasets have been collected in order to
investigate the structural properties and slow dynamics of this system. The
self-consistency of the obtained dataset was ensured by using a selection
based on the Seconda approach and the analysis of the data does not
reveal inconsistencies by treating all datasets simultaneously. The data
were analyzed in three different ways: with a completely static description
using Sculptor, with a completely analytical GAF approach and with a
sample and select method based on ensemble selection using Asteroids-
svd. Concerning the structural properties the Sculptor and Dynamic-
Meccano approaches give very similar results, at apparently extremely
high resolution compared to crystallographic structures of SH3-C domains.
The Dynamic-Meccano approach represents the third example of the use
of RDCs alone to determine the structure and dynamics of the main chain of
a small folded protein, with no aid from physical force fields or molecular
dynamics based programs. The dynamic studies revealed slow dynamics
in loop regions and N-terminal regions. Here GAF approaches were used
and complemented with an approach that combined the selection efficiency
of a genetic algorithm with the capability of SVD to obtain for a given
conformational sampling the most adapted tensors. The nSrc loop exhibits
high variability in the crystal structure and significant dynamics in solution,
thus the question of how the conformation sampling in solution overlaps
the crystal structure is an important one. Initial comparison suggests the
presence of molecular recognition processes but more definitive answers
require the comparison of the fast and slow conformational sampling of this
loop in the free form and the complex. This cannot be achieved without
an accurate study of the complex form of this SH3-C in interaction with its
biological partner, Ubiquitin.
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In the next step we have therefore investigated the complex dynamics using
15N relaxation. This complex between Ubiquitin and SH3-C is very weak,
and in this case it is impossible to find relevant experimental NMR condi-
tions whereby the complex can be isolated from the free protein. We have
therefore developed a titration approach that consists of measurement of
relaxation in different mixtures of the proteins, to evaluate accurately the
contribution from the complex. Linear evolution of the R1 rates as a function
of the fraction of the protein in the complex allowed a relatively straight-
forward extrapolation of the rates in the complex, as well as a refinement
of the populations of the different mixtures of free and bound protein. R2
rates present a more complex behavior as an exchange contribution has
to be taken into account due to formation of the complex for all sites that
do not present the same chemical environment in the complex and in the
free protein. Using a model-free analysis of all of the different mixtures,
correlated with an examination of the shifting resonances, the exchange
contributions can be identified and used to determine the range of the ki-
netics of the complex formation. The relaxation rates were extrapolated for
the complex after removal of the exchange contribution and analyzed. The
analysis of the diffusion tensors showed a remarkably good convergence
from the free protein tensors to diffusion tensor of the complex. Analyzing
SH3-C and Ubiquitin alone or using an existing structure of the complex to
analyze them simultaneously led to almost identical tensors. The structural
information obtained from this study and previous RDCs based approach
revealed very similar information content and thus the R2/R1 ratios that
depend on the orientation of Ni-HNi vectors in the PAS of the tensor can be
used to refine the complex structure. The local mobility was analyzed in
terms of model-free analysis allowing to determine order parameters in the
complex. The comparison with the free form fast dynamics leads to very
similar results. Ni-HNi order parameter profiles are essentially similar with
generally a slightly higher values in the complex. The only major difference
being in the C-terminal part of the Ubiquitin: this tail, with its His-tag, being
involved in the complex formation. However the study clearly reveals that,
if drastic changes occurs on protein dynamics with the complex formation,
this changes are mainly on slower timescales. In order to investigate this
point, RDC based slow dynamic study has still to be achieved.
The second part of this Thesis is centered on the study of unfolded proteins.
Unfolded systems do not behave as perfect random-coil homopolymers and
deviation from such idealized descriptions of disordered chains represents
an important challenge for structural biology and probably the basis of the
biological function of these proteins. In order to study these highly flexible
systems, the chosen approach is an ensemble selection procedure where
the initial sampling is provided by Flexible-Meccano and the selection is
achieved by a genetic algorithm Asteroids. The principle of this approach
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is to generate a vast ensemble of structures representative of the random-coil
state and to extract from it a sub-ensemble representative of the available
experimental data. One of the interests of this approach is to obtain devia-
tions from the random-coil without introducing hypothesis-driven direction
or distortion of native amino-acid sampling. The approach supposes that
the initial database provides a sufficiently large range of conformers to char-
acterize the experimental system and the selection algorithm has to select
the fraction of conformers that best reproduces experimental data within
experimental error. Dealing with systems with extremely high number of
degree of freedom, an extensive testing procedure was applied in order
to investigate under which conditions the reproduction of experimental
data leads to a meaningful representation of the protein conformational
sampling.
This approach was used to characterize both local and global order in
unfolded systems. This notion of order merits some brief discussion. The
random-coil behavior consists of expected behavior in the presence of a
perfectly unfolded proteins. This is an ideal situation that can be seen as the
symmetric of a completely static description. For folded proteins dynamic
conformational disorder can give further insight into the characterization
of the system. Symmetrically for unfolded systems any deviation from
the random-coil situation can be an important signature of the considered
system, e.g. a tendency to sample more α-helix region can be used as
a starting point for the description of the conformational equilibrium of
transient secondary structures, that may play a role in the biophysical and
biological understanding of the considered system.
Here the characterization of the local conformational behavior was ana-
lyzed in detail, providing methodological advances for the development of
ensemble descriptions of unfolded proteins from extensive RDC measure-
ments. Important observations were made concerning the parametric ranges
that can deliver accurate conformational behavior. The detailed analysis
of two experimental systems was undertaken. In the first case the con-
formational sampling of urea-denatured Ubiquitin was determined using
RDCs. The obtained results allowed the identification of clear deviations
from the random-coil situation. Particularly the sampling appeared to be
more extended, possibly due to the presence of interacting urea with the
protein backbone. Nevertheless no locally well defined secondary struc-
tures elements were identified. The second analysis was done for NTAIL
using chemical shifts. In this study, due to the high proportion of tran-
sient α-helices, the direct selection from the Flexible-Meccano conformers
ensemble could not lead to satisfactory data reproduction. Thus a recur-
sive refinement of the Flexible-Meccano (φ,ψ)-database was introduced
during structure generation and selection. The obtained results clearly
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indicated a tendency to form α-helix in the central part of the protein, as
previously found with RDCs based studies. In this system the existence
of the local order, translated into α-helix formation propensity, is clearly
important for the interaction with biological partner as the region which is
in direct interaction with its partner in the complex, folds into a complete
helix upon binding.
The second part of unfolded protein study focused on the characterization
of long-range order. This order, that can be expressed in terms of long-
range contacts — or spatial proximity between different segments of the
protein — was probed using PREs, highly sensitive parameters for the
detection of distances between the paramagnetic probe and the studied
nucleus. This allows the determination of the spatial proximity between the
two terminal parts of the studied α-Synuclein. Further analysis revealed
an important dependancy of RDCs on the presence of long-range contacts,
that can be parameterized from the PREs detected contacts, and then used
to ensure a correct interpretation of RDCs. This result demonstrates a new
technique whereby local and global conformational information can be
treated simultaneously in the same ensemble description.
The results obtained through this methodology are very promising and
underline the possibility of using complementary data to characterize the
unfolded state. Here RDCs, CSs and PREs were used separately in order
to investigate different aspects of unfolded protein behavior and the in-
formation content of each quantity. CSs appeared as interesting probes of
local conformational flexibility, PREs can efficiently determine long-range
transient interactions and RDCs fill the gap between CSs and PREs as their
are sensitive to both local and long-range order. Experimental restraints
coming from other experimental technics could be incorporated too. Of-
ten NMR is complemented with Small Angle Scattering using both X-rays
(SAXS) or neutrons (SANS). As they provide information about distance
distribution functions, they provide a valuable complement to PREs. More
generally any source of complementary information can be useful even if,
as for example IR or Raman Spectroscopy, they mainly provide quantities
averaged over all the peptide chain. Therefore a combined use of all those
data can provide a much more accurate description of the unfolded state.
Combining different sources of information is especially relevant for IDPs as
due to their highly disordered behavior they require complex descriptions,
e.g. large conformational ensembles, and thus are difficult to accurately and
robustly characterize. Nevertheless, as demonstrated in these chapters, the
highly diverse averaging properties of the different experimental parameters
forces us to exercise extreme caution when combining the various sources
of conformational characterization into the same ensemble description.
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All the different studies presented here underline the complementary nature
of conformational order and disorder. For folded protein the static structural
description will provide important information, but accurate determination
of the biophysical features requires the characterization of deviations from
this ideal static situation. Studying the dynamic properties of folded system
does not lead to a loss of this structural information and can even improve
the static description by determining how the experimentally measured data
are blurred by the dynamic disorder. As a demonstration of an important
principle, the true dynamically averaged structures have been shown to
improve the description of free experimental data for three different folded
proteins, compared to single structures determined from dynamically av-
eraged experimental restraints. If such an improvement can be measured
on comparatively rigid and stable structures, one can expect that these
approaches will have even greater significance in the case of proteins that
experience broader conformational sampling.
If the intrinsic dynamic equilibrium is important for function, these con-
formational excursions must play a role in the formation of biological
complexes. Even using rigid protein structures the kinetics of complex
formation and dissociation impose a dynamic characterization of the system.
Here too the study of the dynamics of this complex can lead to structural
refinements considering the correlation obtained between RDCs measured
in a steric alignment medium and the R1/R2 ratios underlying once more
the intertwining of those two frequently opposed properties.
For unfolded system the random-coil situation can provide similar situations
to the static description of folded system, as it consists in a limit, that allows
one to understand the underlying nature of the studied systems but that
has to be complemented by the reintroduction of specific conformational
propensity. In fact to imagine interactions between two completely unfolded
systems or their biological functions gives a similar level of understanding to
what can be derived using a rigid structural approach for a folded system.
Therefore conformational order and disorder cannot be envisaged separately,
with a full understanding of one aspect requiring the consideration of the
other in order to be relevant.
The opposition between unfolded and folded states is not necessarily as
important as expected, even if they are generally opposed and presented
as two different sides of the (structural) biology. Both types of system can
be studied using the same physical quantities, e.g. RDCs, spin relaxation
rates. . . and often the methods and the models developed for the study of
one phase can be applied to the other. The selection algorithm Asteroids,
developed for the unfolded state, here was almost directly applied, in
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combination with SVD, to folded systems. Furthermore this approach may
be a way to characterize partially folded system where both unfolded and
structured motifs coexists. Similarly methods developed for folded system
can be used to describe unfolded state dynamics. The GAF model may be
applied to the unfolded state too. Direct application of purely GAF methods
can be difficult, due to the necessity of large RDC datasets and the more
complex way by which alignment tensors has to be treated. Nevertheless
the inclusion of γ-motions in IDP ensemble representation may be relevant
to complement the conformational flexibility description obtained using
ensemble based description.
Even if the gap between folded and unfolded proteins remains important
and even if the characterization of unfolded states remains insufficiently
established to define a new, complete and coherent paradigm [285], the
complementarity — more than the dichotomy — of both aspects starts to be
clearly visible. This is why, I think, the nascent paradigm of "dynamically
disordered biophysics" has not to be built in opposition to the structural
biology paradigm, but should constitute a wider conceptual framework
where the entanglement between conformational order and disorder can be
fully expressed.

Part VI
ANNEXES

A
S INGULAR VALUE DECOMPOS IT ION
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a method of factorization of rect-
angular matrices, than can be seen as an extension of diagonalisation for
non-squared matrices.
Considering a M×N matrix A with M > N whose coefficients are real
numbers1, it is possible to factorize A as [171]:
A = UWVT (A.1)
with:
• U a M×N column-orthogonal matrix.
• W a N×N diagonal matrix with positive or zero coefficients, which
are by convention sorted by decreasing order of magnitude. Those
coefficients are the singular values of A and their number corresponds
to the rank r of A .
• VT the transposed of V a N×N orthogonal matrix
The vectors of U that corresponds to non zero singular values generate a
basis of the image of A. The image of an ensemble of column vectors by
A is all the possible vectors that can be generated by applying A on all
the elements of the considered ensemble, i.e. all the possible AX values, X
being in the starting ensemble.
The vectors of V that corresponds to zero singular values provide a basis for
the kernel of A. The kernel or nullspace of A being all the column vectors
of the starting ensemble X fulfilling AX = 0.
1 The exposed properties can be extended to matrices with complex coefficient too. Never-
theless only "real" matrices are used here, thus the complex case will not be considered any
further.
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SVD can be used for solving linear equation systems, which can be expressed
in matricial form as:
AX = B (A.2)
where X is the unknown and B the targeted value, both expressed as a
column vector.
If B is in the image of A, the solution can be perfectly reached using SVD.
Nevertheless if B does not lie in the image of B, it is often of great interest to
find the value of X that provides the closest solution to B, i.e. to minimize
[286, 287]:
‖AX−B‖2 (A.3)
with ‖.‖2 the Euclidian norm defined as ‖X‖2 = XTX.
The interest of SVD is to provide a pseudo-inverse2 for A, thus:
X = VW−1UTB (A.4)
withW−1 a matrix, whose coefficient are all zero except the first r diagonal
coefficients that are the inverse of the singular values. The expression can
be interpreted as follows:
1. B is projected on the image of A, in B ′, which is the closest solution in
the sense of the Euclidian norm [288].
2. the inverse transformation is done in order to obtain one antecedent of
B ′, X
Nevertheless if the r < N the antecedents of B ′ are not unique as any
vector of the kernel can be added to X and lead to the same image B ′. As
previously mentioned, the V matrix is build to have a basis of the kernel
defined with the vectors that correspond to zero singular values. Thus using
SVD, the obtained antecedent is the one with the smallest norm, i.e. with no
component in the kernel, which gives a condition to ensure a pseudo-unicity
of the results [287].
2 A cannot be invertible if M > N or M = N and the rank of A is smaller than N.
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This approach can be usefully applied to RDC analysis [148, 289] in order to
determined optimal tensors for a given structure or an ensemble of (aligned)
structures, using:
A =


〈
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〉 〈
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(A.5)
X =


Ayy
Azz
Axy
Axz
Ayz


and B =


Dred1
Dred2
...
DredN

 (A.6)
where N is the total number of RDCs measured in an alignment medium,
(xi, yi, zi) the normalized component of the i-th internuclear vector of in-
terest, 〈.〉 the average over all the used structures, Ajj the five independent
elements of the Saupe matrix and Dredi the i-th experimental RDCs nor-
malized by the corresponding dis. The matricial representation is derived
directly from the cosine director description in Section 2.4 and different
kinds of couplings, e.g. 1DNH, 1DC ′Cα . . . can be used simultaneously. The
SVD of A will provide a way to estimate the most appropriate tensor (X).
Thus, using SVD it is possible to obtain simultaneously all the optimal data
reproduction and the optimal tensors for any given ensemble of aligned
structures and a representation of the tensors using axial and rhombic
components and Euler angles, can easily be obtained by diagonalization of
the reconstituted full Saupe matrix.

B
DRAMATIS PERSONAE
ubiquitin is an important protein, involved in extremely divers cellular
processes, including endocytosis, cell-cycle control, DNA repair, gene regula-
tion and expression [8, 290, 291]. Its most famous function is ubiquitination,
that consists in tagging poly-ubiquitin chains and protein to induce their
degradation in the proteasome. A large variety of poly-ubiquitin exists
inducing different reaction pathways [292].
cd2ap sh3-c. SH3 domains are very common molecular recognition ele-
ments [293]. Even though many SH3 domains exist, with different sequence
compositions, they often exhibit high structural similarity [294].The CD2
associated protein (CD2AP) is involved in kidney function [203] and the
considered CD2AP SH3-C is a part of a recognition complex made up of
three SH3 domains A, B and C [295] that all interact with Ubiquitin.
protein gb3 is the B3 domain of an Ig-binding domain of streptococcal
protein G and is involved in antibody-antigen recognition by interacting
with its physiological partner, the antigen-binding domain of IgG [8, 164].
ntail is a partially unfolded protein. It is the C-terminal domain of the
nucleoprotein of Sendai virus, that causes bronchiolitis in mice and primates
[296]. NTAIL interacts with the C-terminal part of a phosphoprotein PX (a
partially folded protein) and thereby initiates the viral RNA transcription
and replication [297].
α-synuclein is an IDP of 140 amino-acids presents in neural tissues and
which has an important role in the development of neuro-degenerative
diseases, especially Parkinson disease [298]. The apparition of the so-called
Lewy bodies are related to the disease [299]. They consist of abnormal
aggregates of protein, which are visible under the microscope. α-Synuclein
is the main constituent of these bodies [300, 301].
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C
TABLES AND SUPPORT ING F IGURES
c.1 numerical values tables and additional figures for
ubiquitin sf-gaf analysis
Table 17 – Ubiquitin order parameters from SF-GAF analysis. Order parameters for
Ni-HNi , C
′
i-1-Ni, C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 and C
′
i-1-H
N
i vector for each studied peptide plane.
Plane S2nh S2cn S2cc S2ch
2 0.84 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.02
3 0.89 ± 0.03 0.86 ± 0.03 0.83 ± 0.04 0.89 ± 0.03
4 0.89 ± 0.02 0.93 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.02
5 0.81 ± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.00 0.81 ± 0.03
6 0.92 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.02
7 0.73 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.02
8 0.57 ± 0.03 0.75 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.01 0.60 ± 0.03
11 0.48 ± 0.02 0.45 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.05 0.47 ± 0.02
12 0.70 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.02
13 0.72 ± 0.03 0.81 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.03 0.73 ± 0.03
14 0.88 ± 0.03 0.83 ± 0.04 0.80 ± 0.06 0.87 ± 0.03
15 0.90 ± 0.04 0.85 ± 0.04 0.82 ± 0.05 0.89 ± 0.03
16 0.93 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.01
17 0.89 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.02
18 0.73 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.00 0.74 ± 0.01
20 0.74 ± 0.04 0.85 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.04
21 0.86 ± 0.03 0.85 ± 0.03 0.85 ± 0.03 0.86 ± 0.03
22 0.93 ± 0.05 0.92 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.04
23 0.88 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.02
25 0.89 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.00 0.88 ± 0.01
27 0.86 ± 0.05 0.89 ± 0.04 0.90 ± 0.04 0.87 ± 0.05
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Plane S2nh S2cn S2cc S2ch
28 0.96 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.01 0.95 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.02
29 0.86 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.00 0.87 ± 0.01
30 0.85 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.00 0.85 ± 0.02
31 0.93 ± 0.02 0.92 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.02
32 0.95 ± 0.02 0.97 ± 0.01 0.98 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.02
33 0.85 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.04 0.90 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.03
34 0.85 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.00 0.85 ± 0.02
35 0.81 ± 0.03 0.80 ± 0.03 0.80 ± 0.03 0.81 ± 0.03
36 0.70 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.05 0.74 ± 0.08 0.70 ± 0.01
39 0.87 ± 0.06 0.91 ± 0.03 0.94 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.06
40 0.72 ± 0.03 0.84 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.01 0.73 ± 0.03
41 0.64 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.01 0.87 ± 0.01 0.65 ± 0.02
42 0.84 ± 0.03 0.77 ± 0.03 0.72 ± 0.04 0.83 ± 0.03
43 0.85 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 0.02
44 0.89 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.01
45 0.81 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.00 0.81 ± 0.01
47 0.76 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.02 0.77 ± 0.02
48 0.68 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02 0.69 ± 0.02
49 0.84 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.03 0.84 ± 0.03
50 0.72 ± 0.02 0.81 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.02
51 0.68 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.03 0.80 ± 0.03 0.69 ± 0.02
52 0.67 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.05 0.58 ± 0.07 0.67 ± 0.01
54 0.82 ± 0.03 0.87 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.03
55 0.84 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.00 0.85 ± 0.01
56 0.84 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.00 0.84 ± 0.02
57 0.84 ± 0.03 0.91 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.00 0.85 ± 0.03
58 0.95 ± 0.03 0.97 ± 0.01 0.98 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.03
59 0.92 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.00 0.92 ± 0.02
60 0.66 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.01 0.84 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.02
61 0.85 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.03 0.85 ± 0.03
62 0.51 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.00 0.53 ± 0.01
63 0.83 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.00 0.84 ± 0.02
64 0.94 ± 0.02 0.68 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0.04 0.90 ± 0.02
65 0.61 ± 0.03 0.53 ± 0.04 0.48 ± 0.06 0.60 ± 0.03
66 0.83 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.01 0.84 ± 0.03
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Plane S2nh S2cn S2cc S2ch
67 0.87 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.00 0.87 ± 0.03
68 0.90 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.01
70 0.79 ± 0.03 0.85 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.03
71 0.54 ± 0.03 0.69 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.03
72 0.58 ± 0.03 0.65 ± 0.05 0.71 ± 0.08 0.59 ± 0.03
74 0.29 ± 0.03 0.34 ± 0.07 0.38 ± 0.15 0.30 ± 0.03
76 0.01 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.06 0.02 ± 0.01
Table 18 – Ubiquitin order parameters from SF-GAF analysis. Order parameters for
Ni-HNi , C
′
i-1-Ni, C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 and C
′
i-1-H
N
i vector for each studied peptide plane.
Plane σα σβ σγ
2 4.26 ± 8.56 13.73 ± 0.89 0.00 ± 1.73
3 14.70 ± 2.72 0.00 ± 1.37 11.18 ± 2.20
4 4.26 ± 7.52 3.68 ± 3.02 11.32 ± 1.60
5 15.79 ± 4.62 6.65 ± 2.11 13.64 ± 1.56
6 4.26 ± 7.75 2.63 ± 2.39 9.46 ± 1.25
7 4.26 ± 5.66 12.53 ± 1.13 13.85 ± 0.62
8 4.26 ± 6.78 2.22 ± 3.39 26.83 ± 1.49
11 26.54 ± 3.48 17.02 ± 0.46 22.56 ± 1.44
12 4.26 ± 6.96 9.24 ± 1.43 18.32 ± 0.86
13 4.26 ± 5.20 9.24 ± 1.57 17.21 ± 1.22
14 16.27 ± 3.35 0.00 ± 1.34 11.89 ± 2.08
15 14.00 ± 2.50 5.61 ± 3.45 9.19 ± 1.11
16 4.26 ± 5.28 9.24 ± 2.70 0.00 ± 2.14
17 4.26 ± 6.08 9.24 ± 3.28 6.85 ± 2.29
18 4.26 ± 6.96 9.24 ± 2.25 16.65 ± 0.54
20 4.26 ± 4.73 3.72 ± 3.47 18.85 ± 1.82
21 4.26 ± 7.32 12.90 ± 1.56 2.11 ± 2.96
22 4.26 ±10.20 9.24 ± 4.53 0.00 ± 4.83
23 4.26 ± 9.47 12.03 ± 1.06 0.00 ± 1.34
25 17.04 ± 5.38 3.66 ± 2.91 10.55 ± 1.02
27 4.26 ± 4.32 9.24 ± 2.59 8.91 ± 1.48
28 4.26 ± 4.50 6.56 ± 0.70 0.00 ± 0.99
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Plane σα σβ σγ
29 4.26 ± 9.62 2.51 ± 3.03 13.16 ± 2.55
30 4.26 ± 8.47 9.24 ± 1.10 9.90 ± 1.06
31 4.26 ±11.43 9.24 ± 0.90 0.00 ± 1.55
32 4.26 ± 8.23 0.00 ± 0.92 7.32 ± 2.23
33 4.26 ± 3.05 9.24 ± 1.49 10.01 ± 0.93
34 4.26 ± 8.26 9.24 ± 1.73 10.07 ± 1.52
35 4.26 ± 6.74 15.47 ± 1.46 0.00 ± 2.94
36 18.44 ± 4.75 0.00 ± 0.50 20.65 ± 0.90
39 4.26 ± 7.76 5.53 ± 3.18 11.30 ± 4.31
40 4.26 ± 5.56 2.69 ± 3.34 20.01 ± 1.39
41 4.26 ± 5.73 9.24 ± 1.10 21.33 ± 1.32
42 18.52 ± 2.66 7.35 ± 3.14 11.21 ± 0.99
43 4.26 ± 4.09 9.24 ± 0.81 9.89 ± 2.21
44 4.26 ± 6.28 6.28 ± 1.93 9.37 ± 0.83
45 4.26 ± 8.62 9.24 ± 2.74 12.51 ± 0.86
47 4.26 ± 4.74 9.24 ± 1.01 15.34 ± 0.75
48 4.26 ± 6.37 16.30 ± 1.29 13.06 ± 2.32
49 4.26 ± 8.59 9.24 ± 1.80 10.54 ± 2.18
50 4.26 ± 9.90 9.24 ± 0.82 16.97 ± 1.08
51 4.26 ± 6.81 14.33 ± 1.66 15.14 ± 1.24
52 19.52 ± 4.12 15.55 ± 1.18 13.35 ± 1.77
54 4.26 ± 7.87 9.24 ± 1.74 11.57 ± 2.36
55 4.26 ± 6.41 0.00 ± 2.67 14.44 ± 0.77
56 4.26 ± 7.10 9.24 ± 3.63 10.68 ± 1.58
57 4.26 ±10.69 0.00 ± 3.47 14.62 ± 1.63
58 4.26 ± 7.35 0.00 ± 1.39 7.26 ± 3.00
59 4.26 ± 5.95 0.00 ± 3.29 10.15 ± 1.31
60 4.26 ± 5.12 11.75 ± 0.80 18.55 ± 1.58
61 4.26 ± 5.44 9.24 ± 1.82 10.07 ± 1.24
62 4.26 ± 6.18 0.00 ± 3.38 30.53 ± 0.77
63 4.26 ± 9.82 0.00 ± 3.55 14.74 ± 1.20
64 28.85 ± 2.23 4.56 ± 3.08 0.00 ± 0.93
65 30.36 ± 3.80 5.68 ± 4.10 22.82 ± 2.36
66 4.26 ± 6.45 0.00 ± 1.98 14.95 ± 1.91
67 4.26 ± 8.81 9.24 ± 3.39 8.65 ± 2.67
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Plane σα σβ σγ
68 4.26 ± 6.13 6.12 ± 1.48 8.92 ± 1.10
70 4.26 ± 5.19 9.24 ± 1.11 13.64 ± 2.19
71 4.26 ± 7.25 11.52 ± 1.14 24.85 ± 1.51
72 4.26 ±17.45 18.35 ± 5.29 16.51 ± 4.16
74 4.26 ±20.95 34.92 ± 9.15 18.19 ± 9.25
76 4.26 ±26.74 49.61 ± 6.64 62.29 ± 4.72
c.2 comparison of order parameters from 15n relaxation
measurements
Figure 91 – Comparison between two independently measured 15N relaxation
Ni-HNi order parameters in Ubiquitin: (orange)
15N relaxation derived order
parameters from Lienin et al. [149] (turquoise) 15N relaxation derived from
the relaxation data obtained in the Chapter 8. Grey boxes indicate α-helix and
darker arrows indicate β-sheet.
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c.3 structure-free analysis of ubiquitin using 1.024a bond
length
Figure 92 – Ubiquitin experimental data. Effect of the alignment tensor scaling on
direct data reproduction χ2 according to model S (green), 1D-GAF (red), 3D-GAF
(blue), using an Ni-HNi length of 1.024Å. The scaling is done according to KA.
The value KA = 1 corresponds to the tensors obtained after 1D-GAF optimization.
The inset corresponds to indirect data reproduction according to 3D-GAF. Gray
line corresponds to the optimal tensors.
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Figure 93 – Local Ubiquitin dynamics obtained through SF-GAF analysis, using
an Ni-HNi length of 1.024Å. Ni-H
N
i order parameters (upper panel) and am-
plitudes of reorientations for γ-motion (central panel) and β-motion (lower
panel) derived from SF-GAF analysis (blue), 400ns MD simulation (red) or 15N
relaxation (orange). Secondary structures are indicated on the top of the figure.
Grey boxes indicate α-helix and darker arrows indicate β-sheet.
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Table 19 – GB3 order parameters from SF-GAF analysis. Order parameters for
Ni-HNi , C
′
i-1-Ni, C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 and C
′
i-1-H
N
i vector for each studied peptide plane.
Plane S2nh S2cn S2cc S2ch
8 0.76 ± 0.04 0.83 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.04
9 0.82 ± 0.06 0.86 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.01 0.83 ± 0.05
10 0.91 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.02
11 0.81 ± 0.06 0.85 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.05
12 0.72 ± 0.04 0.80 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.01 0.73 ± 0.03
13 0.91 ± 0.05 0.90 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.04
Continued on next page
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Plane S2nh S2cn S2cc S2ch
14 0.84 ± 0.01 0.83 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.01 0.83 ± 0.01
15 0.66 ± 0.06 0.75 ± 0.04 0.83 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0.06
16 0.67 ± 0.04 0.72 ± 0.03 0.77 ± 0.04 0.68 ± 0.04
17 0.47 ± 0.03 0.65 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.01 0.49 ± 0.03
18 0.76 ± 0.03 0.86 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.02 0.78 ± 0.03
19 0.60 ± 0.06 0.73 ± 0.04 0.85 ± 0.01 0.61 ± 0.06
20 0.72 ± 0.08 0.81 ± 0.04 0.87 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.07
21 0.81 ± 0.03 0.76 ± 0.03 0.72 ± 0.04 0.81 ± 0.03
22 0.88 ± 0.09 0.89 ± 0.05 0.89 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.08
23 0.81 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.00 0.81 ± 0.02
24 0.71 ± 0.03 0.80 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.03
25 0.74 ± 0.02 0.81 ± 0.01 0.87 ± 0.00 0.75 ± 0.02
26 0.97 ± 0.04 0.93 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.03 0.96 ± 0.04
27 0.77 ± 0.04 0.83 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.04
28 0.93 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.02
29 0.75 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.00 0.76 ± 0.02
31 0.85 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.02
33 0.82 ± 0.02 0.86 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.00 0.83 ± 0.02
34 0.84 ± 0.04 0.87 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.01 0.84 ± 0.04
35 0.83 ± 0.03 0.86 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.00 0.83 ± 0.02
36 0.74 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.01 0.95 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.02
37 0.84 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02
38 0.78 ± 0.04 0.84 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.04
39 0.72 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.02
40 0.79 ± 0.03 0.84 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.03
41 0.81 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.02
42 0.91 ± 0.03 0.84 ± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.04 0.90 ± 0.03
43 0.79 ± 0.03 0.84 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.00 0.80 ± 0.03
44 0.77 ± 0.01 0.87 ± 0.01 0.95 ± 0.01 0.79 ± 0.01
45 0.72 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.02 0.72 ± 0.02
46 0.54 ± 0.02 0.57 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.02
47 0.87 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.03 0.87 ± 0.03
48 0.85 ± 0.04 0.87 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.01 0.85 ± 0.03
49 0.82 ± 0.03 0.91 ± 0.02 0.97 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.02
50 0.77 ± 0.05 0.83 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.05
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Plane S2nh S2cn S2cc S2ch
51 0.86 ± 0.02 0.92 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.02
52 0.89 ± 0.04 0.88 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.03
53 0.66 ± 0.02 0.77 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.00 0.67 ± 0.02
54 0.70 ± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.01 0.71 ± 0.03
55 0.80 ± 0.02 0.88 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.03 0.81 ± 0.02
56 0.95 ± 0.04 0.87 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.03 0.94 ± 0.04
57 0.91 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.01
58 0.86 ± 0.07 0.88 ± 0.04 0.89 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.06
59 0.91 ± 0.04 0.94 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.02 0.91 ± 0.04
60 0.91 ± 0.06 0.90 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.06
61 0.74 ± 0.04 0.85 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.04
Table 20 – GB3 order parameters from SF-GAF analysis. Order parameters for
Ni-HNi , C
′
i-1-Ni, C
α
i-1-C
′
i-1 and C
′
i-1-H
N
i vector for each studied peptide plane.
Plane σα σβ σγ
8 4.60 ± 3.82 10.00 ± 1.74 14.46 ± 2.44
9 4.60 ± 4.05 10.00 ± 2.01 11.06 ± 5.55
10 4.60 ± 4.66 10.00 ± 1.86 0.00 ± 3.45
11 4.60 ± 4.32 10.00 ± 2.79 12.06 ± 3.17
12 4.60 ± 4.96 10.00 ± 2.37 16.92 ± 1.85
13 4.60 ± 4.62 10.00 ± 2.67 0.01 ± 4.93
14 4.60 ± 4.54 14.18 ± 0.82 0.00 ± 2.60
15 4.60 ± 3.76 12.32 ± 1.05 18.24 ± 2.75
16 4.60 ± 4.96 15.83 ± 1.85 14.31 ± 1.65
17 4.60 ± 3.90 10.00 ± 2.14 29.25 ± 1.91
18 4.60 ± 3.90 0.00 ± 3.46 18.22 ± 1.10
19 4.60 ± 4.03 10.00 ± 2.32 22.84 ± 3.04
20 4.60 ± 3.98 10.00 ± 2.43 16.43 ± 4.45
21 17.18 ± 2.23 9.61 ± 1.87 11.14 ± 3.73
22 4.60 ± 4.23 10.00 ± 2.67 6.78 ± 6.81
23 4.60 ± 3.93 10.00 ± 2.69 11.87 ± 1.32
24 4.60 ± 4.02 10.00 ± 1.59 17.37 ± 1.77
25 4.60 ± 4.48 10.00 ± 4.45 15.76 ± 1.17
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Plane σα σβ σγ
26 9.86 ± 2.41 5.27 ± 2.78 0.00 ± 3.78
27 4.60 ± 4.17 10.00 ± 1.94 13.86 ± 2.44
28 4.60 ± 3.78 0.01 ± 2.43 9.14 ± 3.97
29 4.60 ± 6.45 10.00 ± 3.51 15.20 ± 1.25
31 4.60 ± 4.13 4.35 ± 3.33 13.09 ± 0.95
33 4.60 ± 4.18 10.00 ± 2.50 10.89 ± 1.09
34 4.60 ± 4.61 10.00 ± 2.71 9.78 ± 3.80
35 4.60 ± 4.26 10.00 ± 3.91 10.46 ± 1.93
36 4.60 ± 5.20 0.00 ± 3.06 19.22 ± 1.56
37 4.60 ± 5.54 6.76 ± 3.04 12.43 ± 1.68
38 4.60 ± 5.65 10.00 ± 3.82 13.36 ± 3.60
39 4.60 ± 3.78 5.44 ± 2.95 18.94 ± 1.52
40 4.60 ± 5.80 10.00 ± 2.71 12.96 ± 2.00
41 4.60 ± 4.65 0.00 ± 2.83 16.11 ± 1.57
42 13.31 ± 1.92 10.04 ± 4.38 0.00 ± 5.33
43 4.60 ± 3.76 10.00 ± 2.34 12.77 ± 1.66
44 4.60 ± 4.50 0.00 ± 2.78 17.67 ± 1.11
45 4.60 ± 7.10 19.44 ± 0.93 0.00 ± 3.40
46 4.60 ± 5.91 24.77 ± 0.78 10.24 ± 2.05
47 10.12 ± 2.07 2.90 ± 3.23 12.42 ± 1.21
48 4.60 ± 4.18 10.00 ± 1.59 8.94 ± 3.59
49 0.00 ± 2.58 0.00 ± 2.85 15.49 ± 1.04
50 4.60 ± 04.28 10.00 ± 2.05 14.09 ± 4.25
51 4.60 ± 3.56 0.00 ± 3.20 13.34 ± 0.89
52 4.60 ± 4.32 11.59 ± 1.23 0.00 ± 5.25
53 4.60 ± 5.75 10.00 ± 2.23 19.87 ± 1.04
54 4.60 ± 5.28 10.00 ± 3.16 17.82 ± 1.62
55 4.60 ± 4.14 2.63 ± 3.57 16.24 ± 0.99
56 13.66 ± 1.91 7.04 ± 2.66 0.00 ± 5.23
57 4.60 ± 4.07 10.00 ± 2.57 2.18 ± 2.66
58 4.60 ± 3.95 10.00 ± 2.37 8.26 ± 5.53
59 4.60 ± 4.57 4.21 ± 2.92 9.75 ± 3.35
60 4.60 ± 3.84 10.00 ± 2.48 0.00 ± 5.95
61 4.60 ± 4.64 0.00 ± 2.75 19.02 ± 2.12
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Table 21 – Order parameters obtained through 3-1D-GAF analysis for GB3 β-sheet.
Shared motion Local motion
Plane S2nh S2cn S2cc S2ch S2nh S2cn S2cc S2ch
9 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.97 0.98 1.00 0.97
10 0.89 0.92 0.90 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
11 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.94 0.98 0.89
12 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.89 0.85 0.93 0.98 0.86
13 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.89 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
18 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.89 0.85 0.92 0.98 0.86
19 0.89 0.91 0.89 0.90 0.71 0.84 0.96 0.73
20 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.84 0.92 0.98 0.85
21 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.92 0.96 0.99 0.93
22 0.91 0.89 0.91 0.90 0.93 0.96 0.99 0.93
23 0.93 0.90 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.96 0.99 0.93
47 0.90 0.94 0.91 0.93 0.94 0.97 0.99 0.94
48 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.93 0.97 0.99 0.94
49 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.90 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.91
50 0.89 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.95 0.99 0.91
51 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.89 0.93 0.96 0.99 0.94
56 0.91 0.89 0.91 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
57 0.89 0.94 0.91 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
58 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.94 0.97 0.99 0.94
59 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
60 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.89 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

D
WEAK COMPLEX FORMATION IN THE HIGHLY
DILUTED L IMIT
The aim of the annexe is to investigate, for the case of a weak complex, the
possibility to saturate one of the two partners without using excessively
high concentrations of the other.
Considering a complex formation, defined by the following equilibrium and
concentrations:
A + B ⇋ C
Introduced Concentration [A]0 [B]0 0
Effective Concentration [A] = [A]0 − [C] [B] = [B]0 − [C] [C]
where the associated dissociation constant Kd, is given by:
Kd =
[A][B]
[C]C0
or Kd =
[A][B]
[C]
with C0 = 1mol·L−1 (D.1)
which becomes, using the initial concentrations:
Kd =
([A]0 − [C])([B]0 − [C])
[C]
(D.2)
Thus, the concentration of the complex can be found by solving the equation:
[C]2 − (Kd + [A]0 + [B]0)[C] + [A]0[B]0 = 0 (D.3)
Roots of this second-order equation can be found as:
[C] =
Kd + [A]0 + [B]0 ±
√
∆
2
with ∆ = (Kd+[A]0+[B]0)2−4[A]0[B]0
(D.4)
The only physically acceptable solution is the one that, in absence of one of
the two partners A or B leads to the nonexistence of the complex, which is:
[C] =
Kd + [A]0 + [B]0 −
√
(Kd + [A]0 + [B]0)2 − 4[A]0[B]0
2
(D.5)
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Now, the concentration of the partner A ([A]0) is fixed and the effect
of diluting B ([B]0) on the complex formation will be investigated. The
problem is completely symmetric as A and B can be exchanged. We have:
[C] =
Kd + [A]0 + [B]0
2

1−
√
1−
4[A]0[B]0
(Kd + [A]0 + [B]0)2

 (D.6)
In order to characterize the fraction of B in the complex, we introduce:
PB =
[C]
[B]0
(D.7)
which for [B]0 tending towards zero is to a first order approximation given
by:
PB =
Kd + [A]0 + [B]0
2[B]0

1−
(
1−
2[A]0[B]0
(Kd + [A]0 + [B]0)2
) (D.8)
which leads to:
PB =
[A]0
Kd + [A]0 + [B]0
(D.9)
As we are looking for the limiting value of PB when [B]0 tends towards zero,
we have:
lim
[B]0→0
PB =
[A]0
Kd + [A]0
(D.10)
which demonstrates that by diluting B it will be impossible to reach PB = 1
which corresponds to the saturation of B, if the concentration of A is not
much bigger than the Kd constant.
Considering a weak interacting complex, e.g. Kd = 0.2mM, and we want
to limit the concentration of the partners at reasonably low concentrations
(for biological relevance or to avoid oligomerization or aggregation), e.g.
[A]0 = 1mM, the B compound can never be saturated, the maximal fraction
in the complex being: PB =0.83. Using a high concentration of [A]0 =
5mM will only lead to a maximal PB =0.96. Therefore weak complexes
cannot be properly studied by direct saturation and titration approaches are
required.
E
RÉSUMÉ EN FRANÇAIS
e.1 introduction
La compréhension des organismes vivants a occupé une place importante
dans le développement des concepts scientifiques et philosophiques du
fait, certes, de son incroyable complexité mais surtout car elle rejoint les
interrogations et les réflexions visant à définir l’être humain et à comprendre
son existence.
L’approche épistémologique proposée ici peut être perçue comme une
approche réductionniste, dans le sens ouvert et positif du terme, proposant
d’utiliser au mieux les connaissances issues de la Physique et de la Chimie
afin d’apporter un éclairage nouveau sur les Sciences Biologiques.
Le présent travail s’intéresse à l’étude du désordre conformationnel dans les
protéines, molécules essentielles au fonctionnement du Vivant. L’importance
de ce désordre conformationnel commence à être perçu comme un moyen
d’outrepasser les limites d’une description complètement structurale de
la Biologie qui a permis au cours des dernières décennies des avancées
extrêmement importantes dans la compréhension des systèmes vivants.
La Résonance Magnétique Nucléaire est utilisée ici comme outil principal
pour étudier cette dynamique. Deux raisons motivent ce choix : tout
d’abord la possibilité d’obtenir de l’information spécifique résolue à l’échelle
atomique et ensuite la sensibilité des mesures RMN à de nombreuses
échelles de temps. L’interaction la plus utilisée dans ces travaux est le
Couplage Dipolaire Résiduel (RDC) qui permet d’obtenir de l’information à
des échelles de temps allant jusqu’à la milliseconde.
Cette Thèse est organisée en trois parties : une partie théorique pose les bases
de la physique nécessaires au développement des méthodes décrites par la
suite, une seconde partie se concentre sur la détermination quantitative de la
dynamique des protéines repliées et enfin la dynamique conformationnelle
des protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées est décrite dans une dernière
partie.
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e.2 concepts théoriques
e.2.1 La Relaxation en RMN
La relaxation de spin consiste un outil extrêmement utile pour sonder la
dynamique rapide des protéines. En effet, elle caractérise les processus
induisant un retour à l’équilibre de l’aimantation mise hors équilibre au
cours d’une expérience RMN. Les mécanismes de relaxation sont induits
par des mouvements stochastiques produisant des modulations dans la
géométrie du système de spin, ces fluctuations induisant les transitions
nécessaires au retour à l’équilibre.
Le formalisme de l’opérateur densité est introduit, permettant de décrire par
cet unique opérateur l’évolution des cohérences et des populations présentes
pour chaque état ou entre les différents états de spins. Basée sur cet outil
et sur une description semi-classique du système étudié — le système de
spin étant traité de manière quantique et le réseau de façon classique —
la théorie de Redfield-Abragam permet de dériver l’équation maîtresse
qui caractérise l’évolution du système de spin. Cette approche introduit
deux fonctions extrêmement importantes : la fonction d’auto-corrélation
et la fonction de densité spectrale, ces deux fonctions, l’une de variable
temporelle, l’autre de fréquence, étant liées par transformée de Fourier. La
fonction d’auto-corrélation caractérise la perte de mémoire pour un système
évoluant aléatoirement, la fonction de densité spectrale représentant la
distribution de fréquences présente dans le système considéré.
Les mécanismes de relaxation 15N, d’origine dipolaire ou basée sur l’interaction
d’anisotropie de déplacement chimique, et l’effet de l’échange chimique
sont exposés.
Enfin l’extraction d’information sur le mouvement étudié est présentée
principalement dans le cadre de l’analyse dite model-free dans laquelle
aucune forme spécifique du mouvement n’est postulée. Ce dernier est
décrit par deux grandeurs, un paramètre d’ordre qui caractérise l’extension
spatiale du mouvement et un temps de corrélation qui décrit la vitesse de
décorrélation associée au mouvement étudié.
e.2.2 Les Couplages Dipolaires Résiduels
Les couplages dipolaires résiduels dérivent de l’interaction dipolaire ex-
istante entre deux moments magnétiques. Le mouvement moléculaire
moyenne l’interaction dipolaire et l’utilisation de milieux orientants permet
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d’obtenir l’information contenue dans cette interaction tout en conservant
la simplicité des spectres observables en RMN à l’état liquide.
Les aspects expérimentaux de l’utilisation de milieux orientants sont présen-
tés. Les manifestations de l’anisotropie de déplacement chimique, des
couplages dipolaires et quaduroplaires sur les spectres RMN sont décrites
et les différents types de milieux orientants existants — alignement magné-
tique, cristaux liquides ou gels déformés — sont présentés.
Les expressions analytiques des RDCs sont ensuite dérivées du couplage
dipolaire et discutées dans le cadre de l’approximation séculaire ou de la lim-
ite des couplages faibles. Les hypothèses d’un découplage du mouvement
moléculaire global et de la dynamique interne permettent d’introduire le
formalisme de la matrice de Saupe et d’ensuite décrire la dynamique locale
dans un repère moléculaire lié à la protéine considérée. Cette dynamique lo-
cale peut être décrite à l’aide des harmoniques sphériques et du formalisme
des rotations d’Euler permettant d’exprimer ce moyennement dynamique
dans n’importe quel système de coordonnées locales et d’introduire un
paramètre d’ordre, comparable à celui issu de la relaxation de spin carac-
térisant l’amplitude de la dynamique présente dans le système étudié.
Dans le cadre d’une interprétation purement statique des RDCs, une im-
portante quantité d’information structurale peut être obtenue, malgré une
intrinsèque dégénérescence de l’information obtenue. Cette information est
caractérisée pour différents types de systèmes, en particulier ceux impor-
tants pour la description des systèmes protéiques : les vecteurs isolés, les
systèmes plans et les objets chiraux.
Enfin l’effet du moyennement dynamique des RDCs est détaillé pour dif-
férents types de mouvements comme la réorientation dans un cône ou le
mouvement des Fluctuations Axiales Gaussiennes (GAF).
e.3 dynamique des protéines repliées
e.3.1 Tour d’Horizon des Descriptions Dynamiques des RDCs
Les RDCs constituant d’importantes sondes de dynamique, la mise en place
de formalismes permettant de décoder des mesures expérimentales les
caractéristiques du mouvement sont nécessaires. Dans un premier temps,
les limites d’un modèle purement structural sont exposées et une méthode
mathématique quantifiant l’auto-cohérence d’un jeu expérimental de RDC
est décrite.
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Ensuite les méthodes existantes permettant de décrire la dynamique con-
tenue dans les RDC sont présentées. Tout d’abord les approches basées sur
les analyses de tenseurs de fragments sont exposées, soit pour des domaines
entiers, soit pour de plus petits fragments, tel qu’un plan peptidique et
de la jonction tetrahèdrique suivante, comme dans l’analyse de tenseur
d’alignement local.
Les méthodes de moyennes d’ensemble sont ensuite introduites, aussi
bien pour les dynamiques moléculaires sous contraintes combinant en
un seul potentiel les données expérimentales et un champ de force ou
les approches basées purement sur la dynamique moléculaire, dont les
trajectoires fournissent une description intuitive du mouvement. Enfin les
approches combinant un premier échantillonnage large suivi d’une sélection
d’un sous-ensemble sur la base des données expérimentales sont décrites.
Par ailleurs, les approches de type model-free sont introduites via les
approches SCRM (Self-Consistant RDC-based Model-Free Approoach) et
DIDC (Direct Analysis of Dipolar Couplings). Ces approches permettent
une description détaillée du mouvement moléculaire en caractérisant, sans
hypothèse de mouvement, le moyennement des harmoniques sphériques
présentes dans l’expression analytique des RDCs moyennés dynamique-
ment.
Enfin l’ensemble des travaux précédents cette Thèse sur les modèles GAF
sont présentés.
e.3.2 Détermination Quantitative et Absolue de la Dynamique de la Chaîne
Principale de l’Ubiquitine
La détermination du niveau absolu de dynamique dans les protéines reste
une question ouverte, cruciale pour la compréhension de l’importance de
ces mouvements dans les systèmes biologiques. Jusqu’à présent la plupart
des méthodes analytiques utilisaient la relaxation 15N de spin pour fixer la
gamme de dynamique. Ici une méthode est développée pour déterminer
uniquement à partir des RDCs, la quantité de dynamique présente dans
l’Ubiquitine. Cette approche est basée sur le modèle GAF, ici exprimé
dans un formalisme efficace et complètement dédié à la dynamique. Cette
approche permet d’obtenir via des analyses indirectes un niveau de dy-
namique, qui par comparaison à des analyses menées sur des données
simulées, peut être considéré comme quantitatif.
Un modèle complet de mouvement visant à éviter une surinterprétation des
données a été développé. Les informations apportées par cette analyse ont
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été comparées aux analyses de relaxation 15N, à des dynamiques molécu-
laires et à l’approche SCRM. Ces résultats sont cohérents avec l’absence de
mouvements importants dans les structures secondaires et à l’inverse une
claire présence de mouvements lents dans les boucles et les parties les moins
structurées est visible. De plus un mouvement lent présent dans une boucle
en C-terminal, importante pour la reconnaissance moléculaire, présente un
mouvement lent, détecté seulement par les approches utilisant les RDCs.
L’information structurale obtenue au cours de cette analyse permet de
caractériser la position moyenne de chaque vecteur d’un plan peptidique
et l’incertitude associée. Le modèle a été testé, passant successivement
de nombreux tests statistiques, aussi bien pour des analyses directes que
pour des validations croisées. Tous ces tests convergent vers une très haute
pertinence de ce modèle, estimée sur la base d’un test AIC comme plus
d’un million de fois plus probable qu’une analyse statique.
e.3.3 Dynamique Moléculaire Accélérée de l’Ubiquitine
La possibilité d’obtenir des ensembles moléculaires afin de décrire la dy-
namique des protéines à des échelles de temps lents donnerait une vue
complémentaire de celle proposée par la description analytique donnée par
les approches de type GAF. Néanmoins la puissance de calcul actuellement
disponible n’est pas en mesure de générer des trajectoires qui échantillon-
nent de manière significative des mouvements aux échelles de temps allant
jusqu’à la milliseconde. L’approche proposée ici, basée sur les méthodes de
dynamique moléculaire accélérée permet d’échantillonner ses mouvements
en biaisant le potentiel auquel le système est soumis.
L’approche consiste à tout d’abord biaiser le potentiel, par une transfor-
mation à deux variables, permettant de conserver la rugosité du potentiel
tout en faisant décroître l’amplitude des barrières d’énergie potentielle.
L’ensemble ainsi obtenu sert de point de départ à des dynamiques molécu-
laires standard, permettant d’obtenir des ensembles pesés selon une dis-
tribution boltzmannienne. Ce processus — accélération puis dynamique
moléculaire standard — est répété pour différents niveaux d’accélération
permettant d’obtenir différents ensembles correspondant à des échelles de
temps plus ou moins longues. La sélection du niveau d’accélération se
fait simplement en sélectionnant le niveau d’accélération conduisant à la
meilleure reproduction des données expérimentales considérées, celle-ci
devant être sensible à l’échelle de temps étudiée. Ici, l’étude se focalisait
sur les échelles de temps allant jusqu’à la milliseconde et c’est pourquoi
les données expérimentales utilisées ont été des RDCs et des couplages
scalaires, tous deux sensibles à cette gamme de temps.
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L’ensemble moléculaire ainsi obtenu a été comparé à diverses approches,
principalement à la méthode SF-GAF. La convergence des paramètres d’ordre
obtenus par les deux approches est globalement très bonne — relativement
bonne pour les paramètres d’ordre Cαi-1-C
′
i-1 et excellente pour les paramètres
d’ordre Ni-HNi —. Cette très bonne convergence, présente malgré des ap-
proches portées par hypothèses très différentes, renforce certainement la
confiance que l’on peut placer en ces deux descriptions.
e.3.4 Étude de la Dynamique de la Protéine GB3 : vers une Description des
Mouvements Collectifs
Les descriptions analytiques permettant d’extraire de l’information dy-
namique des RDCs se basent sur des descriptions purement locales du
mouvement. Par exemple la description GAF du mouvement est locale —
spécifique à chaque plan peptidique — et traite le mouvement de manière
complètement décorrélé et individuel. Néanmoins les mouvements collectifs
et — ou — corrélés peuvent avoir un rôle majeur au niveau biologique et
être partiellement voire complètement masqué par ce type de description.
Dans ce chapitre, différents modèles généralisant la description GAF, sont
développés afin de prendre en compte explicitement un mouvement collectif
— ou commun — et un mouvement local. Pour le système étudié, la protéine
GB3, la possibilité d’un mouvement corrélé au sein du feuillet β a en effet été
mise en évidence au cours d’étude par RMN en phases liquide et solide.
Une première analyse de type SF-GAF a été réalisée pour ce système, per-
mettant de déterminer le niveau de dynamique présent dans cette pro-
téine. Cette analyse présente des résultats très similaires à celle menée sur
l’Ubiquitine, indiquant une éventuelle généralité des résultats obtenus dans
la première analyse. Après les développements analytiques nécessaires à
la mise en place de ces modèles, ils ont pu être appliqués au feuillet β et à
l’hélice α de la protéine GB3. Dans les deux cas un mouvement anisotrope
collectif a pu être mis en évidence, mais il n’a pu être validé que dans le
cas du feuillet β. Pour ce motif une description intégrant explicitement les
mouvements locaux et communs a été utilisé. L’utilisation d’une description
de la dynamique locale par un modèle de type 3D-GAF ne laisse pas appa-
raître de mouvement commun même si la présence d’un tel mouvement
de faible amplitude ne peut être exclu. En revanche, si le mouvement local
est limité à une réorientation de type γ-1D-GAF, un mouvement collectif
anisotrope peut être détecté tant par des analyses directes qu’indirectes. La
combinaison de ces deux mouvements permet d’obtenir des distributions de
paramètres d’ordre extrêmement similaire à celles obtenues par une analyse
complètement locale de type SF-GAF.
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Ces approches, prenant explicitement en compte ces deux types de dy-
namique, semblent pouvoir s’appliquer avec pertinence à des systèmes
dynamiques plus complexes, tels que les complexes protéines-protéines ou
les acides nucléiques.
e.3.5 Étude de la Dynamique Rapide et Lente de la Protéine SH3-C
Les précédents chapitres se sont concentrés sur la dynamique de deux
systèmes : les protéines Ubiquitine et GB3. Néanmoins les résultats sont
encore trop peu nombreux pour pouvoir généraliser ses approches et l’étude
de nouveaux systèmes, avec des propriétés différentes apporterait une
information cruciale sur la généralité des résultats précédemment obtenus.
Le domaine SH3-C étudié ici, présente un repliement complètement différent
des systèmes jusqu’alors étudiés, et permet donc d’aborder un système
différent.
Pour ce système des données de relaxation ont été enregistrées et ont permis
une analyse de sa dynamique rapide, incluant la détermination du tenseur
de diffusion et de la mobilité interne. De plus, des RDCs ont été mesurés
dans 15 milieux orientants différents, avec jusqu’à trois couplages par plan
peptidique. De ce vaste jeu de données, un sous-ensemble de 10 milieux a
été sélectionné pour son auto-cohérence par une approche de type Seconda.
Ce jeu de RDC a permis de mener une analyse Dynamic-Meccano suivi
d’un 3D-GAF sur cette structure, permettant une détermination simultanée
de la structure et de la dynamique du domaine considéré. La structure
Dynamic-Meccano présente des caractéristiques très proches de celles
obtenues par une description purement statique de cet ensemble de RDC.
La dynamique observable dans ce système peut d’ailleurs être corrélée
avec la présence de variabilité conformationnelle dans différents domaines
SH3 dont les structures, en complexe avec différents partenaires, ont été
déterminées par rayon X.
Afin d’étudier plus en détail cette variabilité conformationnelle une ap-
proche permettant de sélectionner un ensemble moléculaire a été mise au
point. Basée sur un algorithme génétique, nommé Asteroids et initialement
développé pour les protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées, cette méthode
permet de sélectionner dans une large base de donnée — ici constituée
des structures issues d’une longue trajectoire de dynamique moléculaire
(1µs) de ce domaine SH3 — un sous-ensemble, représentatif des données
expérimentales considérées. Ici le jeu de RDCs précédemment obtenu a
été utilisé et une méthode utilisant la décomposition en valeur singulière
a été implémentée pour confronter l’échantillonnage conformationnel du
sous-ensemble considéré aux RDCs mesurés.
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Même si des études sont toujours en cours sur ces systèmes, les résultats déjà
obtenus semblent converger vers une situation assez similaire à celles des
protéines Ubiquitine et GB3 où peu de dynamique lente était détectable dans
les structures secondaires mais où les boucles présentaient des mouvements
à des échelles de temps plus lentes. De plus une importante dynamique
conformationnelle a été révélée pour la protéine seule, en solution, dans les
régions en interactions avec des partenaires biologiques.
e.3.6 Étude du Complexe Faible SH3-C Ubiquitine par Relaxation 15N
L’étude des complexes faibles reste un des problèmes difficilement abord-
ables par les différentes méthodes biophysiques car il est souvent impossible
d’isoler l’entité constituée des deux partenaires en interaction. L’utilisation
de méthode de titration où l’information mesurée résulte à la fois de la
forme libre et de la forme en complexe, peut permettre par des proces-
sus d’extrapolation d’isoler des grandeurs caractéristiques uniquement du
complexe.
L’étude menée ici a tout d’abord permis de déterminer la constante ther-
modynamique associée à la dissociation du complexe. La faiblesse de cette
interaction ne permettant pas d’isoler le complexe dans des conditions
raisonnables, les vitesses de relaxation longitudinale (R1) ou transverse (R2)
ont du elles aussi être extrapolées dans le complexe. Considérant un modèle
cinétique à deux sites, l’évolution des R1 est supposée être linéaire. Un
comportement similaire est attendu pour les R2 où aucun échange n’est
présent, par contre une contribution supplémentaire est attendue pour les
sites ne présentant pas le même environnement chimique dans la forme
libre et dans le complexe. Cette contribution d’échange a été estimée en
utilisant une analyse de type model-free pour chaque protéine dans chaque
mélange. En retirant cette contribution de l’évolution des R2 expérimentaux,
les R2 intrinsèques sont obtenus et peuvent être ainsi extrapolés dans le
complexe.
Les vitesses de relaxation obtenues dans le complexe ont servi à déterminer
le tenseur d’alignement de cette espèce, conduisant à un tenseur de symétrie
axial, hautement anisotrope. La dépendance angulaire des rapports R2/R1 a
été comparée à celle de RDCs, mesurés dans un milieu orientant stérique,
et extrapolés dans le complexe. La corrélation présente entre ses variations
renforce la validité des deux procédures. Enfin la dynamique rapide des
deux protéines dans le complexe a pu être déterminée et comparée à celles
des formes libres. Peu de variations ont pu être observées en termes de
paramètre d’ordre, à l’exception d’une rigidification présente légèrement
dans certaines zones d’interaction et plus clairement dans la partie C-
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terminal de l’Ubiquitine, connue pour jouer un rôle clef dans la formation
du complexe.
e.4 protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées et asteroids
e.4.1 Les Protéines Chimiquement Dénaturées et Intrinsèquement Désordonnées
comme Systèmes Extrêmement Flexibles
Les protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées (IDPs) sont maintenant recon-
nues comme des systèmes jouant des rôles clefs dans le fonctionnement du
vivant. Du fait de leur plasticité intrinsèque, ces protéines peuvent interagir
avec différents partenaires, se replier aux cours d’interaction avec un parte-
naire ou présenter de très importantes surfaces de contact sans nécessité des
poids moléculaires extrêmes. Ces protéines qui peuvent représenter jusqu’à
40 % du protéome humain sont impliquées par exemple dans la régulation
du cycle cellulaire, dans la signalisation ou dans des maladies telles que les
maladies neurodégénératives et le cancer.
La RMN constitue une méthode de choix pour étudier ces systèmes car elle
permet d’accéder à de l’information aussi bien locale qu’à longue portée sur
ces systèmes extrêmement flexibles. Même si par exemple les déplacements
chimiques ou les mesures de relaxation ont pu apporter des informations
intéressantes sur ces systèmes, les deux sources d’information les plus
utilisées sont pour l’instant les RDCs et les PREs (Paramagnetic Relaxation
Enhancement).
L’approche Flexible-Meccano permet de décrire des protéines dans un état
complètement désordonné en supposant un échantillonnage conformation-
nel local suivant les distributions dites random-coil, obtenu en ne retenant
d’une large base de données issues de 500 structures haute résolution que
les conformations ne faisant partie ni d’hélice α ni de feuillet β. Cette
description est dépendante de la séquence primaire et permet de donner
une bonne représentation de la dynamique conformationnelle de systèmes
complètement désordonnés. En utilisant simplement cette description, tout
ordre résiduel à longue ou à courte portée doit être caractérisé par des
méthodes biaisant l’échantillonnage de départ.
e.4.2 Caractérisation de l’Ordre Local dans les Systèmes Désordonnés
L’existence d’ordre local dans les protéines désordonnées a été mise en évi-
dence expérimentalement par diverses approches. L’idée de ce chapitre est
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de développer une approche permettant de caractériser cet ordre résiduel
sans introduire d’hypothèse pouvant biaiser l’analyse du système. À partir
d’un échantillonnage obtenu par Flexible-Meccano, un algorithme géné-
tique, appelé Asteroids a été développé pour sélectionner un sous-ensemble
de structures permettant de reproduire les données expérimentales et les
propriétés biophysiques des systèmes considérés. Si la première partie est
relativement facile à réaliser la seconde s’avère beaucoup plus difficile car
le problème à résoudre est sous déterminé, en ce sens que les données
expérimentales disponibles ne permettent pas de définir complètement
l’échantillonnage conformationnel de chaque membre du sous-ensemble
étudié. De ce fait, une importante série de tests a été mise en place afin
de déterminer les conditions dans lesquelles la reproduction des données
expérimentales implique une caractérisation satisfaisante des propriétés
biophysiques du système considéré.
Cette approche a d’abord été développée pour étudier l’Ubiquitine dé-
naturée dans l’urée à l’aide de RDCs. Cette étude a permis de déterminer
l’échantillonnage conformationnel de chaque acide aminé et d’en carac-
tériser la déviation par rapport à l’état de référence qu’est le random-coil.
Ensuite cette méthode a été utilisée pour caractériser NTAIL à l’aide des
déplacements chimiques uniquement, permettant de mettre en évidence
l’existence de structures secondaires résiduelles dans la forme libre de cette
entité, connue pour subir une transition désordre-ordre lors de l’interaction
avec son partenaire biologique.
e.4.3 Caractérisation de l’Ordre à Longue Portée dans les Systèmes
Désordonnés
L’existence d’ordre à longue portée dans les systèmes intrinsèquement
désordonnés peut se révéler d’une grande importance aussi bien pour le
rôle biologique de telles protéines que pour l’interprétation physique de
grandeurs telles que les RDCs.
Ici l’algorithme Asteroids a été utilisé pour étudier l’ordre à longue portée
dans l’α-Synuclein en utilisant des PREs. En effet, l’amplification des
vitesses de relaxation liée à la présence d’un noyau paramagnétique est
directement dépendante de la distribution de distance entre ce noyau para-
magnétique et le spin étudié et constitue donc une intéressante sonde des
interactions transitoires présentes dans ses systèmes dynamiques.
Cette approche a là encore été testée avec des données simulées avant être
appliquée à l’α-Synuclein, permettant de révéler l’existence d’interactions
à longue portée entre l’extrémité N- et C-terminal et dans une moindre
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mesure entre le C-terminal et le domaine NAC, présent au centre de la
protéine.
L’incidence de ces interactions à longue portée sur les RDCs a été examinée,
permettant de mettre en évidence de nettes distorsions du profil attendu
pour les RDCs en fonction de l’existence et de la localisation de ces contacts.
Cette dépendance a été paramétrée et combinée avec succès à une descrip-
tion locale de l’échantillonnage conformationnel, permettant de reproduire,
en combinant cette paramétrisation et un nombre restreint de conformères,
les RDCs expérimentaux de l’α-Synuclein mieux qu’en utilisant un très large
nombre de conformères où aucun ordre à longue portée n’était supposé.
e.4.4 Conclusion
Cette Thèse s’est concentrée sur la caractérisation du désordre conforma-
tionnel, de manière quantitative, dans différents systèmes, aussi bien dans
les protéines repliées que pour les systèmes désordonnés. De manière in-
téressante, la relation existant entre ces deux types de système n’est pas si
opposée que ne le laisse paraître le premier abord.
En effet, l’étude de la dynamique dans les systèmes repliés peut être vue
comme un écart à la situation idéale que représente une description com-
plètement statique du système considéré. De manière symétrique, l’étude
des protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées tend à caractériser ces sys-
tèmes par leur déviation par rapport à l’état complètement déplié qu’est le
random-coil. Ainsi pour ses deux types de systèmes, la complémentarité de
l’ordre et du désordre apparaît clairement.
Même si le gouffre entre les protéines repliées et dépliées n’est pas encore
comblé et même si la caractérisation des protéines intrinsèquement désor-
données n’est pas encore assez avancée pour définir un nouveau paradigme,
complet et cohérent, la complémentarité — plus que la dichotomie — entre
ces deux aspects commence à clairement se révéler.
C’est pourquoi, je pense, le paradigme naissant de la biophysique du
désordre dynamique (est-ce ainsi qu’il faut le nommer?), n’a pas à être
construit en opposition à celui de la biologie structurale, mais devrait
engendrer un cadre conceptuel plus large dans lequel l’entrelacement entre
ordre et désordre conformationnel pourrait pleinement s’exprimer.
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Abstract: Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) measured for internally rigid molecular fragments provide
important information about the relative orientations of these fragments. Dependent on the symmetry of
the alignment tensor and the symmetry of the molecular fragment, however, there generally exist more
than one solution for the fragment orientation consistent with the measured RDCs. Analytical solutions are
presented that describe the complete set of orientations of internally rigid fragments that are consistent
with multiple dipolar couplings measured in a single alignment medium that is rhombic. For the first time,
it is shown that, for a planar fragment such as the peptide plane, there generally exist 16 different solutions
with their analytical expressions presented explicitly. The presence of these solutions is shown to be highly
relevant for standard structure determination protocols using RDCs to refine molecular structures. In
particular, when using standard protein structure refinement with RDCs that were measured in a single
alignment medium as constraints, it is found that often more than one of the peptide plane solutions is
physically viable; i.e., despite being consistent with measured RDCs, the local backbone structure can be
incorrect. On the basis of experimental and simulated examples, it is rationalized why protein structures
that are refined against RDCs measured in a single medium can have lower resolution (precision) than
one would expect on the basis of the experimental accuracy of the RDCs. Conditions are discussed under
which the correct solution can be identified.
1. Introduction
Protein structure determination by NMR spectroscopy is
primarily based on nuclear Overhauser distance constraints
(NOEs) where the achievable resolution is often limited by the
resolution of local structure. Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs)
provide complementary information on protein structure.1-3
They can be used for structural refinement4and, in favorable
cases, even allow the determination of a protein structure with
few or no NOEs.5-8 When considering RDCs alone, multiple
solutions exist for the overall orientation of a molecule or
molecular fragment for a given set of RDCs. This is due to the
mathematical form of the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction
and its properties under anisotropic averaging.9 The exact
number of solutions depends on the relative orientations of the
internuclear vectors considered and on internal symmetries of
the molecule or the molecular fragment under investigation. The
situation is similar for dipolar couplings in the solid state,10-13
where “dipolar waves” have recently been utilized to relate
dipolar couplings to secondary structural motifs.14,15
Their well-defined tensorial properties make RDCs amenable
to analytical mathematical treatment.16-24 For example, Meiler
et al.17 and Skrynnikov and Kay24 have determined analytical
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expressions for lower and upper bounds for the angle between
two dipolar vectors. Wedemeyer et al.22 developed exact
solutions for vector orientations in the presence of additional
angular constraints, such as bond angle constraints. Wang and
Donald21 derived analytical expressions for vector orientations
when RDCs are available in two alignment media.
When the rhombicity is zero, rotation about the symmetry
axis of the alignment tensor does not change the RDCs, and
therefore the number of orientations that fulfill a given
experimental RDC set belonging to a single alignment is infinite.
On the other hand, for nonzero rhombicity, it is commonly
assumed that, for a rigid fragment with three or more coplanar
dipolar vectors, for example, vectors that lie within the same
peptide plane, there are generally eight different solutions for
the fragment orientations (see, e.g., refs 6 and 8). It is shown
here that, in this case, the number of distinct solutions is in
fact twice as large, and analytical expressions are provided that
describe all solutions and their orientations. Using the sulfite
reductase flavodoxin-like domain as an example, it is demon-
strated that multiple solutions can be present within a repre-
sentative conformational ensemble, even in the case where
extensive experimental NOE-derived distance constraints are
combined with RDCs from a single data set. In view of the
prevalence of this commonly encountered combination of
experimental constraints, we discuss in detail the implications
for standard structure determination protocols.
2. Theory
We consider a set of interatomic vectors and their associated
magnetic dipole-dipole interactions of a molecule expressed
in the alignment frame that belongs to an alignment medium
with magnitude Da and rhombicity R. For a rigid internuclear
vector ri of length ri, with its direction given by the spherical
coordinates (θi,φi), the relationship for a residual dipolar
coupling Di measured for this vector is (in units of Hz)
Di )Da(3cos2θi - 1+ 32Rsin2θi cos 2i)
)Da(3zi2 - 1+ 32R(xi2 - yi2)) (1)
where Da ) -µ0γkγlh/(16π3ri3)Aa, R is the rhombicity with 0
e R e 2/3, (xi,yi,zi) are the Cartesian coordinates of ri/ri (i.e.,
after normalizing ri), Aa is the unitless absolute alignment
magnitude, h is Planck’s constant, µ0 is the vacuum permeability,
and γk, γl are the gyromagnetic ratios of the two interacting
spins.
Enumeration of Solutions. In general, there are an infinite
number of vectors that correspond to a particular value of Di.
One way to reduce this degeneracy is to consider a structural
motif with multiple dipolar vectors with known relative orienta-
tions. Even in this case, multiple distinguishable orientations
of the motif exist that are consistent with the RDCs. A
convenient way to enumerate the solutions uses the right-hand-
side of eq 1, which makes it immediately clear that the sign
inversion of either the x, y, or z axis leaves Di invariant; i.e., if
(x,y,z) is a solution, then any of the eight sign combinations ei
) ((x,(y,(z) is a solution too.
For a set of vectors that define a chiral center, however,
inversion of the sign with respect to one axis only, for example
of all x-components, will change the chirality of the motif and
is therefore not allowed. The same applies to the situation where
all three axes simultaneously change sign. On the other hand,
when two of the three axes change sign, the handedness of the
chiral center is conserved. Thus, for a general chiral motif there
are only four solutions, (x,y,z), (x,-y,-z), (-x,y,-z), and
(-x,-y,z), with the same chirality. (As shown below, for special
chiral motives there may be more than four solutions.)
For a structural motif that has no chiral center, which is the
case when all vectors lie in the same plane, there is no such
restriction, and all eight sign combinations yield allowed
solutions. Interestingly, generally there exist eight additional
solutions that lie in the same planes as the solutions of the first
set but whose vector components have orientations that differ
from those of the first eight solutions, which is illustrated in
Figure 1. These additional solutions flip the planes upside-down
(e.g., by a 180° rotation about an axis that lies in the plane).
Therefore, in the absence of any in-plane symmetry, the new
solutions cannot be aligned with respect to the old solutions by
rotation about an axis orthogonal to the plane.
These alternative solutions can be constructed as follows. We
consider a plane P depicted in Figure 2A with in-plane vector
orientations specified by the three angles (η,ψ,) defined in the
figure that can be expressed using standard trigonometry:
e()) (cosη cos - sin η sinψ sin , sin η cos +
cos η sinψ sin , cosψ sin ) (2)
where  defines the vector orientation within plane P, η is the
angle between the intersection of plane P with the xy plane of
the alignment frame and the x axis, and ψ is the tilt angle of
plane P with respect to the z-axis of the alignment frame. The
dipolar couplings can then be expressed as a function of
(η,ψ,) by insertion of eq 2 into eq 1:
(17) Meiler, J.; Blomberg, N.; Nilges, M.; Griesinger, C. J. Biomol. NMR
2000, 16, 245–252.
(18) Moltke, S.; Grzesiek, S. J. Biomol. NMR 1999, 15, 77–82.
(19) Wang, J.; Walsh, J. D.; Kuszewski, J.; Wang, Y. X. J. Magn. Reson.
2007, 189, 90–103.
(20) Walsh, J. D.; Wang, Y. X. J. Magn. Reson. 2005, 174, 152–162.
(21) Wang, L. C.; Donald, B. R. J. Biomol. NMR 2004, 29, 223–242.
(22) Wedemeyer, W. J.; Rohl, C. A.; Scheraga, H. A. J. Biomol. NMR
2002, 22, 137–151.
(23) Tian, F.; Valafar, H.; Prestegard, J. H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2001, 123,
11791–11796.
(24) Skrynnikov, N. R.; Kay, L. E. J. Biomol. NMR 2000, 18, 239–252.
Figure 1. Example of 16 orientations of a peptide plane that are in
agreement with a single set of residual dipolar couplings. Cartesian
coordinates associated with this example are given in the Supporting
Information (Table S1), along with associated RDC values.
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d′ )D⁄Da ) 3sin
2cos2ψ- 1+
3
2R[(cos
2(1+ sin2ψ)- sin2ψ) cos 2η-
sin (2) sin (2η) sinψ] (3a)
or
d′())D ⁄ Da )A cos 2-B sin 2+C (3b)
where A ) - (3⁄2)cos2ψ + (3⁄4)R(1 + sin2ψ)cos2η, B )
(3⁄2)Rsin(2η)sinψ, and
C) (3⁄2)cos2ψ- 1+ (3⁄4)R(1+ sin2ψ) cos (2η)-
(3⁄2)Rsin2ψ cos (2η)
It can be shown that there exists a suitable axis lying in plane
P so that a 180° rotation about this axis of the in-plane dipolar
vectors yields additional solutions. This is equivalent to
demonstrating that a constant offset δ exists that depends on
(η,ψ) so that
d′()) d′(-- δ) (4)
Insertion of eq 3 into eq 4 yields
A cos (2)-B sin (2)+C)A cos (2+ 2δ)+B sin (2+
2δ)+C (5)
Equation 5 is indeed fulfilled for arbitrary angles  if δ fulfills
tanδ)B⁄A (6)
where the two solutions for δ ) arctan(B/A) are 180° shifted
with respect to each other, as displayed in Figure 2B.
In summary, if for a rhombic alignment tensor (R * 0) an
internally rigid planar structural motif fulfills a given set of
RDCs, then there generally exist no fewer than 16 distinct
solutions. The 16 solutions cluster into four groups, where the
four solutions of each group lie in the same plane, i.e., each
group shares the same (parallel or antiparallel) normal axis to
the plane. In the alignment frame, each of these axes points
toward one of the four upper quadrants. The four solutions of
each group cluster into two subgroups, where the solutions in
the subgroups are related to each other by a 180° rotation about
the normal axis. The subgroups are related to each other by a
180° rotation about the axis that intersects plane P and the xy
plane of the alignment frame followed by a rotation about the
normal by -δ.
It further follows that a chiral motif consisting of dipolar
vectors within a plane and dipolar vectors orthogonal to the
plane has the same 16 solutions as the planar system without
violating the chirality constraint. A systematic description of
all solutions in terms of rotations about the three Euler angles
is given in the following sections.
Determination of Solutions from Experimental Data. To
determine all possible orientations of an internally rigid mo-
lecular fragment on the basis of RDC data, we find it convenient
to use internal angular coordinates:
Di ) 2Da4π5 {Y02(θi,i)+38R(Y22(θi,i)+ Y-22 (θi,i))}
(7)
Equation 7 expresses dipolar couplings in terms of normalized
spherical harmonics functions of rank 2, Yl2(θ,), where (θi,i)
are the polar angles that belong to the corresponding vector ei
in the alignment tensor frame. For a set of vectors ei, one can
always define a rotation that rotates the vectors from their initial
coordinates (θi0,i0) in a fixed frame of reference to the frame
of the alignment tensor where their coordinates are (θi,i) and
their RDC is given by eq 7. Such a rotation can be described
by using the Wigner matrices25 with elements Dmn(2)(R,	,γ) that
depend on the Euler angles (R,	,γ). Application of this rotation
to eq 7 yields16
Di ) 2Da4π5 [ ∑
m)-2
2
Dm,0
2 (R, 	, γ) Ym2 (θi0,i0)+
38R ∑
m)-2
2
(Dm,22 (R, 	, γ) Ym2 (θi0,i0)+
Dm,-2
2 (R, 	, γ) Ym2 (θi0,i0))] (8)(25) Zare, R. N. Angular Momentum; John Wiley & Sons: New York, 1988.
Figure 2. Reverse plane orientations consistent with residual dipolar
couplings (RDCs) of three coplanar vectors 1, 2, and 3 measured in a single
alignment medium with nonzero rhombicity. (A) Definition of angles (η,ψ,)
that define in-plane vector orientation with respect to alignment frame (x,y,z).
(B) For an alignment tensor with R ) 0.35, the four solutions for vector
orientations that lie in the same plane are indicated by four different colors:
the red and magenta solutions are related to each other by a ∆ ) 180 °
in-plane rotation. The two sets of solutions (red/magenta vs green) are related
to each other by inverting  followed by a shift δ, i.e.,  f -  - δ,
where δ is defined by eqs 2-6 as illustrated for vector sets 1, 2, 3 and 1′,
2′, 3′.
Figure 3. Definition of angles for (A, left) three vectors that lie in the
peptide plane and (B, right) four vectors of the chiral amino acid CR center
at the junction between adjacent peptide planes.
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After simplification, the following expression for the normalized
residual dipolar coupling is obtained:
di )
Di
3Da
)∑
k)1
5
bi
kBk (9a)
where Bk are geometric functions that relate the molecular frame
to the alignment frame,
B1 ) cos
2	-
1
3 +
R
2 sin
2	 cos 2γ
B2 ) cos 2R[-sin2	+ R2 (1+ cos2	) cos 2γ]-
R sin 2R sin 2γ cos 	
B3 ) sin 2R[-sin2	+ R2 (1+ cos2	) cos 2γ]+
R cos 2R sin 2γ cos 	
B4 ) sin 	[2 cos 	 cosR(1- R2 cos 2γ)+R sinR sin 2γ]
B5 ) sin 	[2 cos 	 sinR(1- R2 cos 2γ)-R cosR sin 2γ]
(9b)
with (R,	,γ) corresponding to the rotation angles according to
the zxz convention (i.e., first rotation by R about the z-axis,
second rotation by 	 about the x-axis, third rotation by γ about
the z-axis), and bik represent the dipolar vector orientations in
the molecular frame,
bi
1
)
3cos2θi
0
- 1
2
bi
2
)
sin2θi
0
2 cos 2i
0
bi
3
)-
sin2θi
0
2 sin 2i
0
bi
4
)- sin θi
0
cos θi
0
cosi
0
bi
5
) sin θi
0
cos θi
0
sini
0 (9c)
The linear system of eq 9 can be solved by linear least-squares
minimization, e.g., using singular value decomposition (SVD),
if there are at least five different dipolar couplings available.
This relates to the fact that generally five RDCs are necessary
to determine the alignment tensor.26 Here, we assume that the
alignment tensor magnitude Da and rhombicity R are already
known. Therefore, fewer than five RDCs allow establishment
of the orientations of a structural motif, as is discussed below.
Equation 9 reflects the fact that, when one knows the
coordinates of a set of vectors and their normalized RDCs, one
can extract coefficients Bk that contain information about the
rotational transformation of these vectors to their correct
orientations in the alignment frame. The associated Euler angles
and rhombicity R can be extracted from these coefficients as
follows:
(a) If R ) 0:
	) arccosB1 + 13
R)
1
2 arctan
B3
B2
) arctan
B5
B4
γ undefined (10a)
which means that there is an infinite number of solutions due
to the axial symmetry of the alignment tensor.
(b) If R * 0:
	) arcsin1- (B1 +
4
3)2 -B22 -B32
4-R2
γ)
π
2 -
1
2 arccos
2
Rsin2	(sin2	+B1 - 23)
R)
1
2 arctan
[-sin2	+ R2 (1+ cos2	) cos 2γ]B3 -R cos 	 sin 2γB2
[-sin2	+ R2 (1+ cos2	) cos 2γ]B2 +R cos 	 sin 2γB3
(10b)
With the following allowed ranges for the Euler angles, the four-
fold degeneracy in orientation, leading to four rotations having the
same residual dipolar couplings, is compiled in Table 1:
0eReπ
0e 	e π2
0e γeπ (11)
Hence, for the general case of N vectors, eq 10b defines the
Euler angles describing the rotation that transforms these vectors
from a molecular frame of reference to the alignment frame.
In the presence of symmetries in the molecular fragment
under consideration, some of the coefficients Bk can be
undetermined, which leads to additional allowed fragment
orientations. In the following section, we consider special cases
that are relevant for applications to proteins and peptides.
Peptide Plane. The situation where all dipolar vectors lie in
the same plane has already been mentioned above. This situation
is commonly encountered in practice, with the peptide plane in
proteins and nucleic acid bases being the most prominent
examples. It is convenient to align the xy plane of the coordinate
system with the molecular plane so that all in-plane vectors have
θi
0
) π/2. Here and in the following section, ideal geometries
and noise-free RDC data are assumed. As a consequence, in eq
9c, coefficients bi4 and bi5 are zero, and hence B4 and B5 are
undetermined, which increases the number of possible solutions.
Figure 3A shows the angles that define the peptide plane motif.
We use a minimum of three vectors, including N-HN,
N(i)-C′(i-1), and C′(i-1)-CR(i-1), whose polar coordinates are
as given as follows:
1: N-HN, θ1
0
)
π
2 , 1
0
) 0
2: C′-N, θ2
0
)
π
2 , 2
0
)2
3: C′-CR, θ3
0
)
π
2 , 3
0
)3
(12)
(26) Losonczi, J. A.; Andrec, M.; Fischer, M. W. F.; Prestegard, J. H. J.
Magn. Reson. 1999, 138, 334–342.
Table 1. Four-Fold Degeneracy of Fragment Orientation
solution Euler angles
1 R 	 γ
2 R 	 γ + π
3 R + π π - 	 -γ
4 R + π π - 	 -γ + π
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Equation 9a then leads to
dN-HN )-
1
2B1 +
1
2B2
dC′-N )-
1
2B1 +
cos22
2 B2 -
sin22
2 B3
dC′-CR)-
1
2B1 +
cos23
2 B2 -
sin23
2 B3 (13)
From the first three equations one obtains for B1, B2, and B3,
B1 ) 2
sin23(dC′-N - dN-HN)- sin 22(dC′-CR- dN-HN)
sin23(cos22 - 1)- sin 22(cos23 - 1)
-
2dN-HN
B2 ) 2
sin23(dC′-N - dN-HN)- sin 22(dC′-CR- dN-HN)
sin23(cos22 - 1)- sin 22(cos23 - 1)
B3 )
2
(cos23 - 1)(dC′-N - dN-HN)- (cos22 - 1)(dC′-CR- dN-HN)
sin23(cos22 - 1)- sin 22(cos23 - 1)
(14)
which according to eq 10b leads to Euler angles (R,	,γ). Since
in eq 9c coefficients bi4 ) bi5 ) 0, B4 and B5 do not impose any
restriction. Therefore, for R * 0, there are additional solutions
(R′,	′,γ′), which are consistent with the first three equations of
eqs 9b and 9c:
R′)
1
2arctan
[-sin2	+ R2 (1+ cos2	) cos 2γ]B3 +R cos 	 sin 2γB2
[-sin2	+ R2 (1+ cos2	) cos 2γ]B2 -R cos 	 sin 2γB3
	′)π- 	
γ′)π+ γ (15)
The (R,	,γ) set and the (R′,	′,γ′) set are both eight-fold
degenerate, as listed in Table 2. The complete set of peptide
plane orientations satisfying the RDCs is then 16, consistent
with the Theory section. In special cases, some of these solutions
will coincide such that the effective degeneracy can coalesce
to e8. The two sets of solutions are related to each other by a
rotation about an axis that lies in the peptide plane, as discussed
above (see also Figures 1 and 2). Figure 4 provides a step-by-
step description of Euler angle rotations for the two sets of
solutions.
Amino Acid Cr Chiral Center. By using a suitable choice of
initial coordinates, eq 9a can be solved analytically in the case
of a nonplanar motif. We now demonstrate this result for the
CR chiral center of an amino acid (Figure 3B) using the four
one-bond RDCs: CR-HR, CR-C	, CR-C′, and C′-HR.
We assume the CR chiral center to have perfect tetrahedral
bond geometry, with vector 1 being the CR-HR vector along
the x axis. The internal coordinates are (Figure 3B)
1: CR-HR, θ0
1
)
π
2 , 0
1
) 0
2: CR-C′, θ0
2
)
π
2 , 0
2
)2
3: C′-HR, θ0
3
)
π
2 , 0
3
)3
4: CR-C	, θ0
4
) θ4, 0
4
)4 (16)
Equation 9 then leads to
dCR-HR)-
1
2B1 +
1
2B2
dCR-C′ )-
1
2B1 +
cos22
2 B2 -
sin22
2 B3
dC′-HR)-
1
2B1 +
cos23
2 B2 -
sin23
2 B3
dCR-C	)-
3cos2θ4 - 1
2 B1 +
sin2θ4
2 cos24B2 -
Table 2. 16-Fold Degeneracy of Fragment Orientationa
solution Euler angles
1 R 	 γ
2 R 	 γ + π
3 R + π π - 	 -γ
4 R + π π - 	 -γ + π
5 R + π 	 γ
6 R + π 	 γ + π
7 R π - 	 -γ
8 R π - 	 -γ + π
a Solutions 9-16 are identical to 1-8, except for replacing (R,	,γ)
by (R′,	′,γ′), as defined in the text.
Figure 4. Step-by-step illustration of Euler angle rotations of one vector
according to two sets of Euler angles, (R,	,γ) (A, left column) and (R′,	′,γ′)
(B, right column).
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sin2θ4
2 sin24B3 - sinθ4cosθ4cos4B4 + sinθ4cosθ4sin4B5
One can readily extract B1, B2, and B3 from the C′-CR-HR
plane using eq 14 and the associated Euler angles (R,	,γ)
according to eq 10. Moreover, eq 9b leads to
3B1
2
+B2
2
+B3
2
+B4
2
+B5
2
)R2 + 43 (18)
with solutions
B4 )
-k1k2 (k12k22 - (1+ k12)(3B12 +B22 +B32 -R2 - 43)
1+ k1
2
B5 ) k1B4 + k2
k1 )
1
tan4
k2 )
dCR-C	-
3cos2θ4 - 1
2 B1 +
sin2θ4
2 cos 24B2 -
sin2θ4
2 sin 24B3
sinθ4 cos θ4 sin4
(19)
Thus, there are generally two solutions for B4 and B5. However,
since the Euler angles are known, B4 and B5 are also determined
by eq 9b and Table 2, which permits identification of the
solution that is consistent with the C′-CR-HR RDC informa-
tion. This procedure yields the four sets of unique Euler angles
that describe the orientations of the chiral motif that are
consistent with the four RDCs. As noticed above, for θ4 ) 0
(vector normal to the plane), the 16 solutions are valid even
though it is a chiral motif since b4 ) 0, and b5 ) 0 and B4 and
B5 do not enter eq 17.
When the alignment tensor is known, the above formulas
allow determination of all fragment orientations consistent with
the RDC set. Because these fragments are part of a larger
molecular structure to which they are chemically bonded,
additional constraints apply such as bond angle and dihedral
angle constraints. Moreover, additional information may be
available about internuclear distances (from NOEs and trans-
hydrogen bond scalar J-couplings) and dihedral angles (from
scalar 3J-couplings and chemical shifts) as discussed in the
following section.
3. Application to Biomolecular Structure Determination
By far the most prevalent use of experimental RDCs is found
in their application to the refinement of structures whose global
architecture is already defined, for example, from distance
constraints derived from NOESY experiments. Restrained
molecular dynamics calculations are thus routinely used to refine
the conformations of proteins and nucleic acids using RDC
constraints typically measured in a single alignment medium
only. In order to assess the implications of the analytical
solutions derived above on commonly applied protocols, we
have undertaken a series of calculations using both simulated
and experimental data.
Implication of 16 Peptide Plane Orientations for Structural
Refinement. Characterization from Simulation. The possible
manifestation of the 16 RDC-consistent orientations available
for any single planar element using data from one alignment
medium has been simulated using RDC-restrained molecular
dynamics calculations performed using the program Sculptor27
under the following conditions:
(i) Peptide plane RDCs (N-HN, C′-CR, N(i)-C′(i-1), and
HN-C′(i-1)) were simulated from the known structure of protein
GB328 using a maximally rhombic alignment tensor. Distances
were also simulated between all HN and HR in the protein, and
all distances less than 5 Å were then used as simulated NOE
restraints with lower and upper limits of 0 and 6 Å, respectively.
The structure was then subjected to a restrained molecular
dynamics simulation with only the NOE restraints applied,
followed by refinement using both simulated NOEs and
simulated RDCs. Both simulations used Cartesian dynamics with
a time step of 0.3 fs, with a sampling period of 8 ps at 1000 K,
followed by slow cooling to 100 K over 12 ps and subsequent
energy minimization. The alignment tensor eigenvalues and
eigenvectors were allowed to evolve during the whole period,
resulting in accurate reproduction of the original tensor.
Two low-energy structures are shown in Figure 5 that agree
equally well with the simulated RDCs. Two planes are seen to
have peptide plane orientations that fulfill the RDCs and do
not violate tetrahedral geometry nor the loose distance restraints.
In order to check whether all these orientations are RDC-
consistent as described by eqs 10a,b the RDCs from the N18/
G19 plane were used as restraints to determine the orientation
of a single, free peptide plane using the known alignment tensor
from the simulation. The results of 100 repeated calculations
for which RDC energy violations were equivalent and negligible
are shown in Figure 5B. The complete set of 16 peptide plane
orientations is visibly present, with two of these corresponding
to the two orientations shown in Figure 5A. Clearly both
(27) Hus, J. C.; Marion, D.; Blackledge, M. J. Mol. Biol. 2000, 298, 927–
936.
(28) Bouvignies, G.; Markwick, P.; Bru¨schweiler, R.; Blackledge, M. J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 2006, 128, 15100–15101.
Figure 5. RDC-consistent orientations of peptide plane units produced from
RDC-restrained molecular dynamics calculations. (A) Two different RDC-
consistent orientations of peptide unit N18-G19 in protein GB3. Data were
simulated from a known tensor and subsequently used as restraints, in
addition to loose distance restraints between backbone protons (see text).
The two structures agree equally well with RDC and distance data as well
as tetrahedral geometry. (B) Peptide plane data from peptide plane N18-
G19 were used as restraints using the same protocol as in panel A with
CNS-Sculptor to determine the possible orientations of the isolated plane.
All 16 solutions predicted from eqs 16–18 are shown here. Two of these
(the green and the cyan conformations) correspond to the two shown in
panel A. Note that four solutions have very similar CR positions at either
end of the plane, illustrating the possibility of finding false minima.
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covalent and nonbonded terms in the force field, as well as
additional experimental restraints, will impose additional restric-
tions on the physical viability of any of these solutions. In
particular, orientations that invert the direction of the peptide
chain are highly unlikely and are excluded (e.g., on the basis
of the position of the subsequent amino acid). We note, however,
that four peptide plane orientations have similarly positioned
CR atoms, underlining the real possibility that wrong orientations
can be found for peptide planes.
(ii) In the second example, experimental distance constraints
have been taken29 from the sulfite reductase flavodoxin-like
domain SiR-FP18 (comprising 1114 NOESY-derived distance
restraints, 119 hydrogen bond distance restraints based on trans-
hydrogen bond 3JNC couplings, and accurate dihedral angle
restraints from 13C chemical shifts), together with simulated
peptide plane RDC data from imposed rhombic alignment
tensors (tensors 1 and 2) using a known structure determined
using the NOESY dihedral angle and hydrogen-bond distance
restraints from randomized initial coordinates.29 RDCs were also
simulated from a third, differently oriented alignment tensor
(tensor 3) for purposes of comparison. The use of the third tensor
allows for straightforward identification of incorrently oriented
planes. These three tensors are linearly independent, as gauged
by the scalar product of the tensor elements (Table 3). The same
restrained molecular dynamics protocol was applied (see
simulation i) to refine the distance-only derived structures. Five
calculations were performed with the following active RDCs:
(A) no RDCs used in the structure refinement; (B) N-HN RDCs
simulated from tensor 1 used in the structure refinement; (C)
four RDCs from the peptide plane (N-HN, C′-CR, N(i)-C′(i-1),
and HN-C′(i-1)) simulated from tensor 1 used in the structure
refinement; (D) four RDCs from the peptide plane (N-HN,
C′-CR, N(i)-C′(i-1), and HN-C′(i-1)) simulated from tensor 1
and tensor 2 used in the structure refinement; and (E) N-HN
RDCs simulated from tensor 1 and tensor 2 used in the structure
refinement. Structural ensembles were selected on the basis of
their agreement with distance and RDC restraints.
The final ensemble of RDC-refined structures from calcula-
tions B-E are all in close agreement with the respective active
RDCs from tensors 1 and 2. These lowest energy (combined
experimental energy term associated with RDCs and distance
restraints) structures were compared with the RDCs from tensor
3 by fitting the vector orientations of the four RDCs (N-HN,
C′-CR, N(i)-C′(i-1), and HN-C′(i-1)) to an optimal alignment
tensor. This provides a simple means to identify correctly and
incorrectly oriented planes. The correlation of simulated and
calculated RDCs to the best-fitting tensors is shown in Figure
6 for typical members of the optimal ensembles for calculations
A-E.
Importantly, it can be seen that there is no visible improve-
ment between refinement against a single vector from a single
alignment medium with respect to using no RDCs. This has
previously been noted30 but is strikingly clear from the
correlations in Figure 6A,B. We note here that, using a single
set of N-HN RDCs, it is not always possible to determine the
alignment tensor to any accuracy. Alignment tensors are
normally determined simultaneously during structure refinement,
either using discrete sampling of different combinations of the
axial and rhombic components of the tensor or allowing the
tensor eigenvalues to float. The latter approach is used here,
and while we find that the eigenvalues are sometimes correctly
chosen, they can also be wrong, and the target function of the
“active” constraints does not reflect this. For example, one of
the best structures (on the basis of experimental and physical
violations) has an axial tensor component of 31 Hz rather than
the value of 23 Hz that was used to simulate the data (this is
the worst correlation of the ten structures in the ensemble and
is shown in Figure 6B).
In order to investigate this effect in more detail, we have
calculated the backbone root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) over
ensembles calculated with no RDC information and compared
this to the results for ensembles calculated using one full N-HN
RDC set, one full set of four RDCs per peptide plane, and two
full sets of peptide plane RDCs. The overall rmsd falls slightly
(0.61 compared to 0.68 Å) when N-HN RDCs are introduced.
This information is presented in the Supporting Information on
a per-residue basis (Figure S2). In this specific case, local and
global structures of SiR FP18 are well defined by the experi-
mental NOE and dihedral angle restraints, as demonstrated by
the already low rmsd, and under these conditions, refinement
against a single set of N-HN RDCs provides only minor
improvement and does not necessarily better orient the N-HN
vectors compared to the RDC-free refinement. In the light of
the high degeneracy of vector orientations that are consistent
with a given RDC value, it should not surprise that refinement
against a single set of couplings provides negligible improve-
ment. Exceptions are conceivable, however, for example, when
the mutual orientations of helical elements are poorly determined
due to the sparsity of long-range NOEs. In such cases, the
combination of N-HN vectors from multiple sites may provide
a better determination of the relative orientations of the helices.
Beyond a single vector, two vectors (results not shown) and
four vectors from a single alignment medium define a planar
element (Figure 6C) that reproduces RDCs from tensor 3 for
the vast majority of sites and results in more precisely defined
backbone conformations (rmsd 0.39 Å). However, the presence
of alternative peptide plane orientations was also detected by
large local violations of the third set of RDCs (Figure 6C). These
are visible as clear outliers in the panels, especially for the
N-HN and HN-C′(i-1) RDCs. Investigation of these sites
reveals that each case corresponds to one of the alternative 15
orientations of the planes described above. Two such cases are
shown in Figure 7A,B. For peptide plane D99/Y100, two
orientations of the plane can be identified. Both are in agreement
with the available distance restraints and tetrahedral geometry
at the CR positions. The case of F160/C161 (Figure 7B)
illustrates that the orientation of the plane is almost inverted
between the two solutions, with the hydrogen-bonding moieties
positioned on different sides of the peptide chain. Again no
violations of the experimental NOEs are found. The positions
of the sites in the protein where two orientations are observed
are shown in Figure 7C, illustrating the fact that, while such
(29) Sibille, N.; Blackledge, M.; Brutscher, B.; Coves, J.; Bersch, B.
Biochemistry 2005, 44, 9086–9095.
(30) Grishaev, A.; Bax, A. Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 2005, 15, 563–570.
Table 3. Alignment Tensors Used To Simulate RDCs from
SiR-FP18 (1-3) and Experimental Tensors from Bacteriophage
and Steric Alignment Media (A, B)
Da (Hz) R (×10
-4) R ( ° ) 	 ( ° ) γ ( ° )
tensor 1 23 0.65 45.0 0.0 45.0
tensor 2 23 0.65 0.0 45.0 45.0
tensor 3 23 0.65 60.0 60.0 60.0
tensor A -21.5 0.63 84.6 107.0 117.4
tensor B -24.2 0.52 -149.8 153.1 -130.2
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ambiguous peptide plane orientations are more likely to occur
in loop regions, due to the generally lower NOE constraint
density, they can also occur in regular secondary structural
regions. The C′-CR and N-C′ vectors are less sensitive to the
presence of incorrect orientations, probably because the overall
fold, determined by distance information, essentially defines the
position of the CR atoms, such that the degrees of freedom
available to these vectors are more restricted than the vectors
involving the HN atom.
It is also useful to represent the misorientations using a metric
that directly relates to the molecular structure. We have therefore
calculated the cosines of angles between vectors in each plane
and the angle (Ω) between the planes of interest and planes in
the target, or known structure. The quantity cos(Ω) is shown
for each plane for one of the structures present in the ensemble
illustrated in Figure 7 (Figure 7D). While for the majority of
sites we see that the orientation is correctly determined (cos(Ω)
≈ 1), for other sites the orientation is clearly different, indicating
that the plane populates one of the possible equivalent orienta-
tions. The cases of orientational degeneracy illustrated in Figure
7A,B are both present and are indicated by asterisks. In the case
of plane 160-161, the large angle (>90° ) between the correct
and incorrect conformations results in a negative value of the
cosine.
Not surprisingly, calculations carried out using data from both
alignment tensors (Figure 6D) eliminates all of the spurious
minima, leaving only the native orientation. The rmsd of the
backbone conformation compared to the average structure falls
to 0.36 Å, compared to 0.39 Å for a single set of couplings
(Figure S2, Supporting Information). Use of RDCs from two
differently aligned tensors will indeed reduce the peptide plane
orientational degeneracy from 16 to 2, which is the correct plane
orientation and its inverse. The structure determination protocol
Meccano,6 developed for the determination of protein backbone
conformation using RDCs measured in two different alignment
media, exploits the result that the 16-fold degeneracy is reduced
to a two-fold degeneracy under these circumstances.
We have also compared the validity of plane orientations
refined using only N-HN RDCs measured in two alignment
media (Figure 6E). This again results in isolated occurrences
of incorrect orientations of the N-HN vectors. It is important
to note that, in each case, the RDCs used for refinement are
essentially in perfect agreement with the structures. Cross-
Figure 6. Sampling of RDC-consistent peptide plane orientations using simulated RDCs. Best-fit correlations of RDCs simulated from tensor 3 (Table 3)
when fit to optimal alignment tensors determined using structures refined using data from tensors 1 and 2. (A) No RDCs used in the refinement. (B) Only
N-HN RDCs from tensor 1 used in structure refinement. (C) Four peptide plane RDCs from tensor 1 used in structure refinement. (D) Four peptide plane
RDCs from tensors 1 and 2 used in structure refinement. (E) Only N-HN RDCs from tensors 1 and 2 used in structure refinement.
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validation of the plane orientations using other vectors within
the plane does not readily reveal that these orientations are in
fact incorrect. It is therefore hard to detect this type of local
structural errors in the absence of additional orientational
information.
Manifestation in Experimental Ensembles of RDC-Refined
Structures. Identification of wrong peptide plane orientations
by cross-validation relying on RDCs from different alignments
can be directly applied to experimental data. Naturally, dem-
onstration of such effects will also depend on experimental noise
in both the “active” data set and the data set used to identify
the incorrect equivalent orientations. For this purpose, we have
applied the same structure refinement protocols using two high-
quality experimental RDC data sets from SiR FP18 in combina-
tion with experimental NOESY-derived distances.
Alignment medium A (bacteriophage) is expected to align
on the basis of electrostatic repulsion, while alignment medium
B (PEG/hexanol mixture) is expected to align on the basis of
steric repulsion. The resulting alignment tensors have previously
been shown to be significantly different (Table 3). The structural
ensembles resulting from refinement with respect to media A
and B show similar behavior to that observed from the simulated
data sets: outliers are observed when compared to the “passive”
data sets that are not used in the refinement. In Figure 8 we
show correlations with respect to N-HN and C′-HN RDCs from
typical members of the two ensembles.
Investigation of the structural ensembles reveals that the
observed outliers indeed correspond to sites where both correct
and incorrect RDC-consistent orientations are sampled. Figure
9 illustrates two such sites. In the case of the plane associating
amino acids 158-159, two orientations are found from the
refinement with respect to data from medium B, while a single
orientation is found in the ensemble refined with respect to data
from medium A.
The incorrect orientations in the “B” ensemble violate RDCs
from medium A, as shown in Figure 8. In the case of the plane
associating amino acids 71-72, two orientations are found from
the refinement with respect to data from both media (Figure 9).
Of course, only the common orientation is correct, while the
incorrect orientations violate RDCs from the unused medium
in both cases, as shown in Figure 8. In all cases, the structures
in the final ensembles reproduce the active RDCs well. We note
that these ensembles are very similar with respect to global rmsd
measurements (0.52 ( 0.08 and 0.64 ( 0.07 Å), compared to
Figure 7. RDC-consistent orientations of peptide plane units produced from
RDC-restrained molecular dynamics calculations using experimental distance
restraints from sulfite reductase flavodoxin-like domain and simulated RDC
data from a single alignment tensor. (A) The 20 structures in the lowest
experimental energy ensemble sample two RDC-consistent orientations of
peptide unit D99/Y100 that are in agreement with the distance constraints.
The blue orientation is the correct orientation. (B) The 20 structures in the
lowest experimental energy ensemble sample two RDC-consistent orienta-
tions of peptide unit F160/C161 that are in agreement with the distance
constraints. The blue orientation again shows the correct orientation. (C)
Sites of sulfite reductase flavodoxin-like domain (in red) where two RDC-
consistent orientations are observed. (D) Display of cos(Ω) for one of the
structures shown in panels A-C, where Ω is the angle between the peptide
planes in the structure of interest and the target, or known structure (see
text). The positions of peptide planes 99-100 and 160-161 are shown
with an asterisk.
Figure 8. (A) Best-fit correlation of experimental N-HN RDCs from
alignment medium B when fit to optimal alignment tensors determined using
structures refined using experimental N-HN, C′-CR, and C′-HN RDCs
data from alignment medium A. Correlation from a typical structure is shown
from the ensemble best-fitting the active data set (alignment medium A,
bacteriophage). A circled outlier corresponds to one of the sites populating
two RDC-consistent orientations with respect to these data (see Figure 9).
(B) Best-fit correlation of experimental C′-HN RDCs from alignment
medium A when fit to optimal alignment tensors determined using structures
refined using experimental N-HN, C′-CR, and C′-HN RDCs data from
alignment medium B. Correlation from a typical structure is shown from
the ensemble best-fitting the active data set (alignment medium B, alcohol-
based alignment). Circled outliers correspond to sites populating two RDC-
consistent orientations with respect to these data (see Figure 9).
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the respective means, and mostly differ in terms of local
structure resulting from ambiguous definition of individual
peptide plane orientations (Figure 9C).
Implication for Structure Refinement Protocols. Both simu-
lated and experimental data therefore indicate that ambiguous
orientations predicted from the analytical descriptions derived
above can appear in representative ensembles of structures
refined using a single set of RDCs. Their presence is
somewhat random, assuming that the correct orientation is
equally likely and that other experimental data as well as
covalent and noncovalent restraints do not discriminate
between the solutions. In this case, the ensemble can contain
two or more families of similarly oriented planes. Use of
additional RDC restraints from the tetrahedral junction, use
of more accurate dihedral angle restraints (e.g., from TA-
LOS), or use of more precise NOE distance information may
reduce the possibility of sampling RDC-consistent but wrong
peptide plane orientations. In this context it is, however,
important to note that the distance information measured from
SiR FP18 was relatively complete, including experimentally
determined hydrogen-bonding restraints and NOEs extracted
from high-resolution NOESY spectra. If one finds numerous
sites where multiple orientations are observed under such
favorable refinement conditions as illustrated using both
noise-free simulated and experimentally measured RDCs, it
would be surprising if such cases were not common in
standard RDC refinement studies.
A number of additional factors can contribute to the precision
of structures refined against RDCs. These include the true
geometry of local structural elements that are often constrained
to adopt a common optimal geometry. A second source of
potential error lies in the supposition that a static model can
appropriately describe the experimentally measured parameters.
Dynamic averaging, however, can significantly affect measured
RDCs16,31-35 so that refinement against motionally averaged
RDCs will be expected to compromise the orientational
information present in the final structure. Hence, the analysis
presented here primarily applies to amino acids that are part of
structured and motionally confined regions of the polypeptide
chain.
4. Conclusions
The relationship between a set of RDCs and the associated
internuclear vector orientations expressed in an arbitrary
molecular frame is determined by the five parameters Bk
which are obtained by a linear least-squares fit. Conversion
of the Bk parameters to the three Euler angles that define the
orientation of the molecular fragment in the alignment frame
must take into account that there are multiple solutions due
to the symmetry of the alignment tensor and possible
symmetries, such as planarity, of the fragment itself. Analyti-
cal expressions have been introduced here for the complete
set of nonequivalent Euler angles. These relationships,
together with bonding constraints, are directly applicable to
the reconstruction of biomacromolecular structures from
RDCs. Even though this analysis assumes idealized local
geometry, it holds interest in methods for the scaffolding of
protein backbone structures.
Application of the derived expressions to the description of
peptide plane orientations demonstrates that, for nonzero rhom-
bicity, there are generally 16 nonequivalent solutions. Because
some of the wrong solutions can have an orientation similar to
that of the correct solution, their detection can be difficult,
(31) Tolman, J. R.; Flanagan, J. M.; Kennedy, M. A.; Prestegard, J. H.
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A 1995, 92, 9279–9283.
(32) Lakomek, N. A.; Walter, K. F.; Fares, C.; Lange, O. F.; de Groot,
B. L.; Grubmuller, H.; Bru¨schweiler, R.; Munk, A.; Becker, S.; Meiler,
J.; Griesinger, C. J. Biomol. NMR 2008, 41, 139–155.
(33) Bernado, P.; Blackledge, M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2004, 126, 4907–
4920.
(34) Bouvignies, G.; Bernado, P.; Meier, S.; Cho, K.; Grzesiek, S.;
Bru¨schweiler, R.; Blackledge, M. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2005,
102, 13885–13890.
(35) Tolman, J. R.; Ruan, K. Chem. ReV. 2006, 106, 1720–1736.
Figure 9. (A) Peptide plane 159-160 shows two orientations in the
structural ensemble determined using data from alignment medium B (blue).
Two minima, B1 and B2, are indicated. Data from alignment medium A
(orange) define a single orientation (A1). (B) Peptide plane 71-72 shows
two orientations in the structural ensemble determined using data from
alignment medium B (blue: minima B1 and B2). The structural ensemble
determined using data from alignment medium A (orange) also show two
orientations (A1 and A2). The common orientation is correct. (C)
Comparison of the structural ensembles refined using RDCs from media A
(orange) and B (blue).
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directly affecting the validity and resolution of a protein structure
determined by standard RDC-assisted refinement. In terms of
standard practices for protein structure refinement, we show that
the existence of 16 different RDC-consistent peptide plane
orientations can result in incorrect local plane orientations, even
in the presence of extensive long-range NOE distance informa-
tion. This has immediate implications for the correctness and
resolution of protein and nucleic acid structures that are refined
against a single set of RDCs.
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Molecular dynamics play an essential role in controlling the
biological activity of proteins. NMR residual dipolar cou-
plings (RDCs)[1, 2] are uniquely sensitive to conformational
detail and thus offer a very attractive approach to the
characterization of protein dynamics on all time scales up to
the millisecond. The simple averaging properties of RDCs
make them amenable to rigorous interpretation in terms of
protein structure and dynamics. Assumptions made when
analyzing protein dynamics from RDCs, as well as the
robustness of the resulting dynamic description, can be
largely substantiated through self-consistency checks. The
recognition of these clear advantages has led to the develop-
ment of several approaches to the characterization of protein-
backbone motions from RDCs, including analytical deconvo-
lution of the amplitudes and anisotropies of bond vectors or
structural motifs,[3–8] ensemble-averaging by restrained-
molecular-dynamics simulation,[9–11] and direct comparison
to unrestrained molecular dynamics (MD).[12,13] In previous
studies, however, only relative motional amplitudes could be
determined directly from RDCs, because internal motional
amplitudes and alignment strength cannot be separated easily.
To derive absolute motional amplitudes from RDCs, NMR-
relaxation-derived S2Rel order parameters have been used as
upper limits of the corresponding RDC-derived order param-
eters S2RDC.
[4,10,14]
Herein we describe a robust procedure for the quantita-
tive and absolute determination of protein-backbone motions
from RDCs that requires no scaling to an external reference,
such as Lipari–Szabo order parameters. We have developed a
novel, structure-free approach for the determination of the
average orientation of each independent peptide plane in the
protein and the associated local conformational dynamics
about this mean. Motion is described by using the GAF
(Gaussian axial fluctuation)[15–17] model of peptide-plane
reorientation, whereby the amplitude, direction, and distri-
bution of peptide-plane motions are analytically described.
All alignment-tensor elements are determined simultane-
ously, which enables the quantitative assessment of the
distribution of dynamic amplitudes. The approach was used
to describe the conformational dynamics of the protein
ubiquitin from experimental RDCs,[10,14,18–20] and the results
are compared to motional modes extracted from a long
(400 ns) MD simulation.
RDCs subject to conformational averaging in a folded
protein can be expressed in terms of orientational bond-
vector averages relative to a common molecular alignment
frame:
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and R is the rhombicity.
When analyzing the spherical harmonic averages Y2m qi; !ið Þ
" #
from RDCs, it is important to accurately determine the
alignment tensors (j), and in particular the amplitude term for
each tensor Aja. If tensors are determined without considering
motion, average components of anisotropic and isotropic
motional modes are absorbed into Aja so that the effective
molecular alignment appears lower.[21] As a result, dynamic
amplitudes extracted by any of the proposed approaches are
reduced. Additional uncertainty may result from the coor-
dinate sets used to estimate alignment tensors.
In this study, we addressed these issues by applying a
structure-free GAF approach (SF GAF) to the elucidation of
local motions from RDCs. Although in principal the method
requires as few as three independent alignment media, in this
case 1DNH couplings from 24 alignment media,
1DC’N and
2DC’NH couplings from five alignment media, and
1DC’Ca
couplings from two alignment media were used. These data
sets were chosen previously from a larger data set on the basis
of self-consistency in terms of structure and dynamics.[22,14]
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The following function is minimized for each peptide plane
for which a sufficient number of RDCs (> 15) are available:
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in which the angles (q,f,y) describe the mean orientation of
plane i, A represents the alignment tensor j, sa, sb ,sg, and S
are the amplitudes of the GAF or axially symmetric motions,
and dij is the estimated weighting of each RDC dataset, as
determined by using a robust scaling estimator.[23] Because
every peptide plane is treated separately from the others, this
approach is “structure-free”; that is, the 3D protein fold is
neither required nor constructed, in contrast to previous
GAF-based applications.[6, 7] The internal geometry of each
peptide plane is defined by average heavy-atom coordinates
extracted from ultra-high-resolution protein crystal struc-
tures.[6] The position of the HN atom was optimized previously
from extensive RDCs measured in protein G, with an optimal
average N"HN distance of 1.02 !,[21] consistent with 15N-
relaxation analysis. A more recent analysis suggests a distance
of around 1.024 !.[24] The use of this distance results in
essentially identical results (see the Supporting Information).
This procedure determines the optimal level of alignment
relevant to the dominant motional mode. The result is then
refined by cross-validation of “free datasets” by using the full
3D GAF description, which results in slightly higher tensors,
probably owing to small-amplitude axially symmetric com-
ponents that are otherwise absorbed into all Aja values. The
procedure was applied to RDCs simulated from an MD
trajectory of protein G;[25] four known alignment tensors were
used, and the procedure was shown to be both valid and
accurate to around 1% (see the Supporting Information).
By using the tensors defined in this way, 3D GAFanalyses
were applied to determine either I {sg}, II {sb,sg}, or III
{sa,sb,sg}. For models I and II, values of < sa>= 48 (I, II) and
<sb>= 68 (I) were determined by optimizing averages from
throughout the molecule. To avoid overfitting, models II and
III were only invoked if the increased complexity of the
model was statistically justified (on the basis of standard F-
tests or AIC);[26] otherwise the average value was retained.
A comparison of the order parameters determined for the
N"HN bond vectors by 3D GAF analysis (S2RDC) with those
extracted from the trajectories of a long-timescale (400 ns)
MD simulation (S2MD)
[12] revealed a similar profile and similar
amplitude of motion (Figure 1A). On average, the nature of
the dynamics is very similar, as revealed by a comparison of
motional amplitudes about the g (aC"aC) axis (Figure 1B).
Only a few values that are close to zero, and are therefore
expected to have a large error, show deviations.[25] S2RDC
values were also compared to spin-relaxation order param-
eters S2Rel
[27] (Figure 1A). Within experimental uncertainty,
three S2RDC values were found to be significantly higher than
S2Rel (assuming an uncertainty of 0.03 for S
2
Rel): a nonphysical
situation that may be partly caused by uncertainties in
relaxation-data analysis. In previous analyses of the N"HN
RDCs by self-consistent RDC-based model-free analysis
(SCRM), alignment tensors were determined by using a
static model, values were extracted for Y2m qi; !ið Þ
" #
, and a
scaling of S2RDC was applied to fulfill S
2
RDC & S
2
Rel.
[28,14]
Applied to the relaxation values shown in Figure 1, this
procedure revealed similar order parameters (Figure 2); it
reproduced the details of the sequence-dependent dynamics
found by using the 3D GAF approach.
It was instructive to investigate the dependence of these
findings on the magnitude of the alignment tensors (Figure 3).
An overall scaling factor applied to all tensors was varied over
a range KA= 0.9–1.1 of the determined A
j
a values. For each
point, the local dynamic analysis was repeated with the scaled
tensors. The resulting c2 value over the entire molecule was
calculated for axially symmetric motion (S; model 1), for the
best-fitting 1D GAF or axially symmetric motion (1D GAF/
S) for each individual plane (model 2), and by 3D GAF
analysis (model 3). Model 2 shows a minimum due to
anisotropic motion of peptide planes, which dominates the
detectable motion, and provides a systematically lower c2
value than that obtained with heterogeneously distributed
axially symmetric models (if isotropic motion were more
appropriate, the curve would be the same as for model 1). The
3D GAFanalysis does not show a minimum, as this model can
accommodate axially symmetric components while retaining
local anisotropy. However, cross-validation of “free datasets”
by using the full 3D GAF description does show a minimum,
Figure 1. A) N"HN order parameters determined from SF GAF analysis
of RDCs for ubiquitin (S2RDC : blue), 400 ns MD simulation (S
2
MD : red),
and 15N spin relaxation (S2Rel : dashed line). B: Amplitude of the g
component of 3D GAF motion (sg) as determined from SF GAF RDC
analysis (blue) and 400 ns MD simulation (red). Error bars are derived
from noise-based Monte Carlo simulation.
Figure 2. Comparison of N"HN order parameters determined from
SF GAF (blue) and SCRM (black) values. The SCRM values were
scaled to be equal to or lower than the relaxation data set.[14]
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in both experimental and simulated cases (see the inset in
Figure 3 and the Supporting Information). The dotted line (on
the left-hand side of the graph in Figure 3) shows the
alignment tensor determined on the assumption of no
dynamics. This alignment tensor is significantly smaller and
leads to poorer reproduction of the data.
The robustness of the SF GAF approach was tested by
cross-validation: a) Data from each alignment medium were
removed for 24 separate analyses, and RDCs were back-
calculated by using static and 3D GAF models and appro-
priate alignment tensors for the specific models; b) two N"HN
RDCs were randomly removed from each peptide plane and
back-calculated. In both cases, the c2 value was considerably
lower for 3D GAF analysis than for the static model (1.1
compared to 4.2 for (a), and 1.0 compared to 3.7 for (b); see
the Supporting Information). This demonstrates that the
dynamics determined by 3D GAF analysis are required for
correct reproduction of the data, providing significant
improvement over an analysis using optimal tensors for a
static analysis. Average orientations of internuclear bonds
determined by this approach are also very similar to those in
the high-resolution NMR structure (PDB code: 1d3z;[29] see
the Supporting Information).
Enhanced motions apparent in the turn region of the N-
terminal b hairpin (8–12) occur in the time range covered by
the MD simulation, but are invisible to spin-relaxation
experiments due to the overall tumbling of the molecule
(around 4 ns). Dynamics occurring in the region of the turn
62–65 appear to reflect larger gmotions for peptide planes 62
and 65 (Figure 4) and are not present in the simulation. A
hydrogen bond present in this turn is one of the weakest
detected from 3JN,C’ scalar coupling.
[30] Peptide planes 64 and
65 show the largest-amplitude (308) amotions in the protein,
suggesting mutually dependent dynamics in this turn.
In conclusion, RDCs from ubiquitin measured in multiple
alignment media were analyzed in terms of local backbone
dynamics by using a structure-free GAF-based approach. This
approach yielded significant improvement in data reproduc-
tion over a model supposing no dynamics. The method relies
only on experimental RDCs; thus, absolute alignment-tensor
information and quantitative internal motional modes and
amplitudes are obtained from experimental data alone.
Comparison with simulation confirmed that the approach
can be used to determine internal mobility on an absolute
scale. In common with all RDC-based methods, this approach
is insensitive to the potential presence of isotropic internal
motions of identical magnitude for all dipolar interactions
across the whole protein. Nevertheless, there is close corre-
spondence of the average amount, nature, and distribution of
motion derived using the SF GAF model compared to the
motion present in a 400 ns MD trajectory of ubiquitin. The
method also reproduces SCRM-derived order parameters
remarkably well despite the fact that no scaling with respect
to the relaxation order parameters is applied in the SF GAF
approach. More generally, these methods lay the foundation
for a quantitative description of the local dynamic behavior of
proteins on a wide range of time scales up to the millisecond
on the basis of RDCs alone, provided the protein of interest is
amenable to study in a sufficient number of different align-
ment media.[25] This type of analysis provides important
information about protein flexibility and will hopefully
improve our understanding of the mechanisms governing
molecular recognition and function.
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Abstract: An atomic resolution description of protein flexibility is essential for understanding the role that
structural dynamics play in biological processes. Despite the unique dependence of nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) to motional averaging on different time scales, NMR-based protein structure determination
often ignores the presence of dynamics, representing rapidly exchanging conformational equilibria in terms
of a single static structure. In this study, we use the rich dynamic information encoded in experimental
NMR parameters to develop a molecular and statistical mechanical characterization of the conformational
behavior of proteins in solution. Critically, and in contrast to previously proposed techniques, we do not
use empirical energy terms to restrain a conformational search, a procedure that can strongly perturb
simulated dynamics in a nonpredictable way. Rather, we use accelerated molecular dynamic simulation to
gradually increase the level of conformational sampling and to identify the appropriate level of sampling
via direct comparison of unrestrained simulation with experimental data. This constraint-free approach
thereby provides an atomic resolution free-energy weighted Boltzmann description of protein dynamics
occurring on time scales over many orders of magnitude in the protein ubiquitin.
Introduction
Proteins are inherently flexible, displaying a broad range of
dynamics over a hierarchy of time-scales from pico-seconds to
seconds.1 This molecular plasticity enables conformational
changes in protein backbone and side chains that play critical
roles in biomolecular function.2,3 Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy has emerged as the method of choice for
studying biomolecular structure and dynamics in solution. All
experimentally measured NMR data are affected by motions
occurring with characteristic exchange rates that are faster than
the so-called chemical-shift range, giving rise to average peaks
that represent a potentially complex dynamic average over
relatively long time scales (up to the millisecond range for
proteins in solution). In addition spin relaxation experiments
reflect motions occurring on time scales faster than the molecular
rotation diffusion coefficient τc (5-20 ns),4,5 whereas relaxation
dispersion can be used to identify sites of slower (µs-ms)
conformational exchange.6-8
Although the importance of molecular flexibility is generally
recognized, standard NMR-based structure determination pro-
tocols ignore the presence of protein dynamics, implying that,
in common with X-ray crystallography, rapidly exchanging
conformational equilibria are routinely represented in terms of
a single static structure.9 The specific averaging properties of
different structurally dependent parameters are rarely incorpo-
rated into the structure determination procedure, such that the
resulting set of coordinates represent a poorly defined average.
The aim of this study is to actively use the rich dynamic
information encoded in motionally averaged NMR parameters
to develop a structural, dynamic and statistical mechanical
molecular representation of the conformational behavior of
proteins in solution. Chemical shifts alone are not yet able to
describe the dynamics giving rise to the average spectrum, and
interproton cross relaxation rates, although rich in structural
information, are dependent upon the time scales of the motional
processes, and are therefore difficult to interpret quantitatively
unless the time scales of the dynamics are known. However,
other interactions such as scalar, and possibly more powerfully,
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Residual Dipolar Couplings (RDCs), are exquisitely sensitive
to conformational detail10,11 and therefore may hold the key to
resolving this long-standing problem.
Over the past decade, RDCs have emerged as powerful tools
for studying proteins in solution, providing simultaneous
information about time- and ensemble averaged structural and
dynamic processes occurring up to millisecond time-scales and
thereby encoding key information for understanding biomo-
lecular function.12,13 Numerous approaches have been proposed
to characterize protein backbone conformation from RDCs; most
notably the direct determination of dynamic amplitudes and
anisotropies of bond vectors or structural motifs from multiple
RDC measurements.14-24 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
can also provide access to slower motions that can be compared
to measured RDCs,25,26 however despite increasing computa-
tional power, trajectories are usually restricted to time-scales
of hundreds of nanoseconds, and millisecond trajectories are
still not viable. Relatively long simulations (up to 1.2 µs) have
identified slow dynamic processes occurring on time-scales
beyond the range probed by spin relaxation,27,28 which would
affect the RDC data, but such long simulations provide only a
single trajectory in phase space and do not avoid the problem
of statistical mechanical sampling. A popular alternative to
performing long simulations is to implement time- or ensemble-
averaged restraints,29-31 thereby constraining a multiple copy
molecular description to reproduce the conformationally aver-
aged RDCs.32-34 Although efficient for identifying conforma-
tional ensembles in agreement with experimental data, adding
an arbitrary pseudopotential to a physical force field can perturb
the simulated dynamics in a nonpredictable manner, making
further analysis of the resulting trajectories uncertain. More
importantly, the generation of an ensemble of structures that
can reproduce the experimental data do not necessarily include
the relative free energy weighting of each member of the
ensemble. The potential energy surface of a protein may be
rugged and highly structured, resulting in a broad distribution
of populations in conformational space. To accurately reproduce
RDCs or any other NMR observable, it would be necessary to
include an accurate population analysis.
In this paper, we present a novel approach aimed at providing
a self-consistent structural dynamic representation of protein
conformational sampling using a combination of state-of-the-
art MD simulation and a large set of experimental NMR
data.33,35-38 In contrast to previously proposed techniques, we
avoid using empirical energy terms to guide the conformational
search, a procedure that has the potential to perturb both the
nature and the time scale of simulated dynamics in a nonpre-
dictable way. Rather, we sample conformational space in an
unrestrained way, such that Boltzmann statistics can be re-
spected. To sample conformational space efficiently, we use a
recently proposed accelerated molecular dynamics (AMD)
approach,39-41 which biases the actual potential energy surface
of the protein to enhance transition probabilities between low
energy conformational substates. The appropriate level of
acceleration, and therefore sampling of conformational space,
is directly determined by matching the reproduction of mil-
lisecond-averaged experimentally measured dipolar and scalar
couplings to those predicted from the different ensembles. The
method is used to describe conformational dynamics occurring
on time scales over many orders of magnitude in the prototypical
protein system ubiquitin and validated against experimental data
sensitive to the diverse time scales.
Results
Figure 1 shows averaged order parameters for 15N-1H vectors
obtained from MD trajectories seeded from AMD simulations
using increasing levels of acceleration (see Methods). A
heterogeneous distribution of long time-scale dynamics is
observed, with increasing amplitude motions occurring pre-
dominantly in loop regions (residues 8-11 and 46-48, and to
a lesser extent, residues 19, 20, 22, 36 and 60-62). Slower
motions are generally seen in regions identified from previously
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appliedlongtime-scaleclassicalMDsimulationsofubiquitin.25,27,28
A single AMD trajectory, using the equivalent number of steps
to 8 ns of classical MD, with relatively low acceleration
parameters of (Eboost - Vdih ) 100 kcal mol-1, R ) 60
kcal mol-1) results in essentially identical conformational
sampling to a 150 ns classical MD trajectory (N-HN order
parameters are compared in Figure S1, Supporting Information).
This demonstrates that the AMD approach samples meaningful
conformational space analogous to standard long MDs.
1. Agreement between Experimental and Theoretical
RDCs and Scalar J-Couplings. To assess the most appropriate
level of acceleration, we have analyzed the ability of ensembles
derived at each value of (Eboost - Vdih) to reproduce experimental
RDCs and J-couplings (see Methods). Figure 1 shows the
trajectory averaged cumulative R-factor (Rcum) for RDCs and
scalar J-couplings as a function of the acceleration level, and
clearly identifies the “optimum” level at (Eboost - Vdih) ) 250
kcal/mol for an acceleration parameter R ) 60 kcal/mol.
Ensembles generated with less aggressive acceleration sample
too little conformational space, while more aggressive accelera-
tion samples too much conformational space to reproduce
experimental data.
At the optimal acceleration level, the trajectory-averaged
N-HN RDC cumulative R-factor across all 23 alignment media
is 2.496 (average 0.1085). For individual alignment media
cumulative R-factors vary between 0.090 and 0.129. Figure 2
shows correlations between experimental and theoretical N-HN
RDCs for four representative data sets with R-factors of 0.096,
0.098, 0.100, and 0.111. Residue specific trajectory-averaged
Rcum values are compared to a control set calculated from
standard 5 ns MD simulations (Figure 3). Only residue 54 shows
any increase in the Rcum value. Long time-scale dynamics are
predominantly located in residues 8-11 and the residue specific
Rcum values for these residues show improvement compared to
the control set. Significant improvement is also observed in
residues that show little or no long time-scale dynamics, (e.g.,
(47) Vijay-Kumar, S.; Bugg, C. E.; Cook, W. J. J. Mol. Biol. 1987, 194,
531–544.
Figure 1. Effect of increasing the acceleration level on N-HN order parameters in ubiquitin. (A) Order parameters are shown after performing a free energy
weighting correction, and are averaged over the trajectories. From top to bottom, the boost energy is 0 (standard 5 ns MD control set), 100, 150, 200, 250,
300, 350, 400, and 450 kcal/mol. The acceleration parameter, R, was fixed at a value of 60 kcal/mol. (B) Change in the trajectory-averaged cumulative
R-values for RDCs as a function of the acceleration level. In all cases, the acceleration parameter R ) 60 kcal/mol. The boost energy of 0 represents the
control set of 5 ns standard MD simulations starting from the X-ray crystal structure47 using a different random seed generator. (C) Change in the trajectory-
averaged cumulative R-values for J-couplings as a function of the acceleration level. In all cases the acceleration parameter R ) 60 kcal/mol.
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15, 17, 34, 42, and 67). The improvement here arises from the
more appropriate representation of the time- and ensemble-
averaged alignment tensor.
The same level of acceleration also produces the best
trajectory-averaged cumulative R-factors for the three scalar
J-couplings (HN-HR, HN-C and HN-C′). In comparison to
RDCs, scalar J-couplings are less sensitive to the inclusion of
long time-scale dynamics, as seen by the relatively small
improvement in the Rcum values (Figure 2B). This agrees with
the previously described phenomenon whereby fitted Karplus
parameters can absorb a component of the motion.42,43 Figure
4 shows the correlation between experimental and theoretical
results for the three scalar J-couplings for the molecular
ensemble associated with an acceleration level of Eboost - Vdih
) 250 kcal/mol. Optimized Karplus curves are compared for
3JNH-HR obtained from a static structure (1D3Z), standard 5 ns
MD simulations and the AMD ensembles and quantum chem-
istry calculations performed using sum-overstates (SOS) density
functional theory (DFT).44 The curve for the optimal AMD
acceleration is almost identical to the DFT-based Karplus curve.
A similar effect is observed for the other scalar J-couplings (data
not shown).
2. Agreement with Fast Motional Amplitudes Sampled by
Spin Relaxation. The free energy weighted molecular ensembles
at the RDC-optimum acceleration level provide a representation
of the conformational space sampled on time-scales up to the
milli-second. These molecular ensembles are composed of
individual substates, each with a relative free energy weighting,
and from which standard MD simulations have been seeded to
probe the fast motions occurring in the local conformational
vicinity. Figure 5 depicts the 15N-1HN order parameters for the
fast (ps-ns) dynamics and the effective order parameters probing
dynamics on the millisecond time-scale calculated from the free
energy weighted ensembles. The fast time-scale 15N-1HN order
parameters obtained by averaging the weighted order-parameters
from each substate are in very good agreement with experi-
mental spin relaxation data.45 In agreement with earlier studies
on GB3,41 we observe an improvement in the agreement
between experimental and predicted spin relaxation order
parameters when averaging over the extended conformational
space ensemble, compared to standard 5 ns MD simulations
(42) Case, D. A.; Scheurer, C.; Bru¨schweiler, R. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2000,
122, 10390–10397.
(43) Markwick, P. R. L.; Showalter, S. A.; Bouvignies, G.; Bru¨schweiler,
R.; Blackledge, M. J. Biomol. NMR 2009, 45, 17–21.
(44) Malkin, V. G.; Malkina, O. L.; Casida, M. E.; Salahub, D. R. J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 1994, 116, 5898–5908.
(45) Lienin, S. F.; Bremi, T.; Brutscher, B.; Bru¨schweiler, R.; Ernst, R. R.
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1998, 120, 9870–9879.
Figure 2. Experimental vs theoretical RDCs for four representative
alignment media out of the 23 alignment media. The trajectory averaged
cumulative R-factors for the shown alignment media are respectively 0.096,
0.098, 0.100, and 0.111. The trajectory averaged cumulative R-factors across
all alignment media varied from 0.090 to 0.129.
Figure 3. Residue specific trajectory averaged RDC cumulative R-factors.
The optimal extended conformational space molecular ensemble [(Eboost -
Vdih) ) 250 kcal/mol] is shown in red and compared to a “control set” of
standard 5 ns MD simulations shown in blue. Cumulative R-factors for the
extended conformational space molecular ensemble are in general lower
than those for the control set, confirming the observation of a global
improvement in the theoretical RDC data.
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(data not shown). Figure 6 shows a representative bundle of
structures for ubiquitin obtained from the molecular ensemble
generated from the RDC-optimal acceleration level.
3. Comparison to Single-Copy and Restrained Ensemble
Descriptions. Standard NMR structure refinement against ex-
perimental observables generates a time- and ensemble-averaged
static conformational representation. In the case of ubiquitin, a
high resolution static structure has been optimized (1D3Z),46
against extensive RDCs, nOes, scalar couplings, and hydrogen
bonding restraints. The average R-factor per alignment medium
for this structure is 0.093 compared to 0.107 for the optimal
AMD ensemble. A direct comparison between unrestrained MD
and the NMR structure is complicated by the similarity of the
different alignment tensors with those used to refine the structure
of 1D3Z. The average RDC R-factor for the optimal AMD
ensemble is better than the X-ray crystal structure for ubiquitin
(1UBQ)47 (0.116). Similarly, the AMD approach provides a
mean trajectory-averaged J-coupling R-factor (0.143) that
reproduces the couplings better than 1UBQ (0.153), and
identically to 1D3Z (0.143) despite the fact that these scalar
J-couplings were used in the refinement of 1D3Z.
Average backbone coordinates obtained over all free energy-
weighted molecular ensembles generated at the RDC-optimal
acceleration level are much closer (0.35 Å) to the 1D3Z structure
than those obtained from a control set of 5 ns standard MD
(46) Cornilescu, G.; Marquardt, J. L.; Ottiger, M.; Bax, A. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 1998, 120, 6836–6837.
Figure 4. (A) Experimental vs theoretical scalar J-couplings for the
optimized extended conformational space molecular ensemble [(Eboost -
Vdih) ) 250 kcal/mol]. The three scalar J-couplings are 3JHN-HR [black circles],
3JHN-C [red circles], and 3JNH-C′ [blue circles]. (B) NH-HR Karplus Curves.
Red: optimal Karplus curve for ′. Black: optimal Karplus curve for standard
5 ns MD simulation. Blue: optimal Karplus curve for optimal AMD result.
Cyan: DFT Karplus curve for NMe-Ala-Ace.
Figure 5. Order parameters for ubiquitin. The 15N spin relaxation
experimental data are represented by the blue line.45 The theoretical fast
time-scale (ps-ns) order parameters are shown as black circles and the
slow time-scale (RDC-optimized) order parameters are shown in red. The
error bars depict the variation in the magnitude of the order parameters for
the different molecular ensembles generated from the 20 AMD simulations
at the same acceleration level (Eboost - Vdih ) 250 kcal/mol).
Figure 6. Twenty-four representative structures taken from an RDC-
optimized molecular ensemble. The residues are color-coded according to
the value of the RDC order parameters (blue: 1.0, red: 0.0).
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simulations (0.55 Å). Thus although the RDC-optimal AMD
trajectories sample broader conformational space they are
distributed about a mean conformation that resembles the time-
and ensemble-averaged static structure. Average structures
obtained from the optimal molecular ensembles also exhibit
negligible violations to the NOE upper- and lower-bounds.
Although a quantitative analysis of cross-relaxation rates would
require a more rigorous analysis,48 this demonstrates that the
RDC-optimal AMD ensembles are in qualitative agreement with
available structural data.
We have also compared the results of the AMD approach to
a recent ensemble restrained molecular dynamics (EROS)33
description of ubiquitin using extensive NOE data and, in this
case, all of the 23 RDC data sets treated in our AMD study.
Not surprisingly, as the RDCs were used to directly restrain
the EROS ensemble, an SVD analysis of the N-HN RDCs using
this ensemble gives a lower average R-factor (0.066).
Principal component projections of the conformational sam-
pling (Supporting Information Figure S2) reveal that the AMD/
SVD approach described here samples essentially the same
conformational space as the EROS ensemble, without the need
to employ ensemble-averaged restraints. This is remarkable
considering that no structural restraints are applied, and the
conformational space is only defined via global agreement with
the entire data set. Closer inspection reveals that the AMD
approach further refines the available conformational space
sampling following free energy weighting, therefore providing
a more realistic structural dynamic representation of the system.
Finally in the recent EROS study, the order parameters
derived from the 116 member ensemble were further scaled by
a factor of 0.93, on the basis that, in the opinion of the authors,
the ensemble may not include a sufficient representation of
librational motions. In our case no an additional scaling is
applied, so that the AMD ensemble can be considered as a true
molecular representation of the dynamic ensemble giving rise
to the experimental data. We note that the extent and nature of
the dynamics determined using the AMD approach are quan-
titatively very similar to that determined using the recently
developed three-dimensional Gaussian Axial Fluctuation analy-
sis of the experimental RDCs, where, in comparison to spin
relaxation derived order parameters, ubiquitin was shown to be
essentially rigid on ns-ms time scales, except for the 8-11
hairpin region and some additional surface loops.22 A more
detailed comparison of our results to those obtained from
alternative representations, such as 1D3Z and EROS is provided
in the Supporting Information.
Discussion
All NMR parameters are affected by motions occurring on
time-scales that are faster than the so-called chemical-shift time-
scale, resulting in resonance peaks that represent potentially
complex dynamic averages over relatively long times (up to
the millisecond range for proteins in solution). In this paper,
we have combined a novel AMD/SVD approach with extensive
experimental NMR data, to provide an accurate description of
the structural dynamic behavior of the protein ubiquitin on time-
scales ranging from the picosecond to the millisecond. The
results of the AMD simulations performed at different accelera-
tion levels confirm that this method can efficiently and accurately
sample extended conformational space explored by globular
proteins. The SVD analysis allows the model-free determination
of the optimal RDC alignment tensor and the optimal J-coupling
Karplus parameters, for a given molecular ensemble, obviating
the need for calibration against external references or rescaling
of order parameters.
The problems of statistical mechanical sampling associated
with the incorporation of additional terms into a hybrid potential
energy force field, and thereby perturbing the simulated dynam-
ics, are avoided by using restraint-free trajectories seeded at
different points of conformational space sampled by the
accelerated MD. The accuracy of the resulting RDCs and scalar
couplings is however hardly compromised by this procedure,
with a similar level of reproduction compared to state-of-the-
art single-structure or restrained-ensemble approaches. Impor-
tantly fast motional (ps-ns) order parameters derived from
experimental spin relaxation data are well reproduced by the
population weighted average over MD simulations performed
within the different conformational substates. This important
result nicely illustrates the potential, inherent to this approach,
of resolving the time scales of different motions for comparison
with appropriately sensitive experimental data. The optimal
AMD molecular ensemble is therefore in agreement with all
available experimental data, giving excellent reproduction of
RDCs and scalar J-couplings, experimentally determined nOes,
as well as 15N spin relaxation data.
Interestingly, the average backbone structure of the optimal
molecular ensemble compares very closely with that of the
experimentally refined 1D3Z structure, indicating that although
these ensembles sample more conformational space, they appear
to be distributed about a mean that resembles the experimentally
determined time- and ensemble-averaged structure. In all cases,
the free energy weighted extended conformational space en-
sembles reproduce the experimental observables to a substan-
tially greater degree of accuracy than a control set of 5 ns
standard MD simulations and provide better reproduction
compared to the static X-ray crystal structure (1UBQ).
Conclusions
The ability to provide an explicit description of protein
dynamics in terms of conformational substates and associated
populations will undoubtedly improve our understanding of the
molecular basis of their biological function, and simultaneously
provide an essential basis for interpreting dynamically averaged
NMR spectra of proteins. A full characterization of protein
dynamics requires an integrated experimental and computational
approach. In this study we have therefore used enhanced
sampling from biased potential molecular dynamics simulation,
combined with extensive experimental dipolar and scalar
coupling data, to define a self-consistent representative molecular
ensemble for solution state protein conformational dynamics.
This approach presents a unified structural dynamic representa-
tion of the motional properties of proteins in solution that will
provide the basis for furthering our understanding of molecular
stability, folding, and function, while simultaneously proposing
a new methodology for the interpretation of NMR data in terms
of molecular ensembles that will be applicable to a wide range
of experimental systems.
Methods
Accelerated Molecular Dynamics. The AMD approach involves
adding a continuous non-negative bias potential to the potential
energy surface of the protein to raise and flatten the potential energy
landscape, thereby enhancing the escape rate between low energy
(48) Bru¨schweiler, R.; Roux, B.; Blackledge, M.; Griesinger, C.; Karplus,
M.; Ernst, R. R. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1992, 114, 2289–2302.
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conformational substates.39-41 On increasing the level of accelera-
tion, the simulation probes more conformational space. The essential
idea behind accelerated molecular dynamics is to define a reference,
or “boost energy”, Eb, which is fixed above the minimum of the
potential energy surface. At each step in the AMD simulation, if
the potential energy of the system lies below this boost energy, a
continuous, non-negative bias is added to the actual potential. If
the potential energy is greater than the boost energy, it remains
unaltered. This results in a raising and flattening of the potential
energy landscape, decreasing the magnitude of the energy barriers
between low energy states, and therefore enhancing the escape rate
from one low energy conformational state to another, while
maintaining the essential details of the underlying potential energy
surface. The extent to which the potential energy surface is modified
depends on the difference between the boost energy and the actual
potential. Explicitly, the modified potential, V*(r), is defined as:
if the potential energy, V(r), is equal to or greater than the boost
energy, and
if the potential energy is less than the boost energy. The energy
modification, or “bias” is given by:
The extent of acceleration (i.e., how aggressively we enhance
the conformational space sampling) is determined by the choice of
the boost energy and the acceleration parameter, R. Conformational
space sampling can be enhanced by either increasing the boost
energy, or decreasing the acceleration parameter. In the present
work, the extent of conformational space sampling was controlled
by systematically increasing the boost energy using a fixed
acceleration parameter. During the course of the simulation, if the
potential energy is modified, the forces on the atoms are recalculated
for the modified potential. The use of the bias potential defined
above ensures that the derivative of the modified potential will not
be discontinuous at points where V(r) ) Eb.
A series of 20, 8 ns, accelerated molecular dynamics (AMD)
simulations of ubiquitin were performed at increasing levels of
acceleration using the program AMBER8.49 In each case R was
fixed at 60-kcal/mol and the boost energy for the eight acceleration
levels was set at 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, and 450-kcal/
mol above the dihedral angle energy (estimated from the average
dihedral angle energy from the unbiased 5-ns MD simulations).
In all simulations, a time-step of 1 fs and periodic boundary
conditions were used with a Langevin thermostat and a Berendsen
weak-coupling pressure-stat. Electrostatic interactions were treated
using the Particle Mesh Ewald50 method with a direct space sum
limit of 10 Å. The recently developed ff99SB force field was used.51
After reweighting the conformational space to obtain the correct
canonical Boltzmann distribution, a clustering protocol was imple-
mented to identify low energy conformational substates. A series
of short 3 ns standard MD simulations were then seeded from the
AMD simulations, to sample the low energy substates. The initial
0.5 ns were discarded, and a MMPB/SA52 analysis on the resulting
MD simulations was used to confirm the AMD free energy
weighting protocol. Using these approximate free energies, a set
of large (free energy weighted) structural ensembles was generated
from the seeded MD simulations for each acceleration level.
Resulting ensembles represent free energy weighted trajectories,
sampling the conformational space explored by the AMD trajec-
tories at the relevant acceleration level. This method represents an
efficient equivalent to performing numerous long time-scale MD
simulations. As a control, a series of molecular ensembles were
generated from standard 5 ns MD simulations.
The next step is to identify which ensembles can best reproduce
the experimental RDC data. At each increasing acceleration level,
we have sampled an increasingly large amount of conformational
space. Ideally there should exist an optimum sampling on the time-
scale relevant to the RDC data. However, for each molecular
ensemble, the optimum alignment tensor for a given alignment
medium must be calculated. This is achieved in a model free way
using a singular value decomposition (SVD) approach,53,24 and the
analysis is performed for available N-HN RDCs in 23 different
alignment media (see details below). Using the optimized alignment
tensors, theoretical RDCs were calculated for each molecular
ensemble associated with a given acceleration level. As each
molecular ensemble represents a single long time-scale trajectory,
the theoretical RDCs for each ensemble associated with the same
acceleration level were averaged and the agreement between
experiment and theory was monitored using the trajectory averaged
cumulative R-factor. A similar protocol was performed to calculate
scalar J-couplings as outlined below.
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Calculation of
RDCs and Scalar J-Couplings. The principal difficulty concerned
with the direct calculation of RDCs and scalar J-couplings arises
in the determination of parameters defining the strength of the
interaction. In the case of RDCs, five unknown parameters are
required to explicitly define the alignment tensor. As our simulations
are performed in explicit solvent, in the absence of any alignment
medium, it is not possible to define explicitly from the simulation
alone the preferential alignment of the molecule in a given
alignment medium. The issue is further complicated by the fact
that the structure, dynamics and preferential alignment of the
molecule are mutually dependent: The alignment tensor depends
on the shape and anisotropy of the molecule, which is specifically
related to the structure. Dynamic motions on different time-scales
result in small changes in the shape and anisotropy of the molecule,
which, in turn result in small changes in the preferential alignment
tensor for a given alignment medium. The approach taken in this
work involves the use of an SVD analysis to determine the optimal
alignment tensor for each molecular ensemble directly from the
experimental data.53,24 SVD is an exquisite method for solving a
set of simultaneous equations. Explicitly, the optimal alignment
tensor and RDCs for each molecular ensemble were calculated in
a reduced form as:
where x,y,z are the Cartesian components of the normalized bond
vector of interest (in the case of N-H RDCs, the N-H bond
vector), Aij is a vector containing the five components necessary to
completely define the 3 × 3 alignment tensor (bearing in mind that
this tensor is symmetric and traceless) and Dired is a vector
containing the experimental RDCs for the particular alignment
medium. The matrix on the left-hand side of the equation, which
(49) Case, D. A.; et al. AMBER 8; University of California: San Francisco,
CA, 2004.
(50) Cheatham, T. E.; Miller, J. L.; Fox, T.; Darden, T. A.; Kollman, P. A.
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1995, 117, 4193–4194.
(51) Hornak, V.; Abel, R.; Okur, A.; Strockbine, B.; Roitberg, A.;
Simmerling, C. Proteins: Struct., Funct., Bioinf. 2006, 65, 712–725.
(52) Massova, I.; Kollman, P. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1999, 121, 8133–
8143.
(53) Losonczi, J. A.; Andrec, M.; Fischer, M. W.; Prestegard, J. H. J. Magn.
Reson. 1999, 138, 334–342.
V*( rb) ) V( rb) (1)
V*( rb) ) V( rb) + ∆V( rb) (2)
∆V( rb) ) (Eb - V( rb))
2
R + (Eb - V( rb))
(3)
[〈y2 - x2〉 〈z2 - x2〉 〈2xy〉 〈2xz〉 〈2yz〉〈y2 - x2〉 〈z2 - x2〉 〈2xy〉 〈2xz〉 〈2yz〉... ... ... ... ...... ... ... ... ...〈y2 - x2〉 〈z2 - x2〉 〈2xy〉 〈2xz〉 〈2yz〉 ][AyyAzzAxyAxzAyz ] ) [D1redD2red......DNred ]
(4)
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describes the bond vector fluctuations, has dimensions (N,5), where
N is the number of RDCs in the given alignment medium. This
matrix is formulated from the molecular ensemble where the
brackets 〈.. .〉 represent ensemble averages. SVD of the matrix of
bond vector fluctuations liberates the optimal alignment tensor
components, from which the theoretical RDCs can be calculated.
The principle behind such an analysis is that there should exist
some optimal ensemble which represents the conformational space
sampled by the system over the time-scales to which RDCs are
sensitive (i.e., up to 10-ms for N-H RDCs). For this optimal
molecular ensemble, and its optimal SVD-calculated alignment
tensor, the resulting theoretical RDCs will be in best agreement
with the experimental observables. For molecular ensembles that
sample too little or too much conformational space, the SVD
analysis will attempt to find the best possible alignment tensor for
that particular ensemble, but the resulting RDCs will not be optimal.
As mentioned above, we perform a series of AMD simulations at
increasing acceleration levels to obtain a set of free energy weighted
molecular ensembles that systematically sample an increasing
amount of conformational space. By using the SVD analysis to
obtain the optimal alignment tensor and hence the theoretical RDCs
for each molecular ensemble, we can identify the most appropriate
acceleration level (ie. the optimal conformational space sampling)
to reproduce the experimental RDCs.
A similar approach was also applied to calculate the backbone
scalar J-couplings: We calculated three backbone scalar J-couplings,
3J(HN,HR), 3J(HN,C), and 3J(HN,C′). The magnitude of all these
J-couplings is strongly related to the backbone φ angle and can in
general be described using the well-known Karplus equation:54
where A, B, and C are the Karplus parameters, and θ is an offset
angle, which typically has a value of 180° for 3J(HN,C′), -60° for
3J(HN,HR) and 60° for 3J(HN,C). To calculate these scalar
J-couplings, we used the SVD analysis to obtain the optimal Karplus
parameters for each molecular ensemble:
In each case, the analysis was initially performed using the typical
θ offset angles defined above. The θ-offset values were then
optimized by changing the θ-offset value in 1° steps and repeating
the SVD analysis until the best reproduction of the experimental
scalar J-couplings was achieved.
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3J(i, j) ) A cos2( + θ) + B cos( + θ) + C (5)
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Abstract: An atomic resolution characterization of the structural properties of unfolded proteins that explicitly
invokes the highly dynamic nature of the unfolded state will be extremely important for the development of
a quantitative understanding of the thermodynamic basis of protein folding and stability. Here we develop
a novel approach using residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) from unfolded proteins to determine conformational
behavior on an amino acid specific basis. Conformational sampling is described in terms of ensembles of
structures selected from a large pool of conformers. We test this approach, using extensive simulation, to
determine how well the fitting of RDCs to reduced conformational ensembles containing few copies of the
molecule can correctly reproduce the backbone conformational behavior of the protein. Having established
approaches that allow accurate mapping of backbone dihedral angle conformational space from RDCs,
we apply these methods to obtain an amino acid specific description of ubiquitin denatured in 8 M urea at
pH 2.5. Cross-validation of data not employed in the fit verifies that an ensemble size of 200 structures is
appropriate to characterize the highly fluctuating backbone. This approach allows us to identify local
conformational sampling properties of urea-unfolded ubiquitin, which shows that the backbone sampling
of certain types of charged or polar amino acids, in particular threonine, glutamic acid, and arginine, is
affected more strongly by urea binding than amino acids with hydrophobic side chains. In general, the
approach presented here establishes robust procedures for the study of all denatured and intrinsically
disordered states.
Introduction
Despite decades of experimental and theoretical advances in
the characterization of structure, kinetics, dynamics, and ther-
modynamics of many thousands of soluble, folded proteins, the
mechanism of protein folding, the conformational transition from
a flexible unfolded polypeptide chain to a stable folded protein
structure, remains largely unexplained.1 One reason for this is
that one side of the protein folding equation is essentially
impossible to characterize in atomic detail using classical
approaches to structural biology, requiring instead the develop-
ment of approaches that explicitly invoke the highly dynamic
nature of the unfolded state.2-5 An atomic-resolution charac-
terization of the structural properties of unfolded proteins is
therefore an essential prerequisite for a quantitative understand-
ing of the thermodynamic basis of protein folding and stability.
The importance of developing techniques that are capable of
describing the conformational sampling of unfolded polypeptide
chains in solution has gained further importance with the gradual
realization, over the past decade, that a large fraction of
eukaryotic genomes codes for proteins that are intrinsically
disordered in their native state.6-9 Of particular relevance is
the relationship between intrinsic structural characteristics of
the unfolded chain and the mechanisms of protein folding upon
binding, underlining the need for a basic understanding of the
conformational space that is populated by a protein in the
unfolded state.10,11 The role that intrinsically disordered proteins
(IDPs) play in neurodegenerative disease and cancer further
emphasizes the importance of understanding conformational
transitions from physiological to pathological forms of the same
protein.12
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is probably
the most powerful biophysical tool for studying IDPs due to
† Institut de Biologie Structurale Jean-Pierre Ebel.
‡ Carlsberg Laboratory.
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the remarkable sensitivity of different NMR phenomena to
dynamics occurring on time scales varying from picoseconds
to hours and the ability to report on both local and long-range
structure.13 In particular, residual dipolar couplings (RDCs),
which become measurable when a protein is dissolved in an
anisotropic alignment medium or matrix,14,15 have been shown
to be very sensitive reporters of local and long-range structure,16
even in highly disordered systems.17 Since the initial demonstra-
tion that RDCs can be measured in proteins even under highly
denaturing conditions,18-25 it has been recognized that RDCs
provide unique site-specific probes of orientational order in
disordered states.17,26
A recently developed explicit ensemble description of IDPs,
flexible-meccano,27 constructs multiple copies of the protein in
different states, designed to represent all possible conformational
states that exchange on time scales relevant to the NMR time
scale. Using a statistical coil description that samples amino
acid-specific backbone dihedral angle {φ/ψ} propensities, a
conformational ensemble is created, and RDCs are calculated
for each conformer and then averaged over the ensemble. This
approach implicitly assumes that all conformers are in rapid
exchange on time scales faster than a millisecond, an assumption
based on the presence of a single set of NMR signals detected
in 1H and 15N spectra of denatured and intrinsically disordered
proteins. The absence of conformational exchange broadening
excludes the presence of exchange between significantly popu-
lated conformational states occurring on slower time scales.
RDCs simulated using these approaches present reasonable
agreement with experimental couplings measured in both
intrinsically disordered and chemically denatured proteins.28-32
These studies have been used to provide evidence that site-
specific differences in RDCs measured along the primary chain
can result from native differences in the rigidity of different
amino acid types in an otherwise fully disordered chain,27 from
the presence of transiently populated local secondary structural
elements31 or from the presence of transient interactions between
sites distant in the chain.28
While 15N-1HN RDCs are by far the most commonly
measured dipolar couplings, for reasons of experimental facility
and precision, the advantages of measuring more RDCs from
different spin-pairs in the peptide unit were recently demon-
strated by Meier et al., who determined up to seven RDCs per
amino acid from urea-unfolded ubiquitin at pH 2.5, including
15N-1HN, 13CR-1HR, and 13CR-13C′ RDCs, inter- and intraresi-
due 1HN-1HR RDCs, and 1HN-1HN RDCs measured using
quantitative J-type experiments33 on perdeuterated ubiquitin. In
combination, these data indicated that the standard description
of the statistical coil behavior was inappropriate for urea
unfolded proteins and that a modification of the random coil
description was necessary to account simultaneously for all
data.34 On the basis of extensive simulation, the authors
proposed that, in the presence of urea, the backbone dihedral
angles defining the conformational behavior of the unfolded
chain have a significantly higher propensity to sample more
extended regions of Ramachandran space (ψ > 50°, φ < 0°).
This indication is supported by a comparison of extensive
experimental small angle scattering (SAS) and pulse field
gradient (PFG) dependences measured from urea-denatured
proteins, with predicted data from conformational ensembles
constructed using statistical coil models sampling increasing
levels of this extended region (P. Bernado, personal com-
munication). These independent biophysical techniques concur
to substantiate an overall description of conformational bias
respected by disordered polypeptide chains in the presence of
high concentrations of denaturant.35-38 RDCs measured between
different spins within the peptide unit have also been shown to
exhibit complementary dependences on the presence of local
structure, an observation that has been shown to be crucial for
the quantitative determination of the nature and extent of helical
sampling present in molecular recognition elements of intrinsi-
cally disordered viral proteins31 and the disordered N-terminal
domain of p53.39
These studies have mainly used a rational, hypothesis-based
approach, calculating explicit ensembles containing tens of
thousands of conformers from different conformational sampling
regimes and comparing the ensemble-averaged couplings to
experimental data. In this study, we are interested in taking the
analysis of RDCs one crucial step further, by investigating
the possibility of defining the conformational sampling of the
peptide chain directly from the experimental NMR data at amino
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acid-specific or even atomic resolution, as have recently been
developed in the Bonvin and Forman-Kay laboratories.40,41 In
order to do this, we develop a novel algorithm to select from a
large pool of possible conformers, created using the algorithm
flexible-meccano, to best describe the system.
We test this approach, using extensive simulation, to deter-
mine how well the fitting of RDCs to reduced conformational
ensembles containing few copies of the molecule can correctly
reproduce the backbone conformational behavior of the protein.
We also use cross-validation of data not employed in the fit to
determine the most appropriate ensemble size to characterize
the highly fluctuating molecule. Having established approaches
that allow accurate mapping of conformational space from
RDCs, we apply these methods to the amino acid-specific
description of backbone conformational sampling in ubiquitin
denatured in 8 M urea at pH 2.5.
Results and Discussion
RDCs from Disordered Proteins Modeled by Multiplication
of Local Sampling Profiles and Underlying Baseline. RDCs can
be simulated from explicit molecular ensembles of disordered
proteins using shape-based considerations of the alignment
properties of each copy of the molecule, and the average
couplings can be predicted by taking the mean over the entire
ensemble.27,42 Comparison of such predictions with experimental
data has revealed the unique sensitivity of RDCs to local and
global sampling properties of highly disordered proteins. A key
disadvantage of this approach is the number of structures that
need to be treated, before the average RDC value converges to
a nonfluctuating value. This number can reach many tens of
thousands in proteins of 100 amino acids. It has recently been
proposed that convergence of RDCs toward experimental data
can be achieved with a smaller number of conformers if the
protein is divided into short, uncoupled segments (Local
Alignment Windows, LAWs) and the RDCs are calculated using
the alignment tensor of these segments.43,44 The ability to
describe the conformational properties with ensembles contain-
ing fewer structures will of course make any ensemble selection
procedure more tractable and is therefore an attractive prospect.
In general, however, RDCs are affected both by the local
conformational sampling and the chain-like nature of the
unfolded protein, which induce an effective baseline reflecting
the increasing degrees of freedom available toward the ends of
the chain.45,46 Long-range information is therefore necessarily
absent from an approach that only employs LAWs to predict
the RDCs. If this approach is employed, the simulated data need
to be corrected for the effects of the unfolded chain.
We have simulated ensemble-averaged RDCs for polyvaline
chains of differing lengths. The predicted RDCs can be relatively
well fitted to a hyperbolic cosine curve of the form (Figure 1)
where i is the residue number and d is half the number of
residues. a, b, and c are optimized for each different coupling
type, where (2b - c) is the RDC value at position d. This
baseline dependence can be used to correct RDCs calculated
using LAWs as described below.
RDCs are simulated for the central residue of LAWs of equal
length, sliding the LAW one amino acid at a time along the
chain (note that the termini are treated in the same way by
adding dummy residues beyond the ends of the chain; see
Experimental Section). These RDCs are then averaged over all
structures. RDCs simulated for LAWs of m amino acids in
length will exhibit a flat baseline, because each calculated RDC
is at the center of a fragment of m amino acids and is therefore
at the middle of the same local effective baseline. The RDC
distribution resulting from the LAWs therefore depends on
amino acid type but does not contain the baseline effects. It
can be shown (Figure 2) that this amino acid-specific distribution
can be multiplied with the baseline predicted in eq 1, to closely
reproduce RDCs predicted from the explicit full-length descrip-
tion of the protein, which contains both amino acid-specific
effects and the chain nature of the full length protein.
In order to determine the convergent characteristics when
RDCs are simulated using LAWs of different lengths, we have
compared the average values taken over an increasing number
of conformers. Examples are shown in Figure 3a of the same
1DNH RDC when the RDC is calculated for the central amino
acid of LAWs of different lengths (3, 9, 15, 25, and full length
protein of 76 amino acids). Further simulations of 1DCRHR,
1DCRC’, DNHHR, and DNHNH RDCs show similar convergent
characteristics (data not shown). It is clear that for the full-
length protein the average is only converged when more than
10 000 structures are taken into account, while for LAWs of
15 amino acids this number falls to a few hundred. Figure 3b
shows the strong dependence of the range of sampled RDCs
on the length of the LAW. As the LAW gets longer, the
individual structures can have larger RDC values, rendering the
average less and less stable (vide infra).
(40) Marsh, J. A.; Neale, C.; Jack, F. E.; Choy, W.-Y.; Lee, A. Y.;
Crowhurst, K. A.; Forman-Kay, J. D. J. Mol. Biol. 2007, 367, 1494–
1510.
(41) Krzeminski, M.; Fuentes, G.; Boelens, R.; Bonvin, A. M. J. J. Proteins:
Struc. Funct. Bioinform. 2009, 74, 894–905.
(42) Jha, A. K.; Colubri, A.; Freed, K.; Sosnick, T. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
U.S.A. 2005, 102, 13099–13105.
(43) Marsh, J. A.; Baker, J. M. R.; Tollinger, M.; Forman-Kay, J. D. J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 7804–7805.
(44) Marsh, J. A.; Forman-Kay, J. D. J. Mol. Biol. 2009, 391, 359–374.
(45) Louhivuori, M.; Pa¨a¨kko¨nen, K.; Fredriksson, K.; Permi, P.; Lounila,
J.; Annila, A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2003, 125, 15647–15650.
(46) Obolensky, O. I.; Schlepckow, K.; Schwalbe, H.; Solov’yov, A. V.
J. Biomol. NMR 2007, 39, 1–16.
Figure 1. Residual dipolar coupling baselines in unfolded chains. Baseline
effects underlying simulated ensemble-averaged RDCs from 100K copies
of a polyvaline chain of 76 amino acids in length (crosses) and predicted
RDCs following a hyperbolic cosine curve of the form given in eq 1 (line).
15N-1HN couplings are shown below zero and 13CR-1HR RDCs are shown
above zero.
B(i) ) 2b cosh(a(i - d)) - c (1)
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Alignment Strand Length Required To Define Accurately
Conformational Sampling. In order to further determine the
accuracy of describing RDCs using LAWs, we have compared
the ability of LAWs of different lengths (after multiplication
with the baseline described by eq 1) to reproduce RDCs
simulated using a global alignment tensor (Figure 4). Not
surprisingly, the shortest LAWs (three amino acids in length)
never correctly reproduce average RDCs, due to the effects of
neighboring amino acids (beyond nearest neighbors), on the local
conformational sampling. The influence of neighboring residues
on local conformational sampling is commonly estimated in
terms of a so-called “persistence length”, beyond which the
remainder of the chain can be considered to exert a negligible
effect. The persistence length depends on the relative rigidity
of the local primary sequence. The relevance of taking full
account of the persistence length on the local conformational
sampling is further demonstrated by simulations that have been
performed using a more rigid statistical coil model for which
RDCs simulated using LAWs of nine amino acids fail to
reproduce the averaged RDCs calculated using the global
alignment tensor (data not shown). These simulations therefore
indicate that while convergence characteristics of the predicted
RDCs improve with shorter LAWs, the shortest strands can
never fully reproduce the correct average, even if a very large
number of structures were used in the average. On the basis of
these simulations, we consider that a LAW length of 15 amino
acids should be an acceptable compromise between efficiency
and accuracy for the subsequent analyses.
How Many Structures Are Required for RDCs To Define
Accurately Conformational Sampling? The next question con-
cerns the number of structures required to describe correctly
the conformational sampling. The averaging of RDCs is
particularly demanding in terms of numbers of structures for
two main reasons: first, because of the large number of backbone
dihedrals whose relevant conformational space must be ef-
ficiently sampled before the overall shape and dimensions of
the protein, and therefore the associated alignment tensor,
average to convergent values. A second consideration is less
obvious, but potentially more important: each dipolar coupling
calculated from a single conformer of the entire molecule will
sample a value within a range that can be orders of magnitude
higher than the range spanned by the average values (Figure
3b). This dynamic-range problem can induce significant instabil-
ity in the fitting procedure when using an ensemble containing
too few structural models.
In order to numerically estimate the minimum number of
structures that can accurately reproduce the true structural
propensities of a conformational equilibrium, we have under-
taken the following simulation: Two distinct statistical coil
sampling regimes were defined, and entire sets of RDCs were
calculated from flexible-meccano using these regimes with the
global alignment tensor. The first, regime S, defines the standard
statistical coil model employed in flexible-meccano, where
amino acid-specific conformational distributions are extracted
from populations of coil regions found in the protein structural
database. The second sampling regime (E) samples a more
extended region of Ramachandran space, populating the region
{50° < ψ < 180°} with a higher propensity than the S regime
(see Experimental Section), while retaining the amino acid
specific sampling from the S database. These data sets were
then used as targets for the ensemble selection algorithm
ASTEROIDS (A Selection Tool for Ensemble Representations
Of Intrinsically Disordered States) described in the Experimental
Section.
The ability of the algorithm to reproduce the correct confor-
mational sampling and the correct RDCs for two different LAWs
and the global alignment tensor is summarized in Figure 5 as a
function of the number of structures constituting the ensemble.
Using the target function Ram2 , which measures the population
of four different regions of Ramachandran space defined in
Figure 6, we measure the ability of the protocol to reproduce
amino acid-specific conformational sampling throughout the
molecule (see Experimental Section). In each of the three con-
sidered window lengths, (9, 15, and full length protein), the
Figure 2. Multiplication of RDCs calculated using LAWs with RDC baselines in unfolded chains. 15N-1HN and 13CR-1HR RDCs calculated from the
central amino acid of a 15 amino acid LAW (blue, left) contain no baseline information and therefore diverge from the RDCs calculated from an explicit
ensemble using a global alignment tensor (red). When multiplied with the hyperbolic cosine curve (eq 1), RDCs from the LAW (blue, right) more closely
resemble the RDCs calculated from the global alignment tensor (red).
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reproduction of the RDCs improves rapidly with the number
of structures included in the ensemble average. Simultaneously,
the reproduction of the correct conformational sampling (the
sampling used to simulate the RDC data) improves in all cases.
These simulations, and those applied to the more extended
sampling regime (data not shown), indicate that the optimal
combination for an accurate description of conformational
behavior of the protein backbone requires a window length of
at least 15 amino acids and 200 structures.
The site-specific reproduction of the different RDCs compris-
ing the RDC2 using an ensemble of 200 and 20 structures is
shown in Figure 7, for a LAW of 15 amino acids. Although
the fit is significantly poorer in the case of 20 structures, the
overall features are actually quite well reproduced, and the
quality of the fit would probably be considered acceptable in
the presence of commonly encountered levels of experimental
noise. The conformational sampling is, however, very poorly
reproduced, throughout the protein, when only 20 structures are
Figure 3. Convergence of 15N-1HN RDCs calculated using LAWs of
different lengths. (a) Comparison of 10 simulations of the central amino
acid of an m amino acid LAW. The same 1DNH RDC (amino acid 41 of
ubiquitin) is calculated using LAWs of m ) 3, 9, 15, 25 or from the full
length (76 amino acid) protein using a global alignment tensor. The x-axis
represents the number of structures used to calculate the average. (b) Range
and distribution of RDCs from the simulations shown in part a. Color code
is the same in both cases (purple, three amino acid window; green, nine
amino acids; blue, 15 amino acids; black, 25 amino acids; red, 76 amino
acids).
Figure 4. Accuracy of RDCs calculated using LAWs compared to a full
length description. Equation 4 was used to directly compare the ability of
RDCs calculated using the convolution of baseline and LAWs to reproduce
RDCs calculated using an explicit description of the full length protein.
The x-axis defines the number of averaged RDCs. RDC
2 was calculated over
the entire protein. Color code: purple, three amino acid window; green,
nine amino acids; blue, 15 amino acids; black, 25 amino acids.
Figure 5. Accuracy of ensembles of structures calculated using LAWs of
different lengths. The ability of ASTEROIDS to reproduce the correct
conformational sampling and the correct RDCs for LAWs of different
lengths is summarized as a function of the number of structures constituting
the ensemble. (a) RDC2 measures the reproduction of the target RDCs
calculated using the full length 50 000-strong explicit description of the
global alignment tensor. (b) Ram2 measures the ability of the protocol to
reproduce conformational sampling throughout the molecule. Color code:
green, nine amino acid LAWs; blue, 15 amino acid LAWs; red, 76 amino
acids (global alignment tensor). The x-axis defines the number of structures
used.
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included. This is graphically underlined in Figure 8, where the
populations of the four quadrants of conformational space
present in the 200- and 20-fold ensembles are compared with
those present in the ensemble used to create the simulated data.
Discrepancies in the population of the different quadrants of
up to 30% compared to the value present in the original
ensemble are found throughout the primary sequence for the
20-fold ensemble. These differences do not appear to be
correlated to amino acid type. The 200-fold ensembles, on the
other hand, closely reproduce the original sampling (figure 8b)
for every region of primary sequence. It is therefore evident
that, in cases where too few structures are included in the
average, achieving acceptable reproduction of experimental data
does not guarantee that the resulting ensemble accurately
represents the correct conformational distribution.
Application of ASTEROIDS to Experimental RDCs from
Urea-Unfolded Ubiquitin. Using the optimal parameters deter-
mined on the basis of the simulations described above, we have
applied the ASTEROIDS approach to the determination of a
representative ensemble to describe the conformational behavior
of the protein ubiquitin under denaturing conditions (pH 2.5
and 8 M urea). In the initial analysis, ensembles of 200 structures
were selected from a set of 12 000 conformers for which LAWs
of 15 amino acids in length were used to calculate the dipolar
couplings. The results, shown in Figure 9a, indicate a reasonable
reproduction of experimental data but reveal notable systematic
effects, in particular that the DNHHR(i-1), DNHNH(i+1) RDCs are
overestimated when the other couplings, effectively the 1DNH
and 1DCRHR RDCs agree optimally with simulation. These
observations agree qualitatively with identification of differential
scaling of 1H-1H couplings compared to covalently bound spins
in the analysis of these RDCs. In order to allow for this
possibility in the current analysis, we allowed for two indepen-
dent scaling factors, K1 for the 1DNH, 1DCRHR, and 1DCRC’ and
K2 for the DNHHR, DNHHR(i-1), DNHNH(i+1), and DNHNH(i+2). These
factors are optimized uniformly for the covalently bound and
through-space dipolar interactions, resulting in the data repro-
duction shown in Figure 9b. The two scaling factors K1 ) 0.58
and K2 ) 0.96 differ by approximately 0.6, a difference that
may result from additional local conformational dynamics
that are not taken into account by the statistical coil model and
that scale the DNHHR(i-1), DNHNH(i+1) RDCs differentially to the
RDCs between spins whose distances are effectively fixed. This
possibility is currently under more detailed investigation.
In order to test the validity of the approaches shown here for
the analysis of experimental data, we have repeated the
ASTEROIDS ensemble selection procedure, taking 10% of the
Figure 6. In order to quantify the similarity between conformational
sampling between different ensembles, Ramachandran space is divided into
four quadrants and defined as follows: RL, {φ > 0°}; RR, {φ < 0, -120° <
ψ < 50°}; P, {-90° < φ < 0°, ψ > 50° or ψ < -120°}; S, {-180° < φ
< -90°, ψ > 50° or ψ < -120°}. The population of these quadrants is
indicated as pRL, pRR, pP, and pS. Dots represent standard statistical coil
distributions of valine (red), lysine (blue), and leucine (black).
Figure 7. Site-specific reproduction of the RDCs simulated using an explicit
ensemble of 50 000 structures. (a) Reproduction of the target data (blue)
using an ensemble of 20 structures (red) for a window length of 15 amino
acids. (b) Reproduction of the target data (blue) using an ensemble of 200
structures (red) for a window length of 15 amino acids. In both cases, the
genetic algorithm ASTEROIDS was used to select the optimal ensemble.
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RDCs out of the analysis and comparing the predicted values
using the resulting ensemble with the experimental RDCs. The
results are shown in Figure 10, where the back-calculated RDCs
are found to be in reasonable agreement with the experimentally
determined values. The calculation was repeated 10 times at seven
different ensemble sizes. The average cross-validated 2 is plotted
as a function of ensemble size (Figure 10b). The size of 200-fold
ensembles used in the current approach is within the range where
the cross validation target function is essentially flat.
Figure 8. Accuracy of the reproduction of conformational sampling using
the ASTEROIDS approach with ensembles of 20 and 200 structures. Popula-
tions of the four quadrants of conformational space defined in Figure 6 using
the (a) 20-fold and (b) 200-fold ensembles (red) compared with those present
in the ensemble used to create the simulated data (black). Discrepancies in the
population of the different quadrants of up to 30% compared to the value present
in the original ensemble are found for ensembles of size 20.
Figure 9. Application of ASTEROIDS to experimental RDCs from urea-
unfolded ubiquitin. (a) Reproduction of experimental data (red) using an
ensemble of 200 structures (blue). (b) Reproduction of experimental data
(red) using an ensemble of 200 structures (blue) with differential scaling
of the covalently bound and interproton RDCs.
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The precision with which the RDCs can define the confor-
mational behavior of the backbone has been assessed using
noise-based Monte Carlo simulations (see Experimental Section)
based on estimates of experimental uncertainty. The results are
summarized in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information, and
show that the average uncertainty in the populations of the
different quadrants is approximately (3%. We have also
repeated the entire analysis in the absence of one experimental
data set to assess the relative importance of each data set for
the conformational description. The results are shown in Figure
S2 and summarized in Tables S1 and S2 of the Supporting
Information, where the backbone sampling is compared to
the populations determined using all data. The root-mean-square
deviation of the four populations defined in Figure 6 and the
average differences demonstrate that although we find that the
most important RDCs are the DNHHai,i+1 and DNHNH, the effects
are actually not very large when these RDCs are removed
(maximum rmsd of 5%, and average difference in populations
of 3%). These results suggest that both covalently bound and
interproton RDCs are important for an accurate description of
conformational sampling but that none of the RDC types are
critical for the validity of the description or the conclusions
drawn from it.
The amino acid Ramachandran sampling has been used to
calculate expected 3JNHHR scalar couplings, reporting on the
sampling of the φ backbone dihedral angle. These values have
been compared to experimentally determined couplings47 (Figure
S3, Supporting Information), in comparison to the reproduction
of the data using the standard coil database. The J-coupling
data reproduction is quite good in both cases, but only slightly
better in the case of the selected ensemble (2 ) 11.5 compared
to 12.6), probably reflecting the fact that the differences in the
two descriptions are often found in the distribution of the ψ
backbone dihedral angle. However, this analysis does demon-
strate that the local analysis of RDCs in terms of Ramachandran
distributions does not contradict independent experimental data
in a significant way.
Urea Preferentially Affects the Conformational Sampling
of Amino Acids with Side Chain Hydrogen-Bonding Moieties.
Figure 11 shows the backbone dihedral angle distributions
resulting from the analysis of experimental data of urea-unfolded
ubiquitin and the normalized difference compared to the
distribution of angles derived using an ensemble of structures
produced using the standard statistical coil model of the unfolded
state. Figure S4 of the Supporting Information shows the amino
acid specific populations of all amino acids for the standard
statistical coil model. The sampling of the different regions of
the Ramachandran space defined in Figure 6 is summarized in
Figure 12.
In general, the results indicate that the sampling of backbone
dihedral angles in Ramachandran space is more extended,
sampling the P and S regions with higher propensity and the
RR region with lower propensity than the statistical coil database.
This result is in agreement with a previous study of the more
general characteristics of conformational sampling, using the
same experimental data.34 In this study, a hypothesis-driven
approach was used to suggest a general extension of confor-
mational sampling of the peptide chain. With the new techniques
developed here, we are able to extract amino acid-specific
conformational sampling directly from the RDC data. This
approach relies on the supposition that the database from which
structures are selected contains enough conformational diversity
to allow for a representative description to be constructed from
its population. Under these conditions, the method is relatively
hypothesis-free in comparison to previous approaches. This
reveals that the effects of urea on backbone conformational
sampling are far from uniform. The extended nature of the chain
is more apparent in localized contiguous segments of primary
sequence: the regions 30-36 and 70-73 sample the P region
more extensively than both the statistical coil and the remainder
of the protein, while extended  regions are preferentially
sampled in the region 14-18. This latter tendency may be
correlated with the previously observed presence of a small
(around 20%) residual population of  hairpin in this region of
the molecule.48 Amino acids preceding prolines (18 and 36)
are found to better reproduce experimental RDCs with a more
uniform sampling of propensities in the P and S regions,
compared to the statistical coil database that preferentially
samples the RR region.
The comparison with the statistical coil model clarifies detail
that may be masked by amino acid-specific sampling of
backbone dihedral angle and allows the identification of sites
(47) Peti, W.; Henning, M.; Smith, L. J.; Schwalbe, H. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2000, 122, 12017–12018.
(48) Meier, S.; Strohmeier, M.; Blackledge, M.; Grzesiek, S. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2007, 129, 754–755.
Figure 10. Reproduction of data not used in the fitting procedure. (a) The
ASTEROIDS ensemble selection procedure was repeated, taking 10% of
the RDCs out of the analysis and comparing the predicted values using the
resulting ensemble with the experimental RDCs. Color code: green, 1DNH;
red, 1DCRHR; dark blue, 1DCRC′; cyan, DNHHR; yellow, DNHHR(i-1); magenta,
DNHNH(i+1) .(b) Average 2 over 10 cross-validation calculations at each of
seven different ensemble sizes. The 200-fold ensemble size used in the
current approach is within the range where the cross-validation target
function is essentially flat.
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Figure 11. Amino acid-specific Ramachandran distributions for unfolded ubiquitin in 8 M urea at pH 2.5 in comparison with a standard statistical coil
distribution. The populations increase from dark blue, via cyan, green, and yellow, to red. (a) Conformational sampling determined from the ASTEROIDS
analysis of experimental RDC data (10 calculations were combined to produce 2000 conformers for the sake of figure resolution). (b) Difference between
the conformational sampling distributions shown in panel a and the conformational sampling for the flexible-meccano statistical coil distribution. In
this case, blue to green corresponds to negative values (population is lower in the urea unfolded sampling than in the statistical coil) and green (via
yellow) to red corresponds to positive values (population is higher in the urea-unfolded sampling than in the statistical coil). Gray corresponds to
equal populations.
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whose behavior deviates from random coil in the presence of
urea. In this context, it is interesting to note that the amino acids
whose backbone conformational sampling are most systemati-
cally affected by the presence of urea are threonine (four out
of seven have a notably more extended backbone sampling than
in the statistical coil model), glutamic acid (three out of five
are more extended than the statistical coil model), and arginine
(three out of four are more extended than the statistical coil
model). These amino acids all contain potential hydrogen-bond-
donor moieties on their side chains. A recent study using
vibrational spectroscopy demonstrated that at low pH urea
orients with the carboxyl group pointing toward the protein
surface, an observation that supports the suggestion that
hydrogen-bond-donor groups may interact preferentially with
urea.49 By contrast, only three of a total of 24 hydrophobic
amino acids (valine, leucine, isoleucine, alanine, tyrosine, and
phenylalanine) exhibit significantly different conformational
sampling between the urea-denatured and the statistical coil
states. The specific amino acid composition may therefore be
responsible for the apparent localization of differential backbone
sampling properties in the different regions of the protein. A
recent study used small angle scattering to estimate the number
of additional urea molecules that are preferentially recruited
during the unfolding transition of ubiquitin from neutral to acidic
pH to be approximately 20, a number that correlates qualitatively
with the observation here that the backbone behavior of
approximately a third of the amino acids are preferentially
affected by the presence of urea.38
Conclusions
In this study, we have used extensive simulation to optimize
an approach that exploits experimental RDCs measured from
unfolded proteins to determine conformational sampling on an
amino acid-specific basis. Previous applications have used a full-
length description of the protein, averaging RDCs over an
unrestrained ensemble that is large enough to allow for
convergence of the coupling values. Although providing im-
portant insight into the behavior of a number of disordered
proteins for which conformational information is otherwise
difficult to measure, these studies are hypothesis-based, testing
different conformational sampling regimes and comparing them
to experimental data, an approach that severely limits both the
scope and application as well as the potential for discovery.
Here we develop a general approach that allows one to select
an ensemble directly from the experimental data. Our combina-
tion of analytical baseline descriptor and numerical averaging
of smaller alignment windows is tested against simulation, and
on the basis of these simulations, parameters such as window
length and number of structures are calibrated. We find that a
combination of LAWs of 15 amino acids in length, with
ensemble sizes of 200, accurately describes conformational
space, while ensembles of 20 structures reproduce the experi-
mental data but, critically, do not reproduce the correct
conformational sampling. Using this approach we can describe
conformational sampling at an amino acid resolution.
These approaches have been applied to the amino acid-
specific description of backbone conformational sampling in
ubiquitin denatured in 8 M urea at pH 2.5. Having established
the precision that the approach is expected to offer, we are able
to analyze in fine detail the local conformational differences
between the standard statistical coil description and the sampling
defined by the experimental data measured in the presence of
urea, and we interpret this in the context of urea binding or
interacting with specific types of amino acids in the peptide
chain.
Experimental Section
Experimental methods for measuring the RDCs included in the
analysis have been presented elsewhere. All data were taken from
the earlier study by Meier et al.34
Flexible-Meccano Calculations. Simulated RDCs were calcu-
lated using the program flexible-meccano interfaced to the program
PALES50 as described. The program was run in two modes: For
calculations using a global alignment tensor for the entire molecule,
the standard procedure was used. For calculations using the local
alignment windows (LAWs) the RDC for the central amino acid
of the local m amino acid segment (3, 9, 15, or 25) was calculated
for each individual structure. For the terminal amino acids,
alanine amino acids were added to the N or C terminus during the
building of the protein, such that the m amino acid segment was
always present. The resulting RDC profile along the primary
sequence is calculated by averaging each value and multiplying
with the effective baseline given in eq 1. If RDCs were calculated
using the full length protein, they were averaged over all conformers
as previously described.
(49) Chen, X.; Sagle, L. B.; Cremer, P. S. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007, 129,
15104–15105. (50) Zweckstetter, M.; Bax, A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2000, 122, 3791–3792.
Figure 12. Populations of the four quadrants of conformational space
defined in Figure 6 using the amino acid-specific Ramachandran distributions
for unfolded ubiquitin in 8 M urea at pH 2.5 shown in Figure 11 (red) in
comparison to a standard statistical coil distribution (black).
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A pool of 12 000 structures is generated with flexible-meccano.
Half of the structures were calculated using the standard statistical
coil model S, and the other half using a more extended regime E.
The sampling regime (E) samples a more extended region of
Ramachandran space, populating the region {50° < ψ < 180°} with
a higher propensity than the S regime (78% compared to 59%).
ASTEROIDS Ensemble Selection. ASTEROIDS uses a genetic
algorithm51-53 to build a representative ensemble of structures of
fixed size N from a large database. The algorithm selects an
ensemble of N structures using the following fitness function
compared to the experimental data.
where wi is the weight of coupling Di. The weights were set
according to coupling type and determined by the range of each
type of coupling in hertz. Values of w were set to 1.0 for 1DNH and
DNHHR(i-1), 0.5 for 1DCRHR, 2.0 for 1DCRC′, DNHHR, and DNHNH(i+1),
and 3.0 for DNHNH(i+2). The final ensemble is obtained from
generations of ensembles that undergo evolution and selection using
this fitness function. Each generation comprises 100 different
ensembles of size N.
Evolution can proceed in three different ways: random, mutation,
and crossing. At each evolution step, the protocol ensures that a
structure does not appear more than once in a given ensemble and
that a given ensemble is not repeated in a generation. Random
evolution proceeds by randomly selecting structures in the complete
database. Mutation occurs by taking an ensemble and replacing
1% of the structures (or at least one structure) by structures
randomly selected from the complete database (external mutation)
or from a new database containing all the structures selected at
least once in the previous generation (internal mutation). Crossing
is achieved by randomly pairing ensembles from the previous
generation. New ensembles are generated by selecting N structures
in a pool made of the structures present in the previously defined
pairs.
The first generation is always obtained using random evolution.
Evolution of this generation is achieved by the following procedure.
New ensembles are generated (100 by random evolution, 100 by
external mutation, 100 by internal mutation and 100 by crossing).
Among these new ensembles and the previous generation, 100
different ensembles representing minima with respect to the fitness
function are selected using tournaments to provide the next
generation. Ensembles are randomly split into groups and then
ordered using the fitness function to determine the winners of the
tournament. The best ensembles of each tournament are retained
to form the next generation. The number of tournaments and the
number of winners of each tournament are adjusted such that 100
ensembles are selected. Selection pressure increases as the number
of tournaments decreases. To avoid premature convergence in local
minima, the selection pressure is gradually increased during
evolution. The number of tournaments therefore successively goes
from 100 to 50, 25, 20, 10, 2, and to 1. To ensure robustness of
the fitting procedure, the evolution and selection processes are
repeated over 2000 successive generations.
Ramachandran Segment Division. In order to describe the
sampling of conformational space in the different ensembles and
their agreement with known distributions, Ramachandran space is
divided into four quadrants indicated in Figure 6 and defined as
follows: RL, {φ > 0°}; RR, {φ < 0, -120° < ψ < 50°}; P, {-90°
< φ < 0°, ψ > 50° or ψ < -120°}; S, {-180° < φ < -90°, ψ >
50° or ψ < -120°}.
The population of these quadrants is indicated as pRL, pRR, pP,
and pS. The Ramachandran similarity factor Ram2 of the entire
molecule is measured by the following function:
where pq are the four different populations of the quadrants q, i are
the different amino acids, and ref and fit signify the target and fitted
Ramachandran distributions.
Comparison of RDCs. In order to compare RDCs calculated
using different window lengths with those calculated using 50 000
conformers from the full length description of the protein, the
following function RDC
2 is used:
where Di,LAW represents the RDC calculated using LAWs, after
multiplication with the baseline function given in eq 1, and Di,fl is
the RDC calculated using the full length description.
Monte Carlo Simulations and Error Analysis. In order to
estimate the precision with which the conformational sampling can
be defined on the basis of experimental RDCs, we have run noise-
based Monte Carlo simulations, using random sampling of Gaussian
distributions whose width is based on experimentally estimated
uncertainties for each RDC. Fifty Monte Carlo simulations were
run, and the effective uncertainty of the Ramachandran quadrant
population was calculated on the basis of this.
In order to estimate the importance of the different RDC types,
we have repeated the analysis of experimental data with one entire
data set removed from the ASTEROIDS approach.
J-Coupling Analysis. 3JNHHR scalar couplings were calculated
by averaging over the amino acid-specific φ backbone dihedral angle
distributions and compared to experimentally measured values,
using recently derived Karplus relationships.54
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A significant fraction of proteins - over 40% of the human
proteome - are not folded, or are only partially folded in their
functional form.1 These intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs)
are strongly implicated in important human pathologies such as
cancer and neurodegenerative disease but fall beyond the reach
of the tools developed for classical structural biology due to
their extreme structural flexibility.2,3 Many IDPs undergo
disorder-to-order transitions upon interaction with physiological
partners, where molecular recognition is accompanied by local
folding upon binding.4,5 However the relationship between
intrinsic conformational propensity and the structure adopted by
the protein in its bound form remains poorly understood. For
these reasons the development of meaningful descriptions of the
conformational behavior of IDPs, and their relationship to protein
function and malfunction, represents a key challenge for
contemporary structural biology.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy reports on
structural propensities at atomic resolution, on time scales varying
over many orders of magnitude, and is therefore probably the most
powerful biophysical tool for studying IDPs.6 NMR inherently
provides time- and ensemble-averaged structurally dependent
experimental measurements and, as such, is exquisitely suited to
the study of conformationally heterogeneous and flexible systems.7
The dynamic averaging properties of NMR observables are well
understood, rendering their exploitation particularly appropriate for
the development of atomic resolution ensemble descriptions of
flexible or unfolded proteins.8-12
Chemical shifts measured in IDPs report on the population
weighted average over an entire ensemble of interchanging
conformers, exchanging on time scales faster than the millisecond
range. These readily measured parameters are nevertheless highly
sensitive probes of the local protein conformation,13-15 as has
been demonstrated by the recent determination of three-
dimensional structures of entire globular proteins using chemical
shifts as sole experimental constraints.16,17 The dependences of
13CR and 13C chemical shifts on backbone φ/ψ dihedral angles
have been routinely used to identify the position of secondary
structure and to estimate the level of secondary structural
propensity within folded and unfolded proteins.18-26 In this study
we combine ensemble descriptions of unfolded proteins,27 with
a state-of-the-art chemical shift prediction algorithm that has
underpinned the successful determination of folded proteins from
chemical shifts.28 This powerful combination is used to explore
the possibility of using chemical shifts alone to map the local
backbone conformational sampling of intrinsically disordered
and partially folded proteins.
13CR, 13C, 13C′, and 15N chemical shifts exhibit different
dependences on the backbone φ/ψ dihedral angles and are
therefore sensitive probes of conformational sampling in disor-
dered proteins.29,30 These sensitivities are complementary in
terms of the mapping of different regions of Ramachandran
space, suggesting that their combination may allow the resolution
of site-specific backbone conformational behavior. 13CR and 13C
secondary shifts report essentially on the Ramachandran space
sampled by the observed amino acid, while both 13C′ and 15N
are also sensitive to the sampling properties of the neighboring
amino acids. To exploit this complementarity we employ an
explicit ensemble description of unfolded proteins (Flexible-
Meccano) that has been used in combination with residual dipolar
coupling (RDCs),28 scalar couplings,31 and small angle scattering
data12,28 to describe conformational sampling in IDPs and
chemically denatured proteins.
An efficient selection algorithm (ASTEROIDS)32 is used to
assemble a 200-strong subensemble of structures out of a much
larger pool, which is in agreement with the experimental 13CR,
13C, 13C′, and 15N chemical shifts. Selection starts from a large
pool of conformers (typically 10 000 structures) constructed by
Flexible-Meccano using standard random coil φ/ψ backbone
dihedral angles. The program SPARTA is used to calculate
chemical shifts for each member of the ensemble. The selection
procedure involves two steps: an iteration step where each
residue is treated independently, and a final step where full
structures are selected. The first iteration step consists of the
selection of 200 φ/ψ values for each residue that are in agreement
with the 13CR, 13C, and 13C′ chemical shifts. This step is
repeated five times to obtain 1000 φ/ψ values for each residue.
A new ensemble of structures is created using Flexible-Meccano,
but this time using the selected 1000 φ/ψ values for each residue.
ASTEROIDS is applied again for each residue (see Supporting
Information) independently to select 5 × 200 φ/ψ values from
the new pool of structures. This iterative procedure is repeated
until no further improvement in the fitting of the chemical shifts
of the individual residues can be obtained. Step two of the
selection procedure is then applied using 13CR, 13C, 13C′, and
15N chemical shifts, where entire structures (200 conformers)
are selected from the pool of structures generated during the
previous iterations. While chemical shifts are expected to report
only on local conformations, other experimental data such as
residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) and paramagnetic relaxation
enhancements (PREs) or SAXS report on long-range order.
Therefore, the selection of entire structures will allow combined
fitting of several types of experimental data.
No assumptions are made in terms of the secondary structural
propensity, as the first ensemble contains only unfolded structures
derived from the statistical coil database. Local conformational
bias is recognized on the basis of chemical shift, and resulting
propensities are used to assemble the new database for the
subsequent iteration. In this way the algorithm automatically
provides the appropriate backbone dihedral angles for the
Published on Web 01/11/2010
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construction of entire secondary structural elements, as well as
determining local conformational sampling in the unfolded
domains.
This analysis is applied here to the study of NTAIL, the C-terminal
domain of the Sendai virus nucleoprotein. The molecular recognition
element of NTAIL has been shown, using detailed analysis of multiple
RDCs, to contain a conformationally fluctuating helical element at
its center.33,34 This protein is a particularly appropriate model with
which to test the approach, as it contains both partially structured
and fully disordered elements. Figure 1 shows the agreement
between the experimental and the calculated secondary chemical
shifts in NTAIL after application of the ASTEROIDS algorithm.
Excellent agreement with experimental shifts is observed throughout
the protein.
The simple observation that data can be reproduced by a
specific conformational ensemble does not necessarily guarantee
that the ensemble is physically realistic. It is therefore essential
to be able to cross-validate this approach with independent
experimental data. Figure 2A shows the agreement between
experimental 15N-1H RDCs measured from partially aligned
NTAIL compared to those calculated using an ensemble obtained
from chemical shift derived conformational sampling. RDCs
were calculated using the program PALES.35 The agreement is
striking, in both the folded and unfolded regions of the protein,
demonstrating the ability of the algorithm to unambiguously
interpret chemical shifts in terms of local conformational
propensity. The level of helical structure agrees very closely
with the helical description that was derived from analysis of
RDCs,28 indicating that the method is also quantitative. The
ensemble dimensions also agree with those found in the previous
studies (data not shown).28 In a further test of consistency we
have repeated the analysis in the absence of the 15N chemical
shifts and compared these shifts to predicted values (Figure 2B).
Although this implies removing 25% of the data, experimental
values are still reasonably reproduced (rmsd ) 0.77 ppm
compared to 1.15 ppm for the standard coil distribution).
An analysis of the φ/ψ distribution of the selected conformers
outside the helical element reveals that the fully disordered regions
of the protein have an overall tendency to sample less -extended
{φ/ψ ≈ -135°/135°} and more (on average 5%) polyproline II
{φ/ψ ≈ -75°/150°} than is present in standard random coil
Figure 1. Reproduction of experimental secondary chemical shifts
(random coil values from RefDB25 were used) from an ensemble of
200 structures determined using the ASTEROIDS algorithm (3 itera-
tions). Chemical shifts were calculated using the program SPARTA.
Flexible-Meccano was used to calculate ensembles of structures of the
protein, and iterative selection of 200-strong subensembles provided a
final ensemble in agreement with experimental shifts. Black: experimental
secondary chemical shifts. Red: secondary chemical shifts averaged over
the final ensemble. (A) R carbon, (B)  carbon, (C) carbonyl, (D) amide
nitrogen.
Figure 2. Reproduction of independent parameters by the ensemble
based on chemical shift selection. (A) 15N-1H residual dipolar couplings
(RDCs) measured in sterically aligned NTAIL.33 50 000 conformers were
calculated using the amino acid specific description of NTAIL determined
from the chemical shifts. RDCs were calculated using the program
PALES directly from the ensemble and averaged. Simulated RDCs (red)
were scaled uniformly to best match experiment (black). (B) Reproduc-
tion of 15N secondary chemical shifts using an ensemble determined
from only 13CR, 13C, 13C′ shifts (black: experiment, red: simu-
lation).
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databases. These trends are in qualitative agreement with observa-
tions based on complementary spectroscopic techniques.36-38 We
are currently applying similar analyses to chemical shifts from more
proteins to determine general trends for backbone conformational
propensities of IDPs.
The ability of chemical shifts to reproduce conformational
sampling was tested using extensive simulation. Ensembles of
a model unfolded sequence were created using the standard φ/ψ
database, an extended database sampling more -sheet and
polyproline II regions, or a database sampling more R-helical
conformations. The chemical shifts of these ensembles were
calculated with SPARTA as described above. The three sets of
chemical shifts (standard, extended, and helix) were subjected
to ASTEROIDS for selection of a subensemble of 200 structures
from a pool of conformers generated using the standard database.
These simulations demonstrate that it is possible to obtain a
standard coil, more extended sampling, or a more helical
sampling directly from chemical shifts, to within 5% accuracy
(results not shown).
The ability to describe conformational sampling on the basis
of chemical shifts alone is important for the development of
atomic resolution descriptions of IDPs. The approach presented
here makes no assumption concerning the true conformational
properties of the molecule, starting with a standard statistical
coil description of backbone conformational sampling, and
refining this iteratively until convergence is reached compared
to the experimental data. This allows the identification and
characterization of entire secondary structural elements and their
associated populations, as well as providing indications of the
subtle detail of local conformational sampling in unfolded
proteins. The approach is entirely compatible with recently
presented ensemble selection algorithms based on the use of
complementary structural restraints such as RDCs or 3J scalar
couplings, providing a tool for the development of a unified
conformational model of partially ordered states. Possibly more
exciting, this technique raises the prospect of probing the
conformational behavior of unfolded proteins under conditions
where additional parameters cannot be easily measured but where
chemical shifts are still accessible, for example in crowded or
cellular environments.39
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Abstract: Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are predicted to represent a significant fraction of the
human genome, and the development of meaningful molecular descriptions of these proteins remains a
key challenge for contemporary structural biology. In order to describe the conformational behavior of IDPs,
a molecular representation of the disordered state based on diverse sources of structural data that often
exhibit complex and very different averaging behavior is required. In this study, we propose a combination
of paramagnetic relaxation enhancements (PREs) and residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) to define both
long-range and local structural features of IDPs in solution. We demonstrate that ASTEROIDS, an ensemble
selection algorithm, faithfully reproduces intramolecular contacts, even in the presence of highly diffuse,
ill-defined target interactions. We also show that explicit modeling of spin-label mobility significantly improves
the reproduction of experimental PRE data, even in the case of highly disordered proteins. Prediction of
the effects of transient long-range contacts on RDC profiles reveals that weak intramolecular interactions
can induce a severe distortion of the profiles that compromises the description of local conformational
sampling if it is not correctly taken into account. We have developed a solution to this problem that involves
efficiently combining RDC and PRE data to simultaneously determine long-range and local structure in
highly flexible proteins. This combined analysis is shown to be essential for the accurate interpretation of
experimental data from R-synuclein, an important IDP involved in human neurodegenerative disease,
confirming the presence of long-range order between distant regions in the protein.
Introduction
The realization that a large fraction of functional proteins
encoded by the human genome are intrinsically disordered or
contain long disordered regions has revealed a fundamental
limitation of classical structural biology.1-4 Intrinsically disor-
dered proteins (IDPs) are functional despite their lack of well-
defined structure, imposing a new perspective on the relationship
between primary protein sequence and function and necessitating
the development of an entirely new set of experimental and
analytical techniques.5,6 The importance of developing new
methodologies to study these proteins is underlined by the fact
that IDPs are associated with many human diseases, including
cancer, cardiovascular disease, amyloidosis, neurodegenerative
disease, and diabetes.
NMR spectroscopy is exquisitely suited to the study of IDPs,7
primarily because heteronuclear chemical shift assignment
remains possible even for very large disordered proteins.8 NMR
analysis can then be used to precisely study the specific local
conformational preferences that encode biological function.9-11
In spite of their highly dynamic nature, IDPs also exhibit
transient or persistent long-range tertiary structure that may be
related to biological activity (e.g., via so-called fly-casting
interactions12) or simply confer protection from proteolysis or
amyloidosis. It is precisely the transient nature of such contacts
that precludes straightforward NMR detection using standard
techniques such as 1H-1H cross-relaxation. However, long-
range information can be measured via the effects of dipolar
relaxation between the observed spin and an unpaired electron,
which can be artificially introduced into the protein by attaching
a nitroxide group to a strategically placed cysteine mutant.13,14
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The gyromagnetic ratio of the electron spin is sufficiently high
that the observed line broadening due to the paramagnetic
relaxation enhancement (PRE) affords sensitive long-range
probes of intra- and intermolecular distances and distance
distribution functions. The interpretation of experimental PREs
can be relatively straightforward in the case of folded proteins,
where an assumption of a static probe localized at a single point
in space can be applied to extract approximate distance
constraints.15 It has also been shown that simple modeling of
spin-label side-chain mobility in terms of an average over three
positions can significantly improve the accuracy of the distance
information.16 Detailed information about transient encounter
complexes and their role in protein-protein interactions can
also be extracted by combining paramagnetic effects and
ensemble-averaged restrained molecular dynamics (MD).17-19
In the case of partially folded and unfolded proteins,
paramagnetic effects are particularly powerful, as the interactions
are sufficiently strong to allow the identification of fluctuating,
weakly populated tertiary structural contacts. In this case, the
treatment of the intrinsic dynamics of the system is of consider-
able importance. PREs have thus been interpreted in terms of
average distance restraints between the unpaired electron and
the observed spin, and these distances have been incorporated
directly as constraints into restrained MD or ensemble-averaged
restrained MD approaches.20-27 Explicit relaxation rates can
also be incorporated as constraints,28 and more recently, PREs
have been interpreted in terms of probability distributions.26,29,30
PREs can also be used to select representative ensembles from
a large pool of possible conformers.31-33
In this study, we have applied to the interpretation of PRE
data from disordered proteins a recently introduced approach
for modeling highly dynamic and disordered systems that derives
explicit molecular ensembles on the basis of experimental data.
Ensemble selection is based on the creation of a large number
of conformers using an amino acid-specific random coil database
known as flexible-meccano.34 Flexible-meccano allows for very
efficient restraint-free sampling of the available conformational
space and was initially demonstrated and refined to provide
structural ensembles in agreement with experimentally measured
NMR and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data.35-42 In
parallel, the ensemble selection algorithm ASTEROIDS has
been developed to directly determine appropriate regions of
conformational space populated by the IDP through selection
of conformers from the flexible-meccano ensemble using
inferential analysis of experimental NMR data.43 To date, the
approach has been applied to experimental measurements that
depend essentially on local structural behavior, such as residual
dipolar couplings (RDCs) and chemical shifts.44 Here we have
adapted the approach to incorporate the interpretation of PREs.
In order to allow for flexibility of the spin label with respect
to the backbone conformation, explicit rotameric libraries that
have been parametrized against experimental electron spin
resonance (ESR) measurements and MD simulations45 are
used to map the allowed position of the electron spin. We
then account for the dynamics of the electron spin within
this envelope by evoking a model for the autocorrelation
function of the relaxation-active interaction that was origi-
nally proposed for the interpretation of 1H-1H cross-
relaxation effects.46 This allows the motion of the relaxation-
active dipole-dipole interaction between the electron spin
and the observed nucleus to be modeled for each conformer
in the ensemble.
The observation that RDCs can be measured in disordered
proteins has been followed by the rapid development of
techniques for interpreting experimental data in terms of local
structure.38,40,41,47-60 Comparison of experimental data with
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predictions from calculated ensembles of random-coil conform-
ers has indicated that RDCs are sensitive to amino acid-specific
backbone dihedral angle distributions. The ability to define
random-coil RDC values has led to first the identification and
then the quantification of the level of secondary structure
propensity in IDPs, initially by comparison with ensemble
averages reporting on different sampling regimes35-42 and more
recently by using RDCs to determine conformational sampling
on an amino acid-specific basis using ASTEROIDS.43 In the
latter case, a highly efficient local alignment window (LAW)
approach to the simulation of RDCs was used to account for
local-sampling and near-neighbor effects.43,59 This demonstrated
that in order to correctly define the conformational behavior
for a LAW with a length of 15 amino acids, at least 200
structures are needed to average the RDCs.43 In addition, it was
noted that in contrast to chemical shifts and scalar couplings,
RDCs are also sensitive to the degree and nature of transient
long-range order, and even in the absence of specific contacts,
it was found to be necessary to combine the local prediction
from the LAWs with a generic baseline profile along the primary
sequence that accounts for the chainlike nature of the protein.
In this study, ASTEROIDS and flexible-meccano were
adapted to allow for transient long-range order and combined
with experimental PREs to determine an ensemble description
of R-synuclein, a paradigm of the IDP family, whose confor-
mational properties in free solution have been characterized
extensively using NMR spectroscopy and associated biophysical
techniques.22,23,26,61-66 We demonstrate that even in the pres-
ence of highly diffuse, ill-defined target interactions, explicit
modeling of spin-label mobility significantly improves the
prediction of experimental data not used in the analysis. We
also show that even weak intramolecular interactions can induce
a severe distortion of the expected RDC values that compromises
the description of local conformational sampling if not correctly
taken into account. The expected modulation of the RDCs is
parametrized in such a way that it can be analytically introduced
into the predicted RDC profile, and we demonstrate that
incorporation of long-range contacts from the PRE-derived
ensemble significantly improves the prediction of experimental
RDCs from R-synuclein.23 This novel approach allows for the
direct and efficient introduction of long-range contacts into
ensemble-averaged RDCs and provides for the simple and
powerful combination of RDCs and PREs into a single ensemble
description.
Theoretical Aspects
Dynamic Averaging of PREs. IDPs are highly flexible on
diverse time scales, and this flexibility must be taken into
account in the analysis of the measured PREs. The transverse
relaxation rate due to the presence of the unpaired electron, Γ2,
can be expressed as follows:67
where ge is the electron g-factor, γH is the gyromagnetic ratio
of the observed nucleus (proton), se is the electron spin, ωH is
the proton frequency, µB is the Bohr magneton, and µ0 is the
permittivity of free space. It has been shown14,46 that the spectral
density function J(ω) can be described using a model-free
expression of the order parameter comprising the orientational
and distance-dependent components of the internal motion, both
of which strongly depend on the motion of the spin label with
respect to the observed nuclear spin:
where the order parameter SH-e2 describes the motion of the
dipolar interaction vector, τc ) τrτs/(τr + τs) is defined in terms
of the electron spin and rotational correlation times τs and τr,
respectively, τe is given by the expression τe ) 1/(τi-1 + τr-1
+ τs
-1), in which τi represents the effective correlation time of
the spin label, and rH-e is the instantaneous distance between
the proton and electron spins. The order parameter can be
usefully decomposed into radial and angular components as
where
and
in which Ωmol refers to the orientation of the interaction vector
in the frame of the flexible-meccano conformer. These expres-
sions are used to calculate the effective transverse relaxation
rate for each backbone conformation produced with the flexible-
meccano algorithm.
The electron spin label is attached to the molecule via a thiol-
reactive methanethiosulfonate (MTSL) attached to a cysteine
side chain. MTSL conformations are built explicitly for each
flexible-meccano backbone conformer by randomly sampling
known rotameric descriptions.45 Only conformations that do not
result in steric overlap with the remainder of the chain are
retained in the N-conformer ensemble that is used to represent
the position of the side chain. Thus, for each backbone
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conformation, the MTSL side chain is represented by a
population-weighted sampling of the available rotameric states.
The effective relaxation rate for each amide proton is taken as
the average of the rates Γ2,cfm for the N retained flexible-meccano
conformers:
Effective intensities are then calculated as described in Methods.
The assumption made here are that the interconversion
between different side-chain conformations is independent of
(and faster than) the interconversion between different discrete
conformers. In common with previous applications,23,28 we
estimated τc to be 5 ns, and the internal motion describing the
sampling of the different side-chain conformations was assumed
to have a correlation time of 500 ps. This is in broad agreement
with values derived from earlier MD/ESR-based studies,68 and
we note that changing the internal correlation time by a factor
of 2 in either direction had no noticeable influence on the
resulting analysis.
Figure 1 shows the possible positions of the spin label for
each of four paramagnetic probes attached to cysteine mutants
of the protein R-synuclein in two flexible-meccano conformers
(amino acids 18, 76, 90, and 140, which are the positions used
in the experimental study).23 The spin label can clearly occupy
a large volume space that could potentially affect the effective
relaxation behavior of the observed spins.
Results and Discussion
Our aim in this study was to analyze the effects of long-
range transient contacts on experimentally observable NMR
parameters from unfolded proteins and to develop a formalism
that allows their use for the meaningful characterization of both
local and long-range structure in these highly flexible systems.
In order to do this, we initially used molecular simulations to
investigate the expected effects in systems with either one or two
dominant long-range contacts. Although these simulated systems
were intentionally oversimplified for the sake of clarity, the
application of the observed results to more complex networks of
long-range transient interactions is expected to be straightforward.
Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancement in Highly Disordered
Systems: Simulation. We initially determined whether it is
possible to detect weakly specific long-range interactions via
the combined ASTEROIDS and flexible-meccano analysis
applied to simulated PREs. Figure 2 shows PREs calculated
for a simulated model protein of 100 amino acids with
paramagnetic spin labels attached at positions 20, 40, 60, and
80 (red bars). In Figure 2a, each conformer contains a contact
between 41-50 and 81-90. The definition of a contact is given
in Methods. The solid line shows the expected broadening in
the absence of specific contacts (the reference ensemble where
all conformers are allowed). We note that the effective broaden-
ing, even in the absence of specific contacts, is quite significant(68) Sezer, D.; Freed, J. H.; Roux, B. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 165106.
Figure 1. Representation of the possible nitroxide spin label positions relative to the backbone of individual structures calculated using the conformational
sampling algorithm flexible-meccano. Two representative conformers are shown. The positions of the heavy atoms are represented by the blue ribbon, while
allowed MTSL side-chain positions are shown in red for each of four paramagnetic probes used in the R-synuclein study (amino acids 18, 76, 90, and 140).
Previously proposed MTSL rotameric libraries45 were randomly sampled for a total of 600 conformers for each site. Each position was retained and included
in the averaging procedure if no steric clashes were found with respect to the given backbone conformation.
Γ2
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)
1
N ∑
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N
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as a result of the large volume space sampled by the spin label.
Figure 2b shows a similar representation of an ensemble with
contacts between positions 11-20 and 61-70. The ASTEROIDS
algorithm targeting these simulated PREs was then used to select
80-member conformational ensembles from a pool of 10 000
structures without specific contacts calculated using the flexible-
meccano Monte Carlo sampling approach (see Methods). The
resulting ensembles reproduced the simulated PREs well, as
shown by the blue bars in Figure 2. It should be noted that
these simulations used examples that were quite demanding,
with 20% of the chain involved in weakly specific contacts.
These simulations nevertheless represent a reasonable reproduc-
tion of the situation that one may encounter when studying
intrinsically disordered or partially folded proteins, with long-
range interactions occurring between strands carrying comple-
mentary electrostatic charge or containing hydrophobic side-
chains. It was therefore of interest to determine whether the
broad averaging effects predicted from such a simulation would
allow the extraction of meaningful information concerning the
long-range contacts.
ASTEROIDS Reproduces the Overall Biophysical Features
of the Target Ensemble. Figure 3 shows the effective contacts
present in the ASTEROIDS ensembles that matched the
simulated data. This representation compares interatomic (CR)
distances present in the reference ensemble with those in the
selected ensemble (see Methods). The contacts that were used
to simulate the data are well identified in both cases. The exact
values of the distances were not reproduced (the distances were
underestimated), but this is not considered a serious drawback
in view of the ill-defined nature of the contact. We also
compared the overall distributions of the selected ensembles
relative to the reference ensemble. Figure 4 shows that the
ASTEROIDS ensemble of structures selected using the simu-
lated PREs from the ensemble containing contacts between
regions 11-20 and 61-70 (Figure 2b) reproduced the
distribution of the radiii of gyration (Rg) for members of the
target ensemble quite closely. The average Rg of the ASTER-
OIDS ensembles increased slightly with increasing number of
structures, from 21.3 Å for the 80-member ensemble to 21.7 Å
for the 160-member ensemble, compared with 22.6 Å for the
Figure 2. Reproduction of simulated sample PRE data for ensembles containing specific contacts using the ASTEROIDS ensemble selection algorithm.43
(a) Blue: data averaged over the target ensemble in which each conformer has a contact between 41-50 and 81-90. Red: data averaged over an ensemble
of 80 structures selected using ASTEROIDS. The four boxes show the PRE data for simulated spin labels at residues 20 (top left), 40 (top right), 60 (bottom
left), and 80 (bottom right). Lines show the PREs calculated from a control ensemble with no specific contacts. (b) Blue: as in (a) for a target ensemble in
which each conformer has a contact between 11-20 and 61-70. Red: data averaged over an ensemble of 80 structures selected using ASTEROIDS.
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target ensemble. The previously noted tendency of PRE-based
analysis to produce unrealistically compact ensembles of
unfolded states, although present, was apparently less pro-
nounced using the combined ASTEROIDS and flexible-meccano
approach than in the case of restrained MD-based studies.26-28
The exact origin of this observation is not clear and will require
further comparative studies, but the improvement may be related
to the explicit modeling of side-chain flexibility or to the fact
that this approach uses the data to select representative
ensembles rather than fitting the conformational sampling
directly to the data.
We tested the ability of the combined ASTEROIDS and
flexible-meccano approach to reproduce more than one contact.
Clearly, the accuracy of this reproduction depends strongly on
the number of paramagnetic probes and their specific distribution
in the protein as well as the nature of the contacts (diffuse or
well-defined). We performed an additional simulation, in this
case for a protein containing 200 amino acids, where the target
ensemble consisted of conformers with a contact between 11-20
and 61-70 or between 141-150 and 181-190. Simulated data
from eight paramagnetic probes allowed ASTEROIDS to
accurately and unambiguously find both contacts (Figure 5).
The simulated target and fitted data from the eight sites are
shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information.
Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancement in Highly Disordered
Systems: Experimental Data. In order to test the ensemble
selection procedure further, we applied this approach to an
experimental data set measured by Bertoncini et al.23 for the
intrinsically disordered protein R-synuclein. We employed these
experimental data to determine how the use of an explicit
flexible side-chain description of the spin label compares to
using a fixed single position for each flexible-meccano con-
former. In order to do this, we used ASTEROIDS to select
ensembles based on the PRE data from cysteine mutants 18,
90, and 140 and then used these ensembles to predict the PREs
measured for the spin label at position 76. It should be noted
that this involved removing 25% of the available experimental
data. The ensembles determined using a flexible side-chain
description and a static side-chain description both fit the
experimental data from the three “active” labels to within the
experimental uncertainty, with the flexible side-chain model
affording a slightly better fit (data not shown). More importantly,
the reproduction of the “passive” data (i.e., the data not used in
the ensemble selection) was systematically and significantly
better when the flexible side-chain model was employed: the
root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) for the flexible side-chain
model was 0.17 ( 0.01, compared with an rmsd of 0.24 ( 0.02
for the static description. An example is shown in Figure 6,
where the data reproductions of the PREs induced by the spin
label at position 76 are compared for the two descriptions. This
Figure 3. Contact maps showing chain proximity in the ensembles selected
using ASTEROIDS on the basis of the data shown in Figure 2 (above the
diagonal) in comparison with target ensembles (below the diagonal). In
(a), the contact was between 11-20 and 61-70, while for (b), the contact
was between 41-50 and 81-90. The scale for the data above the diagonal
in each panel has been multiplied by a factor of 0.50 for ease of identification
of the contact.
Figure 4. Ability of the ASTEROIDS approach to accurately reproduce
the distribution of radii of gyration (Rg) in the selected ensembles. (a)
Histogram showing the overall dimensions of the structures in ASTEROIDS
ensembles selected on the basis of PREs shown in Figure 2b (contacts
between 11-20 and 61-70). Blue: distribution of Rg in ensembles of size
80 (average Rg ) 21.3 Å). Red: distribution of radii of gyration in ensembles
of size 160 (average Rg ) 21.7 Å). (b) Distribution of Rg for a set of 2000
structures from the target ensembles in which all of the structures contain
a contact between 11-20 and 61-70 (average Rg ) 22.6 Å).
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example was chosen at random and is representative of the
observed improvement. This result demonstrates the importance
of incorporating local MTSL side-chain dynamics into the
ensemble interpretation of the PREs, even for highly dynamic
systems. These motions are predicted to occur on a relaxation-
active time scale45 and therefore require the use of the model-
free or equivalent description that can explicitly account for
the effect of local motions on the spectral density function. If
fast motions of the spin label relative to the backbone are not
included in the analysis, time-scale-dependent modulation of
the observed relaxation interaction may be aliased into the
effective intramolecular distance distribution.
The quality of the cross-validated data reproduction using
the dynamic description allowed us to use this approach to probe
the optimal number of structures required to describe the
ensemble. This number depends on the complexity of the system
(including the number of long-range contacts) as well as the
number and position of the spin labels, but in this case, both
the active and passive 2 values indicated that ensembles of
∼200 structures were appropriate (Figure 7). This was supported
by analysis of the effective radius of gyration, which rises until
it reaches a plateau at approximately the same number of
structures. Figure 8 shows the data reproduction when data from
all four sites were included in the analysis; also shown is the
resulting contact map comparing average interatomic distances
in the ensemble with those from a control ensemble in which
no selection on the basis of experimental data was made. In
line with previous studies, a long-range contact between the C-
and N-terminal domains was observed as well as a weaker
contact between the so-called NAC region (residues 65-95)
and the C-terminal domain.22,23,35
Figure 5. Contact map showing chain proximity in the presence of two
contacts. Above the diagonal: contact map for an ASTEROIDS ensemble
selected to reproduce simulated PRE data averaged over an ensemble in
which each 200 amino acid conformer has a contact between 11-20 and
61-70 or between 141-150 and 181-190. In this case, eight PRE sites
were simulated (sequence numbers 22, 44, 66, 88, 110, 132, 154, and 176).
Below the diagonal: contact map for the target ensemble used to simulate
the PRE data. The scale for the data above the diagonal has been multiplied
by a factor of 0.66 for ease of identification of the contact.
Figure 6. Cross-validation of “passive” R-synuclein PRE data. Only data from A18C, A90C, and A140C were used in the ensemble selection. (a) Example
of the reproduction of the PRE data from the A76C site using the static position of the C atom as a representation of the average position of the spin label.
(b) Example of the reproduction of the PRE data from the A76C site using the explicit MTSL side-chain dynamic averaging model described in the text. In
both cases, the experimental PREs are shown in red and the calculated ratios in blue.
Figure 7. Ensemble characteristics as a function of selected ensemble size,
targeting experimental PRE data measured in R-synuclein. (a) Average
radius of gyration as a function of the number of structures in the selected
ensemble. (b) 2 for the passive data as a function of the number of structures
in the selected ensemble. The passive data in this case consists of the entire
A76C data set. Only data from A18C, A90C, and A140C were used in the
ensemble selection for the cross-validated reproduction of the “passive”
data set. (c) 2 for the active data as a function of the number of structures
in the selected ensemble.
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Effects of Weak Long-Range Contacts on RDCs Measured
in Highly Disordered Systems. In order to obtain a unified
representation of the behavior of disordered proteins in solution,
it is necessary to incorporate data from different sources that
exhibit different structural and dynamic dependences. Here we
investigate the effects of weak long-range contacts on the
expected values of RDCs that are generally assumed to report
mainly on local conformational propensities in disordered chains,
and we propose appropriate guidelines for combining PREs and
RDCs when using ensemble descriptions of flexible proteins.
The flexible-meccano approach was used to predict RDCs
from 100 000-member ensembles of the 100 amino acid model
sequence in the presence of weakly defined long-range contacts
(Figure 9). The expected profiles when no specific contacts were
present are also shown (Figure 9a). Figure 9b-g shows profiles
of the expected 15N-1HN (1DNH) and 13CR-1HR (1DCRHR) RDCs
when a contact between two 20 amino acid strands (e.g., regions
1-20 and 81-100) was present. The effect of even such diffuse
long-range contacts is surprisingly strong, resulting in significant
quenching of the RDC values in regions between the two contact
regions and some reinforcement of RDCs in the region of the
contacting parts of the chain. Amino acids in all regions had
essentially identical conformational sampling in all cases, but
the RDCs were very different, indicating very clearly that
Figure 8. Reproduction of PRE data measured for R-synuclein. (a-d) Comparison of (red) experimental and (blue) ensemble-averaged data for an example
calculation. (e) Resulting contact map showing the relative proximity of different parts of the chain.
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caution needs to be exercised when interpreting RDCs uniquely
in terms of local structure if long-range contacts are also present.
This would potentially lead to significant error in the cases
shown in Figure 9.
In order to further clarify the origin of these effects, the same
analysis was carried out for a homopolymer (polyvaline),
resulting in the expected bell-shaped curve for the ensembles
without contact-specific selection (Figure 10a) and clear modi-
fications occurring for the ensembles with specific contacts
(Figure 10b-g). The effect of diffuse long-range contacts is
apparently to superpose a more complex baseline upon the local
structure of the expected RDCs. This baseline has peaks in the
interacting regions and a trough in the intervening region. We
believe that the effect has a similar origin as that found in the
presence of helical elements in disordered chains, where 1DNH
values become positive as a result of the effective average
alignment of the 15N-1HN bond vectors with the average chain
direction and thereby the magnetic field.60 The same effect may
occur here, although in this case, the helix has a very long period
in terms of amino acids and therefore would create a very broad
inverted curve relative to the bell-shaped curve, whose shal-
lowness depends on the distance between the interacting
segments, as observed from the numerical simulation.
Parametrization of the Effect of Long-Range Contacts on
RDCs in Disordered Systems. It has previously been shown that
RDCs from unfolded chains with no specific interacting regions
can be expressed in terms of the product of a generic baseline,
bml, and RDCs derived from sampling of conformational space
that can be defined using short local alignment windows
(LAWs):59,43
where m and l represent the pair of nuclei (e.g., N and HN). In
Figure 10, the red curves were obtained using the parametriza-
tion of a generic baseline expression that reproduces the
numerically predicted baselines shown for the polyvaline chain
(see Methods for the full expression). This can be described as
a combination of the baseline expression for no specific contacts
(a hyperbolic cosine function introduced previously43) with
Gaussian curves between the contact points. Importantly, the
curves depend only on the position of the contacts and the length
of the chain.
This expression can then be combined with RDCs predicted
using LAWs accounting for short-range conformational behav-
ior. This is illustrated in Figure 11, where the LAW-derived
profile (Figure 11b), which was calculated using 200 structures,
is combined with the baseline predicted for long-range contacts
between segments 41-60 and 81-100 (Figure 11a). The
prediction agrees essentially identically with the explicit simula-
tions calculated using 100 000 conformers containing the
required contact (Figure 11c). In the case of more than one
contact (as shown in Figure 5, for example), the baseline effects
are combined as shown in eq 11 and can again be shown to
accurately reproduce the effects simulated from explicit averages
over 100 000 conformers containing these contacts (see Figure
S2 in the Supporting Information).
Simultaneous Analysis of PRE-Derived Long-Range Contacts
and RDC-Derived Local Information. The above results show
that it is possible in principle to combine PRE-derived long-
range information with RDC-derived local information while
accounting for possibly significant long-range effects on RDCs
and preserving a relatively small number of structures. This latter
point is of particular importance when using ensemble selection
approaches. In order to test this possibility further, we analyzed
Figure 9. Simulation of 1DNH and 1DCRHR RDC profiles for a disordered protein with an arbitrary sequence in the presence of contacts between different
sections of the chain. (a) Profile of couplings in the absence of specific contacts. The program PALES was used to calculate RDCs for each conformer;
100 000 conformers were used in this average and the ones shown in panels (b-g). (b-g) Profiles of couplings in the presence of contacts between regions
i and j: (b) i ) 1-20, j ) 41-60; (c) i ) 1-20, j ) 61-80; (d) i ) 1-20, j ) 81-100; (e) i ) 21-40, j ) 61-80; (f) i ) 21-40, j ) 81-100; (g) i )
41-60, j ) 81-100. The two continuous red bars above each plot indicate the positions of the contacting regions.
Dml ) |bml|DmlLAW (5)
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the ensembles presented in Figure 3, where the target contacts
were between positions 11-20 and 61-70 and between
positions 41-50 and 81-90. The contact matrices were analyzed
to find the maximum of the difference between the PRE-derived
ensemble and the reference ensemble containing no specific
contacts (see Methods). The results are shown in Figure 12. In
Figure 12a, the red and blue curves indicate the RDC baselines
derived using this approach (calculated using eq 11), and the black
curve shows the 1DNH RDCs calculated using the LAW approach.
In Figure 12b,c, the combination of the baseline and the locally
calculated RDCs is compared to RDCs calculated explicitly from
100 000 conformers, all of which fulfill the contact criterion. The
good agreement demonstrates that one can combine PREs and
RDCs in a meaningful way for the ensemble description of
disordered proteins using experimental data.
Combining Experimental PREs and RDCs in r-Synuclein
Validates RDC Baseline Analysis. Finally, we applied this
analysis to the contact matrix determined on the basis of
experimental PRE data from R-synuclein (shown in Figure 8e).
Experimentally measured RDCs are shown in Figure 13a and
compared to RDCs calculated from an explicit representation
of full-length R-synuclein. The RDC baseline derived from
analysis of the contact matrix is shown in Figure 13b,
superimposed on the RDCs calculated using the LAW approach.
The two curves were combined using eq 5, and the result is
compared to the experimental data (after appropriate scaling)
in Figure 13c. The RDC profile reproduces the experimental
data significantly better than the ensemble derived in the absence
of specific contacts (rmsd of 0.52 Hz compared with 0.78 Hz).
This study therefore not only validates the predicted effects on
Figure 10. Simulation of RDC profiles for a homopolymer (polyvaline) in the presence of contacts between different sections of the chain. (a) Profile of
calculated couplings in the absence of specific contacts. The program PALES was used to calculate RDCs from each conformer; 100 000 conformers were
used in this average and the ones shown in panels (b-g). (b-g) Profiles of couplings in the presence of contacts between regions i and j: (b) i ) 1-20,
j ) 41-60; (c) i ) 1-20, j ) 61-80; (d) i ) 1-20, j ) 81-100; (e) i ) 21-40, j ) 61-80; (f) i ) 21-40, j ) 81-100; (g) i ) 41-60, j ) 81-100.
The two continuous bars above each plot indicate the positions of the contacting regions. The red curves were computed using eq 11 with the contact
positioned in the center of each region.
Figure 11. Example of the combination of analytically calculated baselines and RDCs averaged using the local alignment window (LAW) approach. (a)
Baseline contribution calculated analytically using eq 11 for contacts between the regions centered on residues 50 and 90. (b) RDCs calculated using the
previously proposed LAW approach with windows 15 amino acids in length; each RDC was averaged over 200 structures. (c) Combination of the baseline
from (a) and the local RDCs from (b) (red curves) compared to the RDCs averaged over 100 000 full-length conformers in which each structure has a
contact between 41-60 and 81-100 (black curves).
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RDC profiles due to long-range transient contacts in unfolded
systems but also demonstrates that PREs and RDCs can be
usefully combined in an experimental context. This provides
further support for previously published observations that RDCs
have been correctly reproduced only in the presence of long-
range contacts.35
Conclusions
In order to understand the conformational behavior of IDPs,
a molecular representation of the partially folded state is
required. Because of the very large number of degrees of
conformational freedom available to such a disordered system,
this representation should be based on extensive sets of
experimental data. Each experimental parameter is sensitive to
different aspects of the structural and dynamic behavior of the
disordered state and requires specific consideration of the
relevant averaging properties of the physical interaction. In this
study, we have taken another step toward the development of a
unified molecular representation of the disordered state by
combining complementary data sets with novel analytical tools
designed to exploit the specific conformational sensitivity of
the different experimental parameters.
Having recently demonstrated that multiple RDCs can be
combined with an efficient ensemble selection algorithm
(ASTEROIDS) to define local conformational sampling directly
from the experimental data, we have extended the approach to
incorporate the possible presence of long-range contacts. We
have demonstrated the use of ASTEROIDS to analyze PREs
and faithfully reproduce intramolecular proximity even in the
presence of highly diffuse, ill-defined contacts that give rise to
broad PRE profiles. We have also demonstrated that the
combination of numerical and analytical modeling of spin-label
mobility significantly improves the reproduction of the experi-
mental data. The effects of long-range contacts on RDCs have
been shown to produce severe distortion of RDC profiles
predicted on the basis of local sampling alone. We have
demonstrated that this distortion can be generally parametrized
and combined with RDC prediction based on local sampling
alone to provide an efficient and reliable tool for interpreting
RDCs in flexible chains containing preferred long-range contacts.
We thus have shown that it is possible to combine NMR data
that exhibit very different averaging properties and structural
dependences in a meaningful way, providing the perspective
of characterizing the essential local and long-range conforma-
tional characteristics of unfolded proteins using PREs and RDCs.
In the example we provided, the reproduction of experimental
RDCs from the protein R-synuclein was significantly improved
when baseline effects derived from the PRE analysis were
introduced into the analysis, demonstrating the feasibility of
combining these experimental parameters into an informative
ensemble description.
Methods
Experimental Data. Details of experimental measurements of
RDCs and PREs have been published elsewhere.23,33
PRE Calculations with Flexible-Meccano. Sterically allowed
MTSL side-chain conformations were sampled using previously
published rotameric distributions68 and built explicitly for each spin-
label site of each flexible-meccano backbone; 600 side-chain
conformers were calculated, and the sterically allowed conformers
were retained. Relaxation effects were averaged over these con-
formers as described in Theoretical Aspects.
Figure 12. Example of a combined analysis of PREs and RDCs in the
context of simulated data. PREs were used to determine long-range contacts.
RDC profiles were calculated using baselines determined on the basis of
PRE analysis and LAWs. Contacts were identified from distance matrices
as described in the text. The reproduction of the PREs and the resulting
distance matrix from this simulation are shown in Figures 2 and 3. (a) Black
curve: LAW-averaged RDCs. Blue curve: RDC baseline extracted from
the contact matrix shown in Figure 3a (contact between 11-20 and 61-70).
Red curve: RDC baseline extracted from the contact matrix shown in Figure
3b (contact between 41-50 and 81-90). (b) Black curve: RDCs calculated
from an explicit ensemble calculation using 100 000 conformers containing
a contact between 41-50 and 81-90. Red curve: the combination of the
LAW curve and red baseline curve shown in (a) (contact between regions
41-50 and 81-90). (c) Black curve: RDCs calculated from an explicit
ensemble calculation using 100 000 conformers containing a contact between
11-20 and 61-70. Red curve: combination of the LAW curve and blue
baseline curve shown in (a) (contact between regions 11-20 and 61-70).
Figure 13. Example of a combined analysis of PREs and RDCs in the
context of experimental data: comparison of experimental 1DNH RDCs
measured from R-synuclein aligned in PEG-hexanol with values obtained
using the combination of LAW and baseline prediction from PRE
analysis. (a) Comparison of experimental 1DNH RDCs (blue) with
couplings calculated using a standard flexible-meccano prediction (red).
The rmsd between the two distributions was 0.78 Hz. (b) LAW-predicted
RDCs (red) and effective baseline derived from the contact map shown in Figure
8e using eq 11 (black). (c) Combination of the curves shown in (b) (red)
compared to the experimental 1DNH RDCs (blue). The rmsd in this case
was 0.52 Hz.
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Definition of Contacts. We considered a contact to be present
between two different parts of the polypeptide chain if the C of
an amino acid in one contiguous strand (e.g., residues 11-20) was
located less than 15 Å from any C in another contiguous strand
(e.g., residues 51-60).
Contact Matrices. Average distances between sites were
represented in terms of the metric ∆ij, defined as
where dij is the distance between sites i and j in any given structure
of the ASTEROIDS ensemble and dij0 is the distance between sites
i and j in any given structure of the reference ensemble (with no
specific selection). This metric was used to highlight a higher
propensity to form contacts than in a molecule that has no specific
contacts. It should be noted that this representation of average
interatomic distances naturally (and artificially) enhances contacts
that are further apart in the chain, so the observed contacts are
“smeared” away from the diagonal.
Contact matrices were analyzed to determine lijmax, the maximum
of the difference between the PRE-derived ensemble and the
reference ensemble containing no specific contacts:
The matrix was divided into segments of 5 × 5 amino acids and
searched for the highest-populated segment fulfilling the following
criterion:
This approach identified the highest-populated contacting region.
The center of this region was then used to calculate the baseline
effects on the RDC profile using eq 11.
RDC Calculations with Flexible-Meccano Using a Global
Alignment Tensor. Simulated RDCs were calculated using the
program flexible-meccano interfaced to PALES.69 Profiles of RDCs
in the presence of long-range order were simulated by retaining
only conformers for which the desired contact was present.
RDC Calculations with Flexible-Meccano Using a Local
Alignment Window. For calculations using a LAW, the RDC for
the central amino acid of the local 15 amino acid segment was
calculated for each individual structure.43 For the terminal amino
acids, seven alanines were added to the N- or C-terminus during
the building of the protein to ensure that a 15 amino acid segment
was always present. The resulting RDC profile along the primary
sequence was calculated by averaging each value over the whole
ensemble and multiplying by the corresponding scaled absolute
value of the effective baseline given in eq 11. RDCs calculated
using full-length descriptions of the protein were averaged over
all conformers as previously described.34
ASTEROIDS Ensemble Selection. ASTEROIDS uses a previ-
ously described genetic algorithm to build a representative ensemble
of structures of fixed size N from a large database. The algorithm
selects an ensemble of N structures by comparing with experimental
data using the following fitness function:
where
in which Γ2,para is the paramagnetic component of the measured
relaxation rate given in eq 4, Γ2,red is the intrinsic transverse
relaxation rate of the observed proton spin, and tm is the mixing
time, for which a value of 10 ms was used. The final ensemble is
obtained from generations of ensembles that undergo evolution and
selection using this fitness function. Each generation comprises 100
different ensembles of size N. Remaining parameters are treated
as previously described.
Parametrization of a Generic RDC Baseline Expression
for Transiently Contacting Chains. A generic RDC baseline
expression for transiently contacting chains can be obtained by
combining the baseline expression for no specific contacts (a
hyperbolic cosine function introduced previously43) with a Gaussian
curve between the contact points and then correcting this with
Gaussian curves in the vicinity of the contacting points. Importantly,
the Gaussian curves depend only on the position of the contacts
and the length of the chain. This results in the following analytical
expression for the baseline RDC, DijBL:
where L is the length of the chain, the contact occurs between positions
n1 and n2, and the sum includes all of the independent contacts i. Other
parameters are defined as follows: m0 ) (L + 1)/2, n0 ) (n1 + n2)/2,
D ) |n1 - n2|, and S ) n0 - m0. The parametrizations of a, b, c,
G, H, σ, and δ are given in the Supporting Information.
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résumé Les macromolécules biologiques sont, par essence, des systèmes
dynamiques. Si l’importance de cette flexibilité est maintenant clairement établie,
la caractérisation précise du désordre conformationnel de ces systèmes reste en-
core une question ouverte. La résonance magnétique nucléaire constitue un outil
unique pour sonder ces mouvements au niveau atomique que ce soit par les études
de relaxation de spin ou par l’analyse des couplages dipolaires résiduels. Ces
derniers permettent d’étudier l’ensemble des mouvements ayant lieu à des échelles
de temps plus rapide que la milliseconde, englobant ainsi les temps caractéris-
tiques de nombreux mouvements physiologiquement importants. L’information
contenue dans ces couplages résiduels est ici interprétée principalement grâce à des
approches analytiques pour quantifier la dynamique présente dans des protéines
repliées, déterminer l’orientation de ces mouvements et obtenir de l’information
structurale au sein de ce désordre conformationnel. Ces approches analytiques sont
complémentées par des méthodes numériques, permettant ainsi soit d’observer
les phénomènes sous un autre angle, soit d’examiner d’autres systèmes tels que
les protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées. L’ensemble de ces études laisse
transparaître une importante complémentarité entre ordre structural et désordre
conformationnel.
mots-clés Résonance Magnétique Nucléaire, Couplages Dipolaires Résidu-
els, Désordre Conformationnel, Protéines, Structure, Dynamique.
abstract Biological macromolecules are, by essence, dynamical systems.
While the importance of this flexibility is nowadays well established, the accurate
characterization of the conformational disorder of these systems remains an im-
portant challenge. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy is a unique tool to
probe these motions at atomic level, through the analysis of spin relaxation or
residual dipolar couplings. The latter allows all motions occurring at timescales
faster than the millisecond to be investigated, including physiologically important
timescales. The information presents in those couplings is interpreted here using
mainly analytical approaches in order to quantify the amounts of dynamics present
in folded protein, to determine the direction of those motions and to obtain struc-
tural information within this conformational disorder. These analytical approaches
are complemented by numerical methods, that allowed the observation of phenom-
ena from a different point of view or the investigation of other systems such as
intrinsically disordered proteins. All of these studies demonstrate an important
complementarity between structural order and conformational disorder.
key words Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, Residual Dipolar Coupling, Con-
formational Disorder, Protein, Dynamics, Structure.
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